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FEDERAL-STATE ALASKA NATIVES
COMMISSION FINAL REPORT

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 16, 1995

House of Representatives, Committee on Re-
sources; AND U.S. Senate, Committee on Energy
AND Natural Resources, and Committee on Indian
Affairs,

Washington, D.C.

The joint hearing met, pursuant to call, at 10:30 a.m., in room
1324, Longworth House Office Building, Hon. Don Young, Chair-

man, House Committee on Resources (presiding as Chairman of the

Joint Hearing), and Hon. Frank Murkowski, Chairman, Senate
Committee on Energy and Natural Resources.

STATEMENT OF HON. DON YOUNG, A U.S. REPRESENTATIVE
FROM ALASKA, AND CHAIRMAN, COMMITTEE ON RESOURCES
Chairman Young. This is a joint oversight hearing by the Sen-

ate Committee on Energy and Natural Resources, Senate Commit-
tee on Indian Affairs and House Committee on Resources on the
Federal-State Alaska Natives Commission Final Report dated 1994.

It is quite an honor for me today. Senator Murkowski will be here
in a few moments, but I follow a tactic of always starting on time.

We do have some esteemed colleagues here, my senior Senator,
Senator Stevens, Senator McCain; of course. Senator Inouye, Sen-
ator Campbell, and they all have busy schedules. If I could, with
the will of the committee at this time, I would like to recognize my
senior Senator for an opening statement. And each Senator as they
finish their statement if they have to leave, do it quietly please.

Senator Stevens.

STATEMENT OF HON. TED STEVENS, A U.S. SENATOR FROM
ALASKA

Mr. Stevens. Well, I have no opening statement, Mr. Chairman.
I am delighted that you are conducting this hearing, and I thank
all of the separate committees that are meeting here with you. It

is a very important hearing. I do think that you and Senator Mur-
kowski are to be commended for having created this Natives Com-
mission in the first instance with the help of some of our colleagues

who are here, and you did a good job. It is nice to have an oppor-

tunity to explain that report here, and I look forward to working
with you to implement it as soon as possible. Thank you very
much.

(1)



Chairman Young. Thank you, Senator Stevens. Senator McCain,
you have informed me that you have another appointment so you
are recognized next.

STATEMENT OF HON. JOHN MCCAIN, A U.S. SENATOR FROM
ARIZONA

Mr. McCain. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman, and it is very
nice to be back with you again. You and I were here more years
ago than you would Hke to recollect, and I am pleased to partici-

pate in this joint hearing on the conditions of Alaska Natives and
on the recommendations of the Alaska Natives Commission about
what can be done. I join the other members in extending a warm,
Washington, D.C., welcome to the witnesses, many of whom I know
have come a very long way to testify.

Last month, along with my friend and colleague Senator Stevens,
I was delighted to be able to visit a small Alaska Native village

called Tyonek. On that trip, I saw firsthand some of the conditions
that confront many Alaska Natives throughout rural Alaska. The
young and old leaders of that Native village impressed me with the
dogged determination they bring to the task of improving the con-
ditions challenging their people. I was inspired by their endurance
as a people and a culture that have known great adversity.
The Alaska Natives Commission report, released in May of 1994,

has given the Congress and our committees an ample record of the
conditions affecting Alaska Natives. We now know from its com-
pilation of facts and figures that the living conditions facing Alaska
Natives are even more dismal than they appear to the eyes of the
occasional visitor.

For example, some of the Commission's findings are simply ap-
palling. The suicide rate among Alaska Native males in their early
20's is 30 times the national average; nearly two-thirds of Alaska
Natives students in urban high schools do not graduate; the infant
mortality rate of Alaska Natives is twice the national average. Dur-
ing the 1980's on average, one Alaska Native committed suicide

every 10 days.
The picture drawn by this report reminds me of something Will

Rogers once said, "Someone with a message is a whole lot harder
to listen to." The main message of this report lies in its rec-

ommendations. The recommendations not only address what the
Congress should do, but also what should be done by the State of

Alaska, each Native village, corporation, and organization, and in-

deed each Alaska Native citizen.

Real hope for improving the lives of Alaska Natives rests mostly
with Native people and their institutions. We in Congress can and
should do our part. But as we have found with the rest of Indian
country, nothing works better than a Federal policy that encour-

ages self-determination and self-governance by Native Americans
themselves.
These are the policy recommendations I find most persuasive,

and I intend to work closely with my friends. Senator Stevens, Sen-
ator Murkowski, and you, Mr. Chairman, in developing more ways
to bolster Native American self-governance. And, again, it has been
a great privilege for me to have the opportunity to work with Sen-
ator Stevens and Senator Murkowski and you.



And I also note the longtime interest and commitment of my col-

league from Hawaii, Senator Inouye, to the betterment of Native
Alaskans. He has made numerous trips there, and I think he has
a very not only deep knowledge but deep commitment that he and
I share on this issue. I thank you very much, Mr. Chair.

Chairman Young. Thank you, Senator McCain. We have a vote

on, and with the indulgence of my co-Chairman, Senator Murkow-
ski, who is now here, he will take the chair. And it will be at his

discretion to recognize whoever he wishes to recognize in that time.

The House members, I would suggest, should go vote and let the

Senators go forth, and we will come back as soon as possible. Sen-
ator Murkowski, will you please take the chair?

Mr. Murkowski. Thank you very much. It is a pleasure, Don, to

chair this hearing with you. Let me ask any of my Senate col-

leagues if they will be with us for a while. Ben?
Mr. Campbell. I will be here.

Mr. Murkowski. Senator Inouye?
Mr. Inouye. I will be here till noon.

Mr. Murkowski. You will be here till noon. Well, I think it

would be appropriate then that you lead off. You are the former

—

well, I would assume that your statement wasn't going to last 15

minutes so

Mr. Campbell. I have no opening statement, Mr. Chairman. I

look forward to hearing this report.

Mr. Murkowski. Well, then I should put you all on notice. I do
have an opening statement, but I am going to call on Senator
Inouye. Senator Inouye and I have worked a long time, as well as

Senator McCain and Senator Ben Nighthorse Campbell, on the
Senate Indian Affairs Committee.
Senator Inouye during the time he was Chairman of that com-

mittee really expanded, I think, the ability of that committee to re-

spond to the needs of Native Americans. And particularly we think
that he has been adopted into our Alaska Native community. The
many trips that he has made with his staff and his particular sen-

sitivity to the needs of Alaskans, we are most appreciative.

I want to also recognize, of course, the current Chairman, Sen-
ator John McCain. He recently made a trip, as he indicated, up to

Alaska and held a hearing on this subject with Senator Stevens.

And it is always a pleasure to work with you, John, and your sen-

sitivity not only to your own constituency in Arizona, which is a
significant portion of America's Native community in transition.

You have a unique opportunity to observe your system, which is a
reservation system, with our system which is a corporate system
and the trials and tribulations of both as we face the reality that

Federal funding is in decline, welfare is in decline, and we are

faced with the realities of trying to address more self-help, more
independence individually.

And it is a tough set of facts in many cases because it is great

to talk about jobs, but if you can't identify where those jobs are
going to come from, all you have is a lot of words. Senator Inouye,
we look forward to your statement.



STATEMENT OF HON. DANIEL INOUYE, A U.S. SENATOR FROM
HAWAII

Mr. Inouye. I thank you, sir. As one of the original co-sponsors
of the measure establishing this Commission, I wish to express my
gratitude to Chairman Murkowski and my Chairman, Senator
John McCain, as well as the Chairman of the House Resources
Committee, Chairman Don Young, and the Chairman of the Sub-
committee on Native American Insular Affairs, Chairman Gallegly,
for scheduling this hearing this morning on the important work,
the findings and the recommendations of the Joint Federal-State
Commission on Policies and Programs affecting Alaska Natives.

Several years ago, I had the privilege of visiting a number of Na-
tive villages in some of the more remote areas of the State of Alas-
ka, accompanied by the President of the Alaska Federation, Ms.
Julie Kitka, and the General of the National Guard, John Schaef-
fer. And much of what I witnessed in those travels is, in almost
every respect, mirrored in the Commission's findings.

It is sadly true that the well-intentioned outsiders attempting to

address various substandard conditions of living in rural Alaska
may have caused more harm than good. When, for instance, we
walked through several houses in the Village of Noorvik, one could
immediately see that the manner in which the housing was de-
signed considerably enhanced the potential for very serious injury
or loss of life should there be a fire in the home, because the only
door to the houses was next to the stove, which served not only as
the only source of heat for the house, but which also would have
been the source of any fire, thereby blocking the only exit for those
trapped inside.

And because these houses were built on stilts to adjust to the
changes in the permafrost, the only other possible exit, the win-
dows in the rooms behind the kitchen, were five to six feet from
the ground. And it seemed obvious that children and elders would
likely sustain serious injuries if fire forced them to jump from those
windows. When I inquired about the design, I was told that the ar-

chitect came from somewhere in the Southwest of the United
States, and to the best of anyone's knowledge had never been to

Alaska.
Although they had a new water and sanitation system in this vil-

lage, which, as the Commission's report documents, is a rare lux-

ury in most of the villages of Alaska, the system had obviously not
been designed with village life in mind.
The designer of the water system had not taken into account the

fact that most citizens of the village would be rising in the morning
around the same time, flushing their toilets at the same time,
using water for washing and eating at the same time.

So not long after the system was installed, the villagers found
that they had to implement a schedule for water use, staggering
the water use in each household, to prevent the system from break-
ing down.

I think it would shock most Americans, accustomed as we have
become to the amenities of contemporary life, to know that in vil-

lage Alaska honey buckets serve as the most common means of

human waste disposal, and that these buckets are emptied into the
nearest stream or river, or that the same stream or river also



serves as the source of the village's drinking water. It is no wonder
that the rates of hepatitis are so alarmingly high.

Like many other Americans, before I visited village Alaska, I had
little understanding of the challenges that most Native peoples in

Alaska must confront on a daily basis. After visiting village Alaska,
it seemed to me that if America was ever to understand why the
rates of suicide and alcoholism amongst Alaska Natives are so

high, the conditions of life in Alaska were a story that had to be
told.

And so I am most pleased that we hold this hearing this morning
and that this documentation of the challenges confronting the Na-
tive peoples in Alaska is before us and before the American people.

I would hope that all who read the report will give thoughtful con-
sideration to its message, that the best solutions to the problems
confronting Native communities can be developed by the Native
people themselves.
But they will need our support because we must also acknowl-

edge and accept responsibility for those actions of government that
have either engendered these problems or which have served as ob-

stacles to their resolution.

Support for the authority at the village level to address those
matters are best handled at the village level: the protection of the
health, safety and welfare of the village citizens; the exercise of

governmental authority at the village level including the role of

tribal justice systems in preserving the protections of the Indian
Child Welfare Act; the application of Federal policies of self-deter-

mination and self-governance; the preservation of Native language
and culture £ind the development of a sound and culturally relevant
educational system; the need to sustain a subsistence way of life

for many, and for others, a viable means of becoming part of Alas-
ka's economic endeavors; the important contribution that Native
people can make to the management and conservation of natural
resources.

Like the other members of this panel, I look forward to the testi-

mony of Native witnesses this morning. I hope this hearing will

mark the beginning of a partnership in which we might begin to

serve a more constructive role in addressing the challenges the
Commission has identified. And I thank you very much, Mr. Chair-
man.
Mr. MURKOWSKI. Thank you very much. Senator. I am going to

make a few opening remarks prior to calling the witnesses and any
other members that want to make a statement.

STATEMENT OF HON. FRANK MURKOWSKI, A U.S. SENATOR
FROM ALASKA, AND CHAIRMAN, COMMITTEE ON ENERGY
AND NATURAL RESOURCES
Mr. MURKOWSKI. I think it is significant that this is the first

joint hearing that we have had with the House Resources Commit-
tee and the Senate Committee on Energy and Natural Resources.
I am very pleased to see our governor with us. Governor Knowles,
and we look forward to his testimony.
A little history perhaps is appropriate. The idea of the report on

the Native Commission goes back a ways. It goes back to 1989
when the Alaska Federation of Natives, Julie Kdtka, in cooperation
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with the University of Alaska, Institute of Social and Economic Re-
search, known as the ISER, published a report on the status of
Alaska Natives

—"A Call For Action". The emphasis on action is im-
portant because actions speak louder than words someone once ob-
served.
That report concluded, and I quote, "Despite much progress

among Alaska's Natives, most Native villages are caught in a per-
vasive social and economic crises." As we address what to do about
it, one of the conclusions that I think is most important is the rec-

ognition of the lack of job opportunity in rural Alaska.
If Congress is to do anything truly meaningful to make a dif-

ference in the lives of the people in rural Alaska, the Native people
in the villages, it is going to have to support them in their quest
for economic security—economic security not based on government
handout, or government dole. It is based on real job opportunities
and the opportunity for training associated with those jobs.

We have to begin to identify where those jobs are going to be as
opposed to just talking about them. And I think we have to be spe-

cific, and if there was one lack of emphasis in that report, it was
the specifics of how we are going to create those jobs because I

think we all agree Alaska government has played a major role in

our economy—state government. Federal Government, local govern-
ment. The military has played a major role in our economy. Those
are all in decline due to budgetary constrictions and a change in

our national security emphasis.
What we have been blessed with in Alaska is an abundance of

resources, but we have a strange mix of landowners. I wish the
governor from Texas were here as is the position of the governor
from Texas where the Federal Government when Texas came into

the Union was not allowed to own any land—was not allowed. That
was part of the compact.
The State of Alaska is owned by the Federal Government so any

time we try and address a resource development project, why, we
have to proceed oftentimes with the Federal agencies, or access to

a project is controlled by Federal agencies and away we go. So I

think it is time to recognize that we are going to have to be specific

as we address the relief necessary for Alaska's Native community
and to participate in the economic realities associated with oppor-
tunities that exist in our state with regard to resource develop-
ment.
Now, Don and I, along with others on this committee, introduced

that legislation and set up this Commission in July of 1989. As you
know, the legislation passed both Houses of Congress, was signed
into law by the President, President Bush, on August 18, 1990.

There has been two years of research, public hearings, and task
force deliberations throughout this Commission's study..

The Commission published a three-volume report in May of 1994,
and I, as I have already indicated, went through that report and
addressed some of the findings and conditions. I think Senator
McCain has gone over it as well as Senator Inouye. Many of the
highlights that are addressed with regard to the crisis situation in

Alaska, whether it be water and sewer, which is nonexistent in

most areas, yet, the recognition that $1.3 billion has been spent in

rural Alaska to address issues of mnning water and flush toilets.



I was in Venetie this summer as well as Arctic Village. I was
taken out to some of the hut houses. The hut houses had been built

with logs. Nothing wrong with logs, but the logs weren't peeled. If

you don't peel the logs, the bugs get into the logs. There was no
foundation. The logs were put in the ground so they began to rot

at the base.
The roof leaked. I was asked, "Who is going to pay to fix the

roof?" I said, "Well, funds probably aren't going to be available."

The response was, "Well, the BIA fixed the roof last year." I mean,
we have got a problem here—transition—the reality that, you
know, if we are going to put in housing, it has got to be the right
kind of housing. To use the local material is most appropriate, but
we want to put a foundation under it so the logs don't start to rot

from the bottom.
We have got high unemployment. We have 21 percent of the Na-

tive families below the official poverty line. We have talked about
infant mortality. We have talked about substance abuse, and those
will be included in my entire statement. We have heard about the
disastrous suicide rate; the birth rate relative to Alaska Native
women age 15 to 19, two and a half times the national average for

teens; Native children are abused.
In some respects, the situation, of course, is not unique to Alas-

ka. It is characteristic of other areas across the country, and it is

related to lack of economic opportunity. High rates of unemploy-
ment, of course, again lead to low self-esteem and the problems as-

sociated with substance abuse.
I think what makes the case of Alaska's Natives even more se-

vere is their extreme lack of opportunity of any kind. They simply
get discouraged. The winters are long, and you look at the oppor-
tunity for a better lifestyle, and it is hard to see. Flipping burgers
at a McDonald's is not an option in rural Alaska.
Furthermore, many rural economies are dependent on public ex-

penditures. We would be hard-pressed to find anyone, I think, in

this room who believes that the Federal side of public expenditures
is going to go anywhere other than down in the near future. And
as we look at the transition in Alaska, as you know, we have a
proud people who depend to a large extent on subsistence. But in

the last 10, 15, 20 years in addition to subsistence, there has been
a growth in dependence on welfare. That is just a reality.

I can recall the elders talking about the introduction of food
stamps and what that meant. It meant both promising alter-

natives, and it meant an abandonment to some degree of an effort

to go after a cash economy. So we have this transition, and it is

tough to work out that transition. But it is interesting to note the
elders as they reflect on the efforts of relieving dependents on wel-
fare, relieving dependents on the Federal Government, relieving
dependents on the BIA.
So Alaska's Natives are trying desperately to work their way out

of Federal dependency. But because of some of their successes, they
now find themselves opposed at nearly every turn—and I am going
to be rather specific and rather harsh here because I think it was
evident of the mentality of some of the Administrations people rel-

ative to the efforts by Alaska's Natives to relieve themselves of this

dependence.
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The Assistant Secretary for Indian Affairs, Ada Deer, spoke in

Anchorage recently at the AFN Convention and basically told our
Native people they should not support—not support the opening of
ANWR, not support the opening of the Arctic Oil Reserve, or the
potential economic opportunities it would create. That is pretty
harsh stuff when people are trying to relieve their dependence on
the Federal Government.

After the Alaska Federation of Natives executed their vote in

favor of opening up the Arctic Oil Reserve by a vote I believe of

19 to 9, the Assistant Secretary said, and I quote, "It is reprehen-
sible to try and balance the budget by risking damage to the envi-

ronment, the wildlife, and the traditional ways of the villages."

Now, here we have the Secretary of Indian Affairs telling the Na-
tive people they should not support economic development, jobs, or
a tax base in their area.

Well, one can conclude perhaps two or three things from those
remarks. One, the Assistant Secretary does not perhaps trust the
Native people of our state to make their own decisions when, in

fact, it is precisely the recommendation that this report concludes
that it is the only way for the Native people of our state to look
for relief from their situation of unemployment.

Secondly, the Assistant Secretary evidently does not think the
Natives are concerned about their own environment. Well, I might
suggest that if you are cold, if you are unemployed, dependent on
public dollars, the environment is a factor. But the recognition that
if there is any group that is more committed to the protection of
the environment it is the Alaskan Native people in rural Alaska.
They understand, they appreciate the renewal of resources, the car-

ibou, the moose, bear. And if any group is committed to ensure con-
tinuity and the protection, it is the Native people.

The third response of the Secretary, that she wants rural Alas-
kans, especially the Eskimo people, to be dependent—dependent on
the Bureau of Indian Affairs. Well, my co-Chairman here may have
something to say about his feelings. I certainly feel this is contrary
to self-help.

So, Mr. Chairman, all these things that were stated by the As-
sistant Secretary of Indian Affairs are inaccurate, especially the
issue of dependence which was made clear in the Commission's re-

port. And I think the people of Alaska, the Native people, know
that difference.

They know that dependence kills self-initiative. It breeds a wel-
fare society. Alaska's Native community wants to follow the Amer-
ican way, the way of independence, self-help, individual respon-
sibility, family values, sense of community. The Alaska Natives
know that there are not enough tax dollars in the world to teach
our children the values they need to learn. As hard as government
may try, we cannot give our children money and expect them to

know the value of the hard work, and that is what is coming forth

from the Native elders as I hear their message.
Dr. Robert Alberts of the Advisory Council of the Alaska Native

Foundation said, and I quote, "After many years of research, I

agree fully with what the Native elders have told me. The true na-
ture of the sickness which runs throughout the Native villages is

the state of dependency. Everything else is of secondary value."



If the Alaska Native people are to combat the problems that exist

today, we must start with providing them with the hope that their

economic situation will improve. By providing real jobs, that is

identifying real jobs associated with Alaska's abundance of re-

source, and real wages to rural Alaska, we will begin to restore the

spirit of Alaska's Native people.

Authorizing oil exploration and leasing in the Arctic Oil Reserve
is the biggest single step that we can make now with regard to pro-

viding opportunities in that segment of northern Alaska and, for

that matter, all Alaska.
We are all aware in Alaska that we have an excellent job corps

training center in Palmer so rural and Native people from all over

Alaska can have an opportunity if we have jobs. Yet, we find our
Secretary of Interior, Secretary Babbitt, opposing ANWR; support-

ing a very small segment of our Alaska Native people; namely, the

Gwich'ins, about one percent of the native people, who oppose open-

ing ANWR, who are funded by the preservation and the environ-

mental community as we acknowledge some of the full-page ads in

the New York Times and who pays for them.
I don't want to get on my soapbox about America's environmental

community, but it is fairly interesting to note that, Don, of the 12

major environmental groups in America today, their collective net

worth totaled 1 billion, 30 million. Their income last year was
about $638 million. They are a big business, and they have a cause.

Their cause is ANWR. They are opposed to it. They generate dol-

lars, and they generate membership.
They don't have to live up there. They don't know what it is like

not to have running water. They don't know what it is like not to

have a tax base. They only know what it is like to live in Washing-
ton or New York City, but they don't see the Alaska that many
Alaskans live in and who want opportunities for jobs and a better

way of life.

Mr. Chairman, at the beginning of my remarks, I referred to an
'89 report that stated, and I quote, "Mof?t Natives remain poor by
any Ainerican standard." I would like to add an exception to that

by saying that Alaska's Native people are among the richest people

in the world in terms of their pride, their honor, their determina-
tion, and their heritage.

So our challenge as laid out in the authorizing language in this

report is to help assure that Alaska Native people have life oppor-

tunities comparable to other Americans while respecting their

unique traditions, their cultures, and their special status as Alaska
Natives.
Because as evidenced by the oversight responsibility of this com-

mittee, we have two different systems in Ainerica with regard to

the Native settlement, the claims, and the manner in which the
Natives themselves live; one group on reservations, another group
on a corporate status. So I have wandered long enough, Don, but
I look forward to hearing from the witnesses. I want to thank those

members of the Commission who worked so hard on the report, the

AF of N, the principals of the AF of N, the state, our governor, and
you, Mr. Chairman. And I would ask the full text of my remarks
be part of the record.

[Statement of Mr. Murkowski follows:]
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Statement of Hon. Frank Murkowski, a U.S. Senator from Alaska

Mr. Chairman, thank you for inviting the Senate Committee on Energy and Natu-
ral Resources to participate in this hearing on the report of the Alaska Natives
Commission in regard to the status of Alaska's Native people.

The idea for this report dates back to 1989, when the Alaska Federation of Na-
tives, in cooperation with the University of Alaska's Institute for Social and Eco-
nomic Research (ISER), published its "Report on the Status of Alaska Natives: A
Call for Action."

That report concluded that "despite much progress among Alaska Natives, most
Native villages are caught in a pervasive sociaJ and economic crisis ..."
The report further concluded that ".

. . because opportunities for advancement in

the mainstream culture are severely limited, most Natives remain poor by any
American standard. And on top of all the cultural and economic problems, a signifi-

cant minority of Native people is being systematically destroyed by edcohol and
other drugs—and by the violent behavior that chemical abuse unleashes within fam-
ilies."The ISER report merely scratched the surface and in July of 1989, I was
happy to introduce legislation along with you, Mr. Chairman, creating the Alaska
Native Commission.
This legislation passed both houses of Congress and was signed into law by Presi-

dent Bush on August 18, 1990.

After two years of research, public hearings and task force deliberations, the Com-
mission published its three-volume report in May of 1994.

Having gone through the report I wanted to highlight some of its findings on the

conditions facing Alaska Natives:

Over 50% of villages have no running water or flush toilets—that is after more
than $1.3 billion have been spent in rural Alaska;
Economies precariously dependent on public expenditures;

Over 20% of the Native work force was unemployed;
In 1/3 of villages male unemployment is 32% or greater;

21.5% of Native families are below the official poverty line;

Native infant mortality and fetal alcohol syndrome rates are more than 2 times
the National average.
Mr. Chairman, what is the result of these difficult social and economic cir-

cumstances for Alaska Natives? The result is:

An average of 1 native suicide every 10 days;

A suicide rate among Alaska Native males age 20-24, more than 30 times the Na-
tional average;
59% of Alaska inmates are Native;

A Native death rate, most of it alcohol related, more than three times the Na-
tional average;
A birth rate among Alaska Native women age 15-19, greater than 2 1/2 times the

National average for teens;

Native children abused 55% more than children Nationwide.
In some respects this situation is characteristic of many communities across the

country. Lack of economic opportunity, high rates of unemplo5mient, lead to low self-

esteem, high rates of drug and alcohol abuse, and then to high rates of crime and
loss of life.

What makes the case of Alaska Natives even more severe is the extreme lack of

economic opportunities on any kind.

Flipping burgers at a McDonalds is not an option in rural Alaska.

Furthermore, many rural economies are dependent upon public expenditures. We
would be hard pressed to find anyone in this room who believes that the Federal
side of public expenditures is going to go any where down in the near future.

Alaska Natives are trying desperately to work their way out of Federal depend-
ency.

Because of some of their success at this they now find themselves opposed at

nearly every turn by the Assistant Secretary for Indian Affairs, Ada Deer, who
spoke in Anchorage recently at the AFN Convention and told the Natives they

should not support opening of the Arctic Oil Reserve or the potential economic op-

portunities it would create.

After the Alaska Federation of Natives Executive Board voted in favor of opening
the Arctic Oil Reserve by a vote of 19-9, the Assistant Secretary said, "It is rep-

rehensible to try and balance the budget by risking damage to the environment, the

wildlife and traditional ways of villages."

One could conclude three things from her remarks:
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1. The Assistant Secretary does not trust the Natives to make their own deci-

sions—when in fact it is precisely that recommendation that this report concludes
is the only way to get the Natives out of their situation.

2. The Assistant Secretary does not think the Natives are concerned about their

environment—I might suggest that cold, unemployment, and dependent on pubUc
dollars is an ugly environment that all Alaskans are very concerned about.

3. That she wants rural Alaskans, especially the Eskimo people, to be dependent
on the Bureau of Indian Affairs.

Mr. Chairman, all these things are false. Especially the issue of dependence which
was made clear in the Commission's report.

Native Alaskans know that dependence kills self-initiative; it breeds a welfare so-

ciety. They want to follow the American way, the way of independence, self-help,

individual responsibility, family values, and sense of community.
The Alaska Natives know that there is not enough tax dollars in the World to

teach our children the values they need to learn. As hard as government may try

we cannot give our children money and expect them to know the value of hard work!
Dr. Robert Alberts of the Advisory Council of the Alaska Native Foundation said,

"After many years of research I agree fiilly with what the Native elders have told

me. The true nature of the sickness which runs throughout the Native villages is

the state of dependency . . . ever3rthing else is of secondary nature."

If Alaska Native people are to combat the problems that exist today, we must
start with providing them with hope that their economic situation will improve.
By providing real jobs and real wages to rural Alaska we will begin to restore the

spirit of the Alaska Native people—authorizing oil exploration and leasing in the

i^o-ctic Oil Reserve is the biggest and best step we can take.

Mr. Chairman, in the beginning of my remsu^ks I referred to a 1989 report that
stated, and I quote, ".

. . Most Natives remain poor by any American standard
. . . ", I would like to add on an exception to that by saying that Alaska's Native
people are among the richest people in the World in terms of their pride, honor, and
determination.
Our challenge, as laid out in the authorizing language of this report, is to help

assure that Alaska Natives have life opportunities comparable to other Americans,
while respecting their unique traditions, cultures and special status as Alaska Na-
tives.

I look forward to hearing from the witnesses.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman. And I ask that the full text of my remarks be part

of the record.

Chairman Young. Thank you, Senator Murkowski, I would like

at this time
Mr. Campbell. Mr. Chairman?
Chairman Young. Yes, Senator Campbell.

STATEMENT OF HON. BEN NIGHTHORSE CAMPBELL, A U.S.
SENATOR FROM COLORADO

Mr. Campbell. Thank you. I am going to make a statement, and
I don't have a prepared one, but I would like to reflect just a little

bit on Senator Murkowski's comment. I think that the problems
Native Alaskans face are probably the same that all Native Ameri-
cans face but much more severe partly, probably, from the isolation

from major metropolitan areas.

I know in our State of Colorado, in the city of Denver, for in-

stance, there are about 25,000 Native Americans. But of that popu-
lation, I doubt if 500, perhaps even much less than that, are from
landbased groups within the boundary of Colorado. They come from
Pine Ridge which is about eight hours' drive or some of the other
reservation areas outside of the state because they know there is

a little more opportunity to get a job in the city. You can't do that
in Alaska. There is no million population base as we have in the
lower 48.

And, clearly, the Native Alaskans face the same thing that other
Native Americans do and that is this so-called state of dependency.
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Given a choice 100 years ago, they wouldn't be dependent on any-
body. No Native Americans would be. So it is from my perspective
kind of a forced dependency, and there is no question in my mind
that throughout the history of America there are people in every
Administration that would prefer to keep them in that state of
forced dependency if they could.

And even though they talk a lot about self-sufficiency and all

those wonderful poetic ideas of helping Native peoples get off their

knees and work for themselves, when it comes right down to giving
them the latitude to do it, the tools simply aren't there. They pull

the tools away from them.
And I look at the numbers. I was looking in my friend, Julie

Kitka's, testimony a few minutes ago—I don't know what page it

was on now—but about the population growth of Native Alaskans.
I mean, all you have to do is look at those statistics and realize

that the traditional subsistence methods of staying alive simply are
not going to sustain the growing Native population of Alaska. The
population is growing too fast. And I understand there are about
90,000, or something, known Native Alaskans.

In another decade or another two, whatever the goal is, whatever
the timeframe is out there, that population is going to double. And,
clearly, the alternative to those traditional industries are going to

be new industries that don't rely on massive transportation, ship-
ping, big metropolitan areas, and so on. And to me, that leaves just
pretty much one area, and that is landbased industries.

And I agree with you, Mr. Chairman, that unfortunately we have
now a system in the Administration or a group of people that sim-
ply don't want the development of landbased industries. And we
see it in almost all the western states. They talk a lot about mul-
tiple use, but when you try to do anything that requires using the
land or mining or oil or whatever, you run into this buzz saw over
there of antiuse rhetoric.

And it has really bothered me to see the position it puts Native
Americans, and particularly Natives of Alaska, because they simply
don't have the alternative. But you know as I do that there is no
new wealth an3rwhere unless it comes from the land. Everything
else—wealth in this country is made by transporting, by packaging,
by trading on Wall Street, by transforming, something in that na-
ture. But if you track anything, whether it is wood, fiber, meat or
whatever it is, minerals, it all comes from the land at point of ori-

gin.

And it seems to me that virtually the only alternative that Na-
tive Alaskans face, perhaps all Alaskans but certainly to a much
bigger degree Native Alaskans, is we have got to enable them to

somehow use the resources of the land to develop those new indus-
tries.

And I have absolute confidence in the Native Alaskans that they
are not going to spoil the earth in doing so. I think that their cul-

tural traditions are going to make them very, very concerned about
it and very aware of it, and they have got to have the opportunity
to do it and at the same time protect the earth that they live on.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman Young. Thank you. Senator Campbell. Senator

Inouye, I believe you are the last one that has not been recognized.
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You have spoken. Is there anybody else who would like to speak
at this time? The gentleman from Samoa would like to say a few
words. My good friend, have you got your shoes on today, or have
you got your sandals?

Mr. Faleomavaega. No, I don't have my shoes on.

Chairman Young. Well, I was wondering.
Mr. Faleomavaega. I still have my sandals on.

Chairman Young. He was down at the White House signing the
other day, and he didn't have any shoes on. I didn't recognize him,
but go ahead.

STATEMENT OF HON. ENI FALEOMAVAEGA, A U.S. DELEGATE
FROM THE TERRITORY OF AMERICAN SAMOA

Mr. Faleomavaega. Mr. Chairman, thank you. I want to thank
you and Chairman Murkowski for calling this joint hearing espe-

cially as we review the recommendations offered by the Alaska Na-
tives Commission that has been established by law to hopefully

give the Congress better insight and to address some of the serious

social and economic issues affecting the Native Alaskan people in

the State of Alaska.
Nothing pleases me more, Mr. Chairman, than to note that even

though we only have one member representing the largest state in

our country, and the fact that holding the leadership helm and
being the Chairman of this committee, pleases me more than the
fact that the years that I have served as a member of this commit-
tee and that despite the differences perhaps of the idealogies that

we profess here in this committee, but when it comes to issues af-

fecting Native Americans and Native Alaskans, I know the Chair-
man of this committee has always been at the forefront.

And not only being sensitive, but demonstrating outstanding
leadership to provide for the kind of legislation that is needful for

the needs of the Native Alaskan community not only from his own
state, but certainly for the needs of Native Americans throughout
the country.

I certainly would like to also pay a special tribute to the gen-
tleman sitting next to me, the gentleman from the State of Hawaii,
the good Senator Inouye, for the initiatives that he has taken over
the period of years because, and I will say it quite frankly, Mr.
Chairman, even through our times as the majority party in the
Congress that somehow when we deal with Native American is-

sues. Native Hawaiian issues, Native Alaskan issues, we kind of

put it on the back burner like either if it is too sensitive for the
members to consider seriously the issues affecting the lives of this

sector of our American society as the worst off.

Somehow it has not been a good experience in my observations
of how we have had to handle the needs of our Native American
community. I recall that even in the organizations over the years
of our own committee here in the House, we never had even a sub-

committee.
It was taken on an ad hoc basis when it comes to dealing with

Native American issues, sending a very strong signal to the Native
American communities throughout the country. It seems that there
never seems to be that high of a priority when it comes time for
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the Congress to seriously consider the issues affecting our Native
American community.

So, Mr. Chairman, and I say I couldn't think of a better combina-
tion that not only as a former territory of the United States, I

think I can certainly say that you have a real sensitivity to the is-

sues—what it means to be a territory at least for this member rep-

resenting a territory—what we have to go through in trying to fight

not only with the bureaucracy at times, but even with the members
who necessarily may not be as sensitive to the issues affecting the
Native American community.
On the question of ANWR, I want to commend the Chairman for

personally consulting with me, as well as the ranking Democrat on
our Subcommittee on Native American and Insular Affairs, and the
fact that the first question that I raised with the Chairman was
where do our Alaska Native communities lie on this issue.

And I was very happy not only to have the privilege of discussing
the matter with Governor Knowles, but that several of the Native
Alaskan organizations and associations were very helpful in help-

ing me to make my decision; the fact that I supported ANWR very
much; the fact that this will be an economic—will be giving tre-

mendous economic opportunities for our Native Alaskan commu-
nities throughout the State of Alaska.

I also note with interest that we do have one Native Alaskan
community that is against ANWR for the fear of the situation with
the caribou, but I hear stories to the contrary; the fact that the
Alaska Pipeline has been one of the great helps not only to the en-
vironment, but the fact that it has increased the population of the
caribou. This has been one of the main concerns that this particu-
lar tribe has had over the years.

So with that in mind, Mr. Chairman, I want to thank you both
for holding—I hope that in the coming weeks and months that we
will continue perhaps to hold joint hearings of the sort so that we
can expedite perhaps some of the real critical bills affecting Native
Americans, and certainly hope with my own insular areas that we
can look at these issues with the fact that we have got some very,

very strong supporters, their sensitivities, and the leadership that
is demonstrated both in the Senate as well as in the House. And
for that I commend you both for having this joint hearing, and I

thank the Chairman for the opportunity.
Chairman Young. I thank the gentleman. Governor, excuse me,

you were absent. I will recognize the governor.

STATEMENT OF HON. CARLOS ROMERO-BARCELO, A U.S. RESI-
DENT COMMISSIONER FROM THE COMMONWEALTH OF
PUERTO RICO

Mr. Romero-Barcelo. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Mr. Chair-
man, I came to this hearing not only because I am a member of
the subcommittee, but also because I, like my colleague,

Faleomavaega, from Samoa, as a representative of U.S. citizens in

Puerto Rico, have been subject to decisions that were made even
without being consulted.

I know very little about Alaska except for what I have read, but
I had the opportunity to go to Alaska—a trip that we made re-

cently. And I feel I know a little bit now, at least much more than
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I did particularly from the point of view and the attitude of the Na-
tive Alaskans and all of the people in Alaska.
And sometimes to try to tell others what to do with their land

or with their environment from a distance, I think, seems a little

bit kind of arrogant. We have to first of all take into consideration
what the people themselves have to say and how they feel about
it and what their needs are. In this day and age there certainly are
controls about any—whatever injury to the environment might be
because there are so many ways to control and to at least limit

them considerably so that people can also make use of the land to

open up opportunities for themselves.
Right now, as the Representative of Puerto Rico, I am seeing

that even some of our colleagues just because they were born in

Puerto Rico are trying to tell us how to do things in Puerto Rico
without heeding what the elected representatives and the elected

governor of Puerto Rico want.
So I feel very much sympathy for the position of the people of

Alaska, and I just wanted to make that known and say that the
first thing that we have to take into consideration are the needs
of the people in this local situation and hear what the local people
have to say about how they want to do it and what they can do.

And from our point of view, we should only be concerned with
whatever controls or systems can be established to prevent what-
ever damage could be the cause, if any, to the environment.
Chairman Young. I thank you, Governor. The gentleman from

Hawaii, Mr. Abercrombie.

STATEMENT OF HON. NEIL ABERCROMBIE, A U.S.
REPRESENTATIVE FROM HAWAII

Mr. Abercrombie. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I just want to reit-

erate what I am sure that you know already and what Senator
Inouye no doubt has emphasized, that we have a special relation-

ship, Alaska and Hawaii. We were territories together. We came
into the United States together.

I think that there is a special affinity that will always be there
between Alaskans and Hawaiians, and I just want to welcome our
brothers and sisters from Alaska here today and let you know that
those of us in Hawaii will always remain sensitive to the issues af-

fecting Alaska and Alaska's natives.

Chairman Young. I thank the gentleman. I do have an opening
statement, but at the discretion of the Chair, I will submit it for

the record.

[Statement of Mr. Young follows:]

Statement of Hon. Don Young, a U.S. Representative from Alaska, and
Chairman, House Committee on Resources

I would like to welcome our colleagues from the Senate Committee on Energy and
Natural Resources and from the Senate Committee on Indian Affairs. I also want
to extend a special welcome to our Alaska witnesses.
We have a very impressive lineup today: Governor Tony Knowles; Mary Jane

Fate, Co-Chair of the Alaska Natives Commission; John Schaeffer, Commission
member; Julie Kitka, President of the Alaska Federation of Natives; Harold Napo-
leon, AFN Special Assistant; Chancellor Lee Grorsuch, University of Alaska; Dr. Wal-
ter Soboleff, Distinguished elder of the AFN; Ms. Melissa Bems, AFN Natives Youth
Chair; Sarah Scanlon, Vice President of NANA Human Resources; and Doug Webb
of the Alyeska Pipeline Service Company.
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This is a joint oversight hearing on the Alaska Natives Commission report on May
1994. The report provides an in-depth study of the social and economic status of
Alaska Natives. It makes specific recommendations to Congress, the President, the
Governor of the State of Alaska and the Alaska State Legislature.

The report was written in resoonse to an earlier report on Alaska Natives titled

"Report on the Status of Alaska Natives: A Call for Action". That earlier report por-

trayed a severe crisis faced by Alaska Natives. Since the 1960's, Alaska Natives
have experienced some of the highest rates of suicides, accidental deaths, alcohol-

ism, homicides, fetal alcohol syndrome, and domestic violence in the Nation.
The Alaska Natives Commission was formed after Chairman Frank Murkowski

and I introduced legislation to conduct an in-depth study of those programs and
policies of the Federal and State governments which provide services to Alaska Na-
tives, and to report on the reasons why these programs are not working. Our legisla-

tion also mandated that the report include recommendations on how to address the
exceedingly unstable social and economic status of Alaska Natives.

Today we will receive testimony concerning these recommendations. I look for-

ward to hearing how we can address and solve what has been a social and economic
crisis of shocking proportions.

Chairman Young. I would like at this time to bring the first

panel up and begin the hearing, and the witnesses will please step
to the table. The first witness is the Honorable Tony Knowles, Gov-
ernor of the State of Alaska, and Mary Jane Fate, Co-Chairman of

the Alaska Natives Commission, Fairbanks, Alaska, who will be ac-

companied by General John Schaeffer—it says he is retired—Com-
mission Member of the Alaska Natives Commission. Would you
please take the witness stand? And if there ever was a rose be-

tween two thorns, there is a classic example right there.

Governor, let me apologize for not meeting with you this morn-
ing. I will tell you right up front, as I told my staff, it takes me
about an hour and a half to get here by 8:15. The traffic here is

horrendous. I envy those that do not have the automobile gridlock
that we have here. Even with the so-called government shutdown,
the traffic is terrible.

But I have understood that we had an excellent meeting, and I

do appreciate your being here today; being the governor, your inter-

est in the Alaska Native group which supported you very strongly
in the last election and for that I commend you. So with no further
ado. Governor, you are on. And after all our presentation today, I

am reluctant to suggest if you can keep it to five minutes, fine. If

you can't, we will be very, very lenient in the time that is used.
Governor Knowles.
Mr. Murkowski. I have got a basement apartment for rent if you

want to move a little closer to the Hill.

Chairman Young. Well, after what happened to Senator Camp-
bell yesterday and my good friend George Gekas, I am not exactly
sure I want to do that. But, Governor, you are on.

STATEMENT OF THE HONORABLE TONY KNOWLES,
GOVERNOR, STATE OF ALASKA, JUNEAU, ALASKA

Governor KNOWLES. Thank you very much. Chairman Young,
Chairman Murkowski, and committee members. My name is Tony
Knowles, and as Governor of Alaska, I am thankful to have the op-

portunity to be here today. And I am particularly thankful to join

the distinguished Alaskans that will provide further testimony. It

is important that you are taking time to hear about the Alaska Na-
tives Commission report, and I am pleased to be able to add my
thoughts to the record.
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When it was released in May of 1994, this report triggered an
emotional response from many of us in Alaska, especially from the
Native community. It documents deep-seated problems and does
provide a road map of accomplishing significant progress. The re-

port concisely and correctly identifies the most serious problem in

much of rural Alaska. It states, and I quote, "The true nature of

the sickness throughout Native villages is the state of dependency
which has led to the loss of direction and self-esteem."

The solution to that problem is just as clearly stated in the three
main principles of the report: self-reliance, self-determination, and
preserving the integrity of Native cultures. I believe the number 1

tool for fixing the problems in rural Alaska is jobs. Good jobs are

the key to economic security. And by giving people a sense of self-

worth and self-reliance, whether they live in Ketchikan or

Kwethluk, good jobs are the antidote to social problems like alco-

holism, child abuse, or suicide.

And despite many of the grim statistics in the report, there has
been some considerable progress in some rural areas. The number
of jobs are at an all-time high in Bethel, Nome, the Northwest Arc-

tic Borough, Dillingham, and the relatively new Lake and Penin-
sula Borough.
Partnerships between the state, the Federal Government, and

the Native corporations and organizations have been keys to many
of the successes. They have helped to inject some new fuel into

what are often stagnant and slow-burning economies. This can be
most clearly seen in the development of Prudhoe Bay where
partnering among Native corporations and oil support companies
have provided some economic opportunities for Native Alaskans.

I saw it firsthand last winter when I visited a drilling rig on the
North Slope. I met a team of roughnecks from interior villages. The
driller, a Native Alaskan, had been with the company for more
than 10 years, and all of them were bringing home good paychecks.
The Red Dog lead and zinc mine and silver mine near Kotzebue

is another example of a public-private partnership. That project al-

ready employs about 300 people, many of them Native Alaskans
from the local area. And that mine is soon going to expand, invest-

ing an additional $50 million for new storage and conveyor facili-

ties. And the private sector is going to put up an additional 100
million more.
Now, I would also remind that the Federal Government played

an important role in getting this project off the ground by permit-
ting a road to pass through a national monument. Another example
of a partnership and certainly with the Federal Government and
Congress is the CDQ fishery program underway in western Alaska.
That is the Community Development Quotas. And with the help of

Congress, this program is bringing new fishing jobs and greater in-

come to many villages.

There are many other examples of partnerships between Native
corporations and private sector companies, partnerships such as
the NANA-Marriott which provides food catering to the oil fields.

CIRI, Doyon and NANA all are part owners of the Endicott oil

field. Doyon provides drilling services for BP and ARCO.
Ahtna and Alyeska are partners in servicing the trans-Alaska oil

pipeline. And the Arctic Slope Regional Corporation is now one of
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the largest oil field service companies through subsidiaries like the
Alaska Petroleum Contractors.
And just last month as part of a Native hire agreement, the

Alyeska Pipeline Service Company announced at the AFN meeting
a $25 million program for training, recruitment, scholarships, and
employment. And the goal is to put more Alaska Natives to work
in the corridor.

Now, it would be wrong to suggest that the record is perfect, far

from it, but it gives us a framework, a start, and a solid basis for

hope. And a true partnership is a two-way street where each part-

ner has responsibilities as well as opportunities. And it is incum-
bent upon Alaska's oil industry and its partners to hire Alaskans
and Alaska companies. In turn, the state is obligated to be a clear,

consistent, fair, and responsive partner on the customer side of the
counter.

Despite all the progress, however, there are problems in rural

Alaska that are very real and all too troubling. Employment—and
at the national level we sometimes consider if we got to eight per-

cent unemployment, it would be a recession, 10 percent would be
a depression, and I would ask you what would you call the situa-

tion that exists in many of rural villages where there is 70 and 80
percent unemployment.

Let me give you a few quick statistics from the Alaska Natives
Commission report. In the quarter-century ending in 1989, the rate

of suicide among Alaska Natives increased 500 percent. Half of

those were among the young Natives aged 15 to 24. That is four
times the national average. Hepatitis is considered endemic in

many Alaska villages, the result, as Senator Inouye pointed out, of

people having to handle their own human waste.
Hepatitis A in rural Alaska is 36 times the national average.

Cases of fetal alcohol syndrome among Alaska Natives are more
than twice the national average, and tragically so is the infant
mortality rate. To me, those grim numbers highlight, again, looking
to the number 1 tool that I identified, to provide for the self-es-

teem, self-worth, and self-reliance is economic development.
I believe the benefits of those developments are first and fore-

most jobs and, secondly, basic services, and these are at the core

of the Native Commissions call for self-reliance in the villages.

It is government's role I believe at both the state and Federal
level to help build the foundation for that self-reliance. And to do
that, we have to make sure they have the right tools and some of

the same tools that other Americans take for granted; solid schools,

improved sanitation, decent health care, and something unique to

Alaska, the ability to continue cultural traditions like subsistence
hunting and fishing.

That is why we in Alaska find it so vital to develop our mineral
and other natural resources. And there is no more important devel-

opment opportunity than in the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge.
Some of you have heard me talk about that before. I am sure you
have heard from the two committee Chairmen from Alaska who
talk about it often and forcefully.

And there is a reason for that passion. Oil production has al-

ready paid for countless improvements throughout Alaska includ-

ing rural areas. If it continues to do so, if it is to help put the tools
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of self-reliance in place, then environmentally sound development
in ANWR is essential.

Let me give you a few numbers about the benefits Alaska has en-

joyed as a result of oil development in our state. Eighty percent of

all the revenues in the Treasury comes from the oil industry, and
since Prudhoe Bay started pumping in 1977, Alaska has spent bil-

lions of dollars in rural Alaska.
Some of the big ticket items include $1 billion in direct grants

for construction needs, including $300 million on rural water and
sewer projects; 400 million in state revenue sharing for rural com-
munities; 300 million for construction of rural schools; 35 million

for village electrification projects; 7 million to upgrade village

health clinics, and the list goes on.

As we talk about the needs of rural Alaska, my point is without
a healthy oil industry, there is no way the state could have gif-

forded these investments. Instead, the financial burden would have
rested squarely on the Federal Government. Certainly Congress
has committed millions to rural Alaska over the years, but without
the help of a healthy state economy, the pressure would have been
intense for even more Federal spending.
The bottom line is this. Alaska has benefited greatly from oil pro-

duction. While we have made progress, there is a lot more to be
done. And sensible oil development in ANWR can keep us headed
in the right direction.

While I am on this subject, let me point out what I believe is an
irony in the whole ANWR debate. Current sentiments in Congress
are to decentralize control, to assume, and I agree, that the best
decisions about people's lives are made by those people and at the
level of government closest to the people. That is certainly true
when it comes to social services and the congressional desires for

block grants.

But why are some so intent on making local decisionmaking
when it comes to the delivery of social services and yet oppose it

when it comes to economic development? Let me put it perhaps in

a different way. In an era of budget cutting, the government just
can't walk away from rural Alaska and say, 'Tou are on your own.
It is time to be self-reliant." The government needs to make sure
the proper tools are in place as the funding is gradually reduced.
And giving people the ability to develop sensibly the natural re-

sources in that area is critical.

The discussion about progress in rural Alaska must talk about
a healthy oil industry, and that is why the Alaska Federation of

Natives after a long debate voted last month to support oil explo-

ration in the Arctic Refuge. Now, that vote was not taken lightly.

Dominating the long hours of debate was the special relationship

Alaska Native people have to their land and to the wildlife and fish

that inhabit it. That relationship, of course, centers on subsistence.

A very legitimate concern has been expressed about the develop-
ment and its effect upon caribou. That vote taken by the AFN
would not have prevailed if there was any doubt that development
can and will take place only with a guaranteed protection of sub-
sistence wildlife. Protecting traditional subsistence way of life is a
top priority of my administration.
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Others have tried to resolve some long-running disputes over
subsistence hunting and fishing rights. And the legislature in re-

cent years has refused to allow Alaskans to vote on the issue. I

think it is time to move forward, and I would note that subsistence
is mentioned not just as a way of preserving the important cultural

traditions that the report highlights, but it is also the number 1

employer in rural Alaska. It is an essential source of jobs.

We are working right now on concepts that will take into place
two consensus points; one, that subsistence use shall be a priority

for fish and game, and, secondly, that we need a unified manage-
ment of our resources. There is a special relationship between Con-
gress and the Alaska Native community on oversight issues, and
we don't want to jeopardize that relationship in the subsistence
area.

But amendments to ANILCA, the Alaska National Interest

Lands Conservation Act of 1980, may be a necessary part of any
lasting subsistence solution. So will amendments to state statutes
and the state constitution.

Many of the recommendations of the Alaska Natives Commission
report include the importance of preserving the subsistence way of

life, and that won't be achieved without a steady, stable source of

revenue. All of Alaska will suffer as oil production tails off. Rural
Alaska is likely to suffer most.
Here is just one example—improvements to rural sanitation. I

have said we should put the honey bucket in the museum within
10 years. I am absolutely committed to that goal. Alaska Natives
aren't second-class citizens, and they shouldn't have to live in

Third World conditions. Yet right now, half of Alaska's villages still

use plastic buckets for toilets or pit privies for rest rooms.
It will cost money to change that, as much as 1 billion more to

give all Alaskans the same safe water and sewer facilities that
other Americans take for granted. This year alone, 45 village sani-

tation projects are under construction. As you listen to the talk of

other people today about the needs of rural Alaska, please keep one
thing in mind. The call for self-reliance in the villages is from the
heart. It comes from the people who live there.

It is a call I fully support. I have adopted the Alaska Natives
Commission report as a road map for my administration to

progress in rural Alaska. It is a call to end the long cycle of govern-
ment dependence. It is a call from village Alaska to assume more
responsibility. It is our role as elected leaders to hear that call and
to help lay the groundwork for self-reliance. How? By creating de-

cent jobs, by ensuring education and training, by making sure basic

health services are in place, by providing the good schools and
modem sewer and water facilities.

We have I think a historic opportunity to make a difference. I

want to thank the Native people of Alaska for their leadership in

that report. I thank our congressional delegation in Congress for

the vision in providing the forum for this report. And I welcome the
privilege of taking action in partnership on this important mission.

Thank you very much.
[Statement of Governor Knowles may be found at end of hear-

ing.]
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Chairman Young. Thank you, Governor, for an excellent presen-

tation in bringing to light the role of the state and what you are

endeavoring to do. I now recognize the lady, Mary Jane Fate, and,

Mary Jane, please don't take offense. I do have to take a phone call

for about four minutes, and I will be back. In the meantime. Sen-

ator Murkowski will be the Chair. But, Mary Jane, you are on.

STATEMENT OF MARY JANE FATE, CO-CHAIR, ALASKA NA-
TIVES COMMISSION, FAIRBANKS, ALASKA; AND JOHN
SCHAEFFER, ADJ GENERAL [RETIRED], COMMISSION MEM-
BER, ALASKA NATIVES COMMISSION
Ms. Fate. Mr. Chairman of the committees, as well as the mem-

bers of the committees, good morning, and ladies and gentlemen,

our Alaskans that are with us today. I am Mary Jane Fate. I am
Co-Chair of the Alaska Natives Commission. I am Athapaskan In-

dian, having been raised traditionally in and around the Village of

Rampart located on the Yukon River. I live in Fairbanks today.

Our family traveled from Muskrat camps in the springtime, to

traplines in the winter, to fish camps in the summer. So we used
our village more or less as a source of supplies and some part of

our education.
The Joint Federal-State Commission on Policies and Programs

affecting Alaska Natives, hereafter referred to as the Alaska Na-
tives Commission, was formed by Congress in August of 1990. It

would through Public Law 101-379. The Commission's undertaking
was jointly funded by the Federal Government and the State of

Alaska.
The Commission included members appointed by the President of

the United States and the Governor of Alaska in 1992. We have 14

commissioners of which today three are here. Including myself we
have General John Schaeffer, Dr. Walter Soboleff, and you will be
hearing from them later.

We also had a number of ex-officio members of which you were
a part of the ex-officio members, nonvoting members, as well as

from the state. And like you, we commissioners were a very diverse

group, and we experienced our differences. The fact that we were
not all alike was one of our most important strengths.

On behalf of the Alaska Natives Commission, I convey our heart-

felt thanks and sincere gratitude to each and every one of you. We
especially want to thank individual Alaska Natives who came for-

ward telling us what they wanted more than anything else, and the

testimonies totaled about 2,500 pages. The Commission listened

and the resulting options are before this committee today. In a
short 18-month period, the final report was on your desks, and that

final report is our testimony. Please include this report for inclu-

sion in the printed hearing record. The report was presented to the
President
Mr. Murkowski. Without objection, it will be so ordered.

Ms. Fate. The report was presented to the President and to the

Governor. I am very sorry that we do not have with us today any-

one from the Department of the Interior. I feel this is a big void.

But on a positive note, I hopefully hope they will be working on a
positive result for our Alaska Natives and all Indians in the United
States.
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A staff was hired and five task forces were selected to gather in-

formation on health, education, social-cultural, economics and gov-
ernance. The task force members were volunteers from throughout
the State of Alaska, almost all Alaska Natives expert in their spe-
cific areas, and we held nine regional public hearings, as well as
two statewide hearings, and also heard from individuals through-
out.

The Commission provided Alaska Natives and those entities who
are involved with related programs an opportunity to make a posi-

tive impact on individual Alaska Natives. I am going to just high-
light a few recommendations because you have them before you.
You know. And I want to thank you for your knowledge and mes-
sages today coming from the committees.
But just to highlight quickly, we were very protective of the indi-

vidual Alaskans' rights as owners today, as well as for the rights

of the victims. Under health, we were concerned about the funding
especially with the Community Health Aides' retention and the on-
going services in regard to health. The primary quality health de-

livery is still a problem in the isolated setting of rural Alaskan
communities, and you spoke to water and sewer needs—are still a
problem.

I feel that we are not a Third World country, but we are almost
like a Fourth World country because we see on television—our Na-
tive people see how it should be or would be to live in a safe envi-

ronment. And it is very hard when you are in the United States
of America, and you are left out of the process.
Education—our education is lagging. It is still lagging behind all

other places in the United States, as well as other nations. And
there is a lot of work to be done in that area. Economics—it became
very clear there is a need for jobs and a means for creating new
revenue.
We heard over and over the need to generate new money and

heard from success stories such as from the NANA region where
a large mine provides all the values of a Native culture and yet is

profitable. We too can do the same if given the opportunity in the
development of oil and gas in the coastal plain areas, as the Arctic

National Wildlife Refuge.
Cottage industries is one way to help the economic future. Many

restrictions and regulations make it difficult, if not impossible, to

pursue cottage industries. Bartering items which are considered
subsistence prodacts are also regulated. Potential cash crops such
as wood products, furs, smoked fish, dried fish are impacted by ei-

ther environmental or food and drug regulations. Nobody ever got
sick from eating my dried smoked salmon.

Historically, the Alaska Native people are a people of high stand-
ards, strong, proud, trusting, and giving. They are hard workers.
Today, the paternalistic attitude has trained many of our people to

be on the government dole. The restrictions and regulations make
it very difficult to work and prosper from their own land and envi-

ronment. Some bright spots do exist in retraining our Alaska Na-
tives to occupy positions in the new Alaskan economies, such as oil,

mining, transportation, and so forth.

Today we find ourselves in a crisis situation. The outrageous
school dropouts, high unemployment, hopelessness, drug and alco-
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hoi abuse and other tragic and sad endings such as the highest
rates of suicides, accidents, violent deaths, and other acts. What we
learned at the hearings was that time was running out.

At the inaugural meeting of the Commission, Senator Daniel
Inouye stated, "I don't want just a report on the conditions. I want
your recommendations," and we took that to heart. At that time,

you vowed that the Congress will give such recommendations seri-

ous consideration, and we believed you.

Senator Ted Stevens "praised the Commission as a genuine at-

tempt with the participation of Native Alaskans to sort out the
problems created by Federal policies." Senator Frank Murkowski
added, "The Commission needs to take a fresh look at problems to

try to fashion solutions that will work for the timely benefit of

Alaska Natives." Congressman Don Young also is aware of the dire

needs of the Alaska Natives and proclaimed his support for vast
changes.
Today's hearing on the Alaska Natives Commission is a very sig-

nificant part to the Alaska Native people. It represents a collective

communique from Alaska Natives to the United States Congress,
the President, and the Governor, and made it clear to the Commis-
sion that they would not stand for a sanitized report. Many of

those recommendations are completely contrary to the way it used
to be.

The government can no longer maintain the old status quo or ig-

nore Alaska Native needs. We hope that this report makes it clear

that our people want more involvement in their lives, less govern-
ment, and more independence. To sum it up, time has already run
out, for in the short life of this Commission, approximately 1,300
Alaska Natives have perished. And of those deaths, too many of

our future leaders are youths—died, and almost all were
nonaccidental or unnatural.
There are three volumes to this report, and, lastly, I want to

thank you on behalf of the Alaska Natives Commission, the Alaska
Native people, and we will always be available to help you, and if

there is any comments or questions, we are available. Thank you.
[Statement of Ms. Fate may be found at end of hearing,]
Chairman Young. Thank you, Mary Jane. It is my understand-

ing, Mr. Schaeffer, that you are not hereto testify. You are here to

answer questions, and later on I might make some suggestions or

comments about the success of your region, what you have been
able to do. I think that is a classic example.
But at this time, I would like to have questions if there are ques-

tions for the Governor or Mary Jane asked at this time. I do have
two questions if you will give me the privilege of asking them first,

and then I will go to the Senator, and then we will alternate be-

tween the members of the committee.
Mary Jane, in your statement just a moment ago, you state that

time has already run out, what should be the next step for the
Congress to do. What would be your recommendation—what can
we do to expedite or to make sure that time has not run out, that
we can solve these problems?
Ms. Fate. Mr. Congressman, I believe you will be hearing from

others today on that issue in specific resolutions that have already
been taken in the last five years, repeated resolutions over and
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over from the whole statewide of Alaska Natives, and also from the
Governor's office, and also your own plans that you have and your
goals. But we are going to follow through on every aspect of this

report.

Chairman Young. I appreciate that. My biggest concern is the
gentleman from Alaska, Senator Murkowski, made the comment
about not only—and the Governor is correct—not only this Admin-
istration, other Administrations—there is an opinion here that for

the American Native is that they look good as far as the govern-
ment officials, including the Congress, and they come up with what
I call paper solutions but no real solutions to the issues affecting

Natives.
So I hope that the rest of the Commission, after the report is

made that we have some suggestions where I should go from here
and being able to implement the desires of the Alaska Natives
Commission and the people that you interviewed. My understand-
ing is you traveled throughout the state. You heard testimony with
regard to the social and economic problems which we have heard.
Do you agree? I guess you do because you signed it with the

Commission's recommendation that solutions need to come from
the community first—and it goes back to my opening question—the
community first and then recommendations to the Congress on how
we can, in fact, implement through the help of the state and the
Governor, and he is committed to that, the decisions that come
from the community. I do believe you would agree with that.

Ms. Fate. Mr. Congressman, that brings up a good point because
there are several recommendations that may not be 100 percent
from every community equally. We are a diverse group, large, dif-

ferent geographical areas in needs. And some of us are lagging way
behind. In my area of the Athapaskan, the Yukon drainage, I be-

lieve we are the poorest, most isolated, most unmarketable, most
needs. And I see that from my eyes. Others may see that from
theirs, but the options are here and open for further work.
Chairman Young. OK. Governor, you emphasized in your testi-

mony and I want to compliment you that the Alaska National
Wildlife Range, ANWR, supposedly would benefit the State of Alas-
ka and assist in its Native constituency in achieving self-reliance.

I believe you went through some statistics on what the state has
been able to do.

As governor, are you recommending that the opening of ANWR
is a main source of revenue available for the State of Alaska to

help eliminate the social and economic problems faced by the Alas-
ka Natives? I know that is what you are saying. My biggest con-

cern is that the state doesn't become the secondary BIA. I hope
that whatever you do you are doing in consultation with the com-
munities and the regional corporations aind individuals.

One of my classic pet peeves, Governor, is the housing programs.
The HUD housing built by the Federal Government at a tremen-
dous cost has been a failure, and yet they said this is the only way
you can get any money to do it. You have to follow our rules.

It would have been much better if the community had decided
what type of building they would have had and got a better bang
for the buck, a better home for the people, and they would have
some pride in what occurred instead of having probably wooden
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shacks that you can stick your finger through after a period of

years. I just hope in your efforts, and I know you are sincere, that
you will try to hopefully be a partner not just as an individual that

says, "This is the way you are going to do it."

Governor Knowles. Congressman Young, I absolutely agree with
your observation on that. To me, what is the most unique and com-
pelling part of this report as differentiated from the feet or yards
of other reports that lay on shelves is that this report from the vil-

lages calls for control of people over their own lives. The role that
I would see the state in partnership with the Federal Government
would be to provide the tools by which people can construct those
productive lives themselves.
That will be primarily through private sector employment and is

through the partnerships that you speak of with the development
in the coastal plain there of the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge,
whether it be with the fisheries in western Alaska through the
CDQ programs, through the mining that is taking place, through
the interior northwest and southeast and the timber activities, the
value-added. These are all private sector sustainable jobs that we
can be partners in but which people create their own situation

rather than have it done to them or for them.
Chairman Young. OK. One other thing. Governor. I happen to

agree that the subsistence issue is top priority, has been, and I will

do everything I can to help you. My comment to Julie and the AFN
and yourself is this has to be a working relationship between all

factors, although we may never always agree, but we have to have
some central consensus of how we solve this problem.
One of my basic concerns is that the illusion of subsistence can

be a total way of life. I think the gentleman from Colorado brought
it out very clearly. We have to also look at what we can do to im-
prove the amount of species that are available. We have not done
that.

I just came out of an area where an American Indian group has
utilized their expertise—^biology background, management of their
own lands which is not popular in the state, but management of
land and created a tremendous amount of wealth for their own
tribal members in the field of fish and game. It is a very rewarding
example of what can be done with a smaller body of land than the
Alaska Natives have and yet make it very rewarding.

I just want us to be on track, communicate with one another on
this issue, and see if we can't solve that problem which has been
a festering sore in the state for many, many years. And why, I

agree with you, we don't allow the people to vote on this issue, I

do not understand. If, in fact, the people vote against this, that is

a different story but at least let them have the ability to do it. I

don't have any comments at this time. Senator, do you have any
questions you would like to ask?
Mr. Inouye. I have been advised, Ms. Fate, that since the issu-

ance of this report a year ago the statistical data has worsened. Is

that correct?

Ms. Fate. I will ask for John Schaeffer to answer that please.

General Schaeffer. Senator, it is my understanding that the
Alaska Federation of Natives in their presentation will provide you
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with more up-to-date statistics on some of the problems, and they
will pretty much show that things are continuing to worsen.
Mr. Inouye. So you are at a crisis stage now?
General SCHAEFFER. I think that is a matter of opinion. We may

have passed that crisis stage sometime in the 1960's.

Mr. Inouye. I would like to assure all of you and Mr. Governor
that in this city the word commission is oftentimes a laughable
item. A study commission is usually the cynical answer for prob-
lems to appease those who are troubled. I can assure you that as
one of the co-sponsors of this measure I will do my utmost to make
certain that this Commission is not a scam. We will make it work.
Chairman Young. Thank you, Senator. Senator Murkowski, do

you have questions?
Mr. Murkowski. A couple of observations. Thank you, Don. Our

microphones work all the time over there. I guess we don't have
concern over the light bill, and you do over here. But, in any event,
let me make a comment with regard to Ms. Fate's statement re-

garding the lack of attendance by representatives of the Bureau of

Indian Affairs who had been asked to attend, and we had reason
to believe the Secretary of the Interior would be with us on the
hearing.
However, there is a provision that was brought to our attention,

and I will read it. The provisions of 3 1 USC 1342 generally prohibit
Federal employees from providing services to their agencies even
on a volunteer basis. As a consequence, Ms. Fate, I guess one can
conclude that the Department of Interior's absence here is noted
obviously. One can perhaps conclude that the Secretary considers
himself a nonessential government employee. I don't Imow. But I

think many Alaskans might agree that that might be a fair self-

evaluation.

Of course, the junior Senator from Alaska is a little biased on the
attitude of the Secretary toward self-determination. You know, evi-

dently there is a necessity of having two chefs in the White House
that are essential but testifying at this hearing is not.

I don't want to get too partisan, however, but let me tell you one
other thing that does disturb me. We have had an objection by Sen-
ator Daschle on the floor of the Senate today to object to the two-
hour rule which we have that says that committees cannot hold
hearings two hours after the Senate has convened. So officially as
far as the U.S. Senate is concerned beyond the two hours that
probably ended around 10:30, why, we are kind of out in the cold

here officially.

Chairman Young. No. I am the Chairman
Mr. Murkowski. We are volunteers as the Senator from Hawaii

testified.

Chairman Young. I am the Chairman of this oversight hearing,
and I have cordially invited my two Senators to participate in this

hearing on a voluntary basis. They have gladly volunteered their

time, and I think the last time that happened. Senator, that was
quite a few years ago. And I do welcome you back into the ranks
so you are here. And as long as you want to be here, your record
will be stated on the recording machine, and you are my guest.

Mr. Murkowski. It sounds like we are prisoners of the House.
Chairman Young. If I get you, you are never getting away.
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Mr. MURKOWSKI. But there has been an objection filed. However,
it is fair to say that from the standpoint of getting things done, we
had a pretty good day the first day that the government closed

down because we have been working 15 years on the oil export
issue and finally got a vote to vote it out of the Senate. It was a
conference report that you had done such an extraordinary job on
so sometimes we do get something done for Alaska when govern-
ment is out.

Governor, you and I had an opportunity to chat this morning,
and you know and I know based on our experience in the private
sector that government doesn't create jobs. Jobs are created by the
private sector, and the private sector makes a decision on whether
or not they are going to risk their capital and evaluation of the po-

tential return on investment.
And as far as Alaska is concerned, whether we look at ANWR or

whether we look at the hopeful development of our huge gas re-

serves or our interior timber or other things, we are talking about
resource development as you indicated in your statement which I

thought was very well thought out and direct.

And I am wondering as a consequence of the experience that
John Schaeffer and NANA have had in the development of the Red
Dog mine which created the first jobs in northwestern Alaska that
previously year-round jobs, John, were nonexistent in the NANA
region. Is that correct?

General Schaeffer. Not in the resource development area, no
sir; just in the service area.

Mr. MURKOWSKI. And this has provided jobs in your area for the
local residents of the villages, and they have had an opportunity
for training. And you would generally evaluate that experience as
how?
General Schaeffer. As positive, sir; very positive.

Mr. MURKOWSKI. Very positive. So, you know, recognizing that
some areas where we have rural Native residents it is difficult to

identify potential for jobs. If you have a mine prospect, and I gath-
er the prospects for Red Dog's expansion look encouraging—we
have got the southeastern possibility of mining. We have got Fair-
banks and other areas.

But I am wondering if there is some way, (Governor, that we in

the delegation can help you and your administration begin to iden-
tify some specific job opportunities associated with something that
is not of the general nature. We are all saying we need to train our
people, and we need to have a labor market that is capable.
But we also have to begin to identify something that we can ei-

ther reopen like a sawmill in Wrangell, reopen like the AJ mine
in Juneau, or develop in the population center around Bethel
where it is a lot tougher as we may have a seasonal opportunity.
But that season for tourists is still roughly Memorial Day to Labor
Day, and you put in a large capital investment to accommodate
tourists, it is hard to amortize it in a three or four-month period.

Is there an3rthing that your administration might develop or look
toward that the state can do to identify some specifics and you can
tell us and we can help you? Because, obviously, the Federal Gov-
ernment owns a lot of your land and

P1-7Q4 _ Qfi _
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Governor Knowles. Senator Murkowski, the response to your
question is yes. I believe that there is a real important role that
the Federal Government, as one of the largest landowners with
natural resource in the state, can play. I would in the spirit of the
Alaska Natives Commission report though emphasize what I think
is a very important economic development message, as well as the
other aspects of grassroots leadership, decisions being made at the
local level.

And I don't know of any one policy that would immediately in a
blanketing of a state that is so diverse in its resources and opportu-
nities that would solve all those problems, but rather taking the
initiative such as the Kake Tribal group recently did in establish-

ing a salmon-ham production facility. As a matter of fact, you can
get your salmon link sausage in Williams Sonoma catalog at $36
for four eight-ounce packages. It is a good buy though. And this

was developed absolutely at the initiative of the local economic or-

ganization and the tribal organization.

The state and the Federal role is to make sure that the resources
are available—that is, the salmon—to provide good stewardship,
and to provide the harbors and the utilities and the education and
training that makes all of that economic initiative on the basis of

individuals and groups at the local level possible.

So to the extent for large situations such as ANWR which pro-

vides that opportunity throughout the entire fisheries, as you men-
tioned, mining and timber opportunities, all of that—tourism is an-
other great opportunity, the development of arts and crafts as an
economic tool are all of these possibilities.

Mr. Murkowski. I wonder if you would consider supporting Don,
Ted, and I on the merits of contracting from, say, the regional cor-

porations or the village corporations for partial management and
oversight of some of our parks and wildlife and wilderness areas
relative to the reality that we have a declining Park Service budg-
et, and yet we have residents in rural Alaska that with some train-

ing could possibly take over under a contractual commitment much
of the management that is necessary in these parks.

I am always reminded, John, of, you know, the Kotzebue area
and the Gates of the Arctic or Cape Krusenstern where I believe
we have more entries and exits by Park Service personnel than we
have by visitors. And why can't we use our local Native rural peo-
ple in this capacity and break the yoke of the Department of the
Interior that has mandated that they are the only ones that can
possibly do a credible job in managing some of these areas that are
very costly. And if we can involve the Native people, they could cer-

tainly I think shepherd the responsibility appropriately.

Governor Knowles. Senator Murkowski, I think that the ability

to in-fill existing jobs, whether they be public or private by local

hire and in rural Alaska, that means village Alaska, is absolutely
one of the quickest ways to transform an economy with high unem-
ployment to one with a proper training, and that is where I would
emphasize the training and education needs to be able to fulfill

some of those roles. So I would certainly agree with that direction.

The state is going to be taking the same direction in terms of in-

filling existing jobs in the public sector, just as we are working
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with the private sector to make sure that their job needs are ful-

filled by qualified, trained local residents.

Mr. MuRKOWSKi. Well, we are going to pursue that with some
legislation. It will be interesting to see the response we get from
the Department of Interior, but v/e will appreciate your help. One
other question, and this is my last one, you used the terminology
with regard to subsistence of unified management. And definitions

are always subject to some scrutiny, and I am curious to know
what you had in mind?
Governor Knowles. Chairman Murkowski, that would mean

state control of the management of fish and wildlife resources.

Mr. Murkowski. And when you said unified, you definitely ap-
propriately left out Federal?
Governor Knowles. Yes, sir.

Mr. Murkowski. And I certainly agree with you. Thank you,

Governor.
Chairman Young. Thank you. Senator, and I can comment on

what you meant about hire. We are working even with Secretary
Babbitt, although he is nonessential, right now trying to get nu-
merous parks like Noatak Park and other areas contracted out. I

am not terribly concerned about the training aspect. Anybody can
take and manage security, housing, food, and all this.

I am sure the capability is there, and it is an immediate way to

employ people, and it does save the Park Service instead of build-

ing their own little forts in Bethel, and that is the Fish and Wild-
life in other areas. There is no reason why we can't have year-
round employment instead of seasonal employment of all aunts,

uncles, et cetera, to work for the Park Service. That is just an ex-

ample.
And, by the way, we are doing this in Oklahoma right now with

a refuge. We are attempting to do it in Arkansas, and so it is not
precedent setting. I don't think we will have to pursue legislation

unless we run into a stonewall opposition from the Secretary. He
has indicated he is very interested. So we are going to work on
that. Any other questions from—the gentleman from American
Samoa.
Mr. Faleomavaega. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Before asking

my questions, I would like to ask unanimous consent to allow the
members of the committee to submit questions especially to the Ad-
ministration on some of the issues that have been brought up.

Chairman Young. And that is, without objection, so ordered.
Mr. Faleomavaega. Thank you. I would like to ask Ms. Fate and

the Governor, you know, it is true that Assistant Secretary Deer
has publicly acknowledged or made known the fact that the Admin-
istration, at least the BIA to my understanding, opposes ANWR,
and she made this directly to try to influence the Native Alaskan
tribes to support her position.

And I understand that there has been a lot of divisiveness among
the Native Alaskan organizations on this issue, and I would like

both the Governor and Ms. Fate to comment on that, and Mr.
Schaeffer, if possible, to kind of edify the members of the commit-
tee exactly.

I don't know if 49.9 percent is considered a minority position

with the number of tribes involved. It is my understanding that
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just one tribe was in opposition to this, but I would like your com-
ments on this issue. It might also help us if we find out how Ms.
Ada Deer went about coming up with this conclusion. Has she con-

sulted closely with the tribes on this issue, or is she just carrying
the water for the Secretary on this issue?

Chairman Young. If the gentleman will yield

Mr. Faleomavaega. I would gladly yield.

Chairman Young [continuing] 1 do not want to put the Gov-
ernor and Mary Jane in any awkward position. If they wish to an-
swer this—I know that AFN, Ms. Julie Kitka, will be addressing
that issue at a later time because it was a very contentious and
very unpopular statement to be made at that time. So if you would
like to comment, you can. You are not required to do so at this time
because I know there will be an answer to that at a later date.

Ms. Fate. I would like to comment because I would like to add
another little thing I forgot. I cannot speak for Ada Deer. I have
had many years' experience with the Bureau of Indian Affairs be-

fore it was the Alaska Native Service during territorial days in

Alaska. Much of it has been substandard, much of it has been neg-
ative to my people in my area.

So through my history, I always kept in my mind that we must
be a part of the process. We were never part of the process, and
right now we are part of the process, and it is not being taken
lightly and not positively maybe by the present position in the Ad-
ministration. But we have spoken, and I believe the Administration
should listen and work with us as well. Thank you.
Mr. Faleomavaega. Governor Klnowles, you don't have to com-

ment if you feel it is not relevant to my concern. Let me just say
this. My support of ANWR hinged entirely on the information and,
of course, not only consulting with you, sir, but the fact that I did

receive resolutions and information from the vast majority of the
Native Alaskan organizations in support of this, and that is where
I stand.

And I just wanted to make sure that if I understand—if there
are other information that has not been made known to the mem-
bers of the committee, I would gladly welcome your enlightening
the situation here and how Ms. Ada Deer came up with that con-

clusion as well.

Governor Knowles. Well, thank you. Representative, and I also

appreciate the chance when we had the opportunity to talk on the
telephone about this. It is my feeling that in the very broadest
sense there is a strong and deep support for the development of the
Arctic National Wildlife Refuge done in a responsible and right

way.
This crosses all geographical lines, all partisan lines, all back-

grounds, cultures, and it is a very strong belief both that it can be
done right and that it should be done on the basis of local deci-

sions. And so that is the basis upon which I think that you will

hear from other testimonies today concerning
Mr. Faleomavaega. Would you say that a substantial amount of

needed resources to meet the economic and the social needs of the
Native Alaskan people in the State of Alaska that ANWR definitely

is one of the tremendous turning points as far as economic develop-
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ment for the needs of Native Alaskan communities? Will that defi-

nitely have an impact?
Governor Knowles. Yes, sir. It will play an important part in

that transformation.
Mr. Faleomavaega. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman Young. Yes. And before I recognize the next gen-

tleman, you know, it is not only this Administration and other Ad-
ministrations, it is the BIA. And the best thing we could ever do
is to try to transfer their capability to the tribes. There is no doubt
in my mind it would work better, we would save money, and we
get a bigger and better return on it.

This paternalism philosophy is nothing new. It has been around
since the creation. I think one of the unfortunate things that hap-
pened, if I may say in this—I got the Chair—I guess I can say it

—

one of the unfortunate things is we have a Secretary of Interior re-

gardless of what Administration that BIA is under, and yet the
BIA does not defend or is an advocate for the American Native
when it comes to the Park Service, or Fish and Wildlife, or BLM,
or any other thing.

In fact, they do not do the appropriate—22[g] is a classic exam-
ple. We gave land for the Alaska Natives, and then say, "Oh, it is

your land, but you can't do anything with it." Now, you talk about
a hypocritical action by the Department of Interior. It is wrong so

it is just, you know, a little background. This is a constant, repet-

itive thing over every Administration. I have been under six of

them. And it is just time that we either tell them to change it, or

we will eliminate them.
Mr. Faleomavaega. I want to say to the Chairman that I fully

agree with the entire realm of his statement about dealing with the
Secretary of the Interior. In fact, at this point I have some very
strong grievances that I still have not resolved with the Secretary
of the Interior dealing with the insular areas. So I know what the
gentleman is talking about, and I couldn't agree with him more in

having to deal with the problems and the bureaucracy downtown.
Chairman Young. The gentlem.an from Minnesota.
Mr. Vento. Thanks, Mr. Chairman, and let me welcome the Gov-

ernor. We appreciate his being here. I think it underlines the im-
portance of this Commission's status and report. I don't know that
you want to turn this—I understand that ANWR is a significant

concern in Alaska with regards to the economic concerns the Gov-
ernor and the Native Americans have expressed. Obviously, I view
it, as you know, Governor, as a national issue more.

I don't know what the—in listening to the Chairman discuss the
grant of lands to Native Americans, obviously, whatever the degree
of autonomy that is granted, obviously, you have to live within the
context of, you know, the laws that are passed by the Federal Gov-
ernment in terms of the EPA, water quality, and other types of

concerns. And I guess that is—if that limits—I mean, so that is re-

alistic.

What we are getting to here though, and I looked at this—at

least a summary of it. I haven't, obviously, read the three volumes
that have been put forth, but I think that all of us should take
heart and direction from the statements made by Senator Inouye
and others who have spoken in favor of the importance of the Com-
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mission report because it is to me surprising, a state that I look
at as being a progressive state, Governor. We have got a lot of Min-
nesotans up there. We export a lot of Minnesotans to Alaska, and
I think that we take a little credit for the
Chairman Young. Don't get any ideas, Bruce.
Mr. Vento. Don, you would welcome me with open arms. You

need me up there. But the fact is that, in fact, some have actually
been sent back to Washington after they went up there, Mr. Chair-
man—Joe Baggett or Nick Baggett. So the issue I was going to

point out though, I look at it as progressive.

But you clearly have one of the most difficult tasks from a stand-
point of the pluralism that exists in terms of the different cultures
in Alaska: a scattered population and geographic problems which
have lent themselves to some real slippage when we look at Native
Americans in Alaska and the conditions that they have in terms of

graduation rates and sanitation, the lack of—two-thirds don't have
running water. They are using, as you point out, these honey pots
that become sort of a cultural thing. But, obviously, this all reflects

in terms of health problems.
And the question is, of course, in this day and age it is not sur-

prising I suppose to see a Commission report come back and sug-
gest, "We want greater autonomy." We get that from the states to

the Federal Government. Now, the states are getting it from gov-
erning structures within their states or cultures within their

states, and I guess that is what we are seeing reflected here.

Clearly, as I listened to my colleague. Senator Murkowski, talk

about cooperation with Native Americans in dealing with the man-
agement of lands, we really have just skeleton groups of Park Serv-
ice personnel there, skeleton groups in terms of BLM personnel
present. The question is really money.

I suppose some sort of a stewardship role would be completely

—

you know, I would see that as being completely compatible. The
bottom line, of course, is getting enough money to make that work
and then vesting the authority and the training so somebody actu-

ally could, in fact, act in a manner with authority and within the
law.

But one of the things that strikes me is that, you know, we are
looking, obviously, to try and stretch our Federal dollars to meet
some of those basic needs. And what does Alaska mean? I have
worked as a state legislator before coming here 19 years ago, and
for six years we did power equalizing formulas.

In other words, you have got fundamental problems in education.
Each year we know that there are programs that send some rebate
back to Alaskans generally. Couldn't some of these dollars be reor-

ganized to focus on where the most acute problems are? Isn't there
some political response from the state here besides admitting that
the Federal Government, if we had the dollars, could spend more
money in management of our parks, of these BLM lands?
And the other question I had. Governor, and maybe you would

like to respond to a series of these or others may want to respond,
is that resource jobs, as important as they are in Alaska, and I un-
derstand they are important, we facilitated the Red Dog mine facil-

ity by an access road across the park in that area.
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And, obviously, I have some questions about where we derive re-

sources and you do, as well I, guess in southeast Alaska with re-

gards to what we ought to do with the Tongass. In ANWR, we dis-

agree. But the issue here is these resource jobs unless you add
value to that—as you talked about Williams Sonoma I was wonder-
ing whether or not the dollars were staying in Alaska or being
taken out someplace else.

So these resource jobs are notoriously poor in terms of adding
value. They are costly to put in place. It means a lot of investment,
and they really don't add that many jobs especially with some of

the technology that we have. So I don't think that—my view is that

ANWR is not a panacea. I was wondering about maybe due dili-

gence in terms of some of the other leases that are out there, if

they were going to deliver dollars back. I mean, you would be im-
porting workers, as I had a couple brothers that went up there and
worked at one time, Governor. They didn't stay though.
But with that said, Mr. Chairman, using up my time to ask a

series of questions, I would like to get some response from the

—

not from you, Mr. Chairman—I know what your answers are al-

ready.
Chairman Young. I have had 18 years of hearing those ques-

tions.

Mr. Vento. They are good questions, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman Young. I realize that. I am going to suggest that the

witnesses can respond in writing.

Mr. Vento. Unless the Governor wants to make a brief response.

At least say hello to me, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman Young. He can say hello if he wishes to do so.

Governor Knowles. Mr. Chairman and Mr. Congressman, not in

response to all of your questions, but certainly in response to your
first observation about Minnesotans moving to Alaska, it is true we
do have many there. They are the only people I know of that come
to Alaska because it is warmer.
Mr. Vento. I understand, at least in Anchorage, not in Fair-

banks.
Governor ICnowles. If there might be just one opportunity, Mr.

Chairman and Mr. Congressman, in reference to the fact that
ANWR is national land as opposed to—and I think you were ask-

ing, well, what is the responsibility in a national interest, I would
note that the Federal Government owns some 235 million acres in

Alaska.
Much of it has been used I think successfully to provide economic

opportunity. It does that through the development of natural re-

sources; also part of it just through the growing tourism industry
that we have when we recognize the national importance of many
of those lands.

What is being requested in regards to ANWR is not a transfer

to the state of it, but really just the opportunity for a sharing of

the economic development. Certainly to better the economic role of

the citizens of Alaska is in the national interest.

And in regards to the value-added, I would note that Alaska has
an L & G plant. We have two major refineries that provide not only

jobs but a tax base to a number of Alaskans. We were at one time
the only L & G supplier of Japan. It is an important part of solving
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our deficit situation right now as Alaska provides 25 percent of
America's oil. With the development of ANWR that surely would be
in the national interest.

So I think the development not only in terms of the economy but
the value-added in the national interest, and I would also note Sen-
ator Murkowski and Congressman Young both have in their bills

a set-aside with the development to a national heritage trust which
would provide for the opportunity of setting a little bit aside so that
we might take care of environmental needs, the acquisition for in-

park holdings, for wetlands, for as perhaps an endowment fund as
I have suggested; when we develop any national lands in America
that we should take care of our national assets.

Mr. Vento. Yes. Well, I would agree with you. Governor, and, ob-

viously, this isn't a hearing on ANWR. But if we had had more suc-

cess with the Land Water Conservation Fund, which supposedly
sets aside over—with the Historic Preservation Fund over a billion

a year—and we don't get anything. You know, most of the time we
are getting a lot less back. Of course, all of that is dependent upon
whether there are, in fact, going to be major discoveries there
which, obviously, are contested.
But this isn't an ANWR hearing, and, obviously, we could stay

and we could discuss that. I would be happy to discuss it with you
at another time, but the other questions that I asked—I know my
time has expired—I would appreciate if all of you would respond
to them in writing because I am very concerned I think in terms
of the education and health. And I think we want to do something
in terms of cooperation and collaboration.

So often, I might say to the Chairman, Chairman Murkowski
now, that we spend so much time talking about confrontation with
the Federal Government that we don't often talk about the absolute
need for collaboration in some of these areas. I think something
could be and should be done in these areas.

In fact, most often with regards to Native Americans, we have
attempted to try and facilitate their participation as working for

the land management agencies in that sense. But there may be
new things that can be done there so I would be most interested

in exploring with you. Senator, that proposition. Thank you, Mr.
Chair. Thank you. Governor, for being here and the distinguished
members of the Commission.
Mr. Murkowski. Mr. Kildee, do you have any
Mr. Kildee. No. We have a vote on in the House right now. I

will just welcome the panel here and tell you that my son. First

Lieutenant soon to be Captain, David Kildee is stationed at Fort
Wainwright in Fairbanks, owns a home there, and I visited the
state and found out why Don Young loves the state so much. It is

a beautiful state up there, and I just welcome you here. I have to

go over and vote now though and hope to come back over some-
where in the hearing. Thank you very much.

Mr. Faleomavaega. Will the gentleman yield?

Mr. Kildee. I would be happy to yield.

Mr. Faleomavaega. I would like to also suggest to our good Gov-
ernor, if it pleases, there is a whole tribe of Samoans living up in

the State of Alaska and look after them. You might need them for

your football team one day. Thank you.
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Governor Knowles. There is a rugby team, sir, that is well rep-

resented.

Mr. Faleomavaega. And rugby too, yes.

Mr. MURKOWSKI. I would remind my friend from Samoa that we
occasionally play on permafrost. There is a little different effect on

the knees and elbows and so forth. Congressman Kildee, we appre-

ciate your comments. We will take good care of your son. My home
also is in Fairbanks.
Mr. Kildee. Thank you very much.
Mr. MURKOWSKI. And I wish that we could get Congressman

Vento to spend a little more time in some of our villages up there

and see the transition that is occurring and particularly look at the

school system in Barrow. You know, they have got the finest school

in the United States as a consequence of their taxing ability on the

oil revenue, and the other villages would like to see that.

Mr. Vento. Well, I understand there is not a word in this report

on ANWR so, I mean, it is

Mr. MURKOWSKI. No, not at all. You are correct in your assump-
tion. I want to excuse the first panel and thank the Governor,

Mary Jane, and John Schaeffer. We appreciate your traveling down
to Washington where as some people observe things of great impor-

tance are done or undone.
Hopefully we have got some positive testimony today that will go

a long way toward encouraging Alaska's Native community to have
an opportunity for identification of jobs and lesser dependence on

Federal and state government. Thank you very much.
The next panel is panel two. The first witness will be Julie

Kitka, President of the Alaska Federation of Natives. I believe she

is going to be accompanied by Harold Napoleon, Special Assistant

to the President. And we had a little problem in Alaska. We occa-

sionally get some snow, and we had a snowstorm, and currently

Lee (Jorsuch, University of Alaska, is grounded, and Dr. Walter
Soboleff, Distinguished Elder, who was giving testimony for the

Alaska Federation of Natives in Juneau is also grounded. I am not

sure whether the snowstorm covered Anchorage and Juneau or

both, but we have Alma Upicksoun, I believe, who is going to be

joining and presenting the testimony of Lee Gorsuch. Dr. Soboleff

is here I am told. There he is. You got through. You snowshoed
through the
Mr. Soboleff. I brought my down jacket.

Mr. MURKOWSKI. You brought your down jacket and made it.

Well, that is fine because we do want to recognize Rachael Craig,

I believe, who is with you as well. And with that introduction, we
also have Melissa Berns who I had an opportunity to be with yes-

terday on a little television program representing the Alaska Fed-

eration of Natives Youth Council. She is from Old Harbor; goes to

school in Kodiak. Right?
Ms. Berns. Correct.

Mr. MURKOWSKI. Thank you very much. Julie, would you go

ahead, and I want to advise you that we are going to have votes

in the Senate in about 10 minutes. Don will be coming back and
conducting the balance of the hearing, and I do apologize. We look

forward to your testimony, and please proceed.
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STATEMENT OF JULIE KITKA, PRESmENT, ALASKA FEDERA-
TION OF NATIVES, ANCHORAGE, ALASKA; ACCOMPANIED BY
HAROLD NAPOLEON, SPECIAL ASSISTANT TO THE PRESI-
DENT, ALASKA FEDERATION OF NATIVES; ALMA
UPICKSOUN, VAN NESS, FELDMAN & CURTIS (TESTIFYING
ON BEHALF OF CHANCELLOR GORSUCH)
Ms. KiTKA. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. First of all, I would like

to request that the committees hold the record open for a period
of time to accept additional written testimony from our commu-
nities.

Mr. MURKOWSKI. Yes. It will be so ordered. The record will be
open for a period of 10 days.
Ms. KiTKA. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I would also like to, in the

interest of time and because of your pressing schedules and how we
are going so far in the hearing, ask that Chancellor Gorsuch's testi-

mony just be accepted into the record. And if there are any ques-
tions, we can direct them in writing to Chancellor Gorsuch.
Mr. MURKOWSKI. Without objection, it will be inserted at this

point.

[Statement of Mr. Gorsuch may be found at end of hearing.]

Ms. KiTKA. I would like to ask that Harold Napoleon's written
testimony be incorporated in the record, and he would be available

just to answer questions.
Mr. MURKOWSKI. It will also be included at this time.

[Statement of Mr. Napoleon may be found at end of hearing.]

Ms. KiTKA. I would like to also request that Dr. Walter Soboleff
and Rachael Craig, as two distinguished elders in our community
on that, be allowed to testify as well as Melissa Berns, the Chair-
man of our Youth Council as part of our panel. So if Rachael is in

the audience, if she could come up to the panel?
Mr. MURKOWSKI. Please proceed.
Ms. KiTKA. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. For the record, my name

is Julie Kitka, and I am testifying today in my capacity as the
President of the Alaska Federation of Natives, and I want to thank
you. Chairman Murkowski, Chairman Young, and Chairman
McCain for agreeing to hold a hearing with all the three major
committees in the Congress that hold jurisdiction over Alaska Na-
tive issues.

This is a very significant occurrence today, and we are very
pleased, and we are very happy with the cooperation of the commit-
tees in doing that. I would also like to acknowledge Senator Inouye
and say how delighted we are to see you in the hearing and partici-

pating. I know other members of the Congress had to go for votes,

and we are hoping they will join us again.
First of all, I would Uke to request that additional hearings be

heard, if possible, by this joint committee setup because the focus
of today's hearing is primarily just on an overview on the Commis-
sion report.

But there are major components in the hearing such as health,

education, hunting and fishing, cultural issues. Native self-govern-

ance issues which are not going to be covered in our overview, and
we are primarily dealing with the overview and the economic is-

sues today. So I would formally like to request additional hearings
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on these major portions just to develop the record further and allow
more of our people to participate in the hearing process.

Mr. MURKOWSKI. I would appreciate it on behalf of Don Young
and myself if you would submit in formal writing that request so

that we can take it up within our individual committees.
Ms. KiTKA. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I would also like to cor-

dially on behalf of the Native people of Alaska, and I am sure the
governor, invite members of the committee to come and visit Alas-

ka and come out to our communities, both Anchorage and our re-

gional hubs and our remote villages on that, to see firsthand.

I know we certainly appreciate the visits and the opportunity for

the exchange of information as many of our people never have an
opportunity to come back to Washington or hardly ever have a
chance to come to our urban areas to testify before such distin-

guished groups. So we would cordially like to invite you and wel-

come you at any opportunity that your committees might be able

to have.
Basically, my testimony—I would like to ask that be entered into

the record.

Mr. MuRKOWSKi. It will be entered into the record.

Ms. KiTKA. In addition, I have an addendum to my testimony
which deals with specifically the Section 29, Native Hire Agree-
ment between the Department of Interior and Alyeska Pipeline

Service Company and ask that that whole written statement be in-

corporated into the record.

Mr. MURKOWSKI. So noted.

Ms. KiTKA. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I will try to be brief and
try to split my testimony between about half on the Commission
and about half on the Section 29 and be as concise as possible but
try to convey to you the sense of urgency and crisis that there is

in the State of Alaska and among our people.

I will also try to be respectful of my other panel members, espe-
cially our elders, and not take up too much time to allow them to

share their wisdom with you as our elders are people in our com-
munities who are very much respected and honored.
Just in the interest of brevity, our detailed written statement on

the Commission basically focuses on three major areas of the re-

port. When we take a look at the report and some of the rec-

ommendations and the urgency and the crisis, the three major
areas we focus on the report is the issue of the need for this Con-
gress to work with us to reduce chemical abuse and its social ef-

fects on our people.

The second one is the development of jobs and income for our
people, and the third one, as you go about reinventing and chang-
ing the role of the Federal Government that you devolve the spe-

cific governmental functions to our communities. We believe those
three areas are several of the many recommendations that come
forward to you from the Commission that are very, very urgent.

In response to Senator Inouye's request earlier on update on sta-

tistics from this report, it is based on information that I have that
have been provided from very reliable sources and people that have
been monitoring critical data. There is a number of indicators that
we monitor to try to see—most social scientists monitor to see

—

how people are doing and certain things like birth and death rates.
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infant mortality, and a couple of those factors which have changed
dramatically for the worse which really jumped to our attention.

The first one I would like to bring to your attention is the incar-

ceration rate of our Native young men. In the recent past, that has
hovered around the 32 and 34 percent of the inmate population.
And the entire state correctional facility has been Alaska Native
people, primarily Native young men, basically being approximately
99 percent alcohol-related offenses which caused the incarceration.

We have recently received information from the Department of

Corrections that that has taken a turn for the worse, where we are
now almost up to 50 percent of the incarceration of inmates in our
state correctional facility that are Alaska Natives.
That is deeply troubling to me because how a justice system

deals with indigenous people and how they interface with the jus-

tice system, often minority people receive the most negative aspects
of a justice system, and a turn to where you have almost 50 per-

cent of the inmate population be Alaska Natives when we are only
15 percent of the population in the entire state is a dramatic
change for the worse in my opinion, Mr. Chairmsin. That is one sta-

tistic which is deeply troubling to us.

Another statistic which I don't have the exact number but is the
number dealing with death among our Alaska Native men, in par-
ticular, alcohol-related death. It is my understanding that epi-

demiologists in the state convey to us that the death rates and the
rise in the number and percentage of death rates that are attrib-

uted to accidents and many of them alcohol related that we have
not yet peaked in the number of deaths among Native people, pri-

marily Native young men, where in other Native American commu-
nities in the other 48 states, Dr. Everett Rhodes testified a number
of years that the death rates, homicides and suicides and deaths,
did peak in 1976, and we are still climbing.
We did not peak in 1976, and those numbers are still climbing,

and that is deeply troubling to me. And those are just a couple of
examples of where the problems are severe and would lead us to

describe it as a crisis. It is not all our people that are undergoing
these tremendous problems, but a significant minority of them in

very life-threatening ways. I mean, these sire things that once they
occur they cannot be undone. And so just in response to Senator
Inouye's question on that, that is a couple indicators I would like

to state for the record.

On the three recommendations that we detail in our written
statement, the reduction of chemical abuse and its social con-

sequences, I think we are very clear in our written statement that
one of the things that we would urge the Congress to work with
us on is give our communities the legal ability to deal with alcohol

and give us the legal ability to not only pass village ordinances to

restrict and otherwise control alcohol as it affects our communities,
but give us the sense that we have the ability to take responsibility

that empower our communities to take on that task, and let us go
forward on dealing with the alcohol crisis and the impact on our
people, but give us the authority to deal with it at a local level.

I think that it is very clear that the Federal Grovemment has not
been successful. They have made many good tries. The State of

Alaska has made many tries, but currently the way the legal au-
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thority that there is in dealing with alcohol is not sufficient for our
communities to take on the responsibilities that they need to take
on, must take on, and that are critical to the well-being of our peo-

ple, and I have detailed that mxore in our testimony.
On the second issue of development of jobs and income for Alas-

ka Natives, page 11 of my testimony I talk about a number of

things, one being economics is the most fundamental determinate
of community well-being, and it will be amazing how these statis-

tics will turn around if our people have an opportunity to go to

work and have a job.

And our members are able to provide for their families if they
are able to have the income from their jobs to be able to have the
multiplier effect in our communities and how it would benefit other
people, as well as the difference it would be having, the self-respect

that individual members of our community would have from being
able to have a job.

So I very much strongly support that aspect of the Commission
report, that no matter what we do on alcohol, no matter what we
do on governance issues and other things, that one of the fun-
damental things that needs to be done is there needs to be an in-

tense focus on job creation and training and education and opportu-
nities for our young people.

Part of my written testimony has a graph of the Native
workforce, and that will give you an idea of how things have
changed since 1970. In 1970, our workforce, members of our com-
munity 16 and older, was approximately 24,000. In 1990, according
to the census, our workforce was about 54,000.

Our projections at a conservative rate for the year 2000 is we
will have approximately 75,000 Alaska Native people who will need
the opportunity to have jobs, have opportunities to build strong
families that come about from having the ability to support your-
self and your families and the self-respect that comes from that.

That is a tremendous challenge to both the State of Alaska and
the Congress—to work with us to create that level of opportunities
for such a growing population. And I am sure if you projected out
the Native workforce in the year 2010 and 2020, you will see noth-
ing but growth in those numbers because we are undergoing a pop-
ulation boom where we are projected to double every 23 years.

And at this point, our medium age of the Native population is

only 22 so we have quite a bit of growth to go, and the needs for

basic things such as health care for our babies and our young
mothers, the need for basic education for our children are going to

be fundamental.
I believe that we will be strapped for the resources just to pro-

vide such things as basic health care and education. And so I do
sense that there is an urgency to the Congress to work with the
state and work with us to go forward on these recommendations.

In addition to the recommendations that are stated in the testi-

mony, I wanted to make two observations. One, as the Congress
deals with the whole issue of redesigning government and devolv-

ing it, much has been said about the BIA which has been negative.

Certainly I am not here to defend the BIA, but I do want to note
for the committees—for your information—that there are some ex-

citing things going on in regard to that Indian program money and
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primarily that is compacting. That is basically the Native Ameri-
cans' way of redesigning or reinventing government.
And one concrete example is in our state in the Nome area,

Kowarok. When they receive their Federal Indian moneys for the
Bureau of Indian Affairs, it would be basically 10 cents on a dollar

went out to the people. Under the compacting program, it is way
over 50 cents on a dollar that gets to the people.

It is a tremendous opportunity as you devolve government and
redesign that to put the resources that are available, that are lim-

ited, that are shrinking in the areas that Native people can have
the most control over those resources and redirect those sources of

funds to the most needs as identified by the Native people them-
selves. So I just wanted to state that for the record.

Chairman Young. Thank you, Julie. I apologize. You are the
first woman to testify out of this panel I take it?

Ms. KiTKA. Yes.
Chairman Young. OK. Well
Ms. KiTKA. I will just wrap it up?
Chairman Young. Yes, wrap it up and then we will move right

on down the line.

Ms. KiTKA. OK. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. An additional rec-

ommendation based on Chancellor (rorsuch's testimony, he talked
about the 2[c] study that was done in 1973 to take a look at Fed-
eral programs as they affected Native Americans. One suggestion
is these committees deal with this report. It might be helpful to

look at that 2[c] model of the report.

One of the bases for the 2[c] report was to look at and examine
each Federal Indian program that was in $1 million or more or
that affected 500 people and evaluated that; as this Congress goes
into reducing the role of government in people's lives, that this

might be a model that could be extended for the Native people to

evaluate program by program and decide which ones aren't work-
ing, which ones should be discontinued, and the money redirected.

And so, like I said, that 2[c] model was something that I would
suggest.

Lastly, Mr. Chairman, the addendum to our testimony dealing
with the Section 29 Native Hire Agreement, that is divided into

three segments; the historical background, the current Interior-

Alyeska Native Hire Agreement, and unresolved issues and Fed-
eral liability. Because of the time restraints, I will just summarize
that very, very briefly.

I believe it is very important for these committees to take a look

at this historical background and especially in light of the commit-
tee taking a look at the need for economic development in the state

and the interconnection between the oil industry and the Alaska
Native Community.

I have detailed with great care our view of the historical back-
ground on this agreement and some of the promises that were
made to the Native people as oil was sought to be developed in our
state. And I think it is very important that this committee looks

at that historical background and understands our views on that.

The second point on the current Interior and Alyeska Native
Hire Agreement, I made comments in our written statement on
that. And I want to commend the leadership at Alyeska and the
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Department of Interior for signing that agreement at our conven-
tion this year.

I know our organization spent hundreds of hours involved in the

discussions and negotiations on that. We think that that is going
to have some positive impacts for employment, education, and
training for our people and is something that must be vigorously

monitored, both by the Native people, by the industry, and by gov-

ernment.
The last issue which is a very extremely serious issue I raise to

you and I respectfully request that you look into and that is the
unresolved issue in regard to Federal liability. It is our view that
over the 21 years in which the Department of Interior, the Sec-

retary of Interior neglected to implement, I mean, to monitor and
require the full implementation of that provision, that the Native
community lost over $1 billion in jobs, economic opportunity, train-

ing, and so forth.

And if you see in our written statement in which the Secretary
in the right-of-way permit reserved the right for the enforcement
of that solely to himself, I think that there is a tremendous liability

that the Federal Government has. And they need to take this seri-

ously, and they need to make the Native community whole.
A billion dollars in lost opportunities could have changed these

statistics that are outlined in this report if our people had had
those jobs, if our people had had that training and education. And
the Federal Government maintains a very serious responsibility,

and they need to be held accountable for why they didn't enforce

that. And the damage that that did to our people in our commu-
nities and that is something that I seriously urge this committee
to go further with and work with us on a resolution.

I had an opportunity on Monday of this week to meet with Sec-

retary Babbitt and Assistant Secretary Bob Armstrong and laid out
our concerns on that, and we would very much like the opportunity
to work with the committee as we deal with this unresolved issue

of the Federal responsibility and liability. Thank you, Mr. Chair-
man.

[Statement of Ms. Kitka with addendum and statement of Alaska
Federation of Natives may be found at end of hearing.]

Chairman Young. Thank you, Julie, for an excellent testimony.
I believe, Harold, you are next. Are you going to testify?

Ms. KiTKA. His testimony will be for the record, and he will be
available for questions.
Chairman Young. OK. And
Ms. Kitka. Dr. Soboleff.

Chairman Young [continuing], it gives me a great honor to rec-

ognize my good friend. Dr. Soboleff. This is one of our great leaders

in the State of Alaska and a good friend of my wife's. They served
on the state school board together and probably made some great
decisions in their tenure. And he is still able to charm the ladies.

So, Dr. Soboleff, you are on next.

STATEMENT OF DR. WALTER SOBOLEFF, DISTINGUISHED
ELDER, ALASKA FEDERATION OF NATIVES, JUNEAU, ALASKA
Dr. Soboleff. Thank you very much. My name is Walter

Soboleff, and we want to thank the congressional committee for
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being so instrumental in insisting that this Commission be created.
And indeed I realize fully how difficult it was to get this Commis-
sion going. There were pros and cons, and the people who were for

it won the battle, and so we are here.

We remember so well when we came here how we were admon-
ished by the congressional committee to come back with no less

than recommendations, and thus we worked in such a manner that
we heard the people, and some of the people who came took us as
another congressional committee who would have a report made,
and their report would be filed away and gather dust and no ac-

tion.

And, thus, we shared with the people who came this concept
that, "We have come to hear your needs, and we are one of you so
please work with us." Thus, we worked right from the ground level

with the folk, and indeed they had the confidence in what we were
able to bring together. And, thus, we are honored to be here to ap-
pear before this august body to share with you that we heard at

least one-ninth of the problems of all of rural Alaska. I say one-
ninth.

And we were wishing that we had more time, and that this Com-
mission would continue to serve for the needs that were exposed
were indeed so vital that when it came to an abrupt end, we just
wondered, "Now, will this continue? Will the recommendations be
taken heed to?" And we assured the people who shared in the re-

port that we will do everything possible because Congress has ad-
monished us to come back with no less than recommendations
which you now have in three volumes.
The report is extensive enough to bring into play the various De-

partments of Congress who ought to be concerned. And we also felt

that it should be approached on a systematic basis as compared to

various Departments competing for fiinds, and always the rural
people of Alaska as a people in a crisis situation. And if we as
American people would join together as a team to work on these
problems, it would reduce costs and assure continuity and progress.
This is all from me. Thank you.
Chairman Young. Thank you, doctor. Rachael, do you want to

say anything or
Ms. Craig. Yes.
Chairman Young. Yes. You are on.

STATEMENT OF RACHAEL CRAIG, AFN ELDER, NANA REGION,
KOTZEBUE, ALASKA

Ms. Craig. Well, thank you very much, Mr. Chairman and the
Commission. It is a surprise for me to be here today. I was here
on another assignment. But we have cooperated with this Commis-
sion wherever they went in Alaska, and we spoke up for our prob-
lems, about our problems, our people. I am a village woman. I am
from Kotzebue, Alaska, and I just left a few people a couple of days
ago, and they are into their subsistence activities as usual. They
were ice fishing. They are putting nets under the ice so they could
put food on the table.

We have some young people who are all excited about going out
caribou hunting, but just because we look Native doesn't mean we
know everything. Our young people need to be taught because
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some of these young people inadvertently went too early and scared
the first rush of the caribou away, and now they have gone farther

away, and the hunters have to travel farther places in order to get

caribou. And there are some villages that will be hurting because
the caribou took another track.

Every once in a while we hear this Commission and the people

talking about alcohol. Yes, it is a problem. I think I am like many
mothers. I finally adopted a son, and we were raising him like our
own. We raised him like our own, felt like our own. In his adoles-

cent years, we found out that he was also affected with FAS, FAE,
fetal alcohol syndrome. And he is not the only one. His peers also

have problems.
And I think this is one of the major reasons why so many of our

young men are in and out of the penal systems over and over, and
right now we are working with our son trying to get him into an
educational track so he will be able to support himself. And I think
I am not the only parent who is concerned about this, and the
funds aren't usually there anymore because of the situation that
we find ourselves in.

I work for the Northwest Arctic Borough, and my job is all infor-

mation of cultural nature come through my desk including research
projects, and this is why I am here because my colleague and I

were awarded some moneys to study child rearing which we hope
eventually will be an answer to one of our social problems in gath-
ering information, not only from current parents, but also from the
grandmothers on parenting because our young people for one rea-

son or another are having children too young. Aiid so they are un-
able to care for their own, and the grandparents have to help them.
And so this is an answer to working on an answer to one of our
social problems.
We hear of Red Dog, and it has given some jobs. But with the

price of metal so low, there just has to be a cap on it, and so in

our area we have a lot of unemployed. Now, what we are doing on
our regional organizations, we don't have the money that we did
before.

And so there is a lot of cooperation going between us, what you
can do in your sphere, what they can do in their sphere so that we
could serve our people better. And it is working in a lot of ways,
but like any other region that is underemployed and with social

problems, we need help in order to solve these problems or soften

the problems and channel the attention of our people to more pro-

ductive ways. And so it is not like we did not care and being happy
working with our people in every level.

I would like to say that the work of this Commission in bringing
out the information and the people to respond to the kind of ques-
tions that they have or just being there to hear and to listen and
the recommendations of the people of wanting to solve their own
problems in their own way because what we have done in our re-

gion is that over the years we have had other people come in there
to solve our problems, solve our problems until we found we had
a really dire problem.
We never had suicide in our society before, but even that was be-

ginning to happen. So what we decided to do was take that advice
of our elders and begin to infuse our own culture—our traditional
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culture into their education and to bring a balance to their lives so
that they could be proud of who they are, be proud of their own
history, look up to people who are Native, achieve for themselves
and their family and for the community those things that we see
that other people are doing.

So we have a tremendous work ahead of us, and we are working
at it. But we also need assistance from you and our friends around
us. And I will leave that for now. Thank you.
Chairman Young. Thank you, Rachael. Melissa, one of the

young leaders, you are up next.

STATEMENT OF MELISSA BERNS, CHAIR, ALASKA FEDERA-
TION OF NATIVES YOUTH COUNCIL, OLD HARBOR, ALASKA
Ms. Berns. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and members of the com-

mittee for giving me this opportunity to testify on behalf of the
Alaska Native Youth. There are many problems facing Alaska Na-
tives today, and these problems are becoming a part of a continu-
ing cycle.

In the past. Native people lived a subsistence way of life, and
they had a greater respect and understanding for their members
and their surroundings. As our society has been exposed to the in-

fluences of other cultures over the years, our cultures have been di-

luted and weakened. We have become more dependent on the gov-
ernment and less dependent on the land, its resources, and our tra-

ditional customs.
Many communities do not have an economic base to provide job

training skills for their young people to replace its old cultural

ways. A generation dependent on Federal welfare subsidies is the
result. This dependency has led many individuals to feeling a loss

of cultural and personal identity and contributes to the destruction
of our inherited traditional values.

In the past, our ancestors had to spend more of their time striv-

ing to survive. Today, many necessities are provided for them, giv-

ing the present generation more time on their hands. Many suc-

cumb to abusive habits such as drug and alcohol dependency. Be-
haviors such as these are very destructive for our people.

Youth grow up with this in vision, and it eventually becomes a
part of their lifestyles. This contributes to multiple deaths in rural
Alaska. One sad fact is that Alaska has the highest rate of teen
suicide in the nation.

I believe that education, job training programs, and a tighter
control on the distribution of money through Federal programs are
the only ways that we can begin to break this vicious cycle. Various
Federal programs force modern lifestyles upon Native people.

Modern communications such as television also project an unre-
alistic view of the world to unsophisticated individuals causing
them to be discontent with their way of life. Many people isolate

themselves in their homes watching television rather than partak-
ing with other members of their community in traditional activi-

ties.

The Annual AFN Elders and Youth Conference is the largest

gathering of the Alaska Native people. This year over 1,000 people
came together, nearly 700 youth and 300 to 400 elders. There is a
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need for more conferences such as this to increase the amount of

Native leadership, promising us a brighter future.

I understand that we cannot return to the Hfestyles of the past.

However, I do beUeve that by merging the wisdom of our elders

with modern technology and lessening our dependency upon the
government, we can improve the lives of Native people in rural

Alaska.
The Alaska Federation of Natives, along with other Native cor-

porations, have made efforts to join the old traditional ways with
modern technology through programs which emphasize and teach
Native handicrafts, dancing, and singing in Native languages.
By teaching the wisdom of our ancestors through the use of our

elders and today's technology, we will be able to preserve our cul-

ture and at the same time succeed in living in a modern world.
Thank you.
Chairman Young. Thank you, Melissa. I at this time want to

thank all of you for your testimony, and I will recognize the gen-
tleman from American Samoa for a question. Then I have a couple
questions.
Mr. Faleomavaega. Mr. Chairman, I believe you had asked me

that I defer my question to this panel on that particular issue, and
I certainly would like to ask Ms. Kitka for her understanding of the
controversy surrounding Assistant Secretary Ada Deer's comments
about this particular issue.

Ms. KiTKA. Well, thank you, Mr. Chairman. My role as President
of the Alaska Federation of Natives is to assist our committees and
our Board in putting together the structure of the agenda for our
annual convention and trying to make it as successful for our peo-
ple coming into town on an annual basis as possible.

We did extend an invitation to the Secretary of Interior and As-
sistant Secretary Deer to join us at our convention and share with
us activities from last year to this year on that. And so we very
much welcomed Assistant Secretary Deer as the leading Federal of-

ficial, together with Assistant Secretary Bob Armstrong and Spe-
cial Assistant Deborah Williams as part of our agenda and partici-

pating and sharing their views on things.

In regard to Assistant Secretary Deer's presentation dealing with
the issue of ANWR, I had no objections with her expressing the
Clinton Administration's views and her carrying that forward.
However, I do have great problems with her urging our people to

make a decision one way or the other on that and urging our dele-

gates to overturn our Board's action.

I do think it is inappropriate for Federal officials to come in to

a gathering such as that and take that type of action. I think that
our delegates should be allowed to make up their own mind and
engage in their own debate, and so I do think that they did cross

the line on that.

Mr. Faleomavaega. Basically, the Board made that rec-

ommendation, but was the result of the convention? Was there a
decision made on
Ms. KiTKA. Yes. There was a decision made by our convention

after many hours of debate. In fact, I gave to Secretary Babbitt on
Monday a copy of a videotape of the entire debate. Our convention
is televised out to all the villages, and so we edited it down to just
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the debate and conveyed it to him so he could see the debate for

himself, what is going on.

We would be glad to make that available to the committee if they
want it, but basically a lot of strong views that were articulated at

the convention, many strong views in favor, views very strongly
held against that, and many views wanting our organization to re-

main neutral.

The resolution urging our organization to remain neutral was de-
feated on a roll call vote, basically at about a 2 to 1 basis, and then
the resolution going on record at the convention in support of open-
ing up ANWR passed by our convention, and so that is our official

position. Our Board had taken that action in June, and it was rati-

fied by the convention in October.
Mr. Faleomavaega. And the result of the vote?
Ms. KiTKA. The result of the vote is we are in favor of opening

up ANWR with responsible environmental protections, with protec-

tion of our subsistence hunting and fishing, and the people most af-

fected, and strongly urged that there be economic opportunities and
jobs and so forth for our people so that we can benefit from that
also.

Mr. Faleomavaega. Just one more question I have, Mr. Chair-
man. There was some mention that the Commission's report has I

guess somewhere in the realm of about 100 recommendations, and
I wonder if you could help—it certainly would be helpful to this

member and the committee—how we might be able to work out
these 100 recommendations. Are they in order of priorities, or are
they all of the same priority level? I mean, is there some way that
it might be helpful to the Congress?
Because I certainly would welcome any suggestions how we

might be able to resolve the 100 recommendations contained in this

Commission report. I mean, what would be your best suggestion on
how we might work this thing over so that we could at least work
on those issues that are of immediate concern to the communities
and maybe others that may not be as necessary?

I imagine the vast majority of the recommendations entails ap-
propriations needs or funding. Has the Commission taken any
thought on how we might be able to work, whether some rec-

ommendations are money oriented, some are policy oriented, some
are in any way as far as priorities are concerned?

Dr. SOBOLEFF. I happen to belong to one of the oldest Native or-

ganizations in Alaska, and we always felt that health was our
number 1 priority, and all others came after that. And I believe

that would be the general tenore of our folk up there. Anything
that pertains to health would be number 1, and others are relative.

Mr. Faleomavaega. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman Young. I thank the gentleman.
Ms. KiTKA. Mr. Chairman?
Chairman Young. Yes.

Ms. KiTKA. Maybe I could further elaborate in regard to a proc-

ess from this. I testified earlier that we requested hearings on the
other major segments of the report that weren't addressed today,

but beyond the idea of hearings and having further opportunity to

bring in testimony and suggestions on that, I would like to respect-

fully request that the joint committees consider going forward in a
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bipartisan way to address the issues that are of most concern and
work with us.

We would be wilUng to work with the committees in drafting leg-

islation which hopefully could be introduced as early as January.
And if the committees agreed that we could go forward in a biparti-

san way, address the most urgent things, try to get that put to-

gether in a package, I am sure that we could get the assistance of

the State of Alaska and others and try to fast track those things,

those impediments that the Federal Government has in the way
that have been identified in the report and try to go forward with
the first set of recommendations on that.

Chairman Young. Well, Julie, you know that I think I commu-
nicated already this is what I expect. This committee is very bipar-

tisan, by the way. It is one of the best parts about it, but we need
your input.

I am not about to sit here and tell you how you can solve your
problems. Number 1, I think it questions the Commission. Number
2, as the Commission has found, if there is a feeling that the people
have been heard, we can achieve the goals that they seek.

And I don't believe—I forgot who it was—the testimony a while
ago about people coming in and solving all your problems, and all

they do is create more problems. And so that is what I am asking
you, and we will do that. This committee will move sound rec-

ommendations very quickly.

Which reminds me, you mentioned that the alcohol problem
which is a common known problem—the state plays a major role

in that. It is my information that communities can now—I think
there has been a decision—make a decision on alcohol—the dis-

tribution-consumption rules, et cetera. Each individual community
can do that. Is that correct?

Ms. KiTKA. There are some very strong tools available to our
communities under state law, local option laws, and I believe there
are some 60 villages that have taken votes and have gone from dif-

ferent stages to completely dry and no alcohol allowed to dampen
and some progression of that.

However, there are still problems with the implementation of

that, namely, enforcement, and also we don't think that they work
as well as they should. And we think that there should be addi-

tional Federal authority devolved down to the villages, that the
Secretary ought to be urged to devolve as much authority that he
has under Federal liquor; the ability on Federal liquor ordinances
to give the villages all the tools that they need, not only under
state law, but under Federal; the ability of the Congress under the
plenary powers on that to give our communities both the authority

to do something about it, the responsibility, and tell them, "It is

your community. You now have the authority. You have the tools.

Now, you have the obligation," and put the onus of the responsibil-

ity of dealing with gdcohol, developing any programs dealing with
alcohol offenses, especially things that do not deal with felonies, ju-

venile issues and something, under the control of our communities
so our elders and our communities can take responsibility and have
the ability to have their decision stick in the community and build

on our community values and systems of mutual responsibilities to

each other.
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Mr. Faleomavaega. Would the Chairman yield?

Chairman Young. Yes. I would gladly yield.

Mr. Faleomavaega. One of the miracles of our committee is the
fact that the good Chairman on all issues affecting Native Alaskans
comes directly under the jurisdiction of the good Chairman, and I

think that is great.

And I would like to say to the Chairman that I would be more
than happy to assist in any way on a bipartisan basis as was the
spirit enunciated earlier by the good Senator from the State of Ha-
waii. And that certainly I would be more than happy to assist in

any way dealing with the needs of our Native Alaskan commu-
nities.

Chairman Young. I thank the gentleman. The question, Julie, or
the comment I have, I think personally, and I am going to have my
legal beagle here check it out—I think you have that authority al-

ready if you are willing to take it in your own hands and say, for

instance, drunkenness could be a crime. Under state law it is not
a crime. Now, keep that in mind.
When I first went to Fort Yukon, being drunk in public was a

crime. And then the state came along and said, "No, you can't con-
sider that a criminal act." Now, you may disagree with me on that,

but really we will look and see whether you have that authority.

And if you don't have the authority, I am reluctant to get involved
in the state laws, but, if necessary, I do believe we will give you
total authority because that is the key to it.

I mean, when you go into Venetie, we have one of our elders
there that meets most of the planes, and groceries are checked. You
may not like that. It works. If one maple syrup is found out to be
100 proof alcohol, it is poured out. And it keeps a village, you
know, without having those terrible problems that do occur. Some
people think it is an infringement of rights, but I think that is a
decision you have to make.
Compacting—I was going to ask you a question about the com-

pacting with the BIA. Now, I have had a lot of complaints about
compacting about—I guess it is with the IHS or one of them where
the compact is made, and then the payments aren't made to the
compactors. Otherwise, like Maneluak or Kawerak or the rest of

the areas. Have you had better success with compacting with the
BIA than you had with the IHS?
Ms. KiTKA. Well, we would certainly be glad to get you some re-

sponses from the major compactors in the state that are going for-

ward. I do know that there have been some implementation prob-
lems with that.

I believe that there has been greater success probably with the
Bureau of Indian Affairs in compacting. However, elevating the of-

fice of self-governance within the Department to the Secretary's Of-
fice might help that even further.

The big push that—I mean, I strongly believe that the compact-
ing model is one way that the Congress can quickly devolve re-

sources to put it in the hands of Native Americans that can them-
selves decide what is the most urgent need.
Chairman Young. And I agree. I am going to suggest the idea

of 10 cents on the dollar, the present system, versus 50 percent on
the dollar, I would like to say it should be 90-10. I would like to
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bring that up—90-10 for the Native tribes, and I think we would
get better results from it.

I never understood why we have to have such a huge bureauc-
racy administering to the recipients of services when the decisions

could be made better locally. I know the health care center in Beth-
el is run I think very well, but they have had problems with com-
pacting. That is one of the areas I was talking about.
So we will be looking at that problem and see if there isn't a way

we can expedite it and get—this is all state compactors are suing
IHS. That is for noncompliance so it was IHS. I was trying to re-

member who it was. It is just that they have not—after the agree-
ment is reached, the government is not fulfilling their role.

Now, I also will tell you we are going to find out why the BIA
and the Department of Interior is not really leading the battle.

Why should one of the compactors have to sue another Federal
agency? That is a terrible loss of money. And would you change
that light please? I am the only one here so I can have lots of fun
with it. Thank you.

You referred to the liability clause. I happen to agree with that.

I am not going to point fingers this time, but it appears to me
though there has been really a big step forward with—^the AFN I

believe is the signers with Alyeska Pipeline. Can you just give me
a breakdown of what that agreement, you know, says briefly? I

know you have got it in your testimony, but I would like to hear
it.

Ms. KiTKA. Well, the Senior Vice President for Alyeska, Doug
Webb, I believe is on the next panel, and he may go over some of

that. But the major aspects of the Section 29 agreement—I apolo-

gize for speaking funny with my cold—but the major components
of that is the commitment of Alyeska Service Pipeline Company to

have both itself and all its contractors retain the 20 percent Native
hire goal in their employment and work to that under a series of

staged targets, starting from where they are at now on Native hire

in such categories as managerial, professional, technical, clerical,

and so forth on that, starting where they are at right now and mov-
ing over a period of I believe it is 12 years on a staged process to

improve Native hire both for the company and its contractors. And
I think that that will improve the economic opportunities for Alas-

ka Natives in jobs both at Alyeska and its contractors as they ap-

proach that.

There is also a commitment from the company for $25 million

over the next 12 years, about 2. 1 million a year, for implementation
of the Section 29 program. Of that, 750,000 is targeted toward
scholarships to Alaska Native people to get the education and
training that they need to qualify for jobs, and I think that that

is going to have a very positive impact. In addition

Chairman Young. I will ask Doug this, Julie, but are you get-

ting—I like the idea of the scholarship. But are we getting more
information into the lower grades about the future opportunities?

One of the problems I have had all along with Alaska, and we
go in this job training program, we start training them when they
are 24 years old. And when they get done training them for that

job, the job that they were training for is gone. And somewhere
along the line part of this package has to be information into the
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elementary school level, high school level, and then the training as-

pect itself, so there is an acceptance of this opportunity does exist.

Otherwise, we are treating alcoholism—it is not alcoholism, but
they talk—we rehab an alcoholic. What we should be doing is keep-
ing the alcoholic from occurring. What we should be doing in the
job field is making knowledge available so the jobs are available,

and this is what you have to do when you are in fifth, sixth, sev-

enth, eighth, ninth, tenth, eleventh, and twelfth grade, and then go
into the training field.

I hope we are just not looking, well, he is 24 so now we send him
to Palmer or we will send him to Seward or we will send him to

Kotzebue for training. It should start a little sooner than that. That
is just an idea, and I don't know what your agreement involved,

but it is something I would like to suggest.

Ms. KiTKA. Well, there is a provision in the agreement that al-

lows for contributions to community programs which—and it v/as

contemplated that some of the contributions might be the programs
that are not like college or technical. It may be, in fact, programs
like the Rural Alaska Honors Institute in Fairbanks which is junior
and senior high school students from all over rural Alaska.
So I think that there is some contemplation to deal with that,

but I think that one of the unique opportunities of this agreement
is to try to shift Federal and state policies to support some of these
efforts.

One example of something that is positive in the agreement is

the agreement to develop a data base of Native individuals for the
oil industry workforce on that and try to get cooperation from all

our groups to feed into that and keep that a live, active process so

that when companies or contractors have a need for Native employ-
ees that they can get that readily and have some of the most quali-

fied people.

I see that as an opportunity for the state and the Federal Gov-
ernment that deal with employment issues to try to maybe build

on that idea. I mean, if we are looking at 75,000 potential Alaska
Native workers in the year 2000, the data base that has got 75,000
names on it that is as simple as possible and it is as efficient as
possible ought to be doable so that we can address issues such as
state—need for state to increase Native hire or the Federal Govern-
ment or private companies doing business.

One of the most kind of rewarding things following our conven-
tion and the signing of the Alyeska agreement was a phone call I

got from AT&T Alaska which is another big company in our state

which wanted to talk about how can they increase Native hire in

their company and retain the Native employees that they have.

And that is an unexpected plus from this positive agreement that

just got signed.

Chairman Young. Melissa, you talked about recognition, that
you can't go back, and I happen to agree. If you want to go back,

that is an individual decision. It is awful hard to go back, and like

my partner who I love dearly—he is burning oil instead of wood
now—he talks about the good old days when they didn't have much
to eat, and they weren't warm very often. He likes present days,

although I do have some people saying that is not the way it
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should be. They ought to be living in their culture. That decision
has to be made by you or the individual person.
How do you see melding the two together though, the TV in the

living room and the trapping of a martin or the snaring of a rabbit?
How do you see that working with the youth today, or is there a
role for both of them? How do you see that yourself?
Ms. Berns. You mean like

Chairman Young. I mean, how do you get the two together? See,
I have run into this all the time, you know. I want to live the old

style life, but while he is saying that, he is watching television.

Ms. Berns. Yes. You can't get rid of the television and stuff be-
cause it is going to always be there. It is just the modern way of

life, but after RATNET was cut off, they have the ARTS program.
And on there they have a lot of cultural programs. They show fami-
lies—how they go up to their summer camps and split their fish

and stuff like that. And also you can use the modem technology
such as computers to preserve your languages and still go on with
your life.

Chairman Young. I think that is probably the biggest challenge
because unfortunately we have outside influence. Always used to

say including Native there, they must retain their culture as if only
one person can direct what is considered culture.

And I guess one of my running battles in my years at Fort Yukon
has been the briefcase expert that arrives off the airplane and de-

cides what is best for everybody in the town and gets back on the
airplane and goes back down to the Captain Cook. That is very
frustrating to me.
And I hope in your recommendations that you make back to this

committee, and I will say that everybody in the Commission and
working in conjunction with AFN and the village Native associa-

tions, your recommendations will have to come from you. I don't

want you to say or think about your job being over. It is not going
to be over. And as Julie mentioned, we will be working on legisla-

tion.

I am one that also believes that laws do not solve everything. I

am also one that believes that there are laws now being implied
about—we talk about economic development—that will impede and
inhibit and slow down anything you attempt to do. Mr. Vento men-
tioned all the other laws, and it is unfortunate some of those
zealotly apply to the American Indian groups that try to advance
themselves and slows down the process.

If you have some recommendation on how we can expedite the
process for whatever it may be in the area you are talking about,

and it may be in tourism or mining or oil or timber or I don't care

what it is, then I would like to get those recommendations. I think
that is the main thing. What I am trying to say is we don't have
all the answers.

If you think that we can solve your problem, then you come to

us and ask me why won't this work, and I will have to give you
a reason why I don't think it will work. And if you can show me
why it will work, we will try to implement it into a law, be it regu-

lation or a direction to an agency that helps you improve and
achieve that goal of self-reliance. That is my main effort here. Doc-
tor?
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Dr. SOBOLEFF. There was a general consensus regarding that
very point you raised. When the folk came out to present their

hearings, we heard them say we need to be doing our part too, and
that is a rewarding expression. We need to do our part.

Chairman Young. Well, I look forward to that, and as the gen-
tleman from American Samoa said I have a good committee. I

think you saw this here. We have a very bipartisan group. We have
other problems in America with American Natives, but my main
goal here is to solve the challenges and provide the opportunities

for the Alaska Native which I think they justly deserve.

But more than that, it is part of our society. And I know the gov-

ernor is still in the room. I want to thank the governor still for sit-

ting there so patiently because you cannot have a state divided.

You cannot break it into the groups.

I think one of the most frustrating things I have as an individual

that is very well acquainted with the rural part of Alaska is when
someone looks upon me with disdain because I am a white man,
for instance. There is no room for hate in this business, and I know
both sides have it.

But there has to be that feeling that we have a greater respon-
sibility. That greater responsibility is trying to leave a better future

for our younger people. We have not done a good job of that, and
I think that is our main goal, and quit pointing fmgers and utiliz-

ing—I call it the negative part of our society and which is the easi-

est part and that is hate.

It isn't just Alaska. It is all over this nation today. There is not
as many happy people as I would like to see. And I have spent my
career trying to meld together a unified state with understanding
for one another; not total agreement but at least respect for one an-

other. And that comes from within too, the respect for oneself. Yes,
Walter.

Dr. SOBOLEFF. I also would like to add the concept that we have
a people here that do need a certain amount of help, and we would
appreciate that certain amount of help to never cease. But we will

also do our part in keeping the life cycle going like it should be
going. And I think that that should be known.
Chairman Young. I thank the panel, and, again, if I can say for

my colleagues, one of the most difficult things we have in this job

is time. My members that are not here right now it is not out of

disrespect for this panel or the next panel. It is because they have
a lot of other obligations. And whatever is said here today will be
and is recorded, and as the gentleman from American Samoa said,

the main part about it is the Chairman is still here. And I do
thank the p£inel, and you are excused.

The next panel will be Sarah Scanlan from Kotzebue, Vice Presi-

dent, Human Resources, NANA Regional. Boy, I am hearing lots of

people from Kotzebue, a great town. That shows you what you can
do when you have a viable community. And Doug Webb, Senior
Vice President, Alyeska Pipeline Service Company, Anchorage,
Alaska. Sarah, you are up first, and then we will have Doug.
Sarah, you are on.
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STATEMENT OF SARAH SCANLAN, VICE PRESffiENT, HUMAN
RESOURCES, NANA REGIONAL CORPORATION, KOTZEBUE,
ALASKA
Ms. SCANLAN. Thank you, Congressmen and Chairman Young. I

appreciate the opportunity to share with you some of the great
things actually that are happening as a result of the findings from
the Commission's report. Unfortunately, in the interest of time, I

am going to shorten my testimony.
You have a full, written report in front of you, and I would en-

courage you and the rest of the committee members to review that
to get the full strength of the kinds of things that are happening
in Alaska that are putting the recommendations to work.
You have heard about the bleak status of the Alaska Native peo-

ple, and the statistics are alarming. Things are bad. But as was
stated in the report, the tears that came from sections of the report
were offset by the laughter and humor that reflected the strengths
of Alaska's Natives who refuse to be beaten.
And that is the reason we are here. Despite the alarming statis-

tics of despair or dysfunction and at times of feeling that positive
change will never happen, there is hope. That hope comes from the
fact that there are examples of the willingness and desire to in-

crease the number of people and communities who want to improve
their quality of life.

And, unfortunately, it has taken us too long to speak openly of
the need to break the dependence cycle on government. And, unfor-
tunately, we are still not sure about what that really means. On
the one hand, we want to figure out ourselves the best way to do
things, and yet we do not have the independent economic infra-

structures to take over the role that government has played. The
recommendations in the report are good ones. We now need to

move to the detailed how-to's to make them work.
Again, I am not going to spend any time on the problems that

you have heard enough about. We have all talked about them for

too long. Instead, I am going to concentrate my comments on the
kinds of things we are doing to make the recommendations work.
And it was interesting. I was thinking back here that as the Com-
mission was working on its recommendations, we were putting
them to work. And, again, I want to share some of that with you.

Unfortunately, again, we know all of the things that create dys-
function in our people. We know that we haven't come from healthy
home environments. We know that we have not had the partner-
ships between the communities and the K-12 system. You men-
tioned earlier about training people when they reach the age of 24.

Our school systems, our economic development activities haven't
been talking to each other, and I will talk a little later about what
we are doing to get that to happen. And then also as employers,
we haven't always understood our role in preparing our human re-

source.

Just recently, in the Alaska Business Monthly, NANA was listed

as the fourth largest Alaska-owned, Alaska-based business. We cur-

rently have just under 1,100 employees, and during the year, we
employed just under 700 Alaska Natives which includes other cor-

porations' folks.
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The payroll to the end of September for NANA shareholders only
was just over $6 million. And one of the other statistics, we though
of our current workforce only employ 25 percent NANA sharehold-
ers. So you might be asking why are we only employing 25 percent,

and is this representative of what is going on with the other cor-

porations?
Quickly, I will just cover that, you know, we have had to deal

with the issue of the absence of well-being. That topic is well cov-

ered in the report. We tried to deal with the alcohol problem. That
has been talked enough about. Unfortunately, we didn't deal with
the symptoms or the underlying causes. We just dealt with the
symptoms. So we weren't always successful at that.

And we have come to the realization that taking on a warm, ill-

prepared body and sticking it into a workplace with many stand-
ards of performance without adequate orientation and some initial

training wasn't going to cut it. We knew we were dealing with a
people whose sense of well-being was lacking.

We knew we had come from difficult childhoods, again, all of

which are covered in the report, and we knew we didn't know how
to cope well. We were always quick to blame others, and we knew
people generally didn't know how to ask for help because the sup-
port systems were not there.

So here we were trying to become a successful business, knowing
our potential workforce was coming from communities where role

models in most cases were just seasonal employees. We had a poor
education system that did nothing to prepare people for work.
There was already a great dependence on government which made
people think, "I don't need to work."
And there was a reluctance for our Native people to be super-

visors. We had always been told by others what to do, and for our
young men a fear of leaving the village to take a job elsewhere be-

cause his whole self-worth had been stripped away through the
very rapid changes as discussed in the report.

So we have learned that we have got to create partnerships at

the local level, get all of the players together, the school system,
communities, employers, government folks, and start working to-

ward creating the curriculums that will train kids from K-12 and
into adulthood for the emerging and existing employment opportu-
nities that exist in that specific area. So we have started that up
in the NANA region. It has taken off very well and very, very much
supported by the community.
We have had to do a lot of other things to figure out how to get

this issue of employing Alaska Natives to work. We are
transitioning to a Deming-based quality company. We understand
that in the world that is the only way we are going to survive. And
part of that whole philosophy involves empowering Native people.

What that means for us is that we have now been given the
brains to figure out that decisionmaking should be done in the
front line. It has taught us and our employees are telling us that
people are excited about being given responsibility and the power
to make decisions.

They are happy about working cooperatively across department
lines. They are enthused about knowing what is going on through
improved communications and how they fit into the overall success
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of the organization. And they are gratijfied in realizing that others

think their ideas are worthwhile.
And, again, this whole effort is occurring primarily with our Na-

tive staff who are in the office support positions right now, and we
will expand that to include the rest of the employee base.

We have also paid for a number of training types of sessions for

our employees, both culturally and technical development. We
allow our employees to bring their children to work. We have an
employee assistance program that offers all kinds of counseling. We
have an active employee association that makes for fun in the
workplace. We promote healthy lifestyles. We allow our facility to

be used after hours for employees for things such as training chil-

dren in self-defense.

One of the other things that we have had to do is try to go out
and get data from our shareholders about, "What do you think we
should be doing? What is NANA's role to you?" And, unfortunately,
one of the things that we are learning from our shareholders—and
as we speak the President, Don Curtis, and Chairman Westlaker
are out in the villages—the shareholders generally think that we
are an extension of government, that they expect us to take care
of ever5rthing from housing to medical transports, child care cen-

ters.

And the downside for that is that we continue to carry forth the
mentality about, "Don't worry about things. We will take care of it

for you." So you can see that we were all brainwashed well, and
we are going to have to try to figure out a way to get away from
that.

We are attempting to increase the awareness statewide about
human resource issues as they relate to Alaska's Natives. We have
recently formed an Association of Alaskan Native Corporation
Human Resource Managers for a couple things.

We think the sharing of information of what works, what doesn't

work, and who is available for work will increase the opportunities
for employment, not only in our respective organizations, but with
all other employers in Alaska as well.

We have increased. We were one of three regions to add children
born after '71. We have almost doubled our original enrollment
size. We are now just under 9,000 shareholders. We have realized
that NANA itself cannot possibly employ all those folks so we have
had to figure out what we can do in the villages to create economic
development. And you talked earlier about that also.

We are looking at expanding our tourism activities. We are look-

ing at information-based opportunities. We are looking at as long
as this welfare system exists what do we need to do for community
service.

There are lots of opportunities for village improvement and qual-
ity of life improvement that people can and should participate in

as long as those transfer payments are coming in, and that can
serve as income to them for jobs that they do.

You have heard a lot about the Red Dog project. We have got the
new deposit. We have 250 shareholders. Natives employed with an
average salary of about $50,000 a year. We have revenues coming
to NANA; 7[I] revenues to other Native corporations.
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I just wanted to let the committee know that we know that re-

sponsible economic development can occur. It has been proven on
the Red Dog project. I wanted to thank the committee for your sup-
port in the past on Red Dog, and I also wanted to go on record as
supporting the development of ANWR, that NANA does support
the development. There seems to be some confusion about that, and
I wanted to state for the record that we do support development.
Chairman Young. Thank you, Sarah.
Ms. SCANLAN. We have learned quite a few things about what

works and what doesn't work. Those are included in my statement.
I did want to have one final paragraph that I would like to read
into the record. Because of the growing awareness and determina-
tion of Alaska's Natives to become well again and be the loving,

supportive families and communities we once were, we will get
there through a long and slow process.

We will identify the drumbeaters for the importance of education.
We will understand what commitment to making things happen
means. We will create the partnerships necessary to have all of us
moving in the same direction for the good of the whole.
We will learn to give up power and authority to empower others.

We will train our leadership to stop creating the dependencies, and
we will continue to teach what being responsible means and be ac-

countable. We ask for your cooperation in these areas too. And
thanks again for the opportunity to comment.

[Statement of Ms. Scanlan may be found at end of hearing.]
Chairman Young. Thank you, Sarah. Doug.

STATEMENT OF DOUG WEBB, SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT,
ALYESKA PIPELINE SERVICE COMPANY, ANCHORAGE, ALASKA
Mr. Webb. Mr. Chairman, good afternoon. I would request that

you include my written comments in the record in their entirety.

Chairman Young. Without objection, they are. No one is object-

ing so go ahead.
Mr. Webb. I also am going to brief my comments. We have been

at this for a little over three hours, and I am the last witness. So
I will try to make it a little more brief. Mr. Chairman, I am going
to apologize in advance if I sneeze into the microphone. I was well
when I arrived here on Monday. I think I am catching the non-
essential beltway flu.

Chairman Young. May I interrupt a moment there? Julie, you
have got a cold? Oh, and Doug—wait a minute now. I mean, I have
seen this togetherness in signing compacts, but let us talk about
this. Go ahead, Doug.
Mr. Webb. Mr. Chairman, in late 1993, Alyeska conducted a

thorough review of the programs established to meet the require-

ments of the right-of-way agreement. We were prompted to do this

because of other audits that were occurring at that time.
We had just undergone the 60-day BLM audit, and we were

starting an internal audit that was to take 10 months and be tre-

mendously thorough. We felt that it was also important at that
time to extend this self-examination to the right-of-way, both the
state right-of-way and the Federal.
As a result of that review, we concluded that our program for

Native hire under Section 29 was not as effective as we wanted it
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to be. We appointed a team of Alaska Native employees and human
resource consultants from Alyeska to identify and address specific

areas for improvement.
This team worked for eight months to develop a proposed new

Native Utilization Agreement designed to be more effective for the
operations era of TAPS, to replace the original construction era Na-
tive Utilization Agreement. It was submitted to the Department of
Interior in February of this year for review and comment.
Negotiations between the Department of the Interior and

Alyeska occurred over an additional eight months. Alyeska also
conducted extensive discussions with the Alaska Federation of Na-
tives. And I would like to specifically acknowledge and thank Julie
Kitka for her significant quality input that has helped us substan-
tially improve this new Native Utilization Agreement.
On October 20, 1995, Alyeska President, David Pritchard, was

joined by Assistant Secretary of the Interior Bob Armstrong in the
signing of the new Native Utilization Agreement. We were very
pleased that this took place at the annual convention of the Alaska
Federation of Natives in Anchorage.

I will now describe a few key parts of this unique agreement. The
objective of this agreement is to renew our efforts to find, recruit,

train, and advance Alaska Natives through jobs with Alyeska and
our principal contractors on TAPS, many of which are Alaska Na-
tive corporations.
Our long-term goal is to have a workforce on TAPS made up of

20 percent Alaska Natives. Currently, eight percent of the TAPS
workforce are Alaska Natives. Alyeska has committed to spend
more than $2 million per year for 12 years to support the programs
required to find, recruit, train, and advance Alaska Natives.
This will include at least $750,000 per year in various types of

scholarship programs. And in somewhat of an answer to your ques-
tion to Julie a moment ago, there are three types of scholarship
programs that we have recognized: the traditional college scholar-
ship program, the vocational training that is necessary from time
to time, but then also a systemic kind of scholarship.
And these are the kind that would include the University of

Alaska at Fairbanks, Rural Alaska Honors Institute that Julie de-
scribed briefly. We think it is an excellent way to get kids in the
high school time period ready for college and assimilated into col-

lege when they get ready to go. We also support the Mount
Edgecomb High School in Sitka as being a high school that really
does get kids ready for college.

Additionally, Alyeska has committed to contribute $6 million in
the next six years to an AFN educational foundation formed to im-
prove opportunities for Alaska Natives. Our focus will be in four
areas: first is jobs, the direct hire of Alaska Natives; the second is

internships and other internal training opportunities available to

current and prospective employees; scholarships for Alaska Natives
is the third; and the fourth is other programs such as mentoring
and counseling.
We don't presume to know yet how to overcome every obstacle

we will face in reaching our goals. We will continue to work closely
with the Alaska Federation of Natives and our Alaska Native Cor-
poration contractors to achieve these goals. In addition, we will
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continue to consult with congressional committees of jurisdiction

and appropriate agencies of government.
Mr. Chairman, with your indulgence, I am pleased to introduce

to you the recently appointed manager of Alyeska's Native Utiliza-

tion Program. She is Ms. Kathy Mayo, formerly the founder and
Executive Director of the Doyon Foundation. Of course, you know
that that organization is an Alaska Native nonprofit corporation
providing education and professional development services to Alas-
ka Natives in Alaska's interior region.

She will be supported by Mr. Charles Hubbard who will be the
Native Utilization Program Business Advisor. Mr. Hubbard is an
Alaska Native who has worked as an operations technician for

Alyeska since 1981. He is also the immediate past Chairman and
CEO of the Ahtna Native Heritage Foundation.
Ms. Mayo and Mr, Hubbard will be responsible for day-to-day im-

plementation of the Native Utilization Agreement. We are fortu-

nate to have two people with exactly the correct mix of skills, expe-
rience, and connection to the Alaska Native community to lead our
Native Utilization Program.

Let me stress that no Alyeska employees will be laid off in order
to meet the goals of the Native Utilization Agreement. However, we
have analyzed the demographics of our current workforce, and it

indicates that we can expect a significant number of retirements
throughout our organization over the next 10 years. Alyeska in-

tends to use the opportunities created by those retirements and
other types of normal attrition to increase Alaska Native hire as
we implement the new Native Utilization Agreement.
This agreement represents the principles of respect and dignity

Alyeska and the TAPS owners hold for the Alaska Native commu-
nity. We look forward to a long, productive relationship with Alas-
ka Natives. We know how important they are to the success of the
Trans-Alaska Pipeline System.
This concludes my presentation. I have provided a copy of our

1995 Native Utilization Agreement and request that it be included
in the printed record of this hearing. I will be glad to answer any
questions you might have, Mr. Chairman.
[Statement of Mr. Webb and the Native Utilization Agreement

may be found at end of hearing.]
Chairman Young. Thank you, both of you, for very excellent tes-

timony. Doug, on this agreement, did the numbers or do they in-

clude the contracts that Doyon has, NANA has, Ahtna has?
Mr. Webb. Yes.
Chairman Young. I think every line of the pipeline has a Native

corporation contract with Alyeska. Are the numbers, the 20 per-

cent, included in that?
Mr. Webb. Yes, they are.

Chairman Young. OK. It goes back to one of my biggest con-
cerns, and I do congratulate Julie and the rest of you who worked,
Doug, on this agreement. We have a battle here about resource de-

velopment, and with all the training and all the agreements, if we
don't have any resource development, we don't have any jobs.

All the agreements you have—because if you don't exist, there is

no work. Ajid that is one of the hardest things that I have to get
people to understand, that this goes beyond really the pristine area
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of which you are speaking of. This goes to the economics of part

of our state, that I don't understand where they think any other

type of economy is going to come from. You know, it :s going to be
very difficult.

By the way, Sarah, I am more mature than you are in the sense

that I am a little older. I don't think I am more mature, but I have
the one thing, time; I have been able to go to every village of over

100 people in the State of Alaska in my 34 years. And you can see

a total change between before 1971 and the Alaska Native Land
Claim Settlement Act.

But more than that, you can see the villages that have the oppor-

tunities and the attitudes. And I want to congratulate you in

Kotzebue, and NANA's work has been done there. And I don't know
what it is just the individual leaders—^you know, you had Frank
Ferguson, the Senator, and Willy Hensley, and John Schaeffer, and
Marge Baker, and all these people were there.

It is an example of what an area can do if the opportunity comes.

You go into the town, and most people are happy because they are,

in fact, employed. I think that is a classic lab example of what can

occur, and we are seeing it somewhat in Dillingham because of the

fisheries. CDQ's—the best thing the state ever thought of, best

thing we have ever done in the Magnuson Act because there is that

employment factor.

If anybody ever saw that, now if we can extend that a little bit

which apparently we are doing, Doug, under your agreement, it is

really going to make a lot of difference in the structure of our state.

I don't have any other questions.

Do you have any other comments? I know it has been three

hours. And those in the audience, I want to congratulate you for

sitting there so patiently. Any comments from Sarah or Doug? I

would gladly try to respond to them or anything else you would
like to say?
Ms. SCANLAN. I just wanted to again thank you for giving the op-

portunity for us finally to come and speak to you and to let you
know that truly there is a desire to improve the way things are.

We appreciate your continued support for all of the things that we
are trying to do.

All of us recognize it is going to be a slow and agonizing process

to go from this dependency cycle to when we were trained to do

things on our own. But we do need your support and assistance,

and we will try to give you specifics as you request it to show you
what the priorities are.

Chairman Young. And I thank you. One of the things that—it

goes back to Red Dog—and, again, it is my pet peeve so while I

am still here—is the problem we had getting the right-of-way from

Red Dog because it went through a park created after the Alaska

Native Land Claim Settlement Act which gave the Alaskan NANA
region a right for economic development. Yet, they were saying no.

We had to just about beat people on the head to get it done.

And that is some of the things I would like all the regions and
all the Commission members to think about, where we can be of

assistance and see if we can't get—the agencies should be helping

you instead of hindering you—to give you that economic base.
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You know, there is absolutely no reason why they wouldn't give
you the right-of-way, but we had to do a lot of finagling. They fi-

nally got it done. It took us two years to do it, and it should have
taken us two weeks. But that is an example.

I want to thank both you, Doug, and good work and you, Sarah,
for your testimony, and everybody that testified. This is the conclu-
sion of this oversight hearing at this time. Senator Murkowski of-

fered me the opportunity to extend his regrets for not being here.

He is downtown visiting the big man for a while. I am not sure who
that is. And we will continue this correspondence-communication
and working with you. Thank you very much. This oversight hear-
ing is adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 1:48 p.m., the joint hearing was adjourned; and

the following was submitted for the record:]
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Volume I

Prepared by Commission staff, providing overview and summary of (140 pp.) work produa compiled through 22

months of hearings, research, deliberations. Central principles: Native Self-Reliance, Native Self-Detennin-auon,

Integrity of Native Cultures. Historical causes of Native personal and cultural breakdown. Thirty-four main policy

recoimnendations (plus 76 additional recommendations), directed to United States, State of Alaska, Native coounu-

nity and general public. Statistics on Native sodal/cultural, judicial/correctional, economic, educational,

physical/behavioral health problems. Demographic and geographic data; biographical information on

Commissioners; description of Commission's work procedures.

Volume II

Providing full narrative text, data and recommendations of five (204 pp.) sqsaratc studies of Native problems con-

ducted by die Commission's task forces: Alaska Native Physical Health; Soctal/Cultucd Issues and the Alcohol

Crisis; Economic Issues and Rural Economic Development; Alaska Native Education; and Self-Govemance & Sclf-

Determinatioa

Volume III

Providing full narrative text, data and recommendations of two (9 1 pp.) separate studies of Native public policy

issues conducted by the Commission: Alaska Native Subsistence; and Alaska Native Tribal GovemmenL
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Historical Background

T he idea of an Alaska Natives Commission dates from early 1989, when the Alaska Federation of Natives, in

cooperation with the University of Alaska's Institute for Social andEconomic Research, published its land-

mark "Report on the Sutus of Alaska Natives: A Call for Action."

Based on a wide range of socio-economic data, the AFN Rqwn had concluded that, despite recent improvements in

physical health, educational opportunities, standards of living, and access to govenmient services, most Native vil-

lages are caught in a pervasive social and economic crisis— as revealed by abnormally high statistics of personal

andcommunity breakdovm. The cultural changes of this century have been so rapid and so profound that many of

Alaska's indigenous people have been overwhelmed, isolated and lost Because opportunities for advancement in the

mainstream culture are severely Vtmitni most Natives remain poor by any American standard. And, on top of all the

cultural and economic problems, a significant minority of Native people is being systematically destroyed by alcohol

and other drugs— and by the violent behavior that chemicalabuse unleashes within families.

The AFN Report quickly cau^t the attention of the Congress. When asked for follow-up recommendations by the

Alaska Congressional Delegation and by Chairman Inouye of the Senate Conunittee on Indian Affairs, AFN pointed

out that its Report had merely scratched the surface. No comprehensive study of Alaska Native status had been con-

ducted by the United States for almost 20 years. What was needed was an in-depth policy analysis, with specific rec-

ommendations to the Congress, the President, the Alaska Legislature, the Governor and the Native community.

In July, 1989, Senator Murkowski and Congressman Young introduced a bill creating a public conmiission of 14

members— half to bcdesignated by the President and half by the Governor— jointly funded by the state and federal

governments. It passed both houses of Congress and was signed into law by President Bush on August 18, 1990.

White House and gubernatorial nominations took another 18 months, and the Alaska Natives Commission sat

down for its inaugural meeting in Washington, D.C. in February of 1991.

After two years of research, public hearings and task force deUberations, the Commission published its three-vol-

tmie, 440-page Report in May, 1994. As required by the authorizing legislation, the Report has been formally con-

veyed to the Congress, the President of the United States, the Alaska Legislature and the Governor. This Executive

Summary was produced by the Alaska Federation of Natives and is publicly available through its office: 1577"C"

Street, Suite 100, Anchorage, Alaska 99501 - (907) 274-361 1.
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Central Theivies

Q "Whatever words axe chosen to depict the situation of Alaska's Native people, there can be httle doubt that an

entire population is at risk. ..of being permanently imprisoned in America's underclass, mired in physical and

spuitual poverty; of leading lives, generation to generation, characterized by violence, alcohol abuse and cycles

of personal and social destruction; of losing, irretrievably, the cultural strengths essential for the building of a

new and v^orkable social and economic order; of permanently losing the capacity to self-govern, to make consid-

ered and appropriate decisions about how life in Native communiues should be lived."

Q "This lack of well-being, or 'dyshinction/...was precipitated by a century-long policy of cultural, social and eco-

nomic assimilation. Rampant unemployment and the virtual nonexistence of other economic

opportunities,...togcther with the spiritually and psychologically dcbtUtatiag intervention of governmental ser-

vices..iias created a culture of dqiendeacy. If one theme can be identified as having emerged during the course

of the Commission's work, it is Alaska Natives' seeming inability to take responsibility for local economies,

governments, schools and other social institutions."

Q "...the impaa of government on the villages during the past quarter<entuiy, vdiile often materially benefidaL..,

has been destructive in process. The federal government appears to have believed that 'dcvelopment'.„is some-

thing that can be done to one group of people by another....The result of this systematic assumption of responsi-

bihry and control by outsiders is that village people lost hold of their communities and their children's lives.

That is a fundamental faa underlying the contemporary Native...crisis."

Q "...There is no end of the downward social and economic spiral in sight Natives are still the poorest of Alaska's

citi2ens....There has been Uttle, if any, return on the billions of dollars that govenmients have spent over the

past 30 years on what has become, quite literally, a growth industry revolving around problems in the Native

commimity."

Q "The true nature of the sickness...throu^out the Native villages is the state of dependency v*rhich has led to the

loss of direction and self-esteem. Everything else is of a secondary nature - merely symptoms of the imderlying

disease. Programs which are aimed at relieving the symptoms but refuse to relate to the sickness are doomed to

fail and may even make things worse."

Q "...unhealthy dependence.. .on outside decision makers and service providers...serve(s| to displace the village

councils, natural leaders and extended families. Rather than having to face, acknowledge and deal with prob-

lems, the community can turn those problems over to someone else."

Q It is time to accq)t that the past policy of assimilation has not worked. Hie federal govenmient and the Sute

of Alaska have rq)eatedly chosen to ignore this fact But it is one deady imderstood by Alaska Natives. Natives

must..approach the future with the certain knowledge that their world views, their traditional methods of solv-

ing problems, their ways of thinking and doings.will be given respea and precedence."

Q "The issues confronting Alaska Natives are compounded by their interrelationship:

—Reversal of the cultural and sod^ decay in \diich Natives are enmeshed seems impossible without

improvement in their economic condition. Individuals who believe themselves doomed to an unending

future of economic dependency are in such psychological despair that little energy is left for understanding

and valuing their heritage.

—Improvement in their economic condition seems unlikely without..an educational system that

works.^Children and young adults who are deprived of self-respect by a culturally aUen school system and

then sent into society without nurketable skills caimot improve their economic status.
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—An education system that works for Alaska Natives seems out of reach so long as pubhc healtli problems,

family dysfunction, and alcohol and sexTial abuse are prevalent Children suffenug from chronic diseases

brought on by exposure to raw sewage or Fetal Alcohol Syndrome, children from famihes in which one or

twth parents aie absent or abusive, and children who must live in communities in which the societ>'...has

failed, are ill equipped to succeed in school, even if school is reformed to accommodate ways of learning

particular to...Native cultures."

Q "The answer.. .is not surrender to this multitude of problems, but greater efforts to address all concurrently.

Progress in reversing cultural and sodal erosion will be rewarded by gains in other areas. The forward move-

ment of an empowered Native community-will go far in promoting substantive advances..."

Q "-.there needs to be a comprehensive approach by the federal and state governments and Alaska Native people

thcmselvcs...(Alny piecemeal attempts at reform will fail..The success or failure of one initiative hinges on the

success or failure of others. Such a multi-faceted approach.-would be a positive.-dq>arture from present govern-

mental pohcy making v^ch is issue specific and political in approacL"

Overarching principles

Self-Reliance
"-.using the rights they have...from the special relationship of Native Americans with the federal government

and.. .as citizens of the United States and Alaska,.-the acceptance of responsibiUty for individual and community

actions.. .is the key to Alaska Natives' future well-being..."

Self-Determination
"-policies and programs must, to the largest extent possible, be conceived, developed and carried out by Alaska

Natives."

Integrity of Native Cultures
"PoUcies and programs.„must recognize, take advantage of, and maintain and enhance the traditional values of

Alaska Native cultures."

Recommendations
Thirty-four proposals, organized in seven issue categories, are the principal policy recommendations of the Rqrait

(pages 25 to 78 of Volume I):

Social Needs and Services

1

.

Federal and state bws, regulations and procedures should give maximum local powers and jurisdiction to tribes

and tribal courts in alcohol importation/control, oommimity/domestic relations, and law enforcement

2. Federal and state governments should stop developing new non-Native agency programs and research on

Native social pathologies until Natives themselves can design effective approaches in theirown communities.

3. Every Native village should design and implement a process of healing and recovery for its own people, and

all external agency services should conform to and support that plan.

4. Federal and state qjpropiiations for Native sodal service programs should be transferred out of puhUc agen-

cies^d funded directly to those villages and village consortia locally addressing social pathologies.
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Employment. Work and Income
1. Government service programs should be contracted to tribes and other Native organizations to cnliancc locaj

employment opportunities, decision-making, management skills and culturally effective delivery.

2. Every federal agency operating a 638-eligible program should enforce a Native hire requirement like that of

BLA and IHS, and hiring (or all federal jobs in riiral Alaska should give Native preference so that the v>fork force

at least reflects the Native composition of the local populauon.

3. Obstacles to Native employment in village capital coiistiuction projects should be removed.

4. Obstacles to Native employment in rural Alaskan extractive resource industries should be identified and

removed.

5. Federal and state r^ulations should permit tribal design and management of income support programs (eg.,

AFDC, food Stamps, State General Assistance, BIA Genaai Assistance).

6. Tribal govenunents should be permitted to design and operate local "workfare" programs that a] require

able-bodied recipients to give productive community labor in return for transfer payments, and b) provide train-

ing, child care and support services.

Law Enforcement and Justice

1. Tribes should establish culturally appropriate institutions and procedures for local dispute resolution (includ-

ing tribal courts); and federal and state governments should suppoa same v/ith training and technical assistance.

1. The state government should negotiate lonaal agreements with all tribal coimcils, delineating those ofienses

within the domain of tribal courts and those imder state law and specifying that VPSO's will enforce tribal ordi-

nances as well as state statutes.

3. In addition to advocating tribal status, jurisdiction and powers, Native organizations should identify ways m
which existing governmental entities can address village problems and goals effectively.

4. State parole and probation programs should be reformed by implementing them in the offender's home village,

fully involving local people and uaditional values in monitoring, support, rehabihtation and healing.

5. The state should establish alternative corrections programs, supported by effective alcohol treatment services

and operated by local Native organizations, for all but the most violent Native offenders.

Education

1

.

Local control of schools in Native areas should be strengthened by: a) changing village advisory boards to poli-

cy-making bodies, and b) delegating, within five years, operating authority from REAA's to tribal governments

in partnership with the state Department of Education.

2. The state government and local school districts should significantly inaease the number of their Native

teachers and administrators through affirmative hiring, altemative certification and other means.

3. Federal and state governments should aeate an Alaska Native Heritage Trust, granting fimds to tribes for pro-

grams of parental/community involvement and educational enhancement of Native languages/cultures.
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Physical and Behavioral Health

1

.

Federal and state governments should fully fund ruial water/sewer projects, as recommended by the Alaska

SaruLation Task Force, involving local residents in all funding, construction, maintenance and repair.

2. TTie entire Native health care system, now concentrated on secondary and tertiary care, should be reformed to

emphasize health education and primary prevention— stressing community involvement, changing attitudes,

and encouraging healthy lifestyles.

3. Congress and IHS should establish and finance an improved, timely system of diagnosis/screening for serious

disease and other disorders, providing adequate travel funds for village residents to obtain same.

4. Unorganized, ineffective dau-gathering by (cderal/sute/munidpal governments should be reformed into a

single, comprehensive, statewide system for assessing Native health needs and evaluating services.

5. Substance abuse programs for Natives should be refoimed to rmphasizr community-based, (amily-oriented,

culturally relevant stnt^es developed by villages; and pubUc funds for such programs should be directly grant-

ed to councils and other Native organizations.

Subsistence

1. Congress should repeal its 1971 extinguishment of aboriginal himting and fishing rights in Section 4 (b)

ofANCSA.

2. Congress should maintain ANILCA's rural preference as the minimum acceptable level of subsistence protec-

tion in federal law, resisting all state and private pressures to remove or weaken it.

3. Congress should conduct oversight of Title Vm implemenution by the state and by federal agencies and

should draft alternative language that provides more adequate protection of subsistence by all Alaska Natives.

4. During dual management, federal jurisdiction should be maximized - to include, at least, all public lands

(including all marine/navigable waters), all conveyed ANCSA lands, all selected/unconveyed state and ANCSA
lands, and extraterritorial regulatory reach off pubUc lands.

5. Administering federal agencies should fully implement regional advisory councils and options for co-manage-

ment contracting widi Native communities and organizations; and the state should regionalize its Fisheries and

Came Boards for greater local control of subsistence.

6. The Alaska Legislature should adopt a constitutional amendment allowing state subsistence bw to comply

with federal law, using language that will conform to an improved federal preference,- and it should adopt laws

mandating co-management agreements, effective regional advisory councils, and thorou^ reform of its regula-

tory system.

Tribal Governance

1 . Congress should adopt policies supporting and suengthening Alaska's tribal governments, starting with repeal

of all legislative disclaimers disavowing its promotion of the federal relationship with these tribes.

1 The Secretary of the Interior should withdraw Sohdtor's Opinion M- 36,975 and clarify the federal position

on the Indian Country jurisdications of Alaskan tribes through participation in pending court cases.
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3. Native communities should have the legal power to uansfcr freely the ownership of their ANCSA lands

between corporations, tribes, individuals and other Native organizations - and to govern such lands for tribal

and subsistence purposes, regardless of mstitutional ownership.

4. State and federal governments should strengthen tribal financial bases by such measures as federal tax aedits

for tribal taxes paid and state funding for tribal communities equal to those with municipalities.

5. By Executive Order or legislative enactment, the state government should recognize the existence of Alaska

Native tribes.

76 additioiul recommendatioiis (pages 85 to 100 of Volume I):

Economics

• Federal Native hire preference • Veterans' hire prefcreacc for Alaska National Guard Service • "Local pre-

vailing wage" standard for Davis-Bacon in village projects • Village design, construction and hire on HUD
housing projects • Contracting and Native hire for surveying rural land conveyances • Native job training

programs for "Information Age" opportunities • Americoips/National Service Corps employment and educa-

tion • tate Office of Alaska Native Recruitment (Governor) • Creation of Alaska Native Economic

Development Trust, and projects • Evaluation and restructuring of ANA economic development projects •

Increased support of Native businesses by Alaska's ARDOR'S • Inaeased public support (capital) for Native

tourism projects • Expansion of CDQ program model to one other extractive industry • Creation of state

Bulk Fuel Task Force, and facilities remediation • HUD creation and funding of Alaska Native Housing

Authority • State task force on solutions to Native Limited Entry problems • NPFMC codification and

expansion ofCDQ pollock program • State and federal development of Native reindeer industry • Training

programs in rcindeciherding/husbandry/products/markcting • Sute/fedcral support of shellfish mariculture

in Native villages • State/federal support of fin-fish farming, and Native demo project.

Judicial and Law Enforcement

• VPSO training, pay, powers, uniforms, weapons, advancement • VPSO enforcement of village ordinances and

state laws • State power behind village council ordinances/enforcement/adjudication • Sute agreements with

village adjudicators on respective domains • State task force identif)'ing parameters of village court powers •

Cultural evaluation/reform of state judicial system regarding Natives • Appropriate village dispute resolution,

and governmental support • Revised state goals for punishment, rehabihtation and protection • Culturally effec-

tive, village-based punishment alternatives • Culturally effective transitional Uving/rehabihtation/treatment for

Natives • Early, effective substance abuse counseling for Native inmates • State hire of capable Native correc-

tions counselors • Detailed refomi of state poUcies on Native parole/probation • Village monitoring and support

roles in Native parole/probation • Aggressive state hire of Natives in law enforcement/courts/corrections.

Local Self-Determination

• State/federal recognition of all village governments (TC, IRA, city) • Evaluation and expansion of local govern-

ment assistance programs • Identification of effective roles/powen for existing local governments • Evaluation

of BIA programs and funding, and 103(a) reinsutement • BIA 103(a) training, and ANA tribal government train-

ing • Regional non-profit training and fimding of village tribal governments • Cost-effective transfer of service

programs from non-profit regions to villages • Evaluation of non-profit regional programs, hmiting costs, shift-

ing programs • S-year $50 miUion congressional funding to tribes for social problems • Reform of Fish and

Game Boards, and strengthened regional councils • Regional council review and veto power over subsistence

regulations • State task force on solutions to Native Limited Entry problems.
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Education

• K-12 village schools, rcgional/disunce enrichment, voc ed programs • Local control of schools tluough policy

making boards and Native hire • Development of model Native curricula (K-12, post-2nd, uaditional) • Career

development/training/certification/hire of Native educators • Parent/community involvement in education,

and Native Heritage Trust State steps to inaease percent of Native teachers/school employees •Tenure

reforms and Native hire to stabilize village teaching work force • Federal/state reforms of school funding and

management in villages • Creation/funding of Alaska Native Heriuge Trust, and tribal grants.

Physical and Behavioral Health

• Alaska Sanitation Task Force,- coostiuction/mainteiunce/operation • Dau coordination (ANHA, CIX;, VA,

state, health corporations, etc] * Data lefoim (health needs, risks, wellness, delivery evaluation, etc) • Health

Aide program funding, pay, work force stability, (raining • Adequate patient travel funds, meetingIHOA autho-

rization level • ANHS immunization of ail Native children by decade's end • Continued BIA support and fund-

ing for ICWA tribal grants • Unified, comprehensive data system on Native child abuse/n^ect • System re-ori-

entation to primary prevention, families,oommunities • Native-planned program of infectious disease preven-

tion education • Native health education cuiriculum (sdiools) for AIDS/HIV prevention • General health educa-

tion/promotion for all Native age groups • Increased screening/diagnosis and preventive education for cancer •

More timely/effective diagnosis and disease intervention by IMS • Community suicide prevention programs

(e.g., sute DH&SS model) • Evaluation/reform of substance abuse prevention/treatmentprograms • Creation of

Alaska Native Family Development Center (e^., K^wis) • Early tisk-detecdon programs for child

abuse/neglect, FAS, FAE • Research/data on Native substance abuse and program effectiveness.

Findings and Data
Social/Cultural Status

• Native annual birthrate is 36.5 per 1,000, creating large demand for village child development, education,

health programs • Effective Native public education is bi-cultural (skills and values) • Native annual death rate

is more than three times national average, much of it alcohol-related • Native infant mortality and Fetal

Alcohol Syndrome rates are more than twice national averages • 1988, birth rate to Native giris 15-19 was 2-1/2

times national average • 1988, one of every 1 1 Native children received child protection services • 1992, 30% of

DH&SS child abuse/neglect/injury reports involved Native children (94 per 1,000 Native children, 55 per 1,000

non-Native Alaskan children, 39 per 1,000 children nationwide) • 1992, almost one of every ci|^t Native males

14-17 spent time in juvenile detention • April, 1993, over 27% of Native inmate population had sexually abused

a child or other adult • Nearly 1/2 all Natives currently incarcerated for sexual crimes victimized children.

Economics

• Village costs of living are exoibitant; with village economies precariously dqiendent on public esqpenditures •

1990, over 20% of enumerated Native work force is unemployed, compared to 8.8% of total Alaskan work force

(actual Native unemployment rates is much higher, due to uncounted work force dropouts) • In 1/3 of villages,

male unemployment is 32% (four times statewide avenge); in 1/8 of villages, male unemployment is more than

50% • About 42% of 16,000 Native males in Alaska's employed civilian work force are in crafts, trades, service

sectors • Almost 1/3 of all employed Native women are secretaries or clerks,- 1/4 are in service sector (mainly

food preparation, custodial) • Native women are about 60% more likely to work in managerial and professional

fields than Native men • 1992, 4.8% of State of Alaska executive branch work force was Native (e^. Law, 3.8%;

DNR, 2. 1 %; ADF&G, 1 .6%) • 21i% of Native families arc below official poverty income line, compared to

6.8% of all Alaskan families • Native families and individuals are inaeasingly welfare depcadeaL
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Justice and Corrections

• Non-Native belief tliat onJy "Western" justice is workable impedes culturally appropriate village alterna-

tives for dispute resolution • April, 1993, Natives arc 16% of Alaska's population, 13.5 % of its pnson-agc-eli-

gible population, and 32% of its inmates Natives are 59% of Alaska's violent-cnmc inmates and 38% of its

sex-offense inmates • Most Native crime is alcohol -related; percentage of Native crime that is violent or sexu-

al is far higher than state/national averages • 53% of ail Native inmates aie incarcerated for "most violent"

crimes (assault, 14%; sexual assault, 14%; sexual abuse of minor, 13%; murder/mansbughter, 12%) • 1992,

about 27% of all Native males 14-1 7 years old were referred to sute juvenile intake system • Native murder

rate is four times national average • Natives represent 43% of Alaska's misdemeanor inmates, 39% of its sex

offenders, and 4 1% of its parolees/probationers • 1990, Natives made up 1/2 of Alaska's second-degree murder

convictions, and only 8% of its drug offenders • "Qiaige bargaining" practices, coupled with Native cultural

avoidance of confronution (trials), may contribute to high conviction rates.

Education

• 1981-89, Native FAS rate was S.I per 1,000 live births (almost 2rl/2 tunes North American average) • 60% of

Native students entering urban Alaska hi^ schools do not graduate, compared to 12-IS% Native attrition rate

in rural hi^ schools; but rural graduates have much lower average achievement levels • 1989, NativeACT
scores were about 40% lower than non-Native scores • Rural schools enroll 14,000 Native students (7% Native

instructors); urban schools enroll 9,500 Native students (less than 2% Native instructors) • One advanuge of

rural schools is low student-teacher ratios (better chances for instructional impacts) • 53% of all Alaska stu-

dents (but 1 1 % of Native students) took Algebra U; 48% of all Alaska students (but 8% of Native students) took

chemistry • 3/4 of ail Alaska students (but 2/3 of Native students) complete high school • In some districts,

30% of Native elementary students and 40% of Native secondary students are below grade level • Replacing

boarding schools vnth village schools increased graduation rates, but with lower achievement scores than

sutewide • 1980, percentage of adult non-Native Alaskans with college degrees was five times that of adult

Natives with degrees.

Physical/Behavioral Health

• Lack of adequate village sanitation/water systems is primary cause of many Native health problems (eg.,

Alaska's highest incidence of Hepatitis B is in southwestern villages] • Despite $U billion public investment,

many villages have only rudimentary water/sewage utilities • Heart disease accounted for 16% of all Native

dcatlis in 1994 (5% in 1950) • Natives are more vulnerable to serious injury and infectious disease than non-

Native Alaskans • Formerly low Native cancer rates are steadily increasing • 1985-89, Native diabetes rose from

15.7 to 18.2 per 1,000 • Fomierly epidemic TB is no longer prevalent, but far from eradicated • Individual sub-

stance abuse and other health problems are closely related to dysfunctionality of whole communities (must be

addrcised together) • 39% of Natives smoke tobacco (compared to 26% of all Alaskan adults); some Native vil-

lages have 60% smoking rates • 1980-89, an average of one Native suicide occurred every 10 days, reaching

1989 annual rate of 69 per 100,000; preliminary 1990-93 data indicate continuing inaease • Almost 1/2 of

Native suicides are by 15-24 year olds, compared to 1/4 of non-Native suicides • 1964-1989, Native suicide rate

increased 500% • 1980-89, 86% of all Native suicides were males • Late 1980's, suicide rate of Native males 20-

24 years old was more than 30 times national suicide rate for all age groups • 6 1% of Natives live in rural

Alaska, but more than 2/3 of 1980-89 Native suicides occurred there • 1980-89, 305 Ni-dves (173 males, 132

females) were killed by direct effects of alcohol or other drugs (average of one every 12 days); this Native sub-

stance abuse mortality rate (4.1 per 10,000) is 3-1/2 times non-Native rate (1.2 per 1,000) • 1980-89, cumulative

Native "Years of Potential Life Lost" (i.e., number of years individual dies before 65th birthday) attributable to

alcohol were 6,607 years (almost five times non-Native rate) • Native rate of fatal injuries caused by alcohol is

nearly three times non-Native rate • Native per capita deaths by fire are twice non-Native rate; about 1/2 attrib-

utable to alcohol • 79% of all Native suicides had detectable blood alcohol levels • Alcohol abuse and criminal

acts correlate significantly, particulariy in rural Alaska and among Natives thioughout the state.Q
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Testimony of Alaska Govamor Tonv Knowlaa
to a joint ovraiaht haaring off thi>

U.S. House Raaourcaa Committaa,
U.S. Senata CommJttae on Enarov and Natural Resources

and the U.S. Senate Committee on Indian Affainy

November 16. 199S

Chainnan Murkowsku Chairman Yoong, Chainnan McCain and committee

memibers, thank you for having me here today. It's inq>OTtant that you arc taking time to

hear more aboiit the Alaska Natives Commission report, and I'm pleased to be able to add

my dioughts to the record.

When it was releued last May, this report triggered an emotional response from

many of us in Alaska, especially from the Native community. It documents deep-seated

problems, but also lays the groundwork for enormous opportonities.

The report correctly and concisely identifies die most serious problem in much of

rural Alaska. "The true nature of the sickness throughout die Native villages is die state

of dependency which has led to die loss of direction and self-esteem," it says.

The solution to that problem is just as clearly stated in the diree main principles of

die report: Self-reliance, self-determination and preserving the integrity ofNative

cultures.

1 believe the Number 1 tool for fixing die problems in rural Alaska is jobs. Good
jobs are the key to economic security. By giving people a sense of self-wordi and self-

reliance — whether they live in Ketchikan or Kwethluk ^ good jobs are an antidote to

social problems like alcoholism, child abuse and suicide.

Despite many of the grim statistics in the report, diere has been considerable

progress in some rural areas. The numbers ofjobs arc at all-time highs in some rural areas

— Bediel, Nome, the Northwest Arctic Borough, Dillingham and die relatively new Lake

and Peninsula Borough.

Partnerships between the state and federal governments and Native corporations

and organizations have been key to many of die successes. They help inject new fiiel into

what are often stagnant, slow-burning economies.

That can be most clearly seen in the development of Prudhoe htcy, where

partnering among Native corporations and oil support companies has provided enormous

economic opportunities for Native Alaskans.

T saw it first-hand last winter when I visited a drilling rig on the Nordi Slope. I was
impressed by the team ofNative Alaskans fi'om hit^or villages working diere as

roughnecks. The driller had been had been widi his company for 10 years and all were

bringing home good paychecks.
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The Red Dog zinc, lead and silver mine near Kotzebue is anodier great example of

public-private partnerships. Already, that project employs about 300, many of them

Alaska Natives from the local area. Red Dog will soon expand, with the state investing an

additional $50 million for new storage and conveyor fiacilities and the private sector

owners putting up about $100 million more.

The federal government also played an tnqrartant role in getting this project off the

ground by permitting a road to pass through a national monument

Another example is the CDQ fishery program underway in Western Alaska. Wtih

the help of Congress, the program is bringing new fishing jobs and greater income to

many villages.

There are many other examples of such partnerships: NANA-Marriott provides

food catering to the oil fields. CIRI, Doyon and NANA all part of owners of the Endicott

oil field. Doyon provides drilling services for BP and ARCO. Ahlna and Alyeska are

partners in servicing the trans-Alaska oil pipeline. The Arctic Slope Regional Corporation

is now one of Alaska's largest oilfield service companies through subsidiaries like Alaska

Petroleum Contractors.

Just last month, as part of a Native hire agreement, the Alyeska Pipeline Service

Co. announced at die Alaska Federation ofNatives annual convention, a $25-milUon

program for training, recruitment, scholarships and employment. The goal is to put even

more Alaska Natives to work along the pipeline corridor.

A true partnership is a two-way street, where each partner has responsibihties as

well as opportunities. It is incumbent on Alaska's oil industry and its partners to hire

Alaskans and Alaska companies. In turn, the state is obligated to be clear, consistent and

fair; to be responsive to the customer side of the counter.

Despite all this progress, the problems in rural Alaska are still very real and all too

troubling. Let me give you a few quick statistics fi"om the report;

* In the quarter-century ending in 1 989, the rate of suicide among Alaska Natives

increased 500 percent. Half of those were among young Natives, aged 15-24.

* Hepatitis is considered endemic in mzuiy Alaskii villages, the result of people

having to handle their own human waste.

* Cases of Fetal Alcohol Syndrome among Alaska Natives are more than twice the

national average. So is die infant mortaUty rate.

Those grim numbers highUght the need for economic development. I believe the

benefits of development —jobs and basic services — are at tfie very core of the Natives

Commission's call for self-reliance in the villages.

It's government's role ~ at both the state and federal levels - to help build the

foundation for that self-reliance. To do that, we need to make sure the people of rural

Alaska have the right tools. Not only good jobs, but also sohd schools, improved

sanitation, decent health care and the ability to contmue cultural traditions like

subsistence hunting and fishing.
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Thafs why it is so vital we continue to develop Alaska's mineral and other natural

resources. There is no more important development cq^xutunity flun in die Arctic

National Wildlife Refiige. Some ofyou have heard me talk about that before. Fm sore yon
have heard the two committee chairman from Alaska talk about it, often and forceitiUy.

There's a reason for that passion. Oil production has already paid for countless

improvements throu^out Alaska ~ including in die rural areas. If it is to contmue to do
so — if it is to help put Ae tools of self-reliance in place — then environmentally sound

development inANWR is essential.

Let me give you a few numbers about die benefits Alaska has enjoyed as a

result of oil development in our state. Ei^ty pncait of all revenues in Alaska's

treasury come from the oil industry. Since Prudhoc Bay started punqiing in 1977.

Alaska has spent billions of dollars in rural Alaska.

Some of the big-ticket items mchide:

* $1 billion in direct grants for constructi<Mi needs, including $300 milli(»i on
rural water and sewer projects.

* More than $400 million in state revenue sharing for rural communities.
* An estimated $300 million for c<»istruction of rural schools.

* $35 milUon for village electrification projects.

* About $7 million to build or upgrade village health clinics.

The list goes on and on.

As we talk about the needs of rural Alaska, my point is without a heahfay oil

industry, there's absolutely no way the state could have afforded such an investment.

Instead, the financial burden would have rested squarely on the federal

government Certainly, Congress has committed millions to wral Alaska over the

years. But without the help of a heahfay state economy, pressure would have been

intense for even more federal spending.

The bottom line is this: Alaska has benefitted greatly from oil production. But

while we've made a lot of progress, there*s more work to be done. Sensible oil

development in ANWR can keep us headed in the right direction.

When we say "sensible oil development," we mean it The U.S. Interior

Department estimates that less than one-tenth of \ percent of the rcfiige would be

directly alfected ~ an area about the size of Washington's Dulles Airport

Due to new drilling techniques, a 1970s-era, 65-acre production drillsite requires

less than nine acres today. By comparison, if the 5,000-acrc Prudhoe Bay development
were launched tomorrow, its size would be reduced by 60 penasi because of new
technology.

Opening die Arctic Refiige to responsible development is C(mttngent on a change

in Alaska's unique relationship with the federal government At the time of Statehood, the

federal government recognized Alaska's great distances, our remoteness and our lack of

basic services that most ottier Americans take for granted.
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As a result, Alaska was granted Alaska a bigger slice of tKe revenue pie from

development on federal land witfiin our state. We were given a 90-10 split ofmineral

royalties on federal lands in Alaska.

A change in that relationship requires an amendment to the Statehood Act. And

dut in turn requires state concurrence, which is possible in only one oftwo ways:

enactment of a bill by the Alaska Legislature or approval by a vote of Alaskans.

There have been inaccurate news reports on this subject lately, so I want to be

clear about the State of Alaska's position. Based on the judgment of Alaska's

congressional delegation. I agree that in order to gain federal audionzation for oil leasing

in the Arctic Refiige, the State ofAlaska supports an amendment to our Statehood

entitlement from 90/10 to SO/SO for this development only.

It would be morally and ethically wrong for Alaska to come to Congress, agree

to a 50-50 split of ANWR proceeds, then turn around later and siie the federal

government for a greater share. I'll do everything in my power to make sure that

doesn't happen.

While I'm on the subject, let me point out an irony in diis whole ANWR debate.

Current sentiments in Congress are to decentralize control, to assume that the best

decisions about people's lives at made at the level of government closest to die people.

This is certainly true when it comes to social services and the congressional desire for

block grants.

But why are some so intent on local decision-making when it comes to the delivery

of social services, yet oppose it when it comes to economic development?

Let me explain that a different way; In this era of budget cutting, government

shouldn't jiist walk away from nual Alaska and say, "You're on your own. Time to be

self-reliant" Government needs to make sure die proper tools are in place as funding is

gradually reduced.

Fact is, any discussion of continued progress in rural Alaska must — MUST -

include talk of a healthy oil industry. That's why the Alaska Fedoation of Natives, after

long debate, voted last month to support oil exploration in the Arctic Refuge.

This was not a vote taken lightly. Dominating the hours-long debate was the

special relationship Alaska Native people have to their land and to the wildlife that

inhabit it. That relationship, of course, centers on subsistence.

Protecting the traditional subsistence way of life is a top priority of my
administration. Others have tried to resolve the long-ruiming dispute over subsistence

bunting and fishing ri^ts. The Legislature in recent years has refused to allow

Alaskans to vote on diis issue.

It's time to move forward. I believe there are two consensus points on which

any state subsistence policy must be based. First, subsistence use shall be die priority

for fish and game. Second, we need unified management of our resources.
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We're working rigjit now od concqjts that wilt achieve my goals: A
constitutional preference for subsistence use — and a unified state management system

that respects this priority and accommodates local knowledge and concerns.

There's a special relationship between Congress and the Alaska Native

community on ova:sii^t issues, and we don't want to jeopardize that relationship. But
amendments to ANILCA - the Alaska National Interest Lands Conservation Act of

1980 - may be a necessary part of any lasting subsistence solutitm. So will

amendments to state statutes and ttie state constitution.

Many of the recommendations of the AlaskaNatives Commission report,

including the importance of pres^ving the subsistence way of life, won't be achieved

without a steady, stable source of revenue. All of Alaska will suffer as oil production

tails off. Rural Alaska is likely to suffo* the most.

Here's just one example — improvements in rural sanitation. I've said that we
should put ttic honey bucket in the museum within 10 years. I'm absolutely committed

to that goal. Alaska Natives aren't second-class citizens and they shouldn't have to live

in Third World conditions. Yet right now, people in nearly half of Alaska's villages

still use plastic buckets for toilets or pit privies for restcooms.

It will cost money to change that — as much as $1 billion more to give all

Alaskans the same safe water and sewer &cilities that other Americans take for

granted. This year alone, 45 village sanitation projects are under construction.

As you listen to other people talk today about the needs of rural Alaska, please

keep one thing in mind. The call for self-reliance in the villages is from the heart. It

comes from the people who live diere.

It's a call 1 fiilly support. To end the long cycle of govenmient dependence,

village Alaskans must assume more responsibility. It's our role ~ yours and mine - to

help lay the groundwork for that self-reliance.

By creating decent jobs.

By providing good schools and modem sewer and water facilities.

By making sure basic health services are in place.

But here's the reality. None of that comes cheaply. That's why I think it makes

sense to talk about responsible ANWR development in the context of today's hearing.

The healthier Alaska's overall economy remains, the healthier rural Alaska will

become.

Thank you.
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iTB COMMZTTSI OK MBMMQr » UhTOUO, KMOimCBa
rraak 1. Murkowaki, AX. ck«lza*B

•XM&TI COMMITTBI ON IMPIA* AFFAZM*
John MecaiB, Al. OkAlrBaa
Daalal Zaovra, Vie* chr.

aOUSB COMHZTTU (» KBBOUmCBB
Dea yeua9, Chalraaa

Novaabar 16, 1995
Washington DC

Mr. Chairman of tha Coaalttaaa, Ladlaa and aaBtlaaao:

X aa Mary Jaaa rata, Ce-Cbalr of tha Alaaka Matlvaa Ceaalaaloa.
Z aa Athabaakaa Zadlaa aad Z waa ralaad la tradltloaal Athabaakaa
vaya; Muakrat oaapa arouad tba Lakaa durlag tha Spring tlaa;
trapllaaa durlag tha vlatar aad flaheaap durlag tha auaaar aad
fall.

Tha Joiat Fadaral-Stata eeaaiasloa oa Pellolas sad Vrograa
affaotlag Alaska MatlTas (haraaftar rafarrad to as tha Alaska
HatiTas CoaalssloB) was ferasd by Coagrsss August id, l«*o through
rubllo l«a« 101-379. Tha Ceaaisslea's uadartaklag waa jolatly
fuadad by tho fadaral govaraaaat aad tha dtata of Alaska. Tha
Ceaalssioa laeludod aoabara appelated by tha Vraaldaat of the
Oalted atataa aad by the ooToraor of Alaska la early 1*92. There
were fourteea oeaalaaloaora of whloh three are here today

i

co-Chalr Perry A. Batoa Ce*chair Mary Jaaa Pate
Johae Blakley Idgar Paul Beyke
Frank Pagaae Father Voraaa Blllett
John V. Behaeffer, Jr. Beverly Masek
Father Jaaes A. Bebesta Martla B. Heere
Morris Theapsoa Walter Bebeleff
Fraaees B. laialltea Baa Towarak

Franeea B. Baallton served oa the COBBlssioa until her death
Boptaaber a?, I99a.

we also had a nuaber of oz'-effieio —bars, iaeluding
representatives of the Ualted Btates Benate and Bouse of
Bepreeeatatlves aad also aeabers of the Alaska Btate Beaate aad
Bouse of Bepreeeatatlves. Like you, we eoaalssleaers were a very
diverse group aad we asparleaead our share of differeaees. Ths
faot that ve were aet all alike was oao of our aest iaportaat
streagths

.

Oa behalf of the Alaska Batives Ooaaissloa, Z eonvey our heartfelt
thaaks aad slaeere gratitude to eaoh aad every oae of you. We
eapeelally thank individual Alaska Matlves who oaae forward
telling us what they waated aore thaa aaythlag else. The
testlaoaies eaae to soae asoe pages of traaseripts. The Ceaalasioa
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li«t*a«4 SBtf th« raaulting options aro boforo this Coaaittoo toOay.
IB • short •Igbtooa aoDth poried tlio final roport was en your aaaka
and that final raport is our tastiaeay.

A staff «as birad and fiTs task fereas vara salaetod to gathar
inforvatioB on boaltb, adueatioa, aoeial/eultural, aeenoaiea and
goTaraanea iasuas. Tha task forea aaabars vara veluataars. Tho
Coaaisaion bald niaa ragional public baarings and tvo atatawida
public baarings. Our goal vas to iaplaaaat tha iatant of tha lav
in erdor to foraulata and tbaa fiaalita a orodibla raport of tha
bigbast quality.

This ceaaisslon providad Alaska Mativas and tbosa antitias vbo ara
iavolvad vitb ralatad pregraas an opportunity to aaka a positiva
iapaet oa tba individual Alaska Vativa.

HIOHLiaBTS or SKVXBAL ABCOMNXaSATIOSS

I

BBAIiTB: Tba aaad for ooatiauiag baaltb aduoatioa Ineludiag
Coaauaity Hoaltb Aidas. Primary quality baaltb dalivary ia still
a problaa in tba Isolatad setting of rural Alaskan eoaaunitias.
Vatar and savar naada ara still a problaa in aany Alaska villagas.
Contracting of baaltb sarvieas viil balp.

KDDCATZOVt Tba aaad for local control of education and aora
parental involvaaant is necessary. Bducation is still lagging
behind for the native people in Alaafca. The prlaary edueatioaal
level ia still not preparing children for secondary and college
level education.

cavOHZCdi It beeaae very clear there is a need for jobs and a
aeans for creating nev revenue.

«e beard ever and ever the need to geaerata nev aeaay and beard
frea auccess stories, such as froa tbs VAKA region where a large
aine provides all the values of a native culture and yet ia
prefitatole. we toe, can do the aaae if given the opportunity in
the develepaent of oil and gas ia the coastal plaia areas, auch as
the Alaska Batioaal Wildlife Befuge.

Cottage iaduatries is one vay to help the ecenoaic future. Many
reatrictioBS and regulations aaka it difficult if net i^ossibla,
to puraue cottage industries. Bartering iteaa vbieb are considered
subsistence products are also regulated. Potential cash crops such
as wood products, fur, saeked fish and dried aeata are ii^aetod by
either eDvireaaeatal or feed aad drug ragulatieas. Bebedy ever got
sick frea eatlag dried salted saeked salaea.

aisterically, the Alaska Bative pacpla are a people of high
staadarda, stroag, proud, trustiag aad giviag. They were bard
werkere. Today the pateraaliatie attitude baa traiaed aaay of our
people lives to be oa the geveraaeat dele. The restrietieas aad
ragulatieas aaka it very difficult to work aad prosper frea their

a
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ovB land and •DTlrenavnt . Boa* bright apets fle axiat i& ratralBlag
our Alaaka Vatlvaa to oeeupy poaltloaa la tbo nov Alaakaa
aooBoaiaa, aueb aa oil, BinlBg, traBapertatlea, and ate.

Today wa find euraalvaa la a erlala aituatioa. Tha eutragaoua
aebool dropout rataa, blgb uaaaployacnt, hopalaaaaaaa, drug and
aleohol atouaa aad otHar tragio aad aad aadlnga, auoh aa tha hlgbaat
rataa of auleidaa, aeeldaata, vlolaat aota aad daatha. what wa
laaraod at tha haarlaga waa that 'tlao waa ruaaiag out'.

At tha iaaugural aaatiag of tha Coaalaaloa, aaaator Oaalal Xaeuya
atatad "z doa't vaat juat a raport oa tha eoaditloaa, I vaat your
raooaaaadatloBa." At that tiaa you vovad that Coagroaa will glva
auch raooBBOBdatloaa aarloua ooaaldaratloBa. Wo took hoart la your
atataaaata

.

aaator Tad Stavoaa "praiaad tha ceaalaaiea aa a goaula* attaapt
with tha partleipatiea of Hatlva Alaakaaa to aert out tha problaaa
oraatad by fadaral polieiaa."

aaator Fraak Murkewaki addad, "tha CoBBlaaloa aaada to taka a
fraab look at problaaa to try to faahioa aelutioaa that will work
for tha tlMaly boaafit of Alaaka Mativaa."

coagraaaioaaaa Doa Youag alao la awara of tha dira aaada of tha
Alaaka Mativaa aad proelaiaad hia aupport for vaat obaagaa.

Today 'a baariag oa tba Alaaka Mativaa CeaBiaaloa ia vary
aigBifieaat to tha Alaaka Mativa paopla. it rapraaaata a
eellaetiva oeaBuaiqua froa Alaaka Mativaa to tha Daitad stataa
coagroaa. Thay aada it elaar to tba coaaiaaioa that thay would aot
ataad for a aaaitiaad raport. Maay of thoaa raoeaaaadatieaa ara
ooaplataly ooatrary to tha way 'it uaa to ba*. Tha govaraaaat oaa
ao loagar alatala tha eld atatua quo or igaera Alaaka Mativa
aaada. «a hope that thia raport aakaa it elaar that our paopla waat
ore iavolvaaaat la thalr Uvea, laaa gevaraaaat aad aora
ladopoadaaeo. To aua it up, 'tiao haa already rua out', for ia
the abort life of thia coaalaalea, approaiaately 1300 Alaaka
Mativaa have perlahed, aad of thoaa daatha, too aaay were youtha
aad alaoat all were Bea-aeaidoatal or uaaatural.

There are three voluaea of the fiaal report. Teluae Z waa prepared
by the CeaaleaioB ataff for the purpeaa of prevldlag aa overview
aad auaaary of the Coaaiaaioa'a aubataatlal work product ooapiled
through heariaga, reaeareh aad dallbaratleaa earriad out aiaca July
of ifta. Mike Zrvia, iMaeutive Director, ia editor aad priacipal
author, other writiag credita for thia aad aubaequeat voluaea go
to Bdward Deaux, Ph.D., Bart Oarbar, Villiaa Maaabla, Oeerge Zrwia,
A.J. McClaaabaa aad Harold Mapoleoa.

Laatly, oa behalf of tha Alaaka Mativa Ceaaiaaioa, agaia thaak you.
X aa available for aay quaatloaa or eoaaaata.

Mary Jaaa Vat^, Co-Chair of AXASXA MATZVBS COMHZMSZOM
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TESTIMONY
CHANCELLOR EDWARD LEE GORSUCH
ALASKA FEDERATION OF NATIVES

Mr. Chainnao aad Members of the Joint U. S. House and Senate Committee:

I am Lee Gorsuch, the QianceDor of the University of Alaska Anchorage. I am pleased to

have the opportunity to address you on an issue of importance, not only to Alaska Natives

but also to the state of Alaska and the United States of America. I will focus my remarks

on the progress, problems, and prospects confronting Alaska Natives and the implications

for the federal government's continuing relationship with Alaska Native peojrie.

I first moved to Alaska on the eve of the enactment of the Alaska Native Qaims Settlement

Act This historic, federal legolation was designed to address the long postponed aboriginal

land claims pressed by the Alaska Native people with the federal govenunent

The terms of the Settlement Act conveyed to Alaska Native people some 44 million acres

in land and disbursed $9623 million, paid out over what was anticipated to be an 11-year

period, half of which would be paid by the state of Alaska. All the benefits are held by

Alaska Natives enrolled as sharehdders of profit making corporations registered under

Alaska statutes. SectioD 2C of the Settlement Act called for an examination of the federal

government's special relationship with the Alaska Native people and directed the Secretary

of the Interior to report his findings to the Congress.
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I represented in 1972 a private eoonooiic cooaulting firm that wai lelected to perform the

study for the Department of the Interior and I served as the study manager. In the course

of our examinaticHi we learned the federal government had a ]aag standing and pervasive

relatiixiship with Alaska Native people, closely paralleling the relationship the federal

government has with other Native American tribes. Not unlike other tribal relationships,

the Alaska Native community depended uptm the federal govenunent for the proviaiMi of

many essential health, weUare, and education related services. We found that ahboogh the

terms of the Settlement Act were, fai historic terms, flnandally very large, the itet present

value of the cash porti<» of the Settlement Act was approximately equal to the annual flow

of federal funds disbursed by various federal agencies on behalf of Alaska Native people.

Aity presumption that the Settlement Act would displace federal programs and services was

flnandally infeasible given the magnitude of the finandal value of the federal government

services provided Alaska Natives. To illustrate this finding, the approximate net present

vahie of the Settlement Act, because of the sdieduled disbursement over an 11-year period,

was less than $300 million. A large univerrity endowment would have yielded an average

4 percent annual real Income stream over this same time period Thus, the net present

vahie of the cash portion of the Settlement Act with a simflar return would hove yielded

approximately $12 millicm a year. Had the settlement cash value been annuitized and

earnings disbursed as a dividend fo approximately 75,000 eligible shareholders, a dieck of

approorimately $180 per shareholder would have been paid, equal to one-twentieth the vahie

of federal services provided. While the 44 million acres of land also had and continues to
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have significant economic values, nonetheless, the annuitized overall cash value of the Native

Qaims Settlement Act was relatively small compared to the annual flow of federal dollars

ejqpended on Native behall To a lai;ge extent the Congress has continued to aj^ropriate

funds to support federal programs for the benefit of Alaska Natives as it did prior to the

enactment of the Settlement Act, presumably in part based <» this financial reality.

The discovery of oil on Alaska's North Slope at Prudhoe Bay and the commenced flow of

oil through the trans-Alaska oil pipeline in the late 1970s and early 1980s flooded the state

treasuiy with significant economic rents. Tlie state budget jimiped bom approximately $1

billion to $4 billion in the space ofjust a few years. This dramatic inaease in state revenues

not only prompted a large population influx into the state of Alaska, but it also enabled the

state of Alaska to begin to provide services to its dtizeniy, including Alaska Natives, which

it heretofore had been financiaUy unable to provide. For example, an expensive program

to build high schools in small villages throughout Alaska represented one of the first major

sources of public e)q)enditures. Where previously the only high scbod education options

available to rural Alaskan Natives bad been through regional or out of state boarding

programs, the state now provided a village based high school.

Thus, in financial terms both the federal relationship with the Alaska Native community and

the state provision of services far overshadowed the financial impact of the Alaska Native

Qaims Settlement Act on the lives of the average Alaska Native. Without ccmtinuing

federal and state governmental support there is little likelihood that the Native corporations
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themselves could make up the difference in providing comparable services or cash values

to their constituent shareholders. Federal and state services will continue to play a vital and

determining role in the long-term wel&re of Alaska Native people.

This is not to say that the Native Qaims Settlement Act has not had a veiy significant and

pervasive impact on the general wel&re of the Alaska Native community and on the

economy of the state of Alaska. In fact, several of the Alaska Native corporations now

stand among the state's largest and most successful corporations and are a major source of

employment, not simply for Aluka Natives but for citizens of the state of Alaska as weD.

Success among the Alaska Native corporations is by no means even and many of the

corporations have experienced significant financial difficulties. Indeed, were it not for

federal provisions authorizing the sale of the net operating losses associated with the delayed

conveyances of land titles to Alaska Native oorporati<»s, several of the corporations, I

beUeve, would have faced early bankruptcy.

Significant progress in the general welfare of the Alaska Native community has occurred

over the past 25 years since the enactment of the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act

Much of this progress is attributable to the continuing provision of the federal programs and

services as well as the dramatic expansion of the state programs and services. Private

business activities initiated by the Settlement Act's Alaska Native oorporatioiu has been,

with significant regional variances, an important augmentation of the public sector. Over

the past two decades the size of the Alaska Native populaticMi baa continued to grow
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significantly, both in rural and urban areas. The provision of public services has expanded

into areas that previously were not served or were under served. The general quality of

housing has increased significantly. Although unemployment and poverty persist at

disproportionate rates in most rural areas, Alaska Native incomes have increased. Perhaps

the greatest progress has been in providing seoondaiy educational opportunities throughout

the state of Alaska. On the physical health front, Alaska Native life expectancy continues

to increase and infant mortality to decline. There is indeed mud) that the Native people,

the state of Alaska, and the U.S. government can look to with pride on the significant sodal

and economic progress made.

Notwithstanding this progress, significant entrenched problems persist within the Native

community and throughout much of Alaska. The economic development of much of rural

Alaska is still heavily dependent on the public sector wherein lie most of the employment

opportunities. Opportunities for economic development tend to be based around large

deposits of natural resources located in dose proximity to transportation or near coastal

areas. Coastal Native communities have recently benefited from community development

quotas in which small percentages of commerdal fish allocations are set aside for coastal

oomiEunity groups. While summer tourism and the selling of Native arts and crafis are very

important sources of sup|demental income, they remain, nonetheless, supplemental in

character. Absent a sound economic base, the prospects for sustained improvement in the

economic welfare or the diversification of the sources of income in much of rural Alaska are
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severely oonstrained and highlight the importance of natund resource development within

their regions.

While significant progress has been made in providing secondary educational opportunities

throughout rural Alaska and high school graduation rates for Aladca Native youth have

increased significantly over the past 20 years, the actual educati<»al attainment, as measured

by various standardized test scores, reveals that significant improvement needs to be made

if rural students are to be able to achieve the same level of mastery as their urban non-

Native counterparts. This is a particularly important issue as the labor force increasingly

requires a highly educated, technologically sophisticated worker.

A third persisting problem is the legal entanglements associated with the Alaska Native

community's priority in the harvesting of the subsistence resources in and around the various

villages and within rural areas of the state. Many committee members may be aware that

subsistence fishing and hunting continues to be an important part of the village economy.

Notwithstanding some economic progress and educational advancements, subsistence is an

integral part of the culture and lifestyle for the overwhelming majority of villages of Alaska.

The state of Aladca has constitutional difficulties in accommodating the rural preference

provisions induded in the Alaska Naticmal Interest Lands Conservation Act as authorized

by 0>ngress. Tlie state's inability to reach this accommodation is causing a significant loss

of trust and confidence among many Alaska Native communities. They fear a lott of this

important mainstay of their already precarious village economies.
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Finally, while signiiScant improvements in health have undeniably occurred throughout

Alaska in both rural and urban areas, ver>' serious social and behavioral problems persist.

Perhaps the most dramatic are those related with alcohol and alcohol abuse, particularly as

it affects young Native men. I am sure many of you have seen statistical reports indicating

the alarmingly high rates of suicide among young Native men. Confronted with the

dramatic cultural changes occurring in their villages, the limited economic opportunities they

see for themselves to become providers, and their sense of displacement by their young

female counterparts who do find continuity in their respective roles as mother, household

manager, and office worker, they take their own lives out of despair and/or absence of hope.

This high rate of suicide among young Native males is a particularly distressing indicator for

it reveals not only a loss of the hope but also a low self esteem for potentially half of the

future leadership of the Native community. The loss of young Native men directly

undermines potential Native fiunilies, villages, and cultures. Furthermore, the successful

suicides are relatively small compared to the attempted suicides and to the personal abuse

many young men subject themselves to, and tragically, to the abuse they may, under the

influence of alcohol, inflict upon their relatives and loved ones. The veiy real problems of

inadequate sanitation systems throughout many villages in Alaska is also a significant

problem undermining important dimensions of public health. But even the absence of these

everyday basic services pale in their comparisons to the more troubling devel<^mients among

the Native youth and their deep sense of despair.
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Despite these serious persistent problems, there are a number of pr(Hiusiiig prospects to

cope with these problems and opportunities to build on the progress made. The theme of

the Alaska Natives' Commission report, "healing, harmony, and hope," reveal that the Native

community Itself has elected to focus on the spiritual and cultural dimensions of these

problems. They recognize and feel the loss of their sodal and cultural integrity and are

committing themselves to a plan of empowerment and cultural integrity as tocdl points of

their initiatives. Expanding opportunities for Alaska Native villages to share with state and

federal entities a concurrent jurisdiction as Native groups on a variety of sodal jurisdictional

issues could be an important advancement in this concept of empowerment. Similarly,

sharing in the management responsibilities of various subsistence and natural resources

could also be empowering.

A second area, and one that I personally have a great deal of interest in, is in improving the

education of Alaska Natives. The research is foirly dear that the early educational

Interventions are among the most successful. Therefore, I encourage the eiqiansion of early

in^t and early childhood education programs in Alaska Native communities. These

programs can be a vital augmentation to regular K-12 programs.

At the University of Alaska large numbers of our Alaska Native students ocHne out of high

school interested in pursuing a post-secondary education but are under prepared to take on

college level work. Despite summer orientation programs in ^t^iich students are introduced

to college life, large numbers of high school students from rural schools (u wefl as some
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from, the urban schools) need significant pre^coUege schooling. These students would

benefit from a thirteenth year of public sdiooUng during which these deficiencies could be

remediated. An additional year of fonnal school training prior to undertaking college level

course work would provide students the opportunity to prepare themselves to take full

advantage of the educational opportunities at the post-secondaiy level but without incurring

substantial debt in order to do so. Far too many students are incurring substantial debt

taking essentially pre-college courses.

A well educated and trained adult peculation is, in my view, the single, most successful,

long'teim strategy that will advance the eo(Miomie wel&re of any group ofpeople or countiy.

I strongly encourage the committee to c<»sider supplemental education programs as a

promising source of public intervention to strengthen and empower Alaska Natives.

Finally, a third area of prospective benefit to the long-term welfare of the Alaska Native

people is fiill recognition of the Alaska Native cultures themselves. He importance of

continued access to the subsistence resources on which they rely, the recognition of their

cultural heritage and the languages they speak, the authority to paiticipate in the

adjudication of disputes, and the formulation of rules ofsocial conduct, are all measures that

would advance the Alaska Natives' Commission call for an empowerment of Native people

and the restoration of the integrity their rich cultures deserve.
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Mr. aiainnan, I thank you for this opportunity to present my views. I would be pleased to

respond to questions you or any committee member miy have or to provide further

documentation in support of the observati^ms I have made in these abbreviated remarks.

I commend you and the committee for exerdsing this oversight of the federal government's

special relationships with its Native American people.
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Testimony of Harold Napoleon before the joint Congressional Oversight Hearing on the

Findings of the Alaska Natives Commission; November 16,1995; Washington DC

Congressman Young, Senator Murkowski, Senator McCain and honorable

members of the Committee; For the record, my name is Harold Napoleon, a Yupiq

Eskimo from the Bering Sea village of Hooper Bay. I am testifying today in my capacity

as coordinator for the Alaska Native Reawakening Project , an AFN initiative designed

by Alaska Natives to bring about a social/cultural renewal. It is a privilege and an honor

to be able to speak to you today.

*********************************************************

The period from 1900 to I960 was a time of great change for Alaska's Native

people. The catalysts for this change came from the outside: disease,^ christianization,

assimilation, the introduction of western technology, and the transition from a

subsistence economy to one partly based on cash. It was a period of steady

encroachment by non-Natives, a time of tightening federal control over lands and

resources once used exclusively by Alaska Natives.

The agent of change with the greatest impact was disease, the most

cataclysmic being the influenza epidemics of 1900 and 1918 when 6 out of every 10

Alaska Natives died and many small villages ceased to exist. Lost to these natural

disasters were leaders, medicine men, artists, historians; the human bonds which had

kept their people together for thousands of years.

In that same period of time, the campaign by mainline churches and the US

government to Christianize and assimilate Alaska Natives intensified. Under the

leadership of the Rev. Sheldon Jackson, who considered Alaska Natives an almost

'extinct' race of "barbarians and savages" who lived near the "bottom of the scale of

human existence," the American Federation of Churches, in 1880, had divided Alaska

Native tribes amongst themselves so as to prevent undue competition in the harvesting

of new souls for their churches.
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Initially unsuccessful, the churches affected wholesale "conversions" in the

wake of the epidemics of 1900 and 1918 when the Native's faith in their spiritual belief

systems waivered. Resistance to Christianity crumbled in the face of mass death, and

with it all that had anchored Alaska Native existence for thousands of years.

In the village, the surviving culture-bearers, the medicine men, having failed to

affect a cure for the sickness, saw their influence waning. Many became objects of

ridicule, and were persecuted by the missionaries and school teachers till they

receded in silence into history. Others became Christian converts and were

Instrumental in the mass conversion of their people.

Thousands of children had been orphaned by the epidemics, and of these,

hundreds ended up in government-funded, church-run orphanages where the ties

between them and their cultures were severed. In time, the children and grandchildren

of these orphans and other survivors would be taken from their families and sent

thousands of miles away to schools as far away as Oklahoma, New Mexico, and

Pennsylvania.

The stated plan of the government for these generations of Alaska Natives was

to 'cure them' of their 'improvident habits;' to make white men of them; and to

discourage them from returning to the village.

In many villages, the missionary and the government school teachers filled the

vacuum of leadership left by mass death and the departure of the medicine men.

Taking control, they ruled by decree, ordering a halt to cultural activities which they

considered demonic, and mandating children's attendance in school where the

process of assimilation became institutionalized.

Weakened and demoralized, the survivors did not resist but silently acceded to

the wishes of the missionaries and school teachers. Indicative of their frame of mind

was their inaction when some school teachers washed the mouths of their children for

speaking their mother tongue; did nothing even when their children were shamed for

being who they were.

Powerless to control the scope or the pace of change Alaska Natives became

bystanders as non-Natives from the United States and around the world, 'settled' and

'developed' their homelands, now the Territory of Alaska. Tribes lost ancestral lands to
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a distant government which did not bother to inform, much less consult with them,

even when it "withdrew" the very lands from under their feet.

Till the I960's, Alaska Natives were, for the most part, passive participants as

others from distant lands changed their lives forever; things were done to them, things

were done for them, things were decided for them. By I960, all that remained of their

old world was the land they lived on, some of their languages, some of their songs

and dances, and the fish and game which fed them. The rest of their old worlds;

their independence, their cultures, social institutions, spiritual beliefs, their hard

earned knowledge, had faded into history.

No longer anchored by their cultures and social institutions many villages,

families, and individuals became lost, and like driftwood were carried by the currents

of change further and further away from themselves.

The guilt and shame born of trauma and mass death, aggravated by religious

and cultural persecution, poverty and dependency, would turn to silent self-

condemnation; powerlessness and failure in the new world, to frustration, anger, and

resentment. And being removed further and further; in time, distance, and

understanding from the source of their demise, they would come to blame themselves

for their condition, and turn on themselves and those closest to them.

In a period of sixty years, Alaska Natives had become a subject people, aliens

in their own lands. By I960, social, cultural, and economic conditions for many Native

tribes had deteriorated; just staying alive took most of their time with little left for

addressing the dangers inherent in their decaying societies

Respite finally came with President Johnson's declaration of war on poverty

when the pressure just to stay alive was relieved by food stamps and other programs

for the poor. For the first time, Alaska Natives were given a moment to reflect. What

came to them was devastating; like hollowed out logs, they found themselves still

standing upright on the ground, but with their roots severed, they had no life left;

spiritually, they were numb.

Since then, Alaska Natives have been experiencing an epidemic whose deadly

symptoms include alcohol abuse, violence, and untimely death. The first Natives to

show these symptoms were today's elders, the children of the survivors of the
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epidemics who began self-medicating with alcohol. Men who had been leaders of their

villages, and who had never drank before, took to the bottle. By 1970 plane loads of

alcohol were being freighted into many villages, and a new round of suffering and

trauma began; but this time, it was self-inflicted.

The exact number of lives lost in the last 30 years of social and cultural turmoil

is unknown; but in a ten year period from the early 1980's to 1991 , almost

2,000 Alaska Natives died violent deaths. Natives suffer the highest rates of homicide

and suicide in the nation; they also lead the nation in incidences of domestic violence,

sexual abuse, and a litany of other social ills.

While it is possible to quantify the fatalities in this present epidemic, the

imprisoned, and the numbers of unemployed, it is impossible to gauge the long term

effects this trauma is having on the will of the people, especially the children. Every

village, every family, has been affected.

Some statistics from the Institute of Social Economic Research:

Children are not learning in school: 60% of Native students entering urban

Alaska high schools do not graduate; 12-15% of Native students attending

village high schools drop out; 30% of elementary students, 40% of High

school students attending village schools perform below grade level; Native

ACT scores are 40% lower than non-Native scores

~ Rates for FAS among Natives is twice the national average

~ In 1988 30% of all child abuse/neglect/injury cases reported to the

state Division of Family and Youth Services were Alaska Native

~ In 1988, 1 of every 1 1 Native children recieved child protection sen/ices

~ Between 1964-1 989 Native suicide rate increased 500%

~ 1980-1989, every ten days an Alaska Native committed suicide

~ 1/2 of all Native suicides are youth between the ages of 1 5-24

~ 86% if suicides are Alaska Native males

~ 59% of Alaska's violent-crime inmates are Alaska Natives, 99% are there

for crimes committed under the influence of alcohol

~ In 1992 about 27% of all Native males, ages 14-17 were referred to the

state juvenile intake system; one of every eight Native males, ages
14-17 spent time in juvenile detention;

~ Birth rate to Native girls, ages 15-19 is 2.5 times the national average
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Statistics show that the age of chemical and inhalant abusers is falling, as is the

age of suicides. There has been a sharp rise in teenage pregnancies resulting in a new

generation of fatherless children. And like refugees fleeing a war zone or famine,

many young Alaska Native families are moving away from the village to the cities. A

growing number of women are leaving their husbands in the village and moving with

their children to cities like Anchorage.

Unfortunately, many of these Native migrants to Alaska's larger communities do

not find safe havens, but are plunged into new levels of poverty, alcohol abuse,

violence, discrimination, and all too often, death by homicide, alcoholism, and

exposure. Their children do not fare better there either; 60% of Alaska Native youth

drop of high schools in the municipality of Anchorage alone.

The present epidemic is symptomatic of a people who have lost their cultures,

who have lost touch with each other, and whose social institutions have collapsed.

Caught in a period of rapid transition, untethered to either their Native cultures or the

Anglo/Saxon one, many have become floaters, literally lost between two worlds. The

victims are the ones who have fallen through the cracks where there are no cultural or

social 'safety nets' in place to break their fall. Still others have become entangled in the

'safety nets' of anti-poverty programs and have become prisoners of dependency.

Alaska Natives, because of the rapidity of the changes they have had to live

through, have not yet made the necessary adjustments to the new realities with which

they are faced. Well-meaning churches and educational systems have tried to 'remake'

them into white, anglo/saxon Americans, and in this way have tried to make them 'fit;"

but Natives being natives, have been unable to accomplish this impossible and

ultimately self-destructive feat.

In order to see a reversal of the present epidemic of alcohol abuse and related

violence, there has to be a concerted effort on the part of government and the Alaska

Native community to address the cultural, social, psychological and economic

problems that are the root causes of the abuse.

Unless necessary reforms are made by the Native community and government

the already tragic situation will only continue to deteriorate. A case in point: unless
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things change, it is projected by the University of Alaska that out
of 100 15 year old Native boys alive today, 22 will have died
violent deaths before the age of 60.

Agreeing fully with the Natives Coninission, AFN in October,
1994, sponsored a conference for village leaders entitled "Taking
Community Responsibility." The conference was organized, not to talk
about problems, but to identify concrete steps village governments
can take to end the needless suffering and dying in their
communities.

Although the impact of such a meeting was not readily apparent,
it did signal a change of historic proportions; for the first time,
Alaska Natives had looked to themselves for solutions. In other
words, they had assumed the responsibility of healing and rebuilding
their communitiesd, not the BIA, not the CIA, not the SFTPCTA, nor
even the nearest state social worker.

The other AFN initiative, the Alaska Native Reawakening
Project, has taken years to develop and has the support of the
medical community. It addresses the untreated spiritual and
pyschological wounds left by the trauma of mass death, relegious
persecution, forced acculturation, bigoty, discrimination, and
poverty. But while this initiative offers the best avenue for
healing it is going to take many years to complete because of the
scarcity of monetary resources available to the Native Community.

I will close by echoing the writers of the Natives Commission
Report; that unless a comprehensive approach dealing with the
problems of Alaska Natives by government and Natives alike is
instltued, the problems facing us can only get worse.
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TESTIMONY OF

JULIE KITKA, PRESIDENT, ALASKA f=EDERATION OF NATIVES

NOVEMBER 16. 1995 - BEFORE THE FOLLOWING COMMITTEES:

United States House Resources Committee

United States Senate and Natural Resources Committee

United States Senate Indian Affairs Committee

ON THE

ALASKA NATIVES COMMISSION REPORT and

SECTION 29 AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE DEPARTMENT OF THE If^ERlOR AND
THE ALYESKA PIPELINE SERVICE COMPANY
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For the record, my name is Julie Kltka. and I am testifying today in my

capacity as President of the Alaska Federation of Natives.

The three-volume Report of the Alaska Natives Commission, published In May of

1 994. Is a critically Important document In the history of modem Alaska. To my

knowledge, this is the first time that a major public study of Native issues has

been written by NaUves, for NativM, to Natives. If ite central message is

taken to heart by my own people, as well as by the state and federal

governments, the Report will have a significant effect on our soda! well-being,

our economic condition and our political status.

As you, the three Chaimien and Members know, the Alaska Natives Commission

began to take shape In 1989, when AFN, In cooperation with the University of

Alaska's Institute for Social and Economic Research, published a landmark

"Report on the Status of Alaska Natives: A Call for Action." That study was one

of several publications of the period - including the Anchorage Daily News

Pulitzer Prize-winning series, "A People in Peril" - which dealt with the

deteriorating condition of Native families and communities.

But the AFN Report was the first to attempt a comprehenaive dascription of

what has bean happening to Native people, covering a wide range of socio

economic data In Just 78 pages, it concluded that, despite significant

improvements In physical health, educational opportunities, standards of living.
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and acoeB8 to goveminerrt services in recent years, most Native vlHages are

caught in a pervasive social and economic crisis - as revealed by abnormally

high statistics of personal and community brealcdown. The cultural changes

that we have experienced in this century have been so rapid and so profound

that many of our people have been overwhelmed, Isolated and lost Our

opportunities for advancement in the mainstream culture are severely limited,

and most Natives remain poor jy any American standard. And, on top of all the

cultural and economic problems, there is the undeniable fact that a significant

minority of our people is being systematically destroyed by alcohol and other

dnjgs - and by the violent behavior that chemical aiduse unleashes within Native

families.

The AFN Report caught the attention of the Congress. When Native leaders

were asiced for follow-up recommendations by our Congressional Delegation and

by Senator inouye, then Chairman of the Senate Committee on Indian Affairs,

we pointed out that the AFN Report had merely scratched the surface. No

comprehensive study of AJaslui Natives had been conducted by the United

States In over 20 years, and we felt that an in-depth policy analysis should be

done, providing clear recommendations to the Congress, the President the

Alaska Legislature, the Governor and the Nattve community.

On July 20, 1989, Senator Murkowski and Congressman Young introduced a bill

creating a public commission of 14 members, half to be designated by the

President and half by the Governor, jointly funded by the state and federal
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governments. The bill (Mssed both houses of Congress and was signed into

law by President Bush on August 1 8. 1 990. White House and gubernatorial

nominations took up another 18 months, but a1 last the Alaska Natives

Commission held its inaugural meeting in Washington, D.C. in Febnjary, 1992.

During the next 27 months this group worked tirelessly, and Its debates over

policy recommendations were passkinate and complex. What emerged from

the process was the three-volume Report, wtiich was formally conveyed to the

Congress, the Preskjent, the Alaska Legisiature and the Governor. I call your

attention to Volume I, which provides an oven/lew of the findings

and recommendatkins, by seven categories of Issues: social problems and

services, employment and income, law enforcement and justice, education,

health, subsistence and tribal governance. Volume II presents the full narrative

text and data of five major stucfles conducted by the Commission's task forces:

healh, social and cultural problems, economic development, education and

community self-determination. Rnally, Volume 111 offers policy analyses of two

critical Issues now confronting us all: subsistence hunting and fishing and tribal

government in the villagas.

I spoke earlier of the Report's central theme, which is so important for the reader

to grasp. One can spend weeks analyzing the statistics and policy

recommendations; but what really matters is the Commission's overall picture of

of modem tMatlve llfO and the historical forces that have produced it. Please

listen to the stark language of the Report:
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"Whatever words are chosen to depict the sftuation of Alaska's Native
people, there can be little doubt that an entire population is at risic.of

being permanently imprisoned in America's underdass, mired in...phy8ical

and spiritual poverty;...of leading lives, generation to generation,
characterized by violence, alcohol abuse and c/des of personal and
social destructlon;...of losing, irretrievably, the cultunai

strengths...essential for the building of a new and workable sodai and
eoonomic order;.. .of permanently losing the capadty to seif-govern,...to

make considered and appropriate dedsions about how life in Native
communities should be lived.'

But why? How is it that Native people. non-Native Alaskans and a host of

federal and state institutions - with ell of the laws, and programs, and effort, and

money that have been put into bush Alaska during the past few decades • have

come to such a tragic result?

The great virtue of the Natives Commission Report is that it has the courage to

put its finger on the basic causal factor: the historical evolution of a self-

deatructlve culture of dependency and powerlessneaa that is Mlling our

people and destroying our communities. Everything else comes back to

that • all of the drinking, the suiddes, the violent crime and incarceration, the

educational deficits, the economic stagnation, the psychological depression, the

family dysfunctionaiity, and the breakdown of politicai control at the community

level.

The historical process by which we Native people lost control of, and

responsibility for, our own families and communities was a mixture of abdication

by us and usurpation by several generations of misstonaries, teachers,

government offldals and other caregivers. Much of it has occurred In the past
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quartGr-century. during which a flood of non-Native laws. Institutions, public

works and human sen/ica programs has inundated our villages.

Most such 'devaiopments' waro gEOn to us by distant public decisions, rather

than emerging from our own choices about what we needed. Policy makers

and agency penonnel were so determined to help us as Indh^duals that they ran

right over us as communities, using their schools, courts, hospitals and all the

other instalments of government to take care of us. spending little time or effort

reinforcing our innate capacities to take care of ourseives.

It was all done with the best of intentions - to improve health, to lengthen life

expectancy, to relieve suffering, to educate chfldren, to raise standards of living.

But the jfiffly In which it was dons has been a disaster. The net result is that,

despite many substantive benefits received, a whole generation of Native people

has grown up dependent on pubWz services, subsidies and external control; arxJ

It Is this culture of non-responsibility and powertessness that underlies the

findings of the Commission.

This Report leads innesistibly to a conclusion that some people are not going to

like but that cannot be avoided any longer: We, n Alaska Natives, allowed

this to happen, and so It will atop only when wo stop ft. No amount of

externally designed laws, professional services or public money will begin to turn

around the present crisis until we take back authority and responsibility for our

own well-being. We have to do that as indh^iduals who stop drinking, as
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parents who take charge of our children's health and education, as eelf-

supporting families that take pride in productive labor, and as communities that

make humane public dedatons for the govennence of our own people. The

proper role of the state and federal governments is not only to ajooQil that effort,

but to fifiuait it.

The great task now facing Natives is to change our own self-defeating attitudes

and behaviors - at the same time that we are changing the actions of a non-

Native public culture which has systematically turned us into some of the most

managed people on earth. The central message of the Commission's Report -

one in which Natives are talking to Natives - is that the answer rests within uS.
•

that we must have the courage to break the culture of dependency and to

reassert control and responsibility over our own lives and our own communities.

I need to add a word of cautton: It Is relatively easy for anyone to lails atxsut

such a massive shift of control and accountability; but actually doing it is

Incredibly difficult - because the people who gave up the power have come to

doubt their own ability to exercise It - and because the people who took K,

especially because they did so with good intentions, will desperately resist giving

it back. But there is no aitemative. The condition of our people has come to

such a point that the entire relationship must change. It it does not, then the

deterioration of Alaska's villages will proceed apace, and Native people will

continue to suffer and to die In numbers, and from causes, that constitute a

national disgrace.
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Because the Report of the Alaska Natives Commission is 444 pages long,

because it oovere such a wide range of ieeue categories, and because it

contains 34 main policy recommendations and 76 additiona) recommendations

on specific laws and programs, where do we begin any effort to change the

present situation? I suggest to the respective Chainnen and Committee

Members, a couple of practical ground ndee.

First, let us recognize the IntarmnnflfliPdness of the problerrs analyzed here.

We all tend to organize complex issues into abstract categories of discussion -

like economics, or hiealth, or justice, or social services, or education • as if these

somehow existed In isolation from one another and could be dealt with

separately. But real life cannot be divided up that conveniently. The Report,

for example, speaks to the interrelationship of culture, economics, education,

health, and social pathologies:

'Reversal of the cultural and social decay In which Natives are enmeshed
seems impossible without improvement in their economic condition.

Individuals wtio believe themselves doomed to an unending future of

economic dependency are In such psychological despair that little energy

is left for understanding and valuing their heritage."

BUT: "Improvement In their economic condition seems unlikely

without...an educational system that works.. .Children and young adults

who are deprived of self-respect by a culturally alien school system and
then sent into society as functional illiterates without marketable skills

cannot improve their economic status.'

BUT: "An education system that works for Alaska Natives seems out of

reach so long as public health problems, family dysfunction, and alcohol

and sexual abuse are prevalent. Children suffering from chronic

diseases brought on by exposure to raw sewage or Fetal Alcohol

Syndrome, children from families in which one or both parents are absent

or abusive, ard children who must live in communities in which the
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sodety...has failed, are ill-equipped to succeed in school, even If school Is

reformed to accommodate ways of learning particular to...Nat)ve cultures.'

In short, no single factor has produced the contemporary Native crisis. It is

a composite of interrelated causes; and there is no magic thread one can pull on

to unravel the knot, if we are going to have any beneficial effect, we must do

several things simultaneously.

A second ground rule we should follow Is that, despite these interrelationships,

we cannot do everything at once. Qiven the limits of money and human

energy, an effective effort to restore responsibility and authority in the

Native community has to start somewhere and go somewhere. It must take

hold of a few good ideas and work very hard to Implement them, building a track

record and a knowledge base on which larger efforts can be planned In the

future. Those Items on which we do begin must be carefully choeen for their

capacity to motivate and their ability to improve the lives of ordinary people.

I recommend that ttie Native community, the federal government and the

State addrMt the central theme of the Natives Commission's Report -

ending the culture of dependency - by means of three priority Issues:

-reduction of chemical abuse and its sooisi consequences,

-development of ]ot)S and income for Natives, and

-devolution of specific governmental functions to villages.

Messrs. Chairmen, I will first take up the issue of chemical abuse by telling you

that alcohol and drugs constitute a public health epidemic which is the greatest

8
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single danger to the surWvaJ ol Alaska Natives. Thsy are literally destroying our

people. The Natives Commission points out that the primary causes of death

and Illness among contemporary Natives are isehavioral and preventable; and

the worst of these, by far, is substance abuse. As human beings, we have a

moral obligation to stop the dying. Moreover, we recognize that no program of

economic development or governmental reform will be accompiiehed in rural

Alaska until people stop drinking and using drugs. All the Jobs In the world will

produce nothing if individual Natives cant keep them • and no effective village

govemment can be run by people whose own lives ana disfigured by addiction

and anti -social behavior.

I propose that the Native community, the United States and the State of Alaska

join together in making the reduction of chemical abuse a top priority for our

lim'rted public resources. I suggest that we admit that we are in a dangerous

historical crisis • and that we act accordingly. Such a commitment will require

large amounts of public funding - not out of new resources, which will not be

forthcoming, but transferred from other areas of the budget which, however

desirable, are not as critical. I further propose that the Native community and

the state and federal governments evaluate the effeaiveness of programs and

laws addressing alcohol and drug abuse in village Alaska • and that we have the

courage to strengthen inadequate laws and to drop ineffective programs,

transfen-ing their funding into efforts that produce results.

Any major public oommrtment to reduce chemical abuse in bush Alaska must
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appeal to two levels of responsibility: ttie individual and the oommunfty. We

start with ttie individual because only the individual can choose between

intoxication and sobriety. When an individucU stops drinlung, he or she

invariably comes to that choice alone. The personal responsibility cannot be

avoided. But it can be aided. Other people can help that person make that

choice and can provide the therapeutic expertise and the personal support to

help him or her maintain sobriety. This requires effective programs of

prevention and education, crisis intervention, in-patient treatment, counseling

and support. Just as the past few decades have produced a professional cadre

of village health aides, oompiete with training and certification, we must now

create a village-based profession of counseling for mental health and chemical

abuse. In order to be succesafui, any program of personal and family healing

must be designed and operated by the village itself. The money will have to

come from elsewhere, whether funded directly to the village or to a village

consortium, but the program must belong to the community. To the extent that

it is externally planned and ioureaucratically controlled, it will fail.

Beyond programmatic intervention, communities have a general responsibility for

the safety and well-being of their residents. Therefore, any village which has

the political courage to protect its people from alcohol and other drugs must

have the legal power to make It stick - and it is the responsibility of the state and

federal governments to make such laws available and to help enforce them.

ThB Alaska Nativee Commission points out the inadequades of substance

10
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control In most villages and calle for a '^road expansion of regulatory and judicial

authority" under the aegis of federal law and trfbai councils and courts.

I propose that the Notivs community and the state aryJ federal governments

conduct a thorough review of the effectiveneee of substance control procedures

in the villagee and that laws be enacted which will allow any Native village that

so desires to follow a policy of "zero tolerance" toward the Importation, sate or

possession of alcohol or any iliicit drug within its geographical Jurisdiction. I

urge that this policy allow the villages such measures as personal secu'ches upon

entry, confiscation and destruction of contralMuid substances, felony prosecution

and serious punishments for bootlegging or drug dealing, and protective custody

of intoxicated persons. If the Alaska Legislature is unable or unwilDng to enact

and enforce such laws, the United States should exercise its trust obligation

toward Native Americans and its powers of Indian liquor control to perform the

function. To those who would object that this to a violation of constitutional

rights or of state prerogatives in the federal system, I answer that this is a crisis

of human lives • of beaten women, sexually atxjsed children and dead men.

If you and I are willing to allow such a situation to continue, then It is we virho

have suooumbed to the culture of irresponsibility. We must stop the dying.

The second major issue on which I suggest we begin is the creation of job

opportunities and cash incomes for a large, unemployed Native work force.

Economics is the most fundamental determinant of community well-being. It is

not the only factor, but nothing important or permanent can happen without it.

11
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All the sobrioty, polHicey control, social services end cultural preservation In the

world will not suffice If people cannot provide for their own families through

productive labor. It is astounding how well human beings take care of

themselves when they have the opportunity; but without a base of self-sustaining

economic activity, no place can thrive.

We should begin by admitting that the current employment picture in the

remote bush Is poor. The cash economies of most villages located north

and west of Anchorage remain artificial dependencies of government The one

sector that has always tseen self*sustalning is 8ut)sistence; and it is now under

concerted political assault from competing urban resource users. Rural Natives

have become coneumers in the national economy and need cash Income. The

few jobs that do exist in the villages tend to be public services that are supported

by massive external appropriations and are often held by transient or resident

non-Natives. Low levels of education and skills, combined with institutional bias

in hiring and supervision, keep most of the Native workforce chronically

unemployed or underempkiyed. Many Native families have come to depend on

public transfer payments to meet Ngh costs of living. Lack of work, income and

self-respect is an important causal factor in the epidemic of social problems

affliaing Native families. The massive public spending of the last 30 years, on

which much of the rural cash economy depends, Is leveling off and about to

decline. A large population of Native children and adolescents is now coming

up through the schools; and neither their parents, their teachers nor the kids

themselves have any dear plans for their economic careers.

12
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It is tho shMr siz9 of tha employment need that is so ominous for Alaska's

future. In 1 970, the estimated Native work force of 1 6 years and older

numbered 26,726 people. During the next decade it grew to almost 41 ,000.

By 1990, it had reached nearly 55,000; and by the end of the century it will

include more than 75,000 people. That Is a lot Jobs.

Every governor of Alaska since statehood has oome to office promising to

develop the rural economy and Increase job opportunKies, and many of them

have worked herd to do so. The combination of enormous distances,

high costs of transportation, a sparse population, limited maikets, and lack of

education and skills are intrinsic limits on what government and the private

sector can do. Occasionally, a major resource opportunity • such as Prudhoe

Bay and its effect on the North Slope Borough, or the Red Dog mine and its jobs

for NANA shatBholders • will occur. But In the absence of such sporadic

events, what is left to the remote bush is subsistence, tiny commercial fisheries,

a few public service jobs, and welfare. This economic reality will be difficult to

change, and if we really want to help families taks care of themselves, we must

get realistic and imaginative.

Here are five practical Ideas articulated by the Alaska Natives Commisston:

First and foremost, the subsistence economy of the villages must not be ?}roded

by reducing the protections of state or federal law. if the larger political system

were ever to pull that plug on the bush, most Native villages would be doomed -

13
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with all the social and economic costs of their gradual datenoration and out-

migration falling on the neat of us. Subsistence remains the largest single

employer in the villages, accounting for more self-sustaining labor and personal

pride than anything else. If what public policy really wants is that Native people

take care of themselves, it will move heaven and earth to support village

economies of hunting and fishing. As the Natives Commission points out, the

impasee between federal and state subsistence taws is not an issue of resource

management; it is social poiicy on a grand scale - and what is at stake in its

resolution is the continuing existence of the villages themselves.

Next, we should do everything possible to ensure that those jobs which do exist

in the villages are held by local people rather than by imported labor - which is

essentially a colonial modal. The largest number of cash jobs is in the schools,

with other public services also proviclng many opportunities. Every public

agency operating in bush Alaska and every public works construction firm

should have a plan for training the local work force and for achieving specific

percentages of local hire by speciTic dates. The institutional goal of the current,

imported labor force should be to work itself out of a job. The Natives

Commission furttier recommends that all public services and works be

contracted by state and federal agencies to village and regional operators and

that every federal agency under P.L. 93-638 have Native hire requirements

similar to those in the BIA and IHS.

Let us not kid ourselves about the difficulties we will encounter in shifting rural

14
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Alaska's current employment economy Into local hands. It will require great

effort and resources in training, human skill development and supervision • and it

will be strenuously resisted. But to the extent that public service programs for

the villages continue to be staffed by non-Native imports, services will continue

to be culturally ineffective, communities will continue to depend on others, emd

the local work force will continue to sit. There are a lot of public sector jobs out

there, full" and part-time, which need to change hands. Instead of dreaming

about new developments, we should concentrate on what is there.

l-lere is another practical idea. The Natives Commission recommends

that we learn from and expand the example of the Community Development

Quota program. This effort, through which more than 60 Western Alaska

villages share in the royalties of the Bering Sea pollock fisheries, is a model for

other extractive industries. Through it, the world's economy is sharing a small

percent of what it takes out of airal Alaska with the people who live there • and

that small portion is creating a lot of benefits, including local employment and

training in the villages. Again, we must make more creative use of what

presently exists In rural Alaska.

Another model which we should apply to new circumetancee is the village

flreflghting Industry. Every year, it enables hundreds of Native people to bring

back millions of dollars In wages that have been earned a long way from home.

Given climatic changes, flreflghting may prove to be a growth sector; and the

village crews have become a stable labor base for this "specialty" industry.

15
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In addition to providing good wages for very harti work, firefighting provides

porsonal and community pride.

What this model points up Is that our discussion of njral amplo/ment is almost

always confined to two alternatives: either we have to aeate thousands of new,

full-time jobs right there in Xhd villages, or else Natives are going to have to leave

mrai Alaska permanently. But there is nothing wrong wHh a middle-ground

option of seasonal, transient group labor outside the village. That, after ail, is

the model of the Red Dog mine; and It has also powered Alaska's fish

processing industries for decades. Moreover, the phenomenon is worldwide:

many traditional areas have addressed their own unemployment by developing

and exporting technical labor forces in specific industries.

Again, I am urging realism and imagination. We must face the fact that, even

with unlimited resources, we could not build a modern, full-time job economy

within bush Alaska. To some extent, It Is going to be necessary for rural

residents to pick up and go to the work, even on a temporary basis. The great

tasks in this will be to train personnel in the required skills, to make seasonal

work schedules fit subslstenoe hunting and fishing cycles back home, to

organize the complex logistics, and to protect Natives from cheap-labor

exploitation.

Fmally on the subject of economics, we must not only create employment

opportunities, but we must break the corrupting hold of welfare dependency.

Such programs as AFDC, for all their good intentions, have supplanted men,

16
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weaksn«d faminBa and undarmlned the value of work among recipients; and the

Natives Commission eloquently catalogues the resulting slide into inertia and

depression. Its Report recommends that tribal governments be responsible for

designing and operating local 'V/ortcfare' programs.

Even with significant welfare reform coming out of Washington, D.C., various

types of public assistance will continue to support some village residents for

limited periods of time. When received by able-bodied members of the adult

work force, such transfers are Income : they should be earned, not given.

Certain people, due to age or disabling conditions, cannot perform such tasks:

and support sen/ices, such as skill training and child care, will be required to

ensure that the rest can do it. But that leaves a large group of recipients who

can be required to work on community Improvements and services.

Above all. such programs must be planned and njn by the villages themselves.

They know better tt>an anyone else what they need; and they have the moral

authority to require it. To the extent that workfare is perceived as a

bureaucratic requirement imposed on the village by distant laws, the adversarial

resentnwnts will make the program a sham. It can work only to the extent that

the village is willing to say to one of its own: "You are a member of this

community; and you owe this effort to jjfi." To those who might object that such

a requirement deprives the recipient of a legal entitlement, my response is that

Native societies are founded on relationships, obligations and sharing • and that

the worst thing that can happen to any people is to end up in a culture in which

17
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they have nothing but rights.

The third major issue on which we should begin our campaign against the

culture of dependency is the devolution of governmental powers and

reeponsibilitiea to Native communities. One of the most powerful causes of

dependency, inertia and deterioration in modern villages has been the

systematic dteplacement of Native cultural authority in law. Once, long ago,

law belonged to the Native peoples of Alaslca. it came out of them, not to them.

But In today's villages, law and government are more often the imposition of

someone else's priorities, by someone else's methods. Swept aside by all

this benefioent interference, and doubting their own abilities to govern

in the modem world, Native people have surrendered governance to alien

processes and institutions. We are now the objects of law - the ones to whom it

is applied - not the aubjacta who make and enforce it. So of course it lacks the

most crjtioal attribute of any legal system: legitimacy.

This simple fact has been a motive force in the development of the tribal

sovereignty movement among Alaslca Natives during the past decade. Far

from wanting to set up their own nations, the vast majority of Natives would be

happy just to make and enforce local laws and customs in an effective manner.

Moreover, they are not partioularty interested in legislating or adjudicating grave

criminal or dvil matters, most of which they would leave to state and/or federal

authority. What they do care about are those legal decisions that directly touch

18
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thair own lives: alcohol control and public safety; children and famlllee; local

property disputes: punishment and rehabilitation of community memtjers who

have committed offenses. They want to do these things themselves, to put tt>e

authority of ttieir own cultures behind government, and to quit depending on

outsiders for every public function and choice. That. Messrs. Chairmen, is the

one trait that Alaska Natives have in common with every citizen of this republic;

and It is why we can understand a lot of what is going on in Congress these

days. The tribal governance movement is our attempt to free ourselves from

laws and bureaucratic controls which, however well-intended, doni wortc

I propose that we proceed to worl^ very hard on a linnited number of

practical, specific governmentai functions which can and should be porfomied by

village people themselves. If in one village, such roles can best be assumed

by municipal institutions, fine. If in another, trfbal institutions are preferred, so

be rt. If both can share cooperative roles, so much the better. The point is not

the "how; it is the "^hat."

In this connection, let me list for you several feasible recommendations of the

Natives Commission regarding those areas in which public deciaons should

devolve to village institutions, with the support, training and technical assistance

of the state and federal governments:

The first, mentioned already, Is control of alcohol and Illicit drugs within villages,

i repeat for emphasis: to the extent that state taw will not permit municipal

entities to enforce a policy of "zero tolerance" because of politiGal or

19
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constitutional Impediments, state law should be changed or replaced with federal

statutes empowering tribal councils to do so. We must stop the dying.

My second suggestion is domestic relations. Native families must cease Iseing

sodai laboratories for non*Native courts, bureaucracies and private agencies -

particulariy as regards child welfare interventions, foster care and adoptions.

Funding and technical assistance should oome from public sources, but the

viilage must taite responsibility tor its own children. We have to become our

own social wori^ers and judges in this most intimate aspect of community life.

Third, the Natives Commission recommends that villages establish dispute

resolution bodies - including tribal courts, if desired - to handle a broad variety of

local infractions and confrontations. Culturally appropriate mediations and

judgments must come from the community's own leadership processes, and they

must be honored by other jurisdictions.

Fourth, the State of Alaska should enter into a formal agreement with each tribal

coundi to outline which classes of criminal infractions shall be the domain of the

tribal court and which will corrtinue under the State. The State has considerable

experience in negotiating ICWA agreements with the tribes. VPSO's should be

charged with enforcing tribal ordinances, as well as state laws.

Rfth, I recommend that tribes be made functioning pans of the State's justice

and con'ectional systems. To the extent that prosecution, conviction and

punishment are exclusively external functions, the village will continue to resent

20
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them, and thay will continue to produce recidlvlem. Let us not be deterred by

the failure of one high-proflle case of tribal banishment in Southeast Alaska.

That instance did rxjt work; but It was the right way to go. Punishmem arid

rehabilitation by ones own is far more effective than the intervention of alien

institutions.

Sixth, I reiterate my earlier recommendation that tribes be empowered by state

and federal laws to design and operate 'V^orkfare" programs of community

service In return for public support payments. As in all the other ideas listed

here, our intent should be to inject the community's cultural authority into what Is

now a nameless, faceless system of foreign requirements which no one in the

village respects.

Thank you Messrs. Chairmen for the opportunity to testify. The Alaska

Federation of Natives looks forward to working with you to resolve these

concerns.

Attachments: Special AFN Convention Resolutions (5)
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Alaska Federation of Natives Convention

^Special Resolution

TITLE: REGAINING ECONOMIC SELF-SUFFICIENCY

WHEREAS: despite decades of talk about rural economic development, the cash

economies of most Native villages remain artificial dependencies of

government; and

WHEREAS: the one self-sustaining village base is subsistence - a culture and econ-

omy now under political assault by non-subsistence user groups and

powerful elements of the state government; and

WHEREAS: our people have increasingly become consumers of goods and ser-

vices from the national economy and media culture, requiring cash

incomes equal to extraordinary high costs of living in the villages; and

WHEREAS: ^^ere is a persistent lack of cash employment in all villages, and the few

jobs that do exist often end up in the hands of transient or resident non-

Natives; and

WHEREAS: in such an economic environment, it is natural that many of our people

should have come to rely on public welfare for their survival; and

WHEREAS: because all people need productive labor and the satisfaction of sup-

porting their families, this widespread dependency on money that is

given to us as an entitlement, rather that paid to us for work, is a pri-

mary cause of personal breakdown, family erosion and community dis-

organization; and

WHEREAS: many publicly funded projects are contracted to fimis that bring in their

workforces from outside the community, seriously undermining positive

impacts to the local economies; and

WHEREAS: state and federal agencies employ people from urban areas to staff

positions in rural communities; and

WHEREAS: no amount of social services, no program of cultural preservation, and

no restructuring of village political institutions will produce stable Native

communities until our people take back power to feed and clothe

their families by their own efforts; and
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WHEREAS: we cannot simply wait for future projects to create new jobs in the vil-

lages - but must act immediately to convert the principal source of

today's cash incomes into healthy activities that benefit individual

recipients and the community as a whole;

NOW THEREFORE BE TT RESOLVED that the delegates of the Convention of

the Alaska Federation of Natives urge all Native villages and organizations to

Implement local programs of mandatory '^orkfare," on needed community
Improvements and services, for all able-bodied recipients of public transfer

payments, additionally providing child care and other support services neces-

sary to project success; and

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Convention urges appropriate state and feder-

al institutions to enact laws and revise regulations clearing away legal impediments to

the implementation of such local requirements and supporting the efforts of all

Native communities that have the courage to break the dependency cycia

BE IT FINALLY RESOLVED that the Convention urges maximization of local hire in

our rural communities by requiring all federal and state agencies to negotiate local

hire on projects and in programs intended top provide services and facilities in our

communities with the appropriate local council.
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Alaska Federation of Natives Convention

Special Resolution

TTTLE: BEGINNING THE REFORM OF FEDERAL LAWS AND PROGRAMS
THROUGH CONGRESSIONAL FIELD HEARINGS

WHEREAS: the Report of the Alaska Natives Commission eloquently points out that

we. as Native people, have now come to a point where we must

choose: either to take back power and responsibility for our own com-

munities or to witness their continued detenoration:

"The true nature of the sickness which has spread throughout

the Native villages is the state of dependency which led to the

loss of direction and self-esteem. Everything else is of a sec-

ondary nature • merely symptoms of an underlying disease.

Programs which are aimed at relieving the symptoms but refuse

to relate to the sickness itself are doomed to fail and may make
things worse..." and

WHEREAS: the historical process by which we lost power was a mixture of abdica-

tion by us and repression of Native rights to sovereignty, self-gover-

nance and self-control, and the alienation of our land and resources by

several generations of missionaries, teachers, bureaucrats and other

caregivers; and

WHEREAS: reasserting our own authority and responsibility will not be easy -

because people who give it up doubt their own ability to exercise it
-

and because people who take it, especially if they do so with good
intentions, always resist giving it back; and

WHEREAS: the real en-or in this massive imposition of non-Native laws and ser-

vices was not simply its an-ogance - but the fact that IT DOES NOT
WORK - and it almost seems that the condition of our people has var-

ied inversely with the growth of many programs intended to help them;

and

WHEREAS: ending the destruction of our communities requires not only that we
take care of ourselves but that an enormous public service industry

change its own values and behavior, assuming a different role in order

to achieve effective results; and
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WHEREAS: real reform of federal policies cannot be accomplished solely from the

grassroots - but will require direction, support, and legal authority from

the top; and

WHEREAS: it was the United States Congress that created the Alaska Natives

Commission in 1991 and that is now the primary recipient of its findings

and recommendations; so it is the Congress, as well as to our own peo-

ple, that we now turn in order to begin the long process of changing

public policy in the villages;

NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that the delegates of the Convention of the

Alaska Federation of Natives urge the Alaska Congressional delegation and the

chairpersons and members of the appropriate committees to Join us in a funda-

mental reform of federal statutes, services and operating procedures - the goal

of which is to reduce dependency and increase the capacity of Native commu-
nKies to take care of themselves; and to ensure that the state and federal gov-

ernment fully implement measures for local control and self-governance; and

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Convention urges that this process begin in

early 1995 with a series of Congressional oversight hearings on the present condition

of Alaska Native people and communities; that such hearings be a cooperative effort

of the Senate Energy and Natural Resources Committee, the Senate Committee on

Indian Affairs, the House Natural Resources Committee and such other committees as

have jurisdiction over Native policies and appropriations; that the topical organization

of such hearings generally follow the structure of the Alaska Natives Commission
Report; that such hearings be held in Alaska to maximize Native participation; that

such hearings require public testimony to make specific recommendations for proce-

dural reforms and resource reallocation in federal statutes and programs; that such

additional research and hearings as the Committees deems necessary be conducted

thereafter in Washington, D.C. and/or Alaska; and that Congressional enactment of

statutory refomns begin no later than the Second Sessk>n of the 104th Congress.
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Alaska Federation of Natives Convention

Special Resolution

TITLE: FEDERAL AND STATE ROLES IN IMPLEMENTING THE RECOM-
MENDATIONS OF THE ALASKA NATIVES COMMISSION REPORT

WHEREAS: the Report of the Alaska Natives Commission urges fundamental reform

of many government policies and programs; £ind

WHEREAS: each of the Commission's 34 major policy recommendations and 76 pro-

grammatic recommendations requires changes in statutes, regulations

and administrative practices that no group of private citizens can
possibly achieve without adequate governmental appropriations

and without the the active support of public officeholders and
agency administrators; and

WHEREAS: the Commission's report describes the development of an insidious

dependency relationship t)etween Native people on the one hand and
the laws, appropriations and services of public agencies on the other -

which is itself a fundamental cause of the present social crisis; and

WHEREAS: no significant improvement in the condition of Alaslca Natives will occur

until Native communities regain control and access to natural

resources in order to sustain ourselves economically and culturally and
we ourselves take bacit responsibility and authority for our own
well-being - and until non-Native laws and bureaucracies not only

support that effort but permit it to occur: and

NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that the delegates of the Convention of the

Alaska federation of Natives urge federal and state administrators, members and staffs

of Congress, members of the Alaska State Legislature, and the public at-large to study

the findings of the Alaska Natives Commission Report; and

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Convention urges ail policy makers and oper-

ational agencies of the United States and the State of Alaska to develop proce-
dures to work with the appropriate Native organizatton, government and corpora-
tion, to implement those recommendations of the Commission that require gov-
ernmental action.
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AddanduB to tlie Testiaony of JUlla Xltka
Fraaldant, Alaska Padaradon oX Natlvas

Bafore the Joint cannlttaa Haarlng o£ HovaObar 16, 1995
On tha Alaaka BativM CaoBlgaion Soport and

tiM saetlon 29 iratlva Bira Agraanaat
U.S. Hottsa Raaoureaa Coonlttaa

U.S. Sanata taargy and Natural Racoureas Coonittea
U.S. Sanata Indian Affalra Ceaailttaa

My name is Julie Kitka. I am testifying in iny position as

President of the Alaska Federation of Natives. My testln»ny on

the Section 29 Native Hire Agreement is divided into three parts:

firsc, Historical Background; second, Current Interior/Alyeska

Native Hire Agreement; and third, Unresolved Issues - Federal

Liability.

A. Bistorieal Baelcgxou&d

In the past when I have appeared before the Congress, I have

spoken o£ present concerns, amendmentB to ANCSA, subsistence

rights and Federal budgetary concerns. Rarely bave I spoken of

zhe history of Alaska Natives. Today, I believe this Committee

needs to be reminded of chat history and the bargain struck

between the federal govarnmant. tha Alyaska Pipeline company and

Alaska Natives, reelected in Section 29 of the Grant of Right of

Way from tha U.S. Departiaent of the Interior to tba Alyaska

Pipeline Company. In speaking of that bargain, I must remind the

Committee of the promises made and broken. Most will acknowledge

that the history of dealings between the federal government and

its ir.digenous peoples in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries

is one of mjuay broken promises. Few realize that for Alaska

Natives thac history of broken promises extends through the last

three decades of this century.
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The recent hlstoxy of Alaska Natives Is Ch« story o£ the

inexcricable linkage between the development of Alaska's

petroleum resources and the extinguishment of Alaska Native land

claims to perrai; that development resulting from the passage of

ANCSA.

Unlike Native Americans in the lower 48, Alaska Native

hxetory is not a story of conquest, loss of land and the creation

of a reservation system. By the late 1960'8 It had become clear -

chat the dlaims by Alaska Natives to ownership of virtually all

of the land in the State of Alaska had not been extinguished and

development of Alaska and its rich oil cind gas fields was on

hold. In admitting Alaska into statehood, Congress reserved the

resolution of Native land claims for a later date. No serious

development of the recently discovered oil field at Prudhoe Bay

or a corridor for a pipeline from the North Slope was possible

ur.til the status of Native claims was resolved. To permit

resolution of Native claims Interior Secretary Stewart Udall

froze all land cra.nsfers. His successor, Halter Hickel,

continued the freeze which was confirmed by the United States

Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit in State of Alaaka v.

Udall .

As a short term strategy, in order to construct a trans

-

Alaska pipeline system, the pipeline con^any atter^ted to secure

waivers, or release of claims from those Native organizations

whose land lay in the proposed pipeline route. The pipeline

company funded a Native en^loyment census with the AFN. Then it
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turned to the four regions whose Icuids the pipeline would

traverse

.

The pipeline coaipAny promised the Native land claimants that

i£ they released their claims to the lands in the proposed

pipeline right of way, Alaska Nati^-es would be given priority

preferences for all of the jobs involved in constructing and

operating the pipeline and the regions would experience

prosperity on a scale that was unimaginable in the past. The

pipeline company moved aggressively and was able to secure

contractual releases from the Chugach for the proposed terminal

at Valdez and the Ahtnas for the lower third of the more than 700

mile right of way. BaEed on these promises of jobs and

prosperity, the Ahcna and the Chugach two groups gave up their

rights in the pipeline corridor for $1 and the promise of jobs

euid contracts and other special consideration. The pipeline

company failed, however, to get releases from the two other

regions claiming ownership in lemde necessary for the proposed

pipeline.

By the winter of 1969, it was clear to all knowledgeable

observers that a comprehensive long term resolution of Native

land claims was necessary before anyone's land ownership could be

secure. Following publication of the authoritative Alaska

Natives and the Land , the oil rich land in Prudhoe Bay appeared

subject to our land claims. Tha pipeline cor5)any had been

unable to secure releases for the land necessary for the pipeline

independent of a settlement.
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Once again the pipeline con¥>any, and its parenc oil

companies, pronised Alaska Natives tiiat if they were to support

the extir.guishmenc of Native claims Co the aecaseary pipeline

right of way, Alaska Natives would be given priority for all

pipeline jobs and would benefit from training, eiiployraent,

subcontracts and the consequeat prosperity. These promises are'

memorialized in transcripts which exist today of meetings between

Alyeska' s highest leadership and the Ahtnas, the Chugach and

other Native leaders. Because of these promises, Alaska Natives

did not object to the provisions of ANCSA that extinguished

Native claim to all lands necessary for the pipeline euid its

attendant facilities. Section 17(c) of ANCSA, authorized the

Secretary of the interior to withdraw a pipeline corridor up to

10 miles wide, free from Native land selection under that Act.

This was an extraordinary concession permitted the pipeline

company, now called Alyeska Pipeline Company, to avoid paying

right of way fees to any Native corporation. Coupled with the

Secretary of Interior' s acceptance cf the 1969 Chugach and Ahtna

releases, this ccncession was worth billions.

The AFN and the Secretary of Interior supported the Section

17(c) proposal because they believed that Alyeska would honor the

promises it made in the preceding two years. Indeed, Alyeska

acknowledged that it has created a special relationship with

those two regions and that it had ongoing responsibilities

towards Alaska Natives as a people.

The Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act (ANCSA) passed
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hzuidily in I97i and was signed into law December 18, 1971.

Construction of the pipeline required separate special

legislation. In 1973, Congress passed the Trans Alaska Pipeline

Authorization Act (TAPS Act) which authorized transfer of the

necessary right of way to Che pipeline coirqpany, and directed the

Secretary of the Interior to teOte all actions necessary to permit

construction. Passage of the TAPS Act was controversial, and

strongly contested. The deciding vote in the Senate was cast by

the Vice President. Once again, Alyeska solicited the support of

the AFN and Alaska Natives, promising training, and jobs, and

subcontracts and other benefits. Once again, believing Alyeska'

s

promises, Che APN and Alaska Natives supported the legislation.

In 1974, the Secretary of the Interior awarded Alyeska a

right-of-way ever Alaska Native lands, free of Native land

claims, and included in chat right-of-way provisions (Section 29)

requiring Alyes)ca's to do everything practicable to secure the

employment of Alas3ca Natives. Section 29 is not &a affirmative

action requirement. Affirmative action is addressed in a

separate provision. Section 28. Instead, Section 29 addresses

the promises trade by Alyeska Pipeline Company as quid pro quo for

securing Native support for creation of a pipeline corridor free

of Native land claims

.

In 1974, the Secretary of Interior and Alyeska entered into

a Native Utilization Agreement implementing Section 29 that

required Alyeska to ensure that 20% of its work force and 20% of

its contractors' workforce were Alaska Natives. That Agreement
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also required Alyes)ui to report to the Secretary on the Native

coTT^ositicn of ics and its contractors' workforce at regular

intervals. That Agr««nMnt reaainvd in affAct for 21 y«ara, until

it waa replaced one aKinth ago. Although the 20* employment

coraroicment was far below the "'virtually all of the rural pipeline

jobs" promised by Alyeska, AFN recognized that it was a good

start. APN was troubled by the provisions in the Agreement and

Right o£ Way that denied it the ability independently to enforce

Section 29. The Secretary reserved to hia«elf £ull and excluiive

retponaibility for holding Xlyeaka to its AgreesMnt and Sight of

Way.

Our miagivings about the enforcement provisions were not

misplaced. Over the next 21 years two things became clear.

First, Alyeska never lived up to its Agreement, and, second, the

Secretary did nothing whatsoever to enforce Section 29. In 1978,

Alaska Matives reminded the Secretary of his obligation to

enforce Section 29. Ahtna brought action against Alyeska to

enforce the obligations Alyeska agreed to in 1969 to secure

waivers of claims by Ahtna and Chugach. That action, settled to

Ahtna' 3 satisfaction the following year, disclosed that only an

Ahtna/Chugach pipeline joint venture had met the 20% Native hire

requirement . Neither Alyeska nor any other subcontractor was

even close to the 20% goal

.

In 1980, despite the express requirements in the Right of

Way and Implementation Agreement. Alyeska stopped reporting its

Section 29 cotnpiiamce efforts The Secretary of the Interior
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knew of this and acquiesced in the practice, effectively

precluding both the Department of the Interior's and the AFN's

ability to monitor Alyeska's con^liance with its Native hire

obligations.

"ITie concsquences to Native Alaskans, already in crisis in

1980, have been dsvastating. The following table shows the

Alyeska Native hire from 1988 to 1995. It is not a pretty

picture. Between jobs, manpower training and err^loyment

opportunity, Alaska Natives lost several hundred million dollars

over that seven year period. When added to the loss from

noncorr^liance from the prior 14 years, the total loss to the

Alaska Native conmiunity in jobs exceeds $1 billion of wages and

benefits.

ALASKA NATIVE EMPLOYMENT

ALYESKA ONLY

DOBS NOT INCLODB CONTRACTORS

Y§?r
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The actual itnpacc on. the Native comnaunity' has been far

greater than the losa of wages and benefits alone. Alyeelca jobs

are among the very best in Alaska. They require extensive

training and are filled by individuals with skills and mature

judgment. Natives trained and qualified for Alyeeka work are

desiriible in the greater workplace. Because of proroocion,

competition from other en^loyers, natural attrition and

retirement Alyaska would have had to train many more Alaska

Natives than the two hundred or more Native jobs to be filled

annually. Our advisors suggest that a figure of three trainees

for each job is a reasonable indicator of lost jobs. The total

wage and benefits lost should be multiplied by a factor of three

to reflect the enormous effects the Secretairy's historic

inaction.

In addition, the intact wages paid to Natives are enhanced

by a rural multiplier. Dollars returned to the villages stay

there and circulate often, up to two or three times before

entering the broader . Alaskan economy. Had Interior enforced

Section 29 the economic inpact on rural Alaska would have been

significant

.

Two events late last year focused on the consequences o£ the

Secretary's failure to enforce the conditions in Alyeska's

permit. First, the Joint Alaska Pipeline Office beg<m an audit

of Alyeska's con^liomce with the terms of the pipeline and all of

its conditions, pron^ting Interior and Alyeska to begin

negotiation of a new Section 29 Iraplenientatloa Agreement. To the

8
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besc of my knowledge, interior undertook those negotiations

without inCoxmlng the AFN or any Alaska Native organization of

its efforts and without consulting M.aska Natives about the terms

of the proposal. Second, in the midst of negotiations, Alyeska

laid off Native technicians without first consulting the

Secretary of the Interior as required in the Right of Way Permit.

These two developments were called to our attention by several

Native technicians who were very concerned with their lay-off,

which was not for cause, but merely to accooimodate Alyeska in its

downsizing.

B. Current laterlor/Aly«sk& Native Hire Agreaneat

At its February 7, 1995 Board meeting, the AFN Board

authorized lirenedlate action to address the problem. For the past

eight months we have negotiated with Alyeska resulting in two

agreements. The first, a new Section 29 Implementation

Agreement, is between the Secretary and Alyeska. The second, an

Alyeska-AFM Agreement, is memorialized in a letter dated October

17, 1995, reflecting the offer, acceptance and consideration

between Alyeska and ATO. Both are primarily the product of weeks

of bilateral negotiations between AFN and Alyeska.

I would like to state clearly for the record that we

sincerely appreciate the efforts of Alyeska and its leaders,

President David Pritchard, Vice President Doug Webb and General

Counsel Michael Smith. These were not easy negotiations, but

both Alyeska and AFN persisted in their efforts to find a

workable framework for measuring and enforcing Alyeska' s Native
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employment obligations. The Agreements retain the 20% target and

provide for systematic staged increases in Native empLoytnent to

reach that goal. The Agreements oblige Alye3ka to spend $25

million cf training and scholarship support. They create an

open, easily monitored system of coirypliance to ensure that

noncompliance never happens again.

On October 17, 1995, the AFN Board unanimously endorsed the

new Section 29 Agreements, and specifically directed us to act

further on the Governments failure to meet its obligations to

Alaska Natives.

On October 20, 1995, Assistant Secretary Bob Armstrong of

the Department of the Interior together with David Pritchard,

President/CEO of Alyeska Pipeline Service Company signed the

Agreement before the entire AFN Convention (the largest Native

meeting on an annual basis with approximately 2000 Alaska Native

representatives in attendance). This was an exciting time. I am

proud that this was accomplished. I know I speak on behalf of

the entire Native leadership, when I say that this is a very

serious and important reaffirmed Agreement. The AFN cotraiits to

work diligently with the leadership of Alyeska and its owners to

ensure a poeitiva and constructive iirplementation.

Z hope this Cotnmitcee will recognize this newly signed

Agreement for what it is -- a positive step forward.

C. Unresolved Isauaa - Federal Liability

As positive and successful our negotiations were, they only

address part of the problem. While we appreciated the

10
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cooperation cf Interior officials, including Assistant

Secretaries Armstrong and Deer and the Secretary's Alaska

Representative Deborah Williams, their good will cannot remedy

the results of 21 years of Secretarial neglect.

If the Secretary nad fulfilled his obligations to Alaelca

Natives, Section 29 would have been precisely the kind of private

entrepreneurial initiative endorsed by both political parties.

Section 29 was a promise by business, to be funded by business,

that would have reduced the need for public manpower training

efforts. All the Secretary had to do was to enforce the terms of

the Right of way and Implementation Agreement. Mind you, tha

Secretary required char enforcement authority be his exclusively.

Had the afn been allowed to enforce Section 29, I believe that

this tragedy would never have happened. But the Secretairy

specifically denied those very individuals affected by the

obligations the ability to enforce those obligations directly.

ANCSA very clearly requires that the federal government ensure

maximum participation by Natives in decisions affecting their

lives and property. In denying us enforcement authority under

Section 29.. the Secretary exceeded his authority. You must

address the Secretary's role in failing to enforce Section 29 as

you reflect on what should be done here.

The Secretary's failure to enforce the requirements of the

Native Hire Agreement resulted in an great incalculable social

loss to Natives. The federal government's actions told one

generation of Alaska Natives that they were not worth hiring or

11
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training. The federal governtrent ' a action.B cold the next

generation of Alaska Natives that it wasn't worth the effort to

stay in school and get a college education since they weren't

going to be considered for responsible jobs anyway. The

Secretary of the Interior, who is specially charged with

protecting the rights of AlasJca Natives was indifCerant to their

needs and could not be trusted to deal with thetn fairly. The

federal government actions confirmed the very stereotypes that

have constrained Native workers ability to thrive in the greater

economic sphere

.

I know that I do not need to paint for you the crisis that

we face for our people. The Report by the Alaska Natives

Commission sets out our challenges. The afn believes that it

would be entirely inappropriate eind grossly unfair in this time

of budgetary constraint to deny needed manpower training support

to Alaska Natives. Our claim for these funds is both tragic and

extreme, we believe that this claim is unique among all Native

American peoples.

Because the federal goveminent denied Alaska Natives the

right to enforce Alyeska's obligation independently, and failed

altogether to enforce the obligations itself, Alaska Natives lost

more than a billion dollars worth of employment, contracts and

training. The new Section 29 In^lementation Agreement looks

priTnarily to the future. The federal government must be

responsible for its part of the past . A balance is owed our

people by che Secretary. We call upon you to ensure that the

12
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federal government never again Caila the Alaska Native people on

an issue involving tiieir private property rights -- the rights to

jobs, training and contracts. I also call upon the Congress to

ensure that the Native people are made whole again. Make us

whole, not from the injuries of a century ago, but from the

injury that began 2i years ago and ended only last month. We are

committed to work with you to remedy this injustice.

13
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A CALL TO ACTION:

TAKING COMMUNITY RESPONSIBILITY

THE ALASKA FEDERATION OF NATIVES

1577 "C" Street, Suite 100

Anchorage, Alaska 99501
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INTRODUCTION

The AFN conference, " A Call to Action: Taking Community Responsibility,"

(October 10,1 1, 1994) was called in response to the final report of the Alaska Natives

Commission which affirmed what the Native community has known for some time - that

only they can solve the social, cultural, and spiritual problems that have plagued them

for the last 30 years.

The tone for the conference was set by the opening statement of AFN President

Julie Kitka, who asked the delegates to "send a clear message, to our people and

government alike, that we - as Alaska Natives - intend to reclaim control over our lives."

Saying that the problems facing Natives had multiplied over the years, becoming

more serious in scope, she told the Native leaders present that they had to "confront

and overcome" these challenges now, as the "will to take hold of our future was

slipping away... one village at a time... one family at a time... one person at a time."

The altemative, she said, was to "do nothing," to "resign ourselves to our present

circumstances;" and this, she said, "was not acceptable."

The only criteria set in the search for solutions were that they be ones Native

villages could Implement on their own without the need for new authorization from state

or federal authorities, and further, that they not require the creation of new government

programs. Government, Kitka said, had spent billions of dollars creating a "forest" of

programs designed to keep Native people alive, and to solve their growing

sodalproblems. But, she said, the well-intentioned programs had not worked, they had

instead, brought Alaska Natives to the brink of becoming "prisoners of dependency."
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Saying that government still has a critical and positive role to fulfill in the lives of

Alaska Natives, Kitka called for a "new partnership" with government, where it becomes

an "investor" in the economic development of rural and village Alaska; trading welfare

programs, hopelessness and depression for jobs, hope, and a new lease on life . She

also asked that government and Native people together examine how the ever

dwindling monetary resources are being appropriated in rural Alaska, to see if they are

going where they are most needed.

The Native leaders present were asked to concentrate on the most basic issues

facing Alaska Native communities: the alcohol fueled suffering; physical and mental

health; joblessness; and dependency on government.

Called to "identify those things village governments, fsimilies, and individuals can

do now to improve life for themselves,* the village leaders who attended met for two

days. The first order of business was to answer the question posed by AFN to its

members: " Whose responsibility is it to end the alcohol-related violence and deaths?"

and by extension, the sodal/cuitural/ and spiritual problems that lie at the root of these

tragedies.

The answer was unanimous, the conferees agreed it was their responsibility; and

in so answering, the representatives of the Native villages present, quietly signaled a

change of historic proportions.
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PLANNERS

The planners for the conference were:

Julie Kitka, President, AFN

General John Schaeffer, NANA Regional Corporation

Emil Notti, President , Alaska Native Foundation

Mike Irwin, former Executive Director of the Alaska Natives Comnnission

Ann Walker, Executive Director, the Alaska Native Health Board

Gerald Ward, Department of Corrections

Gregory Nothstine, AFN Sobriety Movement

Margaret Olsen Knowles, Kodiak

Dr. Matthew Berman, Institute of Social, Economic, Research, UAA

Dr. Robert Alberts, MD

Major funding for the conference was provided by the Alaska State departments

of Health and Social Services and Corrections.

The Department of Community and Regional Affairs provided funding for the

composition and distribution of this report.

Malcolm Roberts, special assistant to Governor Walter J. Hickel, co-ordinated

with AFN in the planning and financing of this conference.

MARKAJR provided special conference rates for delegates traveling from the

many villages they serve.
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TOWARD ENDING ALCOHOL-RELATED VIOLENCE AND DEATH

Michael Irwin, former Executive Director of the Alaska Natives Commission

introduced the issue of alcohol control in Native villages as an issue that has escaped

successful resolution by the various governments under which Native people have

fallen since contact with the West; "successful resolution" being defined as keeping it

out of the village.

Since its introduction, alcohol has presented a threat to the health and well-

being of Alaska Natives, bringing death, violence and sorrow wherever it was

Introduced. As an example, Irwin cited the first homicide reported in the North Slope, a

murder committed by a drunk man in 1836. In the same period, he said, the Nunamuit,

going to what is now Barrow, traded all they owned for liquor and molasses only to

starve, or die of exposure, on the way home.

There are many other examples, historical and current, of the tragic

consequences of alcohol use by Alaska Natives. The ethnographer, Edward William

Nelson, on arriving on St. Lawrence Island aboard the Revenue Cutter Corwin, in the

spring of 1875, recorded how they had found dead villages with bodies strewn all over;

of a once healthy population of 4000, only 200 were found to have survived. Nelson

attributed the deaths directly to alcohol abuse. As with the Nunamuit, it appeared that

the St. Lawrence Islanders had starved to death after neglecting the hunt due to

drinking, but it is possible that disease was an added factor.

Another constant, Irwin pointed out, was the inadequacy of Federal, territorial,

and state efforts in controlling the flow of alcohol into Native villages, in spite of the

repeated requests from the people living there. At the same time, Irwin said, Federal,

territorial, and State authorities have never been willing to turn over control of alcohol to

the Native village governments because of jurisdictional and other considerations.
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Commenting on the intractability of the problem, he said that the comments

made by Native villagers recently before the Alaska Native's Commission echoed the

very same comments that have been made before governmental bodies since

intercourse between Native people and the US government began.

Following Irwin, Dr. Matthew Berman of the University of Alaska's Institute of

Social Economic Research, presented the conference with the statistics on violent

deaths, most of which are alcohol related. And, as he correctly pointed out, as

distressing as the numbers might be, they did not represent the true costs of alcohol

abuse on Alaska Native communities, families and individuals. (Barman's statement

"Alaska Natives Dying from Injuries and Violence"and accompanying graphs are

attached to this report.)

Alaska Natives are more likely to die violently than any other group in

America (italics added)."

The deaths themselves are only many of the symptoms that something is

seriously wrong in Native communities."

...the numt)er of people dying adds up to an epedemic of staggering

proportions. From 1980-1991, 396 Alaska Native men committed suicide,

173 were murdered, 862 died from accidents. All these deaths could

have l)een prevented."

' The total number of [violent] deaths between 1980-1991 add up to 1,431 men
and 410 women - nearly 2,000 Native people In just 12 years."

' Alcohol is Involved In most accidental deaths, suicides, and murders."

' If the deaths continue at their current rates, violence will take an

enormous toll on the population of the village."

Matthew Berman, ISER
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Unmeasured is the damage alcohol abuse has inflicted on the will and the spirit

of Alaska Native families and communities who have had to live through repeated

episodes of traumatic events, espedsiily the children, many of whom are now scarred

for life.

Through alcohol, the "cyde" of violence, trauma, and death, that began with the

massacring of Aleuts by the Russians, and carried on by disease, church, and state,

continues today; but now it is Alaska Natives who are hurting themselves, it is as if

they had turned on themselves.

Indicators of the damage can be found in the rising migration of the young from

villages to hub communities and the dties; the continuing poor performance of children

in school; the break-up of families; the number of young Alaska Natives in the juvenile

and con-ectional systems of the state; the fall in the age of alcohol, drug, and inhalant

abusers (youngest known is 2 years old); the failing age of suicides (

a

1 2 year old committed suidde this fall in one of the villages, leaving a suidde note

behind; reason given for taking her life was her parent's drinking); teen pregnancy; etc.

The presentations by Invin and Berman drove home three points to the

conferees:

1. Alcohol poses an intiniate and Imminent threat to villages, families, and
individuals who use it, as well as for those around whom it is being

used; it's very presence in a village or home maldng the likelihood of

violence, accident, or death very high;

2. In spite of "local option laws" and the "sobriety movement," alcohol use
and abuse has not been significantly reduced, especially among the

young;

3. While local option laws have slowed the flow of liquor into communities
that have enacted them, they liave not been effective, and this, because
most communities rely on state troopers and distant state courts to

enforce them; trooper involvement is mostly been one of arresting

individuals who have committed alcohol-related crimes; hence, as the

figures show, alcohol abuse and the incidences of violence, accidents
and death, remain constant in spite of state sanctioned and enforced
"local option laws."
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PROGNOSIS

Unless urgently needed reforms and improvements are made in the societies,

economies, and governments of Alaska Native villages, the prognosis for seeing a

lessening of alcohol abuse and related social pathologies is poor.

In fact, if there are no immediate improvements made, alcohol abuse, drug

abuse, inhalant abuse, and related tragedies, will remain constant, and will most likely

rise, as the group identified as being most "at risk," presently comprises over half the

Native population, and is growing.

ALASKA NATIVE POPULATION CHARACTERISTICS

Alaska Native population
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RECOMMENDATIONS

Faced with this poor outlool< for the future of many Alaska Natives, the planners

and the conferees decided to recommend a number of immediate and long-term steps

to village, state and federal governments.

The first body of recommendations are contained in this section and they are

proposed primarily to village councils; to control, or end, the flow of alcohol into their

communities, and taking immediate steps to end the violence and deaths.

The other recommendations contained in other sections of this report, while not

directly related to alcohol abuse, are aimed at addressing some of the social, cultural,

economic, and spiritual causes of the abuse.

Concurring with AFN President Julie Kitka, who had Issued a proclamation

declaring alcohol "a dear and imminent health risk" to Alaska Native's wherever it is

found, the conference, in order to save lives, and to regain the peace and harmony of

their villages, made the following recommendations:

1. That Village tribal governments enact and enforce ordinances
banning the importation, sale, and the manufacturing of alcohoi in

their communities as a public health measure;

2. That village councils enact protective custody ordinances, giving

themselves the authority to take into custody any Inebriate, from
homes and public places, until such time as the inebriates no longer

pose a threat to themselves, their families, and others in the

community.

. The conference participants understood, in forwarding this recommendation,

that itis not against state law to be drunk, and that the constitution protects what a

person does In the privacy of his own home. But seeing that in most villages alcohol

related crimes of violence are committed in the home, and usually against friends or

family members, they decided that the need to protect lives far outweighed any

constitutional protections to privacy; hence the recommendation to take drunk people

even out of their own homes.
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The conferees agreed, that protective custody ordinances, tirelessly and

patiently enforced by village governments, will cut down dramatically the number of

deaths from alcohol-related accidents, homicides and suicide. They also believe that

such ordinances would significantly reduce violence in the home and restore peace to

the village.

Protective custody was proposed, not as a punitive measure, but as an act to

protect the community from further violence and death.

3. That bootleggers and homebrewers be charged as accessories to

crimes committed by people to whom they sold or gave liquor.

This recommendation is based on the fact that over 90% of all violent crimes in

Alaska Native villages are alcohol-related; that 53% of Alaska Natives incarcerated are

being held for crimes that have been categorized as the "most violent." Inupiaq elder

Rachel Craig pointed out that these tragic facts are well known to bootleggers, who still

choose to profit by selling alcohol where it has been banned. She, and an

overwhelming majority of conference participants, felt that such people should be held

responsible for the violence and suffering caused by their clients

The conferees further recommended that village councils, AFN, and legislators

representing Alaska Native communities, lobby the Alaska State legislature for the

enactment of laws making bootleggers accessories to crimes committed by their

clients.

4. That village councils provide healthy cultural, social and recreational

activities for the whole community, especially the young, who
oftentimes correctly complain about having "nothing to do; " the

result is boredom which then elevates the likelihood of alcohol and
drug abuse. (15-20% of Alaska Native rural 12th graders admit to

regular alcohol use: Source: Ak Native Health Board)

10
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Underlying the discxission around alcohol was the urgency, the need to do

"something" to save a generation of Native children from the ravages of alcohol, drug,

and inhalant abuse, along with the certainty that if they truly wanted to, village councils

and their communities could end the alcohol related violence and deaths.

It was the consensus of the group that villages should enact, implement, and

enforce their alcohol control ordinances without waiting for state or federal approval.

It was also the consensus of the conference that village tritsal governments (the IRA's

and traditional councils) were best able to pass and enforce such ordinances as they

had a greater variety of options under Federal Indian law than the village municipal

governments (2nd Class dties) did under the state's municipal code. Title 29.

U
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IMPROVING THE PHYSICAL AND MENTAL HEALTH OF ALASKA NATIVE

VILLAGES, FAMILIES AND INDIVIDUALS

The discussion around physical and mental health centered around the Alaska

Native Commission's assertion that, because of depression, Alaska Natives were not

taking care of themselves; that they were suffering from illnesses that they could

prevent; and that they had "turned over" to the Indian Health Service the responsibility

of taking care of their health in much the same way that they had turned over other

responsibilities to other branches of government.

Dr. Robert Alberts, in his presentation to the conference on the "Anatomy of a

dysfunctional village," identified the depression as one of the lingering aftereffects of

the collapse of Alaska Native cultures and societies after repeated attacks by disease,

missionaries, and government, as represented in early territorial days by the school

teachers.

Echoing the Alaska Natives Commission's Social/Cultural Task Force, he told

the conference that this psychological, or "spiritual," illness, aggravated today by

joblessness, poverty, dependency and a growing sense of helplessness and

powerlessness, was one only the Native people themselves could heal by re-opening

the broken lines of communication t}etween families and by reestablishing the bonds of

kinship, culture, language, and traditional values.

Anne Walker, Executive Director of the Alaska Native Health Board, agreeing

with Alberts, told the conference that regardless of who was responsible for creating the

problems Alaska Natives face today, they still needed to take "ownership" of them, then

do whatever was necessary to solve them .

She said that while the Federal government's legal and other responsibilities for

ensuring the health care of Alaska Natives remains dear, there was only so much the

Indian Health Service could do; that because of the limitations of staff, facilitates,

equipment, money, time, and distances separating villages from the hub communities

and Anchorage, the IHS continues to spend its resources in treatment and not in

prevention.

12
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Walker said that the same limitations also applied to the regional health

corporations which have contracted many of the Indian Health Service's programs

including the running of several hospitals. Here again, Walker said, preventive medicine

has not been a priority, nor has it been integrated into the workings of these

corporations on the village level.

Village governments, families, schools and churches, she said, need to fill this

gap, begin working together to improve the mental, physical, and spiritual health of

their members through education and preventive programs.

Native people, she said, are no longer dying from infections and respiratory

diseases like they did only 40 years ago; they are dying from preventable diseases like

cancer and heart disease: and from accidents, homicide and suicide, most, if not all of

which, be prevented.

Causes of Death, 1950, 1988, by Percent

(Source: Alaska Native Health Board)

CAUSES

Infections

Respiratory

Accidents

Heart Disease

Congenital

Cancer

Homlclde/Sulclde

Stroke

Other

1950

45.8%

13.2%

9.6%

5.3%

3.0%

2.4%

1.7%

1.4%

17.6%

1988

1.3%

7JS%

21.7%

16.2%

6.0%

15.7%

11.1%

3.6%

17.2%
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RECOMMENDATIONS: PHYSICAL AND MENTAL HEALTH

1. Village Councils need to educate their members to the dangers of
tobacco, alcohol, inhalant and drug abu se ; they could do this

through the schools, churches, community functions, etc.; the best
targets would be the children in the schools who had not yet begun
to smoke, chew, drink or use other chemicals and inhalants; they
must also practice sobriety as leaders and role models, especially

at this critical stage in the history of their people.

In her report to the conference, Anne Walker told the participants that "tobacco

offers the largest singe opportunity to reduce cancer and heart disease and improving

the overall physical health ofAlaska Natives. " Not only is tobacco affecting the health

of adults, it is also a definite health risk to children and Alaska Native youth.

Tobacco abuse by Alaska Native Children and Youth

- 16% of rural 4 and 5 year old children in NW Alaska are regular users of

smokeless tobacco (S.T.).

- 30% of 7-12 year olds in Western Alaska are regular users of S.T.

- 40-50% of Alaska Native 12th graders use some form of tobacco.

(Source: Ak Native Health Board)

2. Village Councils should pass ordinances making community halls,

schools, and other public places off limits to smoking; they should

also pass ordinances making the sale of tobacco products illegal to

all village members under the age of 18 and penalizing those

businesses that do;

While village councils can pass ordinances making smoking illegal in public

places, and while they might make it illegal to sell tobacco products to children, it is an

unfortunate fact that some Native parents actually allow their children to chew tobacco,

some even buy it \or them. They do not seem to understand that tobacco, smoked or

chewed, poses a risk to the long-term health and well-being of their children.

14
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- By grade 12, 81% of Alaska Native females and 68% of Alaska Native males
have had sexual Intercourse.

- The same statistic for American Indian females is 59%, and 66% for males.

(Source: Ak Native Health Board)

3. Village Councils, parents and youth, must address the issues of

sexually transmitted diseases and pregnancy by unwed teens;

Like communities and families everywhere, Alaska Natives have not been able

to bring themselves to openly discuss matters relating to sex; it is as if by mutual silent

consent, they have decided not to "talk about it" in the same way that they have chosen

not to talk about other troubling aspects of their existence.

In the meantime, there has been an explosion of teen pregnancies and unwed

mothers; a generation of "fatherless" children has been born to Native families in the

last thirty years the impact of which will not be known for some time. Furthermore, as

Joe Cantil of the Alaska Native Health Board Aids Project told the conference, there is a

real danger of an AIDS epedemic in Alaska Native villages; a totally avoidable

epedemic made possible by a lack of information and denial.

This unwillingness or aversion to openly discussing matters of sex is wrapped up

in an unhealthy religious/moral blanket of "sin." Where once it had been a natural part

of life, it has become dirty, a cause for shame. But underneath the blanket of silence is

turmoil reflecting the erosion of traditional Native values and mores. The result, as

already mentioned is an explosion of teen pregnancy and other sexual abuses.

In communities where 81% of all 12th grade girls have admitted to having had

sexual intercourse, as had 68% of the boys , Cantil and others say it is imperative that

everyone in the community, even the churches, begin working to address the very real

risks of unprotected sex, both physical, spiritual, and social.

IS
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4. Village councils must pass and enforce ordinances against domestic
violence, sexual abuse, and incest.

The recommendation on domestic violence, sexual abuse and incest touches on

one of the most tragic and sensitive of problems facing Alaska Natives societies today;

tragic because it is mostly family-on-family violence committed in the "safety" of the

perpetrator and victim's home; sensitive, because it is hidden in silent shame and fear

in the "privacy" of many village homes.

Although no specific numbers were given, it was the consensus of the

presenters that violence against Alaska Native women was greater than reported; that

many cases go unreported and perpetrators go unpunished; as in accidental deaths,

homicides and suiddes, most of this violence is related to alcohol abuse.

Identified as "victims" were the village, the families, the abused women, and the

children, who become traumatized witnesses, especially when the abuse is directed at

their mothers openly and over a long period of time. For these victims, the long term

9ffects have proven to be just as tragic as the original abuse itself:

a) The Alaska Natives Commission in its final report attributes the poor

performance of many Native children in school to alcohol abuse and

violence at home; the Commission said that for too many children,

school was a place to rest , a haven from the troubles at home;

b.) Charmaine Ramos, a Tlingit woman, told the conference that statistics

compiled by the Municipality of Anchorage show cleariy that most Alaska

Native women who become victims of violence in Anchorage had left the

village to "escape" physical and sexual violence only to fall victim to

alcohol abuse, and even more violence in the city,

c) It Is a commonly accepted fact that many children raised in homes

where alcohol and violence were constant, become alcohol and drug

abusers themselves later on in life; many get into abusive relationships,

continuing the "cycle of violence" they fell into as children;
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d) many sons of abusive families end up dying in alcohol related accidents,

suicides, and homicides:

e) Alaska's prison's are overflowing with young Alaska Native men imprisoned

for violent crimes committed while drunk: most of these young men come

from homes where one or both parents abused alcohol, and where

neglect and violence were frequent; most dropped out of school,

many grew up in the state's foster care program.

The conference participants In passing the recommendation to village councils to

pass ordinances protecting women and children did so because ultimately it is the

responsibility of the Native people to protect their members from violence, not the state

troopers, state welfare agencies, or anyone else . They also wanted to send a very

dear message to the Native community that this type of behavior against women,

children and other vulnerable members of the village cannot, and should not, be

tolerated.

They also wanted to reinforce and support existing state and federal laws

against domestic violence and make it incumbent on Alaska Native governments to

arrest and bring to prosecution, tribal members who have been accused of committing

these crimes.

5. Alaska Native tribal councils must pass ordinances protecting

children from parental neglect, sexual, and otherabuses, and they

must work with tribal, state, and federal enforcement agencies and

courts in enforcing them

Considering that over 40 % of the Native population is 22 years old and

younger, and considering that the largest age group of the total Native population is

under 5 years of age, this recommendation by the conference is significant, especially

'>when the increased ability to recognize, treat, and prevent child abuse, particularly

child sexual abuse, offers Alaska Natives the best opportunity to preventsubstance

abuse, suicide, FAS, and child abuse (The Alaska Native Health Board)."
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If village governments follow this recommendation and move vigorously to

protect the children it would correct one of the most tragic breakdowns in Alaska Native

societies.

~ In 1991, Alaska Native children comprised 30% of reported Native
American child abuse cases in the US while comprising only 9%
of the total Native American child population.

~ In 1992, Alaska Native children experienced 35% of all confirmed child

abuse in Alaska

~ 25% of 12th grade Native girls and 4% of 12th grade boys report to having
been sexually abused.

(Source: Ak Native Health Board)

At present, most Native councils and communities do not "interfere" with the

inner workings of families, even when abuses are known to be occurring in a

household; they leave it to State welfare agencies like DFYS to do "something."

Unfortunately, and tragically, many children suffer neglect and abuse long before they

catch the attention of a social worker.

The effects of such communal and parental neglect of children is already

evident in the number of Alaska Native juveniles under protection and supervision of

the state and in the young Alaska Native men in prison. It is also a factor in the falling

age of young Alaska Native suicides, and in the rising alcohol, drug, and inhalant abuse

by Native children.

The conference, in recommending ordinances protecting children recognized

that they are the most vulnerable members of communities where the abuse of

alcohol and violence has grown in proportion to the problems they face.

" Everything eventually comes down on the children," said George Owletuck of

Marshall, " in the eariy days of westemization and Christianization, it was the children

who fell into the hands of the school teacher and the missionary to become pawns in
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the forced acculturation of their people; unprotected by families, they were ridiculed

for being who they were, their mouths washed with soap for speaking their own

language; it was the children who were hauled off to school hundreds and thousands of

miles away, to orphanages and boarding schools only to become strangers to their own

people, wedged in impossible places between two cultures.

"

Today they are falling through the cracks again," Owletuck continued, "but this

time they are being neglected and abused by dysfunctional families and communities,

by parents whose eyes have turned inward in self-reproach, because of constant

stress, depression, and failure."

PROVIDING MEANINGFUL WORK FOR ALL SEGMENTS OF VILLAGE

SOCIETY

Dr. Robert Alberts, in his presentation to the conference on the "anatomy of a

dysfunctional village," pointed to dependency as the most destructive and disabling

symptom of a village that had lost control of itself. In the case of Alaska Natives, after

over a century of rule by federal, territorial and state authorities, coupled with the many

programs fostered by the War on Poverty, dependency has come to pervade all

segnrants of Alaska Native society. From birth to death, Alaska Natives now rely on

government to provide for their health, educational, governmental, social, and

economic needs.

As AFN President Julie lOtka said In her opening statement, Native people now

watch as someone else feeds, medicates, houses, clothes, and educates, their

children, while on the other hand, following government directives in running every

aspect of their existence. And having become frozen into this culture of dependency,

she says, Native people now stand helplessly by as the "flower of our youth" self-

destruct through alcohol and drug abuse bom of the hopelessness and

discouragement endemic to a dependent society.
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While dependency pervades all segments of Alaska Native society, it is

perhaps most obvious in the economy of Native villages where food stamps. AFDC,

and other "welfare" programs have become the foundation.

The conferees agreed with Dr. Alberts and the AFN President that Alaska

Natives had become a dependent people. Yet, they also agreed, that because of the

continuing economic depression in rural Alaska, economic assistance will continue to

be needed, but not in the form that it is presently being given.

TOWARD BREAKING ECONOMIC DEPENDENCY ON GOVERNMENT

Long term solutions to dependency, AFN President Julie Kitka told the

conference, will have to come through a "new partnership" between Alaska Natives and

Federal and state governments. While Kitka's call for a new partnership covers all

aspects of the Federal/state/Native relations, implicit in her comments was the need to

reform the way "welfare" is provided Native villagers now, and the necessity of creating

a lasting economic base for them in the future.

Rather than continuing to prop up the artificial welfare economy that it has

created for Native villages, Kitka called on government to become true "investors" in

their economic future.

For the short term, she asked that government replace food stamps, AFDC,

General Assistance, and other transfer payment programs, with "Community Economic

Support Grants;" monies to be granted to village councils so they could hire the

unemployed to work on needed projects around the village. In this way, AFN proposes

to double the impact of the aid going to the villages: not only would the unemployed be

given "meaningful work," village projects that would otherwise require other grants from

government, would get done.

For the long term, Kitka called on government to invest in the economies of rural

Alaska, to leave something behind for the people that live there instead of just

extracting minerals, precious metals and renewable resources from their lands, then
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leaving . As put by one of the conference participants, there is 'something terribly

wrong when Alaska Natives, once the sole owners of the land, must live on food

stamps and other handouts "while someone else pumps oil out from under their feet."

In addition to asking for investments, Kitka called on federal and state

governments to remove existing statutory and regulatory "obstades" that stand in the

way of Native participation in the devetopment of Alaska's renewable and non-

rer)ewable resources.

These comments of Kitka's on "new partnerships,' Investments," and the

removal of 'obstades* are best understood only when it is seen that the economic

depression in Native communities is the result of govemment polides followed since

the United States "bought* Alaska from Russia. General John Schaeffer.Jr. (ret.) of

Kotzebue said such polides had "ignored the existence of Native people,' brushing

them aside as "inconsequential non-entities' when it came time to distributing Alaska's

wealth.

The conference, in making the following recommendations, recognized that

achieving a turnaround in the dismal social conditions of Native villages hinge on

solving the problems of unemployment and the lack of economic oppurtunity available

to them; that as long as Native people remain economically dependant on government

to live, any progress they might make in other areas of their lives, would continually be

undermined:

1. Tliat village councils provide maaningful work (voluntary ff necessary)

for the youth and ottier unemployed in their communities.

The conference attributed a lot of the sodal protslems to unemployment
and idleness on the part of many Natives. Of spedal concern were the young
men, whose traditiorial role as hunter, provider, and protector of the family

and the community has t)een undermined by the "welfare* economy.
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With no job, besides hunting and fishing for subsistence, many young men
today, not only have a lot of idle time on their hands, but have become
dependant on their parents and other family members to provide for their

needs. Hence the recommendation that village councils provide "meaning-
ful" work for the young, even if it is voluntary.

There is a lot in the history and traditions of Alaska Native tribes extolling

the "work ethic;" of helping others, of contributing to the welfare of the
people, especially the elderly. This ethic, many conference participants

felt, is one of the casualties of the welfare economy, and the results, they
say, have been tragic.

Julie Kitka, in her opening comments, had decried the "waste" of Native

youth, of the labor force with "nothing to do," who in time, turn to alcohol

and drugs to relieve the tedium and to "medicate" a discouraged soul.

Village leaders need to resurrect the spirit of selfless community service

around which the old Native cultures were formed, where giving by
labor, not only kept the village going, but helped form the bonds which

tied the people together.

2. That village tribal governments, regional corporations, and the

Alaska Federation of Natives, wori( with Federal and State

governments in changing the way economic support is being

provided Alaska Natives and their families. Specifically, it

is recommended that food stamps, AFDC, and other transfer

payments be traded for "village economic support grants;" the

grants to be used by the village councils in hiring unemployed
heads-of-households to work in the schools, clinics, sanitation

services, and other needed projects in, and around, the village.

There is already some precedence, in Alaska and other states, for

"workfare" as proposed by the conference. The Tanana Chiefs

Conference, although the practice was later questioned by the

BIA, utilized their General Assistance program funds to hire

unemployed village people. The program where it was instituted

was very popular and recieved widespread support in the

communities where it was tried, especially by the village elders

and the participants. It is recommended that village, regional

and statewide Native governments and organizations seek

the necessary waivers from federal and state governments to

implement "workfare" in Alaska Native villages.
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3. That village governments, village corporations, regional Native
corporations, and the Alaska Federation of Natives, work with
State and Federal governments in the planning and implementation
of a comprehensive rural Alaska economic development plan.

Some of the recommended courses of action, proposed for inclusion

in the plan were:

a) amending the state commercial fisheries limited entry program to

allow the issuance of inalienablelocal access permits' for Alaska
Natives living in fishery sites like Bristol Bay, the Yukon and
Kuskokwim fisheries, etc.,

b) enacting and enforcing local hire laws for capital projects funded
by the state and federal governments to include planning and
construction;

c) the creation and funding of an 'Alaska Native Economic Development
Trust (as recommended by the Alaska Natives Commission); the

principle to be used as loan guarantees for businesses and economic
development projects being developed regionally and locally by
Alaska Native tribal governments, corporations and individuals;

CLOSING: RNAL RECOMMENDATIONS

The "Call to Action: Taking ComnMjnity Responsibility' Conference was the first

step in a process that has to eventually translate itself to actk)n on the village, family,

and individual level. To assist the process it was recommended that the Alaska

Federation of Natives hold regional conferences with village councils as participants so

as to localize the proposals made by the statewide conference.

The proposed conferences would actually be 'council work sessions* where

coundlmen and leaders from area villages woukj come together to share kJeas,

discuss specific courses of action, ordinances, etc. The result would be a unKed and

common effort at solving the problems ttiat face them and a uniform system of laws for

that region.

tt was recommended that there be six regional conferences prior to the 1985 AFN

Convention.
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Wann greetings from Alaska. Good afternoon Chairmen Murkowski, Young, McCain, and

members of the Committees on Resources, Senate Energy and Nattiral Resources, and Senate

Indian Affairs.

Thank you for the continuing opportunity to dialogue about how we, the Alaska Native

Community and Congress together can improve the delivery of services to your customers

through an understanding of exacdy what the customers need and want.

You have aheady heard and are aware of what seems to be a bleak picture of the status of

Alaska's Native peoples. Yes, the statistics are alarming. And yes, things are bad. But, as was

stated in the report, the tears that came from sections of the report were offset by the laughter and

humor that reflected the strengths of Alaska's Natives who refuse to be beaten.

This is the reason we are here; despite the alarming statistics of despair, dysfunction, and at times

a feeling that positive change will never happen, there is hope. That hope comes from the fact

that there are examples of the willingness and desire to increase the number of people and

communities who want to improve their quality of life.

It has taken us years, even in the Native community, to speak openly of the need to break the

dependence cycle on government. We too are still not sure about what that really means. On the

one hand, we want to figure out ourselves the best way to do things, and yet we do not have the

independent economic infrastructures to take over the role that govenunent has played. The

recommendations in the Commission report are good ones; we now need to move to the detailed

how-to's to make them work.

I am not going to spend very much time on the problems that have and continue to plague

Alaska's Natives. You've already heard enough about them; we have talked about them ourselves

for too long. Rather, I will take this time to talk about what we're doing about the problems. I

would like to however, emphasize how the report was right on target with what has led up to the

situation with Alaska's Natives. Even though the findings are ones which none of us can feel

good about, I am glad they are now out in the open so we can begin to deal with them in a

constructive way. I would like to focus my comments on the issues ofhuman resource

development, and more specifically, employment issues within the Alaska Native community.

As indicated earlier, I have been with NANA for 20 years and involved in Human Resource

issues for much of that time. I have been involved in the public sector's people development

system also since the early 80's, having served as the past Alaska Chair of the JTPA Council, and

currently am the State's School to Work Chair. So I have had an opportunity to see what has

worked in other countries, states, and Native communities as it relates to preparing a successful

workforce.
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There are some common threads that surftce in successfully prqiaring people for the world of

work, and on a broader scale, life. Qearly, and one you have heard over and over again, is

having children grow up in a healthy home environment As you've heard, that is our first strike.

Secondly, strong community partnerships with the local K-12 system so the two support each

other and have common goals that children can be directed towards. Another strike against our

villages for the reasons you've heard. Thirdly, a connection with any economic development

activities to the local community's school system and other workforce development activities.

Again, you've heard enough information to know these three very rarely talk to each other. And

finally, a fourth is as employers, what do we do to ensure success?

NANA was recently listed in the Alaska Business Monthly as the fourth largest Alaska owned,

Alaska based business. We currently have 1,087 employees, and during the year, 692 Alaska

Natives were employed by us, including NANA and the other Regional Corporation's

shareholders. The payroll year to date to the end of September to NANA shareholders only is

over $6 million. Our current shareholder workforce is about 25% of the total.

Of course the first question that you are asking yourselves is why only 25%? And is this

representative of the other corporati(ms?

Perhaps a brief historical perspective of v«diat we've had to deal with as an ANCSA Corporation

will shed some light on your questions.

NANA's philosophy early on was to enter into labor intensive types of investments. Even we
carried the attitude that getting into technical types ofdevelopment would make it difficult for

our owners to participate in employment opportunities. But, we were committed to insuring

there would be opportunities for shareholders. So, we got into things like food service and

housekeeping contracts, hotel operations, security, office/accounting support staffs, and

construction.

NANA has grown considerably over the years in terms ofthe niunbers of employees, but our

percentage of shareholder hire has remained basically the same. Even though we do a better job

than most, we obviously still have lots ofroom for improvement.
/'

J
In Alaska%e are just now begiruung to create the awareness of developing not only our natural

resources, but the human resource, which around the world is seen as the only way to siu-vive

economically. In the Native Conmiumty, it is not as simple as saying let's findjobs for our

shareholders.

We have dealt with the issue ofthe abserKe of well being as early as the mid-seventies when
John Schaeffer and others conducted a series ofcommunity meetings to attempt to deal with the

alcohol problems. Unfortimately, we did not discuss the underlying causes of this symptom of a

deeper problem, and only dealt with the results of alcohol abuse. I will discuss how we have had

to address the issue of well being in order to employ Alaska Natives a little later.
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We have painfully come to the realization that taking on a wann ill-prepared body and sticking it

into a workplace with many standards ofperformance without adequate orientation and some
initial training wasn't going to cut it. We knew we were dealing with a people whose sense of

well being was lacking; we knew we had come from difficult childhoods, all of which are

covered in the report. We knew we didn't know how to cope well - we were always quick to

blame others, and we knew people generally didn't know how to ask for help because the support

systems were not there.

So here we were, trying to become a successful business, knowing our potential workforce was

coming from communities where, in most cases, their role models were, at best, seasonal

employees; coming from an education system that did nothing to prepare people for work; there

was already a great dependence on government which made people think "I don't need to work";

a reluctance to be the supervisor - we'd always been told by someone else what to do; and for our

young men, a fear of leaving the village to take a job elsewhere because his whole self-worth had

been stripped away through the very rapid changes as discussed in the report. So, in addition to

developing orientation workshops in the villages prior to hire and explaining what to expect once

hired, we have had to sponsor entry level training, with mixed results. We only recently have

facilitated and sponsored meetings in the NANA Region with the various employers, education

institutions, Native non-profit funding agencies, and government representatives, in order for all

of us to come together to understand what needs to be done to decrease the import labor

numbers, and to better target the limited training dollars to the emerging and existing

employment opportunities such as mining, health occupations, and teaching. We just completed

the first phase of a detailed work plan to develop these local partnerships so necessary for

moving forward together for all of us to do a better job of understanding what it takes in the

schools, workplace, government, and commimities to prepare people for work.

We've had to do many other things. It's interesting because you have heard about one of the

underlying values of Alaskan Natives: that being cooperation; always figuring out how to do

things in a cooperative group way. In the business world it's dog eat dog; at school, it's

individual competition for the A students and to heck with the rest.

In the competitive business world, we've learned that as a business, we too have to adapt to

provide the best possible service to our customers at the best price. We have invested heavily in

time, effort, and money to transition to a Deming-based quality company, and are seeing the

positive results of empowering the front liners, most ofwhom are Native shareholders in the

office setting where we are first implementing this philosophy.

I wanted to spend a few moments on this issue of empowerment, since it is at the very core of

Alaska Natives' crises. Empowerment in our workplace means giving the decision making

authority for figuring out how to do things better to those at the front line who really know best

what will work. Again, most of these individuals are Natives. What our experience in this effort

has taught us is that people are excited about being given responsibility and the power to make

decisions; happy about working cooperatively across department lines; enthused about knowing
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what is going on through improved communications and how they fit into the overall success of

the organization; gratified in realizing that others think their ideas are worthwhile.

We have also spent considerable time and money on employee development activities, both

personal and technical. These are key to again empowering employees, and more importantly,

letting them know they are a valuable asset, and really, the most important resource. Some of the

other activities we have had to do to support our employees includes a variety of paid-for-training

sessions in such areas as financial plaiming, how to become involved in your child's education,

basket weaving, Inupiaq language, computer upgrade training, and paying for post secondary

classes. In addition, we have a policy that allows mothers to bring their infant children to work

with them until 6 months of age; we sponsor an Employee Assistance Program where employees

can receive counseling for any type ofproblem they may be having; we have an active Employee

Association that organizes all the ftm social gatherings at the office, including Native feasts; we

foster good morale by having monthly birthday parties to celebrate those employees whose

birthdays fall in that month; we promote healthy lifestyles by sponsoring employees at such

things as community Health Fairs. We also allow our facility to be used for after hour classes for

such things as training our employees' children in self defense. I mentioned earlier the pre-hire

orientation program. It is currently a four hour session that gets to the core of what causes

dysfunction in Alaska's Natives, because of the impact it has in the workplace. We have had to

implement a tough drug and alcohol policy, with pre-hire testing requirements, which the Board

of Directors and all employees are required to take.

As part of our transition to a Deming-based quality company, we have learned the need for

standards, accountability, taking responsibility, and data based decisions. The President, Chair of

the Board, and key staff are as we speak conducting surveys in the villages to find out what their

expectations are ofNANA. We see ourselves as having several purposes; to make money in

employment opportunity investments so we can fund the cultural preservation activities and

protect the land. An interesting point here is that the shareholders see us as an extension of the

government based dependency program and expect us to take care of everything fi-om housing to

medical transports to child care centers. Unfortunately, we too carry forth with the mentality of

"Don't worry, we'll take care of you." So, you can see we were all brainwashed well.

We're attempting to increase the awareness statewide about these issues, and recently formed the

Association of Alaska Native Corporation Human Resource Managers. We think the sharing of

information on what works, what doesn't, who is available, will increase the number of Natives

hired not only in our respective organizations, but with others as well.

With the expectation that NANA can take care of everything and everybody, we know our own
limitations. We have grown from an original enrollment of 4,800 shareholders to about 8,500.

We are one of three regions which elected to add children bora after 1 97 1 . We cannot possibly

employ everyone, so we began the regional partnership meetings to share this burden. We are

looking at new economic development activities that are village based, recognizing their small

size, remoteness, lack of business experience, and lack of infi-astructure will make it difficult.
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However, there are viable options which we know are working. We are looking at expanding oxir

tourism activities, and are looking at information based opportunities. We are choosing not to

get left behind.

So, getting the leadership of the various institutions and organizations, political and otherwise, to

begin pushing the solutions to problems back to the village level is going to be critical ifwe are

truly going to make headway in becoming self sufficient.

I haven't talked yet about our very successfiil Red Dog project and a special thanks to many of

you who were instrumental in helping us get over the hurdles so we could develop the world

class zinc deposit. With the recently announced additional 80+ million ton deposit, we can

continue to expect many benefits from this project, including great paying jobs for at this time

250 shareholders, with an average annual salary of $50,000; revenues to NANA to continue to

fund our cultural projects; 7(1) revenues for other Native Corporations. This is truly an economic

development project that can serve as another model in the world for responsible economic

development. We have a structure in place with an all-village, Native committee whose

responsibility it is to insure there is minimal or no impact to the environment and all the wild

resources in the area. We have had to be concerned with beluga migrations and the huge

shipping boats, the water bodies and Arctic char, the caribou and the road with the constant

traffic hauling ore. After five years of production and several years before that of construction,

we are proud to say that economic development activity has not had negative impacts on the

wildlife. As one of our former Board members testified as we were preparing for Red Dog, "We
are the original environmentalists." His message was clear that Alaskan Natives would not

promote something that we were not comfortable would be OK to that which feeds us and is such

a large part of us culturally.

There aren't other known Red Dogs in Alaska, but I would like to go on record that NANA
supports development ofANWR for all the reasons stated above.

We have learned a few things in the 20+ years that we have become a semi-Westernized

corporation. We've been stereotyped as being unreliable; we have placed individuals in

positions they were not suited for; we have not learned about planning ahead and saving for that

rainy day; we are not yet assimilated to a cash culture. But, we do know that productivity brings

pride, and pride brings self esteem.

We know we have the mind boggling government structure that is Augmented, and needs to be

reigned in to create a system that better serves people, and which we feel will be more effective

once the government's self imposed walls and turfs are torn down. We know we have to figure

out the how to's of implementing the recommendations - its ironic because I sense many of us

are still waiting for someone to come in and tell us how to fix things.

But, because of the growing awareness and determination of Alaska's Natives to become well

again, and be the loving, supportive families and communities we once were, we will get there
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tfarou{^ a long and slow process.

We will identify the dnim beaters for the importance of education, we will understand what

commitment to making diings happen means, we will create the partnerships necessary to have

all o(us moving in the same direction for the good of the whole, we will learn to give vp power

and authority to empower others, we will train our leadership to stop creating die dependencies,

we will continue to teach what being responsible means, and we will be accountable.

We ask for your cooperation in these areas too.

Thank you again for the opportunity to share the Commission's findings with you.
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Senate Committee on Energy and Natural Resources
House Committee on Resources

Senate Committee on Indian Affairs

Testimony of Douglas M. Webb
Alyeska Pipeline Service Company

November 16, 1995 Washington, DC

Introduction

Good afternoon, Messrs. Chairmen and Members of the Committees.

I am Doug Webb, Senior Vice President of Alyeska Pipeline Service

Company. Alyeska is a corporation established to build and operate the

Trans-Alaska Pipeline, an 800 mile crude oil pipeline that moves oil from
Alaska's North Slope to the ice-free port of Valdez, where it is shipped to

market by tankers. Alyeska is owned by seven pipeline companies. They
are BP Pipelines (Alaska) Inc., ARCO Transportation Inc., Exxon Pipeline

Company, Mobil Alaska Pipeline Company, Amerada Hess Pipeline

Corporation, Phillips Alaska Pipeline Corporation and Unocal Pipeline

Company.

Alyeska Pipeline is pleased to tell you about the opportunities for Alaska

Natives on the Trans-Alaska Pipeline System (TAPS).

History - General

Oil was discovered in 1968 on Alaska's North Slope. To address the

transportation issues associated with what has become North America's

largest oil field. Congress passed the Trans-Alaska Pipeline Authorization

Act in 1973.

As soon as the Act was signed, the TAPS Owners negotiated an Agreement
and Grant of Right-of-Way with the U.S. Department of the Interior acting

as agent for the United States. The Right-of-Way establishes a contractual

relationship between the Owners of TAPS and the United States.

Page 1
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History - Section 29

In addition to the stipulations relating to safety and the environment, the

Right-of-Way Agreement includes Section 29, titled "Training of Alaska

Natives." It begins: "Permittees shall enter into an agreement with the

Secretary (of Interior] regarding recruitment, testing, training, placement,

employment and job counseling of Alaska Natives." The section goes on to

address, in another 100 words or so, direction to the Secretary of Interior

and the TAPS Owners regarding the make-up of this agreement.

During construction of TAPS, from 1974-1977, Alaska Native hire appears

to have surpassed the employment goals set at that time by almost 100%.

A study conducted by the University of Alaska, published in 1978, found

that nearly 6000 Alaska Natives worked in over 75 job categories on the

pipeline during construction. Qcarly, our Native hire programs were

successful during the construction era.

In late 1993, Alyeska conducted a thorough review of the programs

established to meet the requirements of the Right-of-Way Agreement. We
concluded that our program for Native hire under Section 29 was not as

effective as we wanted it to be. A team of Alaska Native employees and

human resources consultants at Alyeska was set up to identify and address

specific areas for improvement.

This team worked for 8 months to develop a proposed new Native

Utilization Agreement designed to be more effective for the "operations"

era of TAPS to replace the original "construction" era Native Utilization

Agreement. It was submitted to the Department of Interior in February

1995 for review and comment.

Negotiations between the Department of the Interior and Alyeska occurred

over an additional 8 months. Alyeska also conducted extensive discussions

with the Alaska Federation of Natives. On October 20, 1995, Alyeska

President David Pritchard was joined by Assistant Secretary of the Interior

Robert Armstrong in the signing of the new Native Utilization Agreement.

We were pleased that this took place at the annual convention of the

Alaska Federation of Natives in Anchorage.

I will now describe this unique agreement.

Page 2
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1995 Native Utilization Agreement

The objective of this new Native Utilization Agreement is to renew our
efforts to find, recruit, train and advance Alaska Natives through jobs with
Alyeska and principal TAPS contractors many of which are Alaska Native
Corporations.

This program should not be confused with statutory or regulatory

affirmative action programs. This program is based on the contract

between the TAPS Owners and the United States established in the 1974
Grant of Right-of-Way.

Our long term goal is to have a workforce on TAPS made up of 20% Alaska
Natives by 2004. Currently 8% of the TAPS workforce are Alaska Natives.

The 20% is not a quota, but a goal to gauge the effectiveness of the

program.

Alyeska has committed to spend more than $2 million per year for 12

years to support the programs required to find, recruit, train and advance
Alaska Natives. This will include at least $750,000 per year in various

types of scholarship programs. Additionally, Alyeska has committed to

contribute $6 million in the next 6 years to an educational foundation

formed to improve opportunities for Alaska Natives.

Our focus will be in four areas:

( 1 ) jobs - direct hire of Alaska natives,

(2) internships and other internal training opportunities available

to current and prospective employees,

(3) scholarships for Alaska Natives, and

(4) other programs such as mentoring and counseling.

We don't presume to know yet how to overcome every obstacle we will

face in reaching our goals. We will continue to work closely with the

Alaska Federation of Natives and our Alaska Native Corporation

contractors to achieve these goals. In addition, we will continue to consult

with Congressional committees of jurisdiction and appropriate agencies of

government.

Page 3
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I am pleased to introduce to you the recently appointed manager of

Alyeska's Native Utilization program. She is Ms. Kathy Mayo, formerly

the founder and Executive Director of the Doyon Foundation, an Alaska

Native Non-Profit Corporation providing education and professional

development services to Alaska Natives in Alaska's Interior region. She
will be supported by Mr. Charles Hubbard, who will be the Native

Utilization program Business Advisor. Mr. Hubbard is an Alaska Native

who has worked as an operations technician for Alyeska since 1981. He is

also the immediate past Chairman and CEO of the Ahtna Native Heritage

Foundation. Ms. Mayo and Mr. Hubbard will be responsible for day-to-

day implementation of the Native Utilization Agreement. We are fortunate

to have two people with exactly the correct mix of skills, experience and

connection to the Alaska Native community to lead our Native Utilization

program.

Let me stress that no Alyeska employees will be laid off in order to meet

the goals of the Native Utilization Agreement. However, we have analyzed

the demographics of our current workforce and it indicates that we can

expect a significant number of retirements throughout our organization

over the next ten years. Alyeska intends to use the opportunities created

by those retirements and normal attrition to increase Alaska Native hire as

we implement the new Native Utilization Agreement.

Conclusion

This agreement represents the principles of respect and dignity Alyeska

and the TAPS Owners hold for the Alaska Native Community. We look

forward to a long, productive relationship with Alaska Natives; we know
how important they are to the success of the Trans-Alaska Pipeline

System.

This concludes my presentation. I have provided a copy of our 1995

Native Utilization agreement and request that it be included in the printed

record of this hearing. I will be glad to answer any questions related to

Section 29 and the Native Utilization Agreement at this time.

Page 4
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Muesko pipeline
lasscwmnuoMrsiMii anchcmmic. outsu nsii TEL£n<)i«(ion>n'itii.ruaM4ii telex lui

October 1 8, 1 995 APSC Letter #95-3386-G

Bob L. Armstrong
Assistant Secretary

Land and Minerals Management
Department of Interior

1849 C Street. NW
Washington, DC 20240

Dear Bob:

Attached for your approval is a new Native Utilization Agreement (NUA) to improve the
effectiveness of Alyeska's Native recruiting program under Section 29 of the Federal
Grant of Right of Way. As you know, we submitted a draft for your consideration on
February 22, 1995. Since then, we have been actively engaged in discussions with
concerned Native representatives and at your request, over the last eight months we
have focused our discussions on reaching agreement with the Alaska Federation of

Natives (AFN).

I am pleased to report that the attached cover letter and NUA were unanimously
approved by the AFN Board on October 17, 1995. In addition and after AFN's
endorsement, we talked to DOI officials on Octotjer 17 and 18, 1995 and made three
changes to the attached NUA at their request.

The attached NUA requires a 3-year review with DOI of Alyeska's results and progress
in meeting the goals and commitments set out in the NUA. Alyeska has no objection to

AFN being included in a consultative role in the 3-year Section 29 review process
between DOI and Alyeska.

We are pleased that you have agreed to approve the attached NUA and that you will be
able to travel to Alaska this week so that the agreement can be signed in conjunction
with the AFN Conventkyi. We look forward to seeing you on Friday.

DMW:pja

Enclosures

Representative Don Young Julie Kitka, AFN
Senator Ted Stevens Owners Committee
Senator Frank Murkowski David Pritchard, APSC
Deborah Williams. BLM Mike Smith, APSC
Tom Allen, BLM George Watson, APSC
John Santora. BLM Karen Kilty, APSC
Jerry Brossia, JPO APSC Government Letter RIe
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Aluesko pipeline
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October 17. 1995

Ms. Julie Kiika

President

Alaska Federation of Natives, Inc.

1577 C Street

Anchorage, AK 99501

Dear Julie:

The changes to the February 22nd NUA in the attached revision are all offered on the basis that

the Alaska Federation of Natives (AFN) Board endorses in all respects the attached revision.

Alyeska will contnbute SI million per year for six years to an AFN endowment fund (beginning in

1996) if the AFN Board endorses the attached version of the NUA in all respects, suppons its

acceptance by DOI. and agrees to the following requirements:

1

.

Alyeska's contributions to the AFN endowment fund are to be viewed positively and are

not in any way to be tied to the past.

2. The endowment fund money will be spent in picparing Alaska Natives for oil industry

jobs.

3. All AFN Board members will agree to stand with Alyeska on any historical Section 29

4. AFN will agree that if Alyeska performs its Section 29 obligations in good faith that AFN
will support the fmally agreed NUA during the 2004 Right-of-Way Agreement renewal

process.

Further, subject to the foregoing conditions, Alyeska will contribute SI million over three years to

support fundraising efforts for an AFN endowment fund and the trans Alaska Pipeline System

Owners agree to support the AFN endowment fundraising effort by pro-actively participating in

the steering comminee for the AFN endowment fundraising for three years with a target of raising

an additional S20 million from third parties. Alyeska also agrees to provide an additional $ 1

million to help offset fundraising costs if and when the fundraising efforts have succeeded in

collecting a net S 10 million of the $20 million target from third parties.
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Ms. Julie Kitka. AFN
October 17, 1995

Page 2

For the considerations slated in this letter Alyeska. in transmitting its final proposed NUA changes
to the DOI. will include in our cover letter to DO! that we have no objection to AFN being

included in a consultive role in the three-year Section 29 review process between DOI and

Alyeska.

We look forward to the agreement of the AFN Board with the anached NUA and the conditions

in this cover letter on Tuesday, October 17th. Alyeska will then submit the attached NUA to the

DOI for final review and approval.

Seniff Vice President

Health, Safety, Environment & Corporate Affairs

Tom Allen

John Santora

Jerry Brossia

R.A. Malone

DJ. Pritchard

M.F. Smith

C.A. Watson
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ALASKA NATIVE UTILIZATION AGREEMENT
Alyeska Pipeline Service Company

SECTION
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SECTION 1, INTRODUCTION .

Section 29 of the Agreement and Grant of Right-of-Way for
Trans -Alaska Pipeline (hereafter referred to as "Section 29")
states:

29. Training of Alaska Natives

A. Permittees shall enter into an Agreement with the
Secretary regarding recruitment, testing,
training, placement, employment, and job
counseling of Alaska Natives.

B. During construction and operation of the Pipeline
System, Permittees shall conduct a pre-employment
and on-the-job training program for Alaska Natives
designed to qualify them for initial employment in
connection with the Pipeline System and for
advancement to higher paying positions thereafter.

C. Permittees shall do everything practicaJsle to
secure the en^loyment, in connection with the
Pipeline System, of those Alaska Natives who
successfully coo^slete the Permittees' training
program. Permittees shall inform the Authorized
Officer of the discharge from such employment of
each eudd every Alaska Native and of the reason
therefor, in advance of such discharge whenever
possible or, if advance notice is impossible, as
soon thereafter as is practicable.

D. Permittees shall furnish such information and
reports concerning Alaska Native employment as the
Authorized Officer shall require from time to
time.

This agreement between Alyeska Pipeline Service Coit^any
(hereafter referred to as "Alyeska"), as agent for Permittees,
and the United States Department of the Interior is made pursuant
to Section 29 to estadslish appropriately funded programs to
increase Alaska Native en^jloyment , training, and promotional
opportunities. This agreement supersedes all previous agreements
and is intended to inprove the effectiveness of the prograun
employed by Alyeska to fulfull Alyeska 's obligations under
Section 29. This agreement will remain in force for the duration
of pipeline operations or until modified by the mutual agreement
of Alyeska and the United States Department of the Interior.
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This agreement is intended to further Alyeska's longstanding
relationship with Alaska Native organizations, and particularly
those located in the vicinity of the pipeline corridor. This
agreement continues Alyeska's efforts, beginning prior to
construction of the Trans -Alaska Pipeline, to ensure that Alaska
Natives benefit from the economic development opportunities
afforded by construction and operation of the Trans -Alaska
Pipeline System. The programs established by this agreement are
not intended to establish an affirmative action plan or quotas
for Alaska Native employment. These programs instead serve to
fulfill Alyeska's commitment to the United States, embodied in
Section 29, and Alyeska's desire to afford employment
opportunities for Alaska Natives, with recognition of the
importance of emphasizing employment opportunities for Natives
who reside in close proximity to the pipeline route.

Alyeska and the Department of the Interior agree to review
this agreement at least once every three years to assess the
programs and commitments contained herein. The first review will
be accomplished on or before December 31, 1998. Subsequent
reviews will occur on or before December 31 in three-year cycles
thereafter.

This agreement will be implemented by plans and procedures
appropriate to carry out the commitments contained in this
agreement. Within six months of the execution of this agreement
by Alyeska and the Secretary, Alyeska will prepare and submit to
the Authorized Officer, an Initial Plan for Implementation (IPI)
of the Section 29 Native Utilization Plan. The IPI will
describe, in broad detail, the intended timing of the various
programs and commitments in this agreement. The IPI shall be
effective 30 days after it is formally submitted, unless the
Authorized Officer objects in writing to all or a portion of the
IPI in which case those portions which are unobjectionable shall
be effective. Review of the IPI by the Authorized Officer shall
in no way restrict or impede implementation of any portion of
this agreement. The IPI will be prepared in consultation with
the Authorized Officer to assure that Alyeska remains responsible
for the details and successful implementation of this agreement
and to assure that appropriate federal resources are available
and in place to support realization of positive goals and
intentions of this agreement.

Such implementation plan shall be consistent with the terms
and conditions of this agreement. Approval of such plan by the
United States Department of the Interior shall not be
unreasonably withheld and shall not be conditioned on Alyeska
agreeing to terms and conditions therein which are not otherwise
consistent with this agreement.
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The implementation of programs described by this agreement
will be prioritized annually to adjust the program to Alyeska
work force requirements and the availability of the Alaska Native
work force. Alyeska will maintain the program described for
Alaska Native employees for the life of this agreement.

SECTION 2. EMPLOYMENT GOALS .

In order to facilitate the measurement of the success and
improvement of this progreun, it is the ultimate goal of Alyeska
to increase its employment of Alaska Natives in regular,
full-time positions to a level in the combined TAPS work force of
Alyeska and its Designated Contractors (see Section 2.2) that is
equivalent to 20%. This goal is based upon the original overall
goal in the 1974 Native Utilization Agreement and was derived
from the estimated percentage that Native Alaskans comprised of
the total Alaskan civilian population.

The "combined TAPS work force" is defined as the total
number of employees on the Alyeska payroll plus the total number
of employees on the payrolls of the Designated Contractors
performing work for Alyeska in Alaska measured on an agreed date
each year.

It shall further be a goal of this Agreement that Alaska
Natives will be en?)loyed at all levels throughout both the
Alyeska organization amd its Designated Contractor organizations.

The goals described in this agreement will be reviewed by
Alyeska and the Department of the Interior in each three -year
review, to determine whether the goals should be adjusted in
light of then-available information including progress made
during the review period, obstacles to implementation and other
appropriate factors. The numerical goals, other than the
spending commitment in 2.1, adopted in this agreement or in
subsequent review periods are aspirational objectives and not
contractual commitments or guaramtees.

2.1 ALYESKA .

Alyeska will make good faith efforts to achieve the interim
goals as stated herein as well as all future interim goals . As a
measure of Alyeska 's good faith efforts to reach these goals,
Alyeska agrees that it will spend $25 million over the 12 -year
period (to be spent at a rate of approximately $2.1 million per
year) from 1996 through 2007 in furtherance of Alyeska amd its
Designated Contractors reaching the ultimate employment goal of
20% Alaska Natives in the TAPS work force. As a part of this
spending commitment during the period 1996 to 2007, Alyeska will
target scholarship spending on an amnual basis at a level of
$750,000. Performance under Section 29 will be measured by the
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DOI based on Alyeska's continuing good faith efforts to meet the
Section 29 commitments contained in this agreement.

Pursuant to the objectives of Section 29, Alyeska adopts the
following interim goals for employment of Alaska Natives as a
percentage of Alyeska's own work force, as of the year-end of the
year identified:

Aug 1995
Current
Estimate
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SECTION 3. RECRUITING AND PLACEMENT .

Alyeska will continue to implement a proactive program of
recruitment, placement and employment to attract Alaska Native
candidates to meet the employment goals. This progrcim will match
Alaska Native candidates to job vacancies based upon the existing
or potential skill levels of the candidates and current
organizational needs.

3 . 1 Recruiting Methods .

The Alyeska Humsui Resources Department will continue to be
responsible for the ongoing implementation of a recruiting
program. The recruiting program shall utilize both internal and
external recruiting efforts to attract qualified candidates.

Alyeska will develop and maintain recruiting sources and
establish affiliations to improve success in recruiting Alaska
Native applicants for job vacancies at Alyeska.

External recruiting efforts will seek to attract Alaska
Native candidates with particular focus in areas having a high
degree of exposure to Alaska Natives such as trade and vocational
schools; public and private colleges and universities; Alaska
Native Regional and Village Corporatio^is; minority organizations;
local, state and federal government agencies; and community
sources. External recruiting efforts will be conducted inside
and outside of Alaska at Alyeska 's discretion.

Alyeska will facilitate the development of a comprehensive
computer datcibase or roster of Alaska Natives qualified for
employment in the oil industry, by funding 75% of the development
cost, with the remaining 25% to be furnished by Designated
Contractors, Native Corporations or other interested third
parties. Development of the database will be overseen by
Alyeska, with guidance from a joint steering committee composed
of representatives of Alyeska and of those Designated Contractors
and Native Corporations who maJce a substantial contribution, as
determined by Alyeska, to the cost of development.

Alyeska will work cooperatively with the Designated
Contractors to enhamce the overall effectiveness of the
recruiting effort. To the extent practical, Alyeska and
Designated Contractors will share information gained through
their respective recruiting sources and assist each other in
efforts to identify vieOsle candidates for training and/or
eit^loyment.
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3 .2 Screening and Evaluations .

Alyeska will employ a screening and evaluation process to
address "testing" referenced in Paragraph A of Section 29. Each
applicant may be asked to verify their Alaska Native heritage and
will receive a response from Alyeska notifying them of current
and potential employment or educational opportunities.

3 .

3

Pre-employment Training .

In order to expand the recruiting effort, Alaska Native
candidates who do not meet the entry level educational
requirements for initial employment with Alyeska will be eligible
for pre-employment training opportunities.

Alaska Native applicants who do meet entry level educational
requirements and Alaska Native students who show promise and
indicate an interest in Alyeska as an employer may be offered
intern positions as a form of pre-employment training. Intern
positions will be designed to provide potential employment
candidates with on-the-job experience that will stimulate
interest in and training for future employment.

SECTION 4. TRAINING PROGRAMS .

Alyeska will implement training programs designed to
attract, develop, and maintain Alaska Native employees at all
levels in the organization. Training programs will be designed
to provide the necessary skills to meet entry level requirements,
enhance the skills of existing employees, and provide expanded
skills to allow employees to develop and advance.

Training programs for all Alaska Native employees who wish
to participate will be defined in detail by the preparation of a
Learning Contract. (See Section 4.2.)

Alyeska and its Designated Contractors will fund the
training programs described in this agreement by annual cash
disbursements projected and budgeted for each year.

4 . 1 Types of Training .

Alyeska will offer a comprehensive training curriculum to
interested Alaska Native employees. Training opportunities will
be identified soon after an Alaska Native's initial employment
date and will be reviewed and updated annually by the Alaska
Native employee in consultation with their supervisor and Alyeska
training professionals. Training will be designed to meet the
needs of their job or provide skills to encourage advancement and
enhance individual or career potential. Training will be offered
in the following areas:
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Leadership Training - Available to Alaska Natives who
are in supervisory or managerial roles. This training
is intended to improve the leadership abilities of
existing managers and supervisors.

Management /Supervisory Training - Available to Alaska
Natives who are in supervisory or management roles or
have been identified as candidates for
management/supervisory roles and have exhibited the
aptitude and interest to move into leadership
positions

.

Technical Training - AvailcdDle to Alaska Natives who
perform technical jobs (such as operators, mechanics,
electronics, drafting, etc.) or nontechnical personnel
with an aptitude and interest to move into technical
positions. Training includes progreims designed to
satisfy initial c[ualif ication requirements as well as
training to maintain and increase proficiency.

Safety Training - Availad^le to all Alaska Natives in
all job categories. Safety training will be specific
to the requirements of each en^loyee's job and is
intended to provide safe working conditions for
employees and the overall pipeline system.

Regulatory Training - Available to Alaska Natives who
have responsibility for performing work to meet
regulatory rec[uirements . Training includes programs
designed to satisfy initial qualification requirements
as well as refresher training.

Communications Training - Available to Alaska Natives
in all job categories. This training is intended to
improve the business and personal commxinication skills
of all en^loyees in the organization.

Basic Skills/Orientation - AvaileQsle to all new Alaska
Native enployees. The training focuses on Alyeska
processes, procedures and corporate culture and
provides all employees with em awareness of basic
safety issues and regulatory requirements.

Professional Continuina Education - Available to Alaska
Natives who are in professional assignments.

Training may be provided to Alaska Natives through internal
training prograuns developed auad delivered by Alyeska professional
trainers; by consultamts auid professional trainers under contract
to Alyeska including qualified Native Training Resources (profit
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or non-profit) ; and through external vendors, schools and
training institutions for specialty training programs. In
addition, Alyeska will investigate apprenticeship programs
(similar to the National Apprenticeship Program) to determine if
such programs provide technical or vocational training
opportunities that either stand alone or supplement Alyeska 's
existing Technician Progression Program. Designated Contractors
who already participate in apprenticeship programs will be
encouraged to continue these programs so long as they are a
viable method to train Alaska Natives.

4 .2 Learning Contracts .

The identification of the types of training to be provided
and the planning and organizing of the training curriculum will
be accomplished annually through the preparation of a Learning
Contract for each Alaska Native employee. The preparation of the
Learning Contract is an interactive process involving the
employee, the employee's supervisor and Alyeska 's training
professionals, with input from the employee's mentor as
appropriate (as described in Section 6.1).

Each year the Learning Contract will be updated for each
participating Alaska Native employee taking into account previous
training experience and identifying specific, prioritized
training to enhance current job responsibilities and
developmental training to allow and encourage professional
advancement. An annual schedule of training events will be
developed by the Human Resources Department and coordinated with
the employee's supervisor to ensure adequate time away from work
is available to attend training.

Alaska Native employees are responsible for participation in
the preparation of the annual Learning Contract, successful
completion of training classes and providing feedback to Alyeska
concerning the effectiveness of the training received.

4 .

3

Responsibility for Training Success .

The responsibility for the success of the training program
will be jointly shared between Alyeska and each Alaska Native
employee participating in the program. Alyeska will plan and
organize training curricula to suit the needs of each employee
and qualify trainees to assume the responsibilities of the
positions to which they and Alyeska agree are appropriate; make
appropriate training personnel and facilities available; and
supervise, manage, and monitor the training efforts to
continuously improve the training process.
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SECTION 5 DEVELOPMENTAL OPPORTUNITIES .

In addition to the formal training prograuns described in
Section 4.0, Alyeska will also provide developmental
opportunities for Alaska Native employees.

5 .

1

Loanee Program .

Loanee Progreims for Alaska Native employees may be used to
obtain specialized skills, training and unique experiences not
available in the Alyeska system.

Targeted placements may include: Native Regional and Village
Corporations, nonprofit corporations. Alliance Contractors, and
other petroleum industry companies

.

5.2 Intern Progrcim .

Alyeska will implement an Intern Program for c[ualified
Alaska Native employees seeking employment or advancement to
higher positions.

5 .

3

Educational Assistance .

Alyeska provides educational assistance that is availcible to
all employees, including Alaska Natives. The educational
assistance program will reimburse Alaska Native employees up to
80% of the cost for pre-approved courses. Individuals may seek
technical training, advanced degrees, degree completion, or a
basic degree.

5.4 Scholarships .

When necessary to provide training or education of Alaska
Natives to prepare them for initial employment or advancement to
higher positions within Alyeska, Alyeska will provide a limited
number of scholarships on an smnual basis.

Alaska Natives who apply for scholarships must meet minimum
requirements and agree to progreun stipulations. Scholarships
will be granted at the sole discretion of Alyeska.

5 .

5

Educational Sabbaticals .

Alaska Native employees who have worked for Alyeska for at
least two years may apply for unpaid educational sabbaticals to
pursue degrees or further their professional development.
Sabbaticals will be granted in accordance with Alyeska 's Leave of
Absence Procedure.

10
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5 . 6 Secondary Support Programs .

Alaska Native employees who have worked for Alyeska for at
least two years may apply annually for funds to support prograims
at their village or regional level that will assist Native
students currently enrolled in secondary schools to develop
skills that will help qualify them for entry level employment in
the Alaska job market upon graduation. Alyeska will review all
applications and may select some for funding. All Alaska Native
employees who make an application for demonstration funds will be
notified of those selected and the selection criteria. The
selection of programs under this provision shall be the sole
discretion of Alyeska.

SECTION 6. NATIVE EMPLOYEE SUPPORT .

Alyeska will provide Job Counseling and Mentoring Programs
to Alaska Native employees, above and beyond the aforementioned
recruiting, training and developmental opportunities.

6 .

1

Mentoring Program .

Alyeska will develop a formal Mentoring Program that will
provide a mechanism for selected Alaska Native employees to be
paired in a developmental relationship with an Alyeska mentor.
The Mentoring Program, which will be coordinated with each
employee's supervisor, will provide for personalized educational,
professional and career developmental assistance to Alaska Native
employees selected to participate in the Mentoring program. The
Mentoring Program will be available to Alaska Native employees
who are selected and who elect to participate in the program.

The Human Resources Department will have the primary
responsibility for management, administration and implementation
of the Mentoring Program.

6 .

2

Job Counseling .

Alyeska will provide a Job Counseling Program designed to
assist all employees including Alaska Natives and their mentors.
The Job Counseling Program will be coordinated by the Human
Resource Department to provide counseling as a means of assisting
employees with concerns or problems that may interfere with
employment success.

6 .3 Cross Cultural Awareness .

Alyeska will actively promote a cross-cultural work
environment by providing cross-cultural training to every
employee, including an understanding of Section 29 and Alyeska 's

long-term relationship with Alaska Natives, and by sponsoring
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cultural awareness activities. Alyeska will promote and
integrate positive images of Alaska Native culture in its decor
and advertisements, and will sponsor, promote or participate in
selected traditional Alaska Native cultural activities in the
community.

6 .4 Nondiscrimination .

Alyeska will maintain a work environment that is free from
discrimination or harassment. Alyeska will promptly and fairly
investigate and respond to allegations of disriminatory or
harassing conduct. It remains each supervisor's and manager's
duty to enforce Alyeska 's Code of Conduct.

6 .

5

Termination/Notification .

Alyeska will use progressive disciplinary measures to afford
employees every reasonadsle opportunity to correct deficiencies or
job performance prior to termination. The Human Resources
Department will review, in advance when possible, all proposed
disciplinary actions or discharges of employees. No employee of
Alyeska will be terminated for cause unless the termination
occurs in accordance with Alyeska 's Disciplinary Actions
Procedure and subject to review by the Alyeska Business Practices
Officer. "Cause" shall have the same meaning as in Alyeska's
Disciplinary Actions Procedure. Until the established employment
goals are achieved, Alyeska will make every reasonaiile effort to
retain, retrain or transfer rather than lay-off Alaska Native
employees during times of reorganization and/or
reduction- in- force except those Alaska Natives who choose
retirement or a severance package. Nothing in this agreement
shall limit or otherwise affect Alyeska's eUoility to terminate
any employee for cause including poor job performance.
Designated Contractors' procedures for discipline and discharge
of their employees will be a component of their Section 29 Plan.

Alyeska and Designated Contractors will inform the
Authorized Officer in writing of the pending discharge ajid reason
therefore of any Alaska Native employee working on TAPS, in
advance of notification to the employee if possible. If advance
written notice is not possible, immediate verbal notification
will be provided if practicadsle aind will be followed up in
writing as soon as possible. Notification from Designated
Contractors will not be required when Alaska Natives are
terminated as a result of the normal completion, suspension, or
stoppage of project work.

SECTION 7. MEASUREMENT OF PROGRESS .

Alyeska is in a declining mode of operations, and it is
anticipated the total work force necessary to effectively operate

12
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the system will be growing smaller as time passes. At the same
time, the program described by this agreement will be attempting
to place more Alaska Natives into the diminishing work force. As
a result, the targeted employment goals and the methods used to
measure compliance with these goals will need to be periodically
adjusted to reflect the changing business needs.

Measurement of progress toward the overall goals of this
program must recognize many factors and cannot be measured simply
by counting the number of Alaska Natives employed at any one
point in time. Although the success of the program will
primarily be measured by the number of Alaska Natives employed,
success (and credit towards achievement of the goals of Section
29) will also be measured by the number of Alaska Natives who may
not be currently employed by Alyeska or a Designated Contractor
but may be enrolled in an educational or training program.
Similarly, the measurement approach must recognize current Alaska
Native employees who are on loan to other organizations or are
involved in career advancement programs intended to allow the
employees to move up to higher job categories.

Measurement must also recognize Alyeska 's efforts towards
contribution to systemic educational programs. The annual
expenditures under this provision will be made with the following
priorities in mind: (1) jobs; (2) internships and training; (3)
scholarships; and (4) community support.

In recognition of the above considerations, credit towards
meeting the overall goals of this program will be measured in
terms of employment, training and educational opportunities for
Alaska Natives as follows:

1. Each Alaska Native on the Alyeska or Designated Contractor
payroll during the year will count as a single employment
opportunity on an agreed date each year. Those Alaska
Natives employed for less than a full year will be counted
based upon the portion of the year for which they are
employed, even if they are not employed on the agreed date.

2. Each Alaska Native not employed but who receives a
scholarship funded by Alyeska will be counted as an
educational opportunity. Each educational opportunity will
count as 1/2 credit of an employment opportunity. Credit
will be given for the year the individual is enrolled in a
training program regardless of whether or not the individual
voluntarily resigns from the training program, is dismissed
or refuses subsequent employment.

3. Each Alaska Native employee on loan to another organization
or on sabbatical for purposes of career development or
training will count as a single employment opportunity as

13
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long as he or she remains an Alyeska employee on the agreed
date that year.

4. Alaska Natives who are actively employed, have been
identified as candidates for higher job categories, and are
participating in training to allow them to move to the
higher job category, will be counted as an additional
employment opportunity for the portion of the year they are
enrolled in the training.

5. Internships (internal and external) will be counted as a
single employment opportunity. Summer internships will
count as an employment opportunity for the pro rata share of
the year that they are working as interns.

6. Each funding of a secondary support program and other
systemic educational programs will be counted as a single
employment opportunity in increments of $30,000 expended.

Alyeska will develop a program of internal measurement to
determine the effectiveness of the recruiting, training, loanee,
and counseling efforts. Data will be recorded and management
reports prepared on a periodic basis to establish trends in job
retention, promotions to higher levels, annual performance
evaluations, training effectiveness, and scholarship
effectiveness. These statistics will serve as a measure of
success of the overall program and can be modified to meet the
changing needs of Alaska Natives, Alyeska, and its Designated
Contractors.

If the three-year (e.g., 1998) goal identified in Section
2.1 above is not reached during the appliceJale year (e.g., "96,
"97 and "98) Alyeska will make funds availcdjle during the
following calendar year to create the number of additional
educational or employment opportunities that would be required to
fulfill the goal. Funds expended by Alyeska for this purpose will
be counted toward Alyeska 's overall commitment to spend $25
million in funding on Section 29 between 1996 and 2007.

An Alaska Native v^o accepts am offer of benefits under a
Voluntary Severance Program will continue to be counted as a
single employment opportunity for a period of three years
following the date of severajice.

SECTION 8. MANAGEMENT/ADMINISTRATION

.

Management and administration of the Alaska Native
Utilization Program will be the responsibility of Alyeska' s Human
Resources Department. Alyeska will provide the resources
reasoncUaly necessary to inqplement this agreement, as provided

14
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herein. An Alyeska employee in a position reporting to a Vice
President will be accountable for the management of this program.

SECTION 9. ADVISORY BOARD .

Alyeska will establish an Advisory Board to provide advice
and counsel regarding the operation of the program, assess the
success of the program in achieving the agreed goals, make
recommendations for change and improvement, and to further report
annually to Alyeska management on the overall effectiveness of
the program. The Advisory Board will include: representatives
from Alyeska Management, Alyeska 's Human Resources Department,
Alyeska Alaska Native employees' representatives, representatives
from Designated Contractors and external Alaska Native
representatives from appropriate Native Organizations including
AFN, ANCET and the four Alaska Native Regional Corporations whose
lands adjoin the right-of-way.

The Advisory Board will meet on a quarterly basis. The
agenda for each meeting will be developed by consensus. Alyeska
will provide the Advisory Board with data and reports as required
or requested by the Advisory Board to understand the overall
progress of the program.

SECTION 10. PARTIES .

The sole parties to this agreement are Alyeska, as agent for
Permittees, and the Department of the Interior. The parties
hereto do not intend to create any rights under this agreement
that may be enforced by any third parties for their own benefit
or for the benefit of others.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Parties hereto have duly executed

this Agreement as of this jfp day of October, 1995.

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA ALYESKA PIPELINE SERVICE COMPANY
Acting as Agent on behalf of:

AMERADA HESS PIPEUNE CORP MOBIL ALASKA PIPELINE COMPANY
ARCO TRANSPORTATION AK, INC PHIUIPS ALASKA PIPELINE CO
BP PiPaiNES (ALASKA) INC UNOCAL PIPELINE COMPANY
EXXON PIPal^« COMPANY

By:. X^^A.^'Crr Bv: (^i^C.^^
Honorable Bob Armstrong^ \P David J. Pritehard

Assistant Secretary of the Interior President 4 CEO

15
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EXHIBIT 1

Hypothetical Extension of Goals
for Alyeska's Work Force

The following extension through 2007 of the goals identified
in Section 2.1 is provided to show the possible effect of
continued regular increases in Alaska Native employment. The
projection does not take account of the possible revision or
modification of Alyeska's goals during the three-year review
process

.

Alaska Natives as a
% of Average TAPS

Year Work Force Employment

2001 16%
2004 20%
2007 20%

16
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TESTIMONY

GREG NOTHSTINE, COORDINATOR, AFN SOBRIETY MOVEMENT (AFN/SM)
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 16, 1995

Messrs. Chairman. Members of the Committees. Ladies and Gentlemen:

My English name is Gregory Nothstine, my Inupiaq (Eskimo) name is Tungwenuk. I am testifying

in my capacity as the Alaska Federation of Natives' Sobriety Movement (AFN/SM) coordinator,

augmenting the testimony of Ms. Julie Kitka, AFN President, to the findings and recommendations

of the Alaska Natives Commission Report

In so doing, Messr. Oiainnen, allow me to give you a summary to what the AFN/SM is. The

AFN/SM is a campaign, self-supporting through the charitable contributions of individuals and

businesses. Its mission is to encourage and support the sobriety movement already growing in

Alaska, and to the reinforcement of a "lifestyle" with which thousands of Alaskans (if not millions

of Americans) are already familiar, i.e., sobriety: a positive, healthy and productive way of life,

free from the devastating effects of alcohol and drugs.

The AFN/SM 's 18 member advisory council believes its campaign , not only mobilizes

individuals and communities into taking joint ownership in a common solution to the problem

of alcohol and drug abuse, but that the outline and fund-raising format is simple and duplicable

enough, that it allows it the potential to become fiilly self-sustaining without government

subsidy.

For more on the AFN/SM's campaign, Messrs. Chairman, let me to refer you to a prepared packet

of information attached to the back of this testimony.
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Messrs. Chairmen, Ms. Julie Kitka, AFN President, has already eloquently outlined for you the

history, findings and recommendations of the Alaska Native Commission's Report My testimony

is not so much a reiteration, as much as a representation, to the sentiments which have been

expressed by many "Alaska Native" rural health & substance abuse prevention providers. Tune

and again, at one drug prevention seminar or another (e.g., sponsored mostly by government

agencies), this aggregate group has expressed their frustration to the AFN/SM Council when its

was first known as the "Alaska Native Blue Ribbon Commission on Alcohol and Drug Abuse.

The essence of their frustration, I have paraphrased in the following paragraph:

"When ever we had a problem in our village (e.g., suicide, domestic violence, substance

abuse) the government would have us deal with representatives of a particular pro-

fession, in order to help fix the problem. With good intentions, these warm-hearted and

caring individuals would give us their "professional" diagnoses, introduce the latest in

methodologies working well in other parts of the country, organize and hold seminars

and classes on the subject matter, give us workbooks, and then leave. This has, more

often than not, only lead to compounding the problem. Because what works in Detroit,

or in the suburbs of New York or Los Angeles, does not work in the rural village

of Alaska. The reason why they do not work has become self-evident, they do little

or nothing to validate , empower or incorporate our Native village people's lifeways,

customs or traditional values."

This underscores most, if not all, of the underlying theme riddled fluoughout the findings and

recommendations of the Alaska Natives Commission Report. The report, again, significantly

underscores that a huge gap exists in the need for culturally relevant, or contemporary, approaches

in dealing with the pervasive socio-economic and judicial problems Alaska Natives face.

I

In an effort to provide "culturally relevant" approaches, at least in dealing withi substance abuse

I

prevention, the AFN/SM, with the sponsorship of ARCO of Alaska, the Aladca Native Health
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Board and the Indian HcaJlh Service (IHS). produced and published a manual in September, 1994,

called, "Helping Sobriety Happen." From this manual, I would like to share the following:

"For at least a decade, Alaska Natives have lamented the lack of information and

materials that 'culturally and philosophically' approach the prevention of

substance abuse. The purpose of HELPING SOBRIETY HAPPEN is to fill this

gap. The manual is designed with village-based service provideis in mind,

recognizing that Alaska Natives respond beaer to prevention models which reflect

their cultural mores and traditions. It is hoped that, anned with this manual.

Native and non-Native providers serving Native communities will increase their

knowledge of methods and models that can be successfully applied to Alaska

Natives, whether they are in treatment centeis, in neighboihoods, or in villages."

Messr. Chaiimen, here is a copy of the manual for anyone who may be interested in reviewing its

contents.

In summation. Messr. Chairmen, the Alaska Natives Commission Report, is a historic and

phenomenal document Before this three volume report, we, Alaska Natives, have had to bear widi

dealing and viewing ourselves through the eyes of ethnocentric inteipretations, studies, and

diagnoses, of an alien culture, whose social structure and government — well founded in the

perpemity of human rights and US Constitution - has inadvertently, in some areas, been working

contrary to. and to the demise, of Alaska Natives. Through the Aladca Native Commission's

Report, Alaska Natives, for peihaps the firet time, have had the collective opportunity to document,

take inventory, and share their own prospective on what historically has occurred and been

effecting them ever since the first contact was made with the western world.

This report pays homage to the perseverance, collective spirit, toleraiKe, and gentle demearwr of

Alaska's Native People. Notwithstanding, it should serve as notice to all policy makers in

government, that Alaska's Native people cannot continue to tolerate any further injustice or

/"
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inequality, when it comes to their being "managed" by the duties, services and trust responsibilities

ofgovemmenL

Recently, the delegates to the 29di Annual Alaska Federation of Natives Convention, passed

another Fesolution (95-36) asking "that the State of Alaska make it an immediate priority to

augment the recommendations of the Alaska Natives Commission (Report) as outlined in its First

Volnme... to reduce the causes and obstacles in preventing alcohol and drug abuse... ." A copy of

this resolution can be found in the packet of infonnation on AFN/SM, along with another

resolution (95-55) ptoclaiming the month of "March 1996" as Sobriety Awareness Month (SAM).

Messr. Oiainnen, it has been an honor for me to make this testimony before you here today. On

behalf of the Alaska Federation of Natives, the AFN Sobriety Movemcm Council, and the

thousands of men, women and children, whose signatures will travel 1.049 miles on Alaska's ovm

historic Iditaiod trail, I thank you all for your time and attention.

Attachment:
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ALASKA FEDERATION OF NATIVES, INC.
SOBRIETY MOVEMENT

NARRATIVE
Campaign
The AJFN/SM is a self-supporting campaign whose mission is to encourage and support the

growing sobriety movement in Alaska.

Charter Groups & Honor Societies

Becoming an AFN/SM Charter Group -or- Honor Society is easy, e.g., any student council,

village council, business, corporation, city, etc., can join. All any group has to do is pass a

resolution, which adopts: a) AFN/SM's goals; b) AFN/SM's definition of Sobriety : and c)

pledges to host "at least" one annual sober (drug-free) celebratioa and turn it into AFN/SM.

Sobriety Pledge Signatures: 50,000 in 1995/96
Once a group has become an Charter Group -or- Honor Society, the biggest and most important

job they will do, is help AFN/SM collect signatures for sobriety (i.e., through AFN/SM's Sobriety

Pledge) using a petition like sign-up sheet; mailing them to AFN/SM before the end of the third

week in the month of February.

The Iditapledge: AFN/SM's Largest Fund-raiser
One of the benefits of being (or becoming) an AFN/SM Charter Group -or- Honor Society

(CG/HS) is participating in one of AFN/SM's largest armual fimd-raisers, i.e., the Iditapledgefor

Sobriety. The process is, again, easy. The only requirements' for doing so, are the following:

1. Collect sobriety fledge signatures ftom individuals in your respective community;

2. Mail or fax signatures to AFNSM Headquarters, on or before the third weekend in February, so

that they can be put on to micro-film and given to a drug-free Alaska Native, who will then take

up to Nome - 1,049 miles ~ in the aimual Iditarod Sled E>og Race;

3. Invite local and regional iroidents (e.g., who signed the sobriety pledge through your group) to

pledge a penny (.01c) for every mile their signature will be canried on the Iditarod trail; extend

an invitation to all of your local and regional businesses* to show their support by pledging a

nickel (.05c), up to a dollar, for every mile the signatures collected by your group get carried on

the Iditarod trail (again, tiiat is 1,049 miles x $0.00c);

•FUNDS ACCEPTANCE POLICY STATEMENT: AFNSKTi Caondl fund-msing poUcy does not include accepdnf «ny

oontribulions. whinoever . finii Ihe liquor iDdasby, Lc, ban, liquor nom, butmin or waiueu asiociMioiu. The AFNSM CMmcil
believes (his is self-defealing message, and asks Ihal all CGHS's icspea this policy and follow suile.~

4. Report the total amount of contributions received (i.e., including those not yet received, but

pledged) to AFN/SM Headquarters. On a sliding scale: Share a minimum of ten percent

(10%), to a maximum of twenty-five percent (25%) of the funds your respective group

generates from using AFN/SM's Iditapledgefor Sobriety fimd-raising campaiga

IMPORTAfifT: AFN/SM Is orgaDbcd under tbe Alaska FedcraUoD of Natlres Fouodatioo, a 501(c)3 ooD-proflt organizatioa,

all conlrlbulions made toward Uie AFNSM, and ooIt the AFN/SM. are (ax deductible. All CGHSs, not oiganized under a non-profit

(ux exempt) organization, are cncooiaged (o secure (he suppon and coopenlioo of one to itceive contributions on their behalf, so that, any

conttibutioni received can have the benefit of being tax deductMe.
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Alaska Federatioii of Natives
SobrietyAlovement

*SOBRIETY PLEDGE

As an Alaska Native or Concerned Individual, I do hereby

claim the ^alsiof th% AFN Sobnety^ovemerit as my own: "1)

To encouM^e %Mj lupport alcohol-free"^ and ^img-frc^ ^^^^^

Native families; 2) To encourage the practice of traditional Native^

values and activities; 3) To cooperate and support existing groups

working to promote sobriety among Alaska Natives; 4) To

encourage therfp|mation<)f?sobriety,^oups in-^^ry^aska Native

community; $|pS>^ncpurage andisupport soberjAlaska Native

leaders and role^odels." If we, Alaska Natives or Concerned

Individuals, are to remain a healthy distinct nation it will be

because I took^ -stand against the elements Jwhich weajten and

destroy our values, our languages and our spirits. If our spirits are

to remain strong and sober, it has to begin somewhere.

LET IT BEGIN WITH ME!!

» soBRjmr -A posmvc. hlalthy and PROoucnve. way of urt. ntu nou the devastatinc Errccn of aicohol aud drugs-.

1577 "C" Street, Suite 100 • Anchorage, Alaska 99501 • Phone (907)274-3611 Fax (907)276-7989
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V) ^ '^ AFN SOBRI

irv.-

E T y
SOBRIETY PLEDGE SIGN-UP SHEET

MOVEMENT (1^ --^"^^

IINTED NAME

krv,
''^O^'C- sO^^

SIGNATURE
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ALASKA FEDERATION OF NATIVES, INC.

SOBRIETYMOVEMENT

Events & Current Sobriety Pledge Count

1. Annual School of Addiction Studies (Anch.) 110

2. Northern Lights Recovery Center Staff (Nome) 6

3. Drug Enforcement Adminstration &
National Coaches - Athletic Association Conf. (Tucson, AZ) 40

4. Rural Providers Conf.AVorld Eskimo-Indian Olympics (Bthl/Fbks) 404

5. NSHC Youth Rally on Prevention (Nome) 94

6. National Indian Child Care Development Conf. (Seattle) 152

7. National Council on Alcoholism Conf. (Anch.: Aug *95) 44

8. North Slope Borough Tour (8 Villages - Sept. 13 to 20) 444

9. AFN Convention 1786

TOTAL 3,082
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AFN/SM CHARTER GROUP/HONOR SOCIETY
MEMBERSHD' RESOLUTION

Resolutian#

TITLEID: Name of Organization pledges to ihc success of AFN Sobriety Movonait (AFN/SM) and its missian

to restore the spirit and honor among Alaska Natives weakened by substance abuse.

WHEREAS: Substance abuse (aloohol/dnigs) has beocme the gateway to the myriad social health problems being

Alaska Natives, and others concemed, disrupting &milies and communities; and

WHEREAS: The social services industry has expaiuled resources in Alaska to help Alaska Natives, and others

ooncemed, to cope with and alleviate the problems and symptoms of substance abuse, jct the ptMems
and symptoms are still wide^read; and

WHEREAS: Through AFN's Conventicn resolutiai process, Alaska Natives have recognized, time and again, that

alcohol and drug abuse is a pervasive and immediate health threat. AFN's Board established the AFN
Sobriety Movement as a permanent, self-supporting program, to eruxxirage and stq)port the grassroots

sobriety movement growing among Alaska Natives; and

WHEREAS: Governor Tony Knowles, the 19th Alaska Stale Legislature and the AFN Board of Krectors, have

declared the month of March as "Sobriety Awareness Month", AFN/SM openly invites all AFN
memba organizations, and third party organizaiiais, to support AFN/SM in promoting sobriety as a

lifestyle worthy of pursuit and practice by becoming a Charter Group/Honor Society of AFN/SM; and

WHEREAS: Over 50 AFN/SM Charter Groups^Honor Societies already oust, the only requirements for became an

AFN/SM Charter Group/Honor Society are ta adopt AFN/SM's goals, u) AFN/SM's definition of

sobriety, iii) host at least one aimual meeting, fistival or celebratica. in any respective community or

t^on, which focuses or campaigns on the merits of sobriety; and

WHEREAS: The AFN/SM Council have found the merits ofsofariety lobe the following, it: a) Improves the quality

of life and health of individuals, bmilics and communities; b) Reduces the inddence of alcohol and

drug related crimes; c) Reduces the burden on govenunent to exhaust its resources on the problems

and symptoms of substance abuse.

NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED That the Board of Directors of Name of Organization hereby adopt the

goals of AFN/SM 1) To encourage and support alcohd-free and drug-free Alaska Native families; 2) To encourage the

practice of traditional Native values and activities; 3) To support existing groups working to promote sobriety among
Alaska Natives; 4) To eruxxirage the fiamiatian of sobriety groups in every Alaska Native oommunity; S) To enoxirage

and support sober Alaska Native leaders and role models; and be it

FINALLY RESOLVED That Namp.nf OrpaniT^ppn adopts AFN/SM's definition of sobriety: a posUive. healthy and
productive way of life, freefrom the devastating effects ofalcohol or drugs; pledge to host at least one annual meeting,

festival or celebration which focucs or campaigns on the merits of sobriety so that the people we respect and hoaorably

serve in our (chose one) communityAi^ion/catporaticn will consider sobriety as a lifestyle wtrthyd pursuit and practioe.

Enacted by the (Name) Board of Directors in (Qty) by a to vote, this day of

.

,199

PRESIDENT

ATTEST:^

SECRETARY

Raohibao Oifl Reviled - Augua, I99S
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AFN Sobriety Movement
Charter Groups & Honor Societies*

1

.

Alaska Native Health Board

2. Alaska Statewide Native Youth Leadership Conference

3. Alaska Village Electric Co-operative

4. Ambler Advisory School Board

5. Anchorage Assembly

6. Arctic Slope Regional Corporation

7. Arctic Winter Games Corporation of Alaska (Team Alaska)

8. Anvil Mt. Correctional Center (Native Culture Club)

9. Alaskans for Drug-Free Youth Statewide Board

10. Bristol Bay Native Association

1 I.Bristol Bay Native Corporation

12. Bristol Bay Area Health Corporation

13.Central Council - Tlingit & Haida Tribes of Alaska

14. Partnership for a Health Community (Anch.)

IS.Chilkoot Indian Association (IRA)

16.Cook Inlet Tribal Council

17.Cook Inlet Pre -Trial Facility (Native Culture Club)

1 S.Dillingham Beaver Round-Up Festival Association

19.Elim IRA Council

20.Eyak Tribal Council

21.The Eskimo-lndian-Aleut Publishing Co. (Tundra Times)

22. Fairbanks Native Association

23.Fairbanks Correctional Center

24.Golovin Native Corporation

25.Governor's Advisory Board on Alcohol & Other Drugs

26. Heartbeat Alaska

27. Highland Mt.A'leadow Creek Correction Center (Native Culture Club)

28.Kawerak, Inc.

29.Kodiak Tribal Council

30.Ketchikan Correctional Center (Native Culture Club)

Passed AFN/SM's Resolution "Draft" for become a Charter Group or Honor Society.
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31.Levelock Village Council

32.Lemon Creek Conectional Center (Native Culture Club)

33.MTNT Limited

34.Maniilaq Association

35. National Family Partnership for Drug-Free Youth

36.NANA Regional Coiporation

37.Nome Native Youth Leadership Council

38.Norton Sound Health Corporation

39.New Stuyakhok Traditional Council

40.North Slope Celebration of Sober Life Movement

4L01d Harbor Tribal Council

42.0uzinkie Tribal Council

43. Pt. MacKenzie Rehabilitation Center (Native Culture Club)

44.Palmer Correctional Center (Native Culture Club)

45.Qinarmiut Corporation

46.Qawalangin - Tribe of Unalaska

47. Safe & Fear Free Environment (S.A.F.E.)

48. Sitka Natives for Sobriety (Alaska Native Brotherhood Camp #1)

49. Spirit Days, Incorporated

SO.Sitka Alliance for Health

5 1 .Shishmaref Sobriety Club

52. Spring Creek Correctional Center (Native Culture Club)

53. St. Paul Island High School Student Council

54.Tanana Chiefs Conference, Incorporated

55.Wild\vood Correctional Center (Native Culture Club)

56.Worid Eskimo-Indian Olympics

57.Yukon-Kuskokwim Correctional Onter (Native Culture Club)

58. Yukon-Kuskokwim Health Corporation
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PROJECTED 1996-97 AFN/SM "CAMPAIGN" BUDGET*^ Fiscal Year Starting April 1, 1996 to March 31, 1997)

m^
Projected Budget Target

Fixed Salary Expenses (65%)

Salary( 1 ): $30,000.00 @ est

Salary(2): $25,000.00 @ est

Benefits(l); $7,200.00 @ est

Bencfits(2): $6,000.00 @ est

Sub-Total: $68.200.00

Balance $36,700.00

Fixed Office Expenses (8%)

(for 12 month period) _ $104,900.00'

$2,500.00 a month

$2,083.33 a month

$600 a month ($7,200 annual @ 24% of Gross Salary)

$500 a month ($6,000 annual @ 24% of Gross Salary)

Rent:

Accounting:

Postage:

Ph/Fax:

Sub-Total:

$2,640.00

$480.00

52,700.00

52,400.00

58.220.00

@est $220 a month

@ est $40 a month

@ est. $225 a month

@est 5200 a month

Balance $28,480.00

Elastic Printing Expenses (3%)
^

Ltrhead/Env.: 51,500.00

Brochures: $1,000.00 (AFN/SM)

Brochures: $1,000.00 ('97 IdiUpledge for Sobriety Campaign)

Bus. Cards: $300.00

Sub-Total: 53.800.00

Balance $24,680.00

Elastic Advertising & Novelty Item Expenses (24%)
^

Newsprint $3,000.00 (average. $250 a month, e.g., rural newspapers, i.e.. Tundra Times & ANI.)

PSA Dvlpt $2,000.00 (Sound-bites for major holidays, e.g., Easter, July 4th, Thx Giving, Christmas, etc.,.)

Video Dvlpt $5,000.00 (e.g., welcoming delgts. '96 AFN Convention, "97 SAM)
Spirit "Pins": $7,500.00

Ribbons: 52,500.00

Sobriety Pens: 52,500.00 (souvenir for sobriety pledge signatures at '96 AFN Convention)

Misc.: 52,180.00

Sub-Total: $24.680.00

Balance $0

Projected Grand Total of Expenses (for 12 month period) ~ ~.... ,.$104,900.00

' PTDJecUon dfteiminfd b> ihe aspinng goil of tecurm" 100 prtvate sector businfun C>n-ajie. as well as out of suie) lo putidpitte tn AFN/SM'i Idtitaptedgefor Sobnery

Campaitii (uc^ pbdge SliX) for crtn mile aputam for lobnety iravd m the sled of an IdiiarodSM Dog Musber. 1.049 miles, to Nome. Alaska).

' Will increase or decrease comingcni upon revenues goKnicd
' Same ai above (fooUKMc 2)

*Dafied November 1. 1995/^
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ALASKA FEDERATION OFNATIVES
SOBRIETY MOVEMENT

CXJUNCCL MEMBER LIST* J
wrtSON JUSTLN'
Al^ Sobncly Mov-cmciu

SKA 1355

Shri. Alista 9958S

822-5i99. fi 5810. «ll ph 244-5607

JIvSLIE KALEAK'
Arcljc Slope Rrgioiu) Coq>oralion

PO Boi 129

BuTow. AlatU 99723

852 8633eil 5143. fi 5733

.lULItKITKA. President

Alula Frdeniion of Niuves. Inc

1577CSlico.Suilc201

AnthhorJEC Alajta 99501

274 3611. f» 276 79S9

THERESA "Tiny'' DEVLIN
Arch Diocese of Anchorage

225Coit)ov. Sueel

Anchorage. Al«4t» 99501

258-7898. fi 279 3885

LT. COL. MILTON R- CROSS'
Alukj Amy Nalional Guard

1 530 E 27lh Avenue (Residence)

Anchorage. Alaska 9950S

42«-69O0«90l,fi6909

GEN. JOHN SCHAEFFER (rel.)

AFNSM Council Membet
PO- Boi 1036

Kol2ebue. Alaska 99752

VlfF 442 6005. fi clo NANA 442 2863

ERMALEE HICKEL
AFNSM Council Member
1905 Loutaac Dnve
Anchorage. Alaska 99517

1484013, f< 258-4857 (Hidiel Invenmenu Oi.)

MARY MILLER, Supovuor
SEARHC - Cbemical D^icndeocy Uaa
222 Tongasi Drive

Siika. Alaska 99835

966-8373. f« 8300. hm 747-6368

GENE TELTOLA. Di/cclor

Yukon-KuskokK-im Health Corporalit

PC Bo« 528

Bethel. Alaska 99559

543-3321. fi 5277

MIKE WILLIAMS
AFNSM Counal Member

PC Boa 126

Atoak. Alaska 99552

765-7755 or 7426. f« 7901

SAM DEMIENTIEFF. Director

Bureau of Indian Affiars (Fbks)

101 12th Avenue. Boi 16

Fairbanks. Alaska 99701

456-0229. fi 0235

ESTHER COMBS
11061 Boulder Circle

Anchorige, Alaska 99516

J46-3006, fit 3225

ARNOLD "OLE" OLSEN. President

Afognak Native Corpoi^uon

PO Boi mi{asolAii<; H.199S)

Kodiak. Alaska 99615

486-6014. fj 2514

TONY DROWN, v,<leo Pioducikin Spedalis

Alaska Native Medical Cenlei

205 Cambcl Slreel

Anchorage. Alaska 99501

257-1110. ti 1835

JIM LA BELLE, Rural Affairs Coord.

{When Legtiloiurf is in Session)

I^panmenl of Corrections

240 Main Suect. Suite 700

Juneau. Alaska 99801.

4653307. fi 3390

(Legislature Not tn Session)

DepanmenI of Conecnons
4500 Diplomacy Dnve. Suite 207

Anchorage. Alaska 99508-5918

269-7391. f« 7390. ceU ph. 244-5245

EX-OFnCIO MEMBERS:

HAROLD NAPOLEON
PO Boi I0019J

Anchoiaec. Alaska 99.^10-0193

ANNE WALXER. Eiecuove Direaor

Alaska Native Heakh Board

I34S RudakofCirde. Suite 206

Anchoiage. Alaska 99fOS

3380028. (i 333 2001

VURl PETROV. RegKjnil CoonJ

Northern Fofum Office of the Sccieianai

4101 Univeisil) Dnve. Suite 221

Anctiorage. Alaska 99.^08

561-3280. fi 6645

AFN/SM STAFF:
GREG L IMTHSTIN-E. CooiUmaior

AFN Sobncty Movement

1577 CSirccl. Suite 201

Anchorage. Alaska 99501

274361 1. fi 7989. hm/fi 522-5899

cell ph 244-8964

'AFNSM CHAIRMAN
' AFNSM VICE CHAIRMAN
' AFNSM TKEASURER
'Revised Odcbet 31. 1993
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ALASKA FEDERATION OF NATIVES

1995 ANNUAL CONVENTION

RESOLUTION SB-36

TITLE: KEEPING SOBRIETY IN THE PUBLIC DOt-iAIN; IMPLEMENTING
INTO ACTION THE ALASKA NATIVES COMMISSION'S
RECOMMENDATIONS

WHEREAS: The Alaska Federation of Natives (AFN) created the AFN
Sobriety Movement (AFN/SM) , its council, whose mission
is "..to encourage and support the growing sobriety
movement in Alaska..."; and,

WHEREAS: the cornerstone of AFN/SM 's success is its Council's
definition of the term, sobriety, i.e., a positive
healthy and productive way of life, free from the
devastating effects of alcohol and drugs; and,

WHEREAS: the Court system is burdened with dealing with alcohol
and drug abuse related cases has, time and again,
remanded problem drinkers and drug abusers to
rehabilitation treatment prograjns, and sentenced many
into mandatory attendance of Alcoholics Anonymous or
Narcotics Anonymous meetings, as a means of introducing
same to the "lifestyle" or "concept" of sobriety; and,

WHEREAS: the State of Alaska has received millions of dollars
for the purpose of preventing alcohol and drug abuse,
its programs have not been effective in reducing
alcohol and drug abuse among Alaska Natives, e.g.,
Alaska Natives make up one-third of the State's prison
population, and unfortunately, statistically lead in
other areas and social ills related to alcohol and drug
abuse; and,

WHEREAS: it has been the determination and summation of the
Alaska Natives Commission that "Alaska Natives are the
only ones who can (should) facilitate and solve their
own problems".

NOV: THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED by the delegates to the 1995 Annual
Convention of the Alaska Federation of Natives, Inc,

that the State of Alaska make it an immediate priority
to augment the recommendations of the Alaska Natives
Commission as outlined in its First Volume, i.e., 1)

Meeting Basic Social Needs; 2) Meeting Basic Law
Enforcement & Judicial Needs; 3) Meeting Basic Physical
& Behavioral Health Needs, to reduce the causes and
obstacles in preventing alcohol and drug abuse; and.
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BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the State of Alaska adopt and
publicly acknowledge that the concept and lifestyle of
sobriety (as defined by AFN/SM) is in the public's
interest and belongs in the public domain of the
state's responsibility to educate and promote the
social well-being of its citizens; and,

BE IT FINALLY RESOLVED that the DELEGATES to the 1995 Annual AFN
Convention make it their respective and mutual
responsibility to implement into action those
activities which further the cause of educating and
promoting sobriety (as defined by AFN/SM) to th^ir
constituents, with or without government subsidies, for
the purposes of augmenting those respective
recommendation's outlined above, under the Alaska
Native Commission's report.

SUBMITTED BY: Alaska Federation of Native Sobriety Movement
Council

COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATIONS: Do Pass

CONVENTION ACTION: PASSED . .^C-..-
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ALASKA FEDERATION OF NATIVES

19 9 S ANNUAL CONVENTION

RESOLUTION 9 5-55

TITLE: RESTORING THE SHARED STRENGTH OF SPIRIT AMONG ALASKA
NATIVES, ALASKA'S CITIZENS

WHEREAS: The SPIRIT of a individual, a family, aind a community,
is a summation of respective virtues, loyalties and
sacred traditional rites, SPIRIT adds meaning to life
and sustains the solidarity of a respective culture or
society; and,

WHEREAS: the SPIRIT of Alaska Natives has long been strong and
uni<iue, supported by deeply rooted cultural ties to the
land, air, water, and animals, has and continues to
keep Alaska Native individuals, families, and
communities, healthy, happy and whole; and,

WHEREAS: the SPIRIT of Alaska Natives has been crippled, wounded
and battered by disease, forced acculturation,
government dependency, and the abuse of alcohol and
drugs, has left generations of Alaska Native people
feeling physically and emotionally traumatized; and,

WHEREAS: the AFN Sobriety Movement (AFN/SM) recognizes its been
the resilient SPIRIT of Alaska Natives that has
sustained and shaped their respective cultures, are the
only ones who can heal the scars left by the multiple
trauma experiences they have endured; and,

WHEREAS: the AFN/SM Council recognizes the biggest obstacle in
the way of Alaska Natives' healing their respective and
collective strength of SPIRIT is the abuse of alcohol
and drugs; and,

NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, by the delegates to the 1995 Annual
Convention of the Alaska Federation of Natives, Inc.,
for all AFN member organizations make a priority to
perpetually educate and promote sobriety to their
constituents, highlighting sobriety's merits:
a) improves the quality of life and health of
individuals, families and communities; b) reduces the
incidence of alcohol and drug related crimes and
problems; c) helps to reduce the burden on
government (s) to exhaust their resources on having to
pay for the pervasive social ills and problems caused
by alcohol and drug abuse; and.
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BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the delegates to the 1995 Annual AFN
Convention proclaim "March 19S6" as Sobriety Awareness
Month (SAJ-:) and invite Governor Tony Knowles and the
ISth Alaska State Legislature to, again, do the sajne,
in honor of the thousands of Alaskan's (Native and Non-
Native) whose sobriety pledge signatures will travel on
the Iditarod trail in the sled of Athabascan Iditarod
Musher Ramy Brooks in March 1996; and be it,

FINALLY RESOLVED that supportive individuals, families and
communities, public and private agencies, plain and hold
activities of their ovm choosing, in recognition of the
month of SAW and in honor to the thousands of men,
women and children who are doing their part to support
the above mentioned merits of sobriety, and celebrate
the healing and restoration of the collective strength
of SPIRIT of Alaska's first people.

SUBMITTED BY: Alaska Federation of Natives Sobriety Movement
Council

COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATIONS: Do Pass

CONVENTION ACTION: PASSED C" .'^/l\

K'-Vl^^^lS
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AFN SOBRIETY MOVEMENT SUMMARY
of 1994 FINAL REPORT:

The AFN Sobriety Movement (AFNSM) has successfully maintained its mission fiom the

seed money grant which it received from the State of Alaska; developing a simple, duplicable and

self-sustainable program-skeleton which, e.g.. villages, school boards & student councils, profit &

non-profit corporations and boroughs, etc., can engage in and support those who are either already

or becoming ready to do their part through sobriety, and conducive to the following ABC's:

a) Improve the quality of life and health for individuals, families and communities;

b) Reduce the incidences of alcohol and drug related crimes by living a life of sobriety;

c) Reduce the burden on local, state and federal governments in exhausting their resources

by paying for the symptoms which are caused by alcohol and drug abuse.

This success has led to a more serious imderstanding to the inherent, yet developing, role

for which AFNSM will ultimately be involved, that is:

1) to alter the consumer behavior of Alaska Natives, as it relates to alcohol and/or drugs;

2) to decrease die demand for alcohol/drugs among Alaska Natives;

3) to reinforce changes in consumer behavior, i.e., decreased demand for alcohol/drugs, by

citing culturally relevant activities conducive to sobriety: "A positive, healthy and

productive way of life,freefrom the devastating effects ofalcohol and drugs."

The sobriety movement, as we know it, is not limited to just AFNSM. It is by far much

bigger and broader than perhaps what anyone envisioned. The sobriety movement, per say, can be

construed as the embodiment of millions of men, women and children, throughout the US, Canada

and Russia, who enjoy living free from the devastating effects of alcohol and drugs, and who

exercise, by their own volition, every prerogative to sustain a lifestyle conducive to what AFNSM

refers to as - Sobriety.

A great deal of credit must be given to the Alaska Federation of Natives, Inc., for being the

very first private organization in the nation to name a program after the solution, i.e., sobriety

movement, with sobriety being flie optimum word giving reference to a particular lifestyle! Having

a program named after the solution has empowered AFNSM, its Charter Groups & Honor

Societies, to maintain a unified focus - WE KNOW WHAT THE PROBLEM IS - only by

focusing on the solution (positive), and eiKouraging and supporting those who are already, or

getting ready, to live a life of sobriety, can we overcome the pervasive and symptomatic problems

of substance abuse.
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The AFNSM 1994 Final Report raises some very poignant points which cannot fully be

dcscnbcd or appreciated in this summary. However, 1 have numerically bulletined some points of

the report which I hope can easily serve, not only as postulates, but capture the reports essence:

1

.

The "sobriety movement" is the embodiment of the colleaive efforts of every

prevention program, public or private, working toward the goal of eliminating sub-

statKc abuse. In this united effort they stand, encouraging and challenging people to

care enough about themselves, their families and their communities, to live a positive,

healthy and productive way of life, free from the devastating effects of alcohol/diugs.

2. Challenging the principles and integrity of Alaska Natives' leadership to alter their

consuming behavior - as it relates to alcohol - is nothing short of political suicide, and

is not to be taken lightly; nor, are the consequences if their consuming behavior is ix)t

confronted. (The essence of servant leadership is humility, not humiliatioa Humility

is knowing your place in the worid; humiliation is having someone else put you there.

3. The existence of AFNSM is justified and necessary, it is vitally important! This could

not have been proven more true than when the Alaska Natives' Commission Report

(ANCR) was released in May of 1994 (equally true when AFN delegates passed

resolution 94-29). There are several reconunendations in Volume I of the ANCR
which justify the existence and activities of AFNSM under Meeting Basic Social

Needs - Recomm. 2, 3 & 4; Meeting Basic Law Enforcement & Judicial Needs -

Recomm. 5; Meeting Basic Physical & Behavior Health Needs - Recomm. 2 & 5.

4. After reading Volume I, of the ANCR, it becomes a foregone conclusion that

consuming alcohol is a learned behavior, one which Alaska Natives have had the

misfortune of assimilating themselves into these last 200 years. ... Where it was once

common place for Alaska Natives to use their own customs and traditions to celebrate,

or cope, with life's daily ups and downs, e.g., recreation & social settings, holidays,

weddings, hunter success or death, etc.,. Consuming alcohol (or drugs), and the

subsequent related activities (and behaviors) related to its consumption, has become

the cultural medium for these events. Anymore, events like these are gradually

becoming mere excuses to consume alcohol (drugs) to "enhance" or "cope" with

whatever situation is at hand; this has led to the omnipresent social drama of

compounded problems presently played out in Native peoples lives today.

5. By virtue of the gross statistics and circumstances outlined in the ANCR, relating to

alcohol abuse, infers that we, Alaska Natives, are abusive "consumers" of a

commodity made and sold by the liquor industry. It cannot be overemphasized, here,

that we are "consumers" of alcoholic beverages, and that we are responsible for the

perpetuation of a sub-culture (at the expense of our own culture) driven by alcohol

consumption; prospectively, we exhibit distinct and predictable behavioral

characteristics as consumers of this commodity (alcohol).

6. Through historical analysis, it can be deduced that two complimentary growth

industries are thriving off of the abusive (alcohol) consuming behavior of Alaska

Natives: 1) the Health & Social Services Industry and 2) the Corrections Industry.

Through no fault of their own, these industries are complimentary because a

proportional relationship exists between the amount of alcohol abused by Alaska
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Natives to the amount of services administered by them to Alaska Natives - the more
alcohol is abused by Alaska Natives, the more services they administer.

7. In a hearing in May of 1994 before the US Consumer Subcommittee - Conmiittee on
Commerce, Science, and Transportation (a committee Senator Ted Stevens sat on)

Cornell University Law Professor Steven H. Shiffin gave a written testimony on

Senate BiU 674, "The Sensible Advertising and Family Act." In Professor Shiffin 's

written testimony he provides a simple supposition which merits attention, that is, "//

is entitled to assume that iffewer people consume alcohol, fewer people will abuse

alcohol."

8. AFNSM's mission is to encourage Alaska Natives to consume less alcohol, and to do

so, AFNSM has had to understand the perimeters of the simple economics equation of

the law of Supply & Demand, and to debate both sides of the issue. Based on the laws

of "supply" and "demand," and the law of averages in consumer behavior, it is

presumed that if there is a decrease in consumer demand for a commodity (alcohol),

incentives to supply that commodity will correlatively decrease. However, if consumer

demand for a commodity is high (even if it is illegal) an "economy of scale" will

develop - whereby anyone willing to take the economic risk Oegal or illegal) of

supplying said commodity will do so in order to satisfy and meet the consumer demand

for that commodity — and so supply will either increase, remain constant or decrease,

pending the behavior of consumers' demand for said commodity.

9. Any approach which attempts to regulate or limit the supply of alcohol through, e.g.,

taxation, ordinance or severe penalty, are necessary first steps which Native

conununities need take heed of and consider implementing (with extreme prejudice)

where alcohol abuse is a severe problem. However, it can be argued that, although

these approaches produce positive and immediate results, they are merely short-term

social Band-Aids to a long-term problem because alcohol is a commodity that is not

necessary driven by limited and regulating its supply, but by consumer demand.

Case in point: "Dry" villages still exhibit problems associated to alcohol abuse.

NOTE: Native communities have to prudently weigh the long-term consequences of

regulating and limiting the supply of alcohol. Being mindful that such approaches can

create situations where more Alaska Natives will become criminalized, when already a

disproportionate amount of Alaska Natives are filling the states prison system because of

alcohol related offenses.

10. The process of altering and decreasing the demand for alcohol among Alaska Natives

sounds simple. However, this process is compounded when several generations of

Alaska Natives have become accustomed to being avid consumers of alcohol; who by

their own volition (and consumer behavior) have created, and are the driving force

behind, the market for the commodity in question - alcohol. (All the while, those in the

business of supplying alcohol Gegal or illegal), and those employed within the two

complementary industries mentioned previously, balance their bank accounts , read the

newspaper, listen to the news on TV or radio, and say to themselves, "tsk-tsk-tsk,

those poor Natives really ought to do something about their drinking habits.")

1 1

.

Understanding and taking ownership of the reason(s) why Alaska Natives have such a

high demand for the consumption of alcohol is paramount. To do this AFNSM
collaborated with the Department of Corrections and Harold Napoleon to begin

5
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brainstorming ways in which Native people could begin taking ownership of the

reason(s) why they found themselves on a self-destiucuve path of alcohol abuse, and

to identify the circumstances which fuel their demand to use alcohol to deal with their

problems. What resulted was APN's Pre-Conference, "A Call To Action: Taking

Community Responsibility." Out of this conference came ten (10) recommendations,

the first of which states: "We, as Alaska Native people, although we did not create

the many problems thatface us, find that we are responsible for solving them and the

first step has to be in achieving sobriety, as individuals and communities;"

12. Judging from the status quo of contemporary prevention methods -- which are for the

most part, cookie cutter approaches coming out of the suburban cities of the Lower
'48 - it does not look like things will change anytime sooa This is because these

prevention methods, although well intentioned, arc not made with Alaska Natives'

distinct cultural values, perceptions or mores in mind. Until the time they do, they will

continue to fail. Presently. AFNSM is on the cutting edge of promoting substaiKe

abuse prevention through culturally relevant means. Already AFNSM. in cooperation

with other agencies, i.e., ARCO of Alaska, Alaska Native Healtii Board, Indian

Health Service and the Alaska Council on Prevention of Alcohol and Drug Abuse, has

released a resource manual - "Helping Sobriety Happen" - citing culturally relevant

approaches to substance abuse prevention.

NOTE: Again, the operative word here is. sobriety, and it refers to a lifestyle; prevention,

on the other hand, is used in the context of a task or tasks with which to attain or maintain

sobriety. Some confusion has erupted in trying to use these terms as synonyms for the other.

Let it be known that there is a vast difference between the two. Sobriety is a lifestyle .

Prevention is a task .

13. Before the AFNSM Council begin its work, it had to go through a series of processes

which helped it to develop and take ownership of its role. The first of which was to

acknowledge that Alaska Natives are in a constant process of assimilation. Secondly,

that Alaska Natives generally work by consensus as a general rule, incumbent upon

the survival of the family or community. Thirdly, it was not until the advent of the

ANCSA, that Alaska Natives were catapulted into the western society and really

began to practice documenting their consensus -via- resolution. Anymore, these

resolutions have become the medium through which various coalitions, groups or other

forms of government communicate.

In an effort to create greater unanimity of purpose, not only did AFNSM utilize the

Sobriety Pledge as means to measure individual support for its goals, it utilized the

resolution format to get the support of Native coalitions and other non-Native entities.

Currently. 54 organizations, i.e.. student bodies, profit & non-profit corporations.

Native Inmate Councils, the Governor's Advisory Board on Alcohol and Other Drugs,

and the National Family Partnership (the parent organization which orchestrates the

red ribbon campaign in October in schools across tiie nation) have passed AFNSM's
draft resolution and become AFNSM Charter Group Members & Honor Societies.

14. If Native people are really serious about breaking the cycle of dependency on govern-

ment subsidies, they can show it by rallying behind AFNSM's "Iditapledge for

Sobriety" fund-raising canipaign. This fund-raising format can champion the effort

and break the mind-set that Native people need to depend on "grants" or "grant

writers" to accomplish what they want, when it comes to achieving sobriety.

6
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15. All things being equal, one thing remains constant. If we, Alaska Natives (and non-

Natives), are not united in taking ownership of a common solution, as much as we are

united in identifying a common problem, the results can be expected to mixed at best

We can expect to be no closer in solving our common problem, than when we only

identified and agreed to what our common problem was. And, we can blame every-

one and everything, who we believe is responsible (excluding ourselves) for the lack of

progress made on our common problem.

CONCLUSION:

The beauty and mysticism of the AFNSM program with its, e.g., mission, goals, definition

on sobriety, sobriety pledge, draft resolution for charter group & honor society membership and its

"Iditapledge for Sobriety" fund-raising campaign is that, not only is it simple, but it is duplicable.

The AFT^SM is people tested, by that I mean, it has a track record of support; a solid foundation

for perpetual existence. It has within it the potential to be the spring board to create the paradigm

shift that is so badly needed within the discipline of substance abuse prevention among Alaska

Natives.

Although AFNSM holds great promise, it is limited by our own bias'. Tuat and again, I

have been told by a colleague of mine that the word "sobriety" is a red flag! That is, it evokes

resistance from the very Native leaders we need to appeal support from. My coUeague's point is

well taken. Sobriety is a "red flag" from the stand point that it immediately confronts the open-

mindedness of anyone who would rather not look at their own (alcohol) consuming behavior. This

is unfortunate! Herbert Spencer periiaps described it best when he stated, "There is a principle

which is a bar against all information, which is proof against all argimients and which cannot fail

to keep man in everlasting ignorance - that principle is contempt prior to investigation."

For AFNSM, sobriety is a "white flag" - a reprieve from trying to change everybody else

but ourselves; does not AFNSM's sobriety pledge state. "... If our spirits our to remain strong

and sober, it has to begin somewhere. LET IT BEGIN WITH ME!!"

Sobriety is a banner term under which thousands, if not millions of Americans, relate and

can unite under. We do not hear of anyone being incarcerated because they wanted to stay sober.

We do not see Native children going to foster homes because their parents wanted to practice a life

of sobriety or use their time more productively.

AFN is the first organization to change its course from focusing only on the problem by

identifying the problem, identifying a common solution to the problem, and then maintaining a

candid emphasis on the solutioa Trying to solve the problem by focusing only on the problem is

like trying to do the same thing over and over again, expecting different results - it doesn't work.

What AFNSM has in its favor is the reputation of Alaska's diverse Native cultures, all of

which have deq) roots in respecting action and examples. ..noi empty words.

As Alaska Native people, our traditional ways of Ufe may be limited However, we need not limit

our understanding to the underiying principles of our heritage. Because these principles are just as

applicable now, as they were then; only our bias' stands in the way of seeing their usefulness.
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ATTACHMENT ONE (

ALASKA FEDERATION OF NATIVES

1994 ANNUAL CONVENTION

RESOLUTION 94-29

TITLE: RECOGNIZING AND SUPPORTING THE AFN SOBRIETY MOVEMENT
(AFNSM) AND ITS CHARTER GROUPS AS MODELS DESIGNED FOF

ALASKA NATIVES, BY ALASKA NATIVES

WHEREAS: the AFNSM is a model designed by Alaska Natives and
adopted by the AFN Board of Directors to promote
sobriety as "a positive, healthy and productive way o

life, free from the devastating effects of alcohol an
drugs * ; and

WHEREAS: sixteen thousand Native and non-Native signatures hav
been collected throughout Alaska and the Lower *48 in
AFNSM' s Sobriety Pledge the last three years and
carried to Nome by Mike Williams in the Iditarod Sled
Dog Race; and

WHEREAS: fifty organizations, i.e.. Native profit/nonprofit
corporations, boroughs, village councils, city
councils, youth councils. Native prison inmate
councils, non-Native substance abuse prevention
coalitions, treatment centers, have become AFNSM
charter group members by respectively passing
resolutions to adopt: a) AFNSM 's goals, b) definition
on sobriety and c) celebrate sobriety as they see fit
in their respective communities on an annual basis; ar

WHEREAS: the statewide Native community has collectively choser
and taken ownership of a common solution, uniting undc
the banner of sobriety and under AFNSM 's goals as a
principle means of restoring pride and honor among
Alaska Natives, their families and their communities
from the devastating effects of alcohol and drugs; anc

WHEREAS: the recently released Alaska Native Commission Report
states that "only Alaska Natives" can help solve the
myriad problems they face and have made numerous
recommendations on issues of government policy; and
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V.TiEREAS
: one such recommendation made in the Commission's

report, under MEETING BASIC SOCIAL NEEDS -

Recommendation No. 2, states: "The federal government
and the State of Alaska should institute a moratorium
on development of new non-Native agency programs that
deal with the problems of alcohol (abuse)... in
predominantly Native areas of the state. Included in
such a moratorium would be studies, seminars,
conferences and other agency initiatives now in place
or in the planning stages that have not originated from
Alaska Native villages or organizations.'

NOW, THEREFXDRE, BE IT RESOLVED by the delegates to the 1994
Annual Convention of the Alaska Federation of Natives
that AFN recognizes the AFN Sobriety Movement as
solution emanating from the statewide Native community
by the AFN membership and their delegates to the
Convention, the federal government and the State of
Alaska; and

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that the AFN membership seek out those
respective AFNSM charter groups within their regional
boundaries and provide them with the financial
resources and in-kind contributions to help them carry-
out and meet their AFNSM charter; and

BE IT FINALLY RESOLVED, that the federal government and the State
of Alaska be invited to the process of offering
whatever financial support they would deem appropriate
to help keep the AFNSM office open so that it can
provide follow-up support services to all AFNSM charter
groups and continue with its mission and goals.

SUBMITTED BY: AFN Sobriety Movement Council

COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATIONS: DO PASS

CONVENTION ACTION: PASSED

^K^^. ^>c^
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SS^IFIF
ATTACHMENT TWO (ii)

THE AFN SOBRIETY M O V EM EN T (AFNSM)

I

&
THE RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE ALASKA NATIVE COMMISSION'S

REPORT (Vol. I):

MEETING BASIC SOCIAL NEEDS (pages 27, 28, 30):

Recommendation Two : The federal government and the State of Alaska should

institute a moratorium on development of new non-Native agency programs that

deal witfj problems of Alcohol Abuse.... Included in such a moratorium would be
studies, seminars, conferences and other agency initiatives now in place or in

the planning stages 0)al have not onginated horn Ala^NaSve villages or organzaSons.'

Discussion: AFNSM is a model designed by Alaska Natives, for Alaska

Natives. See AFN Convention Resolution 94-29. under section - Health. Safety

& Welfare.

Recommendatcon Three : "Alaska Native villages, with assistance from their

organizations (see Recommendation #4. below), should establish plans for

t)€ginning a healing and recovery process for their families and communities.

Native organlzatrans not locally based, and federal and state agendes should

not Initiate any new social programs in a village without the village taking the

initial step to plan for its recovery."

Discussion: A direction of healing and recovery that some Alaska Native

village councils. Native inmate councils. Native student councils. (Statewide)

Native Youth Leadership Councils, Village IRA's, have chosen has come in the

form of passing resolutions to become an AFNSM Charter Group/Honor Society.

The onlyj requirements of becoming an AFNSM Charter Group/Honor Sodety are

to adopt: 1) AFNSM's goals. 2) its definition on Sobriety and 3) pledge to hold at

least one annual celebration that highlights the merits of sobriety. Coundls that

have become AFNSM Charter Groups and/or Honor Sodeties initially have done
so in support of those among them within their community \i\ai have taken the

AFNSM j"Sobriety Pledge."

Becomrriendation Four: "Federal and state appropriations for sodal programs
in predominantly Native areas of the state should bypass governmental agendes
and be redireded as grants to Alaska Native villages and village consortia that

have developed, or are developing, projeds aimed at lessening substance abuse,

sodal pathologies, violence and criminality in the villages."

I

Discussion: AFNSM is a model designed by Alaska Natives, for Alaska
• Natives (see Discussion under Recommendation #3. above), also, see AFN
Convention Resolution 94-29, under sedion - Health. Safety & Welfare.

Note: Words and phrases hakued (or emphasis.
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Recommendation Five: (Discussion Continued)
The purpose of the manual is to fill a gap in the way substance abuse prevention

is approached among Alaska Natives. Designed with the village-based service

provider in mind, the manual cites materials and methods which reflect the

cultural mores and traditions of Alaska Native people, recognizing Alaska

Natives respond better to these types of prevention strategies, as opposed to the

confrontational approach and dictum of western societies approach to substance

abuse treatment. It is hoped that, armed with this manual, service providers

serving Alaska Native communities will increase their knowledge of prevention

methods and models which can successfully be applied to Alaska Natives,

whether they are in treatment centers, in neighborhoods, or in villages.

It is AFNSf^'s hope that its charter groups/honor societies will police themselves,

espouse to the themes of self-determination and community responsibility in

creating support for their respective charter groups/honor societies; reclaim their

respective spiritual and cultural activities which have remained dormant or

suppressed by surrogate institutions...; fosters respect, confidence, pride and

the traditional societal roles of family and community members.

21-794 - Qfi _ o
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MEETING BASIC PHYSICAL
&

BEHAVIORAL HEALTH NEEDS (pages 55 &59):

Recommendation Two: The entire tiealth care system for Alaska Natives

should be shifted toward health education and primary prevention, with community-

based activities that inform, change attitudes ar\d encourage healthy lilestyles; both

federal and state governments need to provide funding to support these efforts —
and the fesource allocation of the Indian Health Service should simultaneously

be revised to reinforce effective primary prevention and health promotion rather than

orientating its funding only toward the provision of secondary and tertiary care."

Discussion: The mission of the AFN Sobriety Movement is to

support and encourage the grassroots sobriety movement growing among

Alaska fvlatives; candidly focus on and promote sobriety as 'A Positive,

l-leallhy And Productive Way OfUfe, Free From The Devastating Effects Of Alcohol

And Drugs: coWaborale with local organizations and other statewide

agencies and service providers in the area of alcohol and drug abuse

prevention; monitor and evaluate the sobriety movement growing in

Alaska.

Recommendation Five: "Approaches to substance abuse treatment for Alaska

Natives fnust be reconstructed to emphasize community-based, family-oriented

and culturally relevant strategies developed at the village level where maximum
desecration with respect to regulation of program designs and outcomes is

fundamental to new treatment strategies. To this end, federal and state

appropriations for alcohol programs in predominantly Native areas of the state,

where feasible and appropriate, should bypass governmental agencies and
instead be redirected as grants to Alaska Native organizations and village

councils that have developed, or are developing, projects aimed at lessening alcohol abuse

and its resultant Native criminality and social pathologies."

i

Discussion: The AFNSM has, in cooperation with ARCO Alaska. Alaska

Native Health Board, Indian Health Service and The Alaska Council on
Prevention of Alcohol and Substance Abuse, just recently released a resource

manual, "HELPING SOBRIETY HAPPEN." For at last decade. Alaska Natives
have lamented the lack of information and materials that culturally andphilosophically

approached the prevention of substance abuse; that, there where no support

systems or autonomous programs in villages for Alaska Natives, who have
received alcohol treatment, and who travel back to their respective villages.
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~ ATTACHMENT THREE (iii)

A MESSAGE TO THE APTs' COK\^NTION
AND THE

ALASKA NATIVE PEOPLE

From: The "Call to Action: Taking Community Responsibility" Conference

Date: October 11, 1994

We, the conferees, composed of village representatives from throughout the state,

having been called together for the purpose of:

"identifying those things Native Councils, families, and individuals, can do

to improve life for their people, without the necessity of first asking

permission from government to do so, and second, without waiting for

government to fund the initiatives we might decide to take;"

having met for that purpose, forward these findings and recommendations to you:

L We, as Alaska Native people, although we did not create the many problems

that face us, find that we are responsible for solving them and the first step

has to be in achieving sobriety, as individuals and as communities;

2. We find that alcohol and drugs to pose an intimate and immediate threat

to Alaska Native lives and well-being wherever they arc found; we
therefore recommend that village tribal governments ban their sale and

importation, and further recommend banning the manufacture of

"homebrew" in our communities;

3. We recommend that village tribal councils, and their membership,

enforce these bans to the fullest extent possible, using Native-traditional,

state, or Federal Indian laws;

4. We recommend that village tribal councils pass ordinances making

bootleggers and drug dealers accessories to crimes committed by people

to whom they were proven to have given or sold liquor or drugs to; at

the same time it is recommended that they lobby the state legislature

to pass legislation accomplishing the same;

5. We recommend that village tribal councils, as a way of saving lives and

protecting the innocent from violence, enact ordinances granting the

councils authority to remove inebriates from homes and public places
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and placing Uiem in "protective custody" until such dmc as they no

longer pose a threat to iliemselvcs or others;

6. \Vc recommend that village tribal councils pass ordinances protecting women,
children, and others, from neglect, and physical and sexual abuse, and

that tribal, state, and federal courts be used to enforce these ordinances;

7. We recommend that village tribal councils and families work together to

stem the rise of cancer, diabetes, AIDS, other sexually transmitted diseases,

teen pregnancy, and other preventable illnesses, through education and

preventive medicine, and by the development of tribal health ordinances:

8. We recommend that village tribal councils and families work together to

provide meaningful work for the youth, and provide healthy educational,

cultural, and recreational activities for them;

9. We recommend that village governments, regional corporations, and the

Alaska Federation of Natives, pursue "trading off food stamps, AFDC,
general assistance, and other welfare programs, for "village economic

support grants;" these grants would not only provide work for the

unemployed but would improve the quality of life in the village by

getting needed work done in, and around, the community, by people

who would otherwise be idly rccieving welfare payments from government;

10. Having found dependency to be destructive to our societies, we recommend

that village governments, regional corporations, and the Alaska Federation of

Natives, work with State and Federal governments in changing the way
government "invests" in Village, Alaska; what people need arc jobs, not

food stamps or APT3C; government and Native people must work together

to create the oppurtunity;

Passed and approved this 1 1th day of October, 1994, by the Alaska Federation of Natives

Conference on 'Taking Community Responsibility."

Respectfully Submitted,

Gen. John Schaeffer, Jr.(ret)

Conference Chairman
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ATTACHMENT FOUR (iv)

A CALL TO ACTION:

TAKING COMMUNITY RESPONSIBILITY

THE ALASKA FEDERATION OF NATIVES

DECEMBER, 1994
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INTRODUCTION

The AFN conference, " A Call to Action: Taking Community Responsibility," was

called in response to the report by the Alaska Natives Commission which affirmed what

the Native community has known for some time - that only Alaska Natives can solve the

social, cultural, and spiritual problems that have plagued them for the last 30 years.

Called to "identify those things village governments, families, and individuals can

do to improve life for themselves," the village leaders who attended met for two days,

but first, they had to answer one question: " Whose responsibility is it to end the

alcohol-related violence and death," and by extension, the social/cultural/ and spiritual

problems that lie at the root of these tragedies.

The answer was unanimous, the conferees agreed it was their (the Native

people's) responsibility. And whether they knew it or not, meeting in this obscure

conference, the representatives of the Native villages present, quietly signalled a

change of historic proportions.

The tone for the conference had been set by the opening statement of AFN

President Julie Kitka, who had asked the delegates to "send a clear message, to our

people and government alike, that we - as Alaska Natives - intend to reclaim control

over our lives."

Saying that the problems facing Natives had multiplied over the years, becoming

more serious in scope, she told the conferees that they had to "confront and overcome"

these challenges as the "will to take hold of our future was slipping away... one village

at a time... one family at a time... one person at a time." The alternative she said, was
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to "do nothing," to "resign ourselves to our present circumstances." Tliis alternative,

she told the conferees, "was not acceptable."

The guidelines set in the search for solutions were that they be ones Native

villages could implement on their own without the need for new authorization from state

or federal authorities, and further, that they not require the creation of new government

programs. Government, Kitka said, had spent billions of dollars creating a "forest" of

programs designed to keep Native people alive and to solve their growing social

problems. But, she said, the welHntentioned programs have not worked, they have

instead, brought Alaska Natives to the brink of becoming "prisoners of dependency."

Saying that government has a critical and positive role to play in the lives of

Alaska Natives, Kitka called for a "new partnership" v/ith government, where it becomes

an "investor" in the economic development of rural and village Alaska; trading welfare

programs, hopelessness and depression for jobs, hope and a new lease on life . She

also asked that government and Native people together examine how the ever

dwindling monetary resources are being appropriated in rural Alaska, to see if they are

going where they are most needed.

As reflected by the agenda, the conferees were asked to concentrate on the

most basic issues facing Alaska Native communities: the alcohol fueled suffering;

physical and mental health; joblessness; and dependency on government. The

conferees were also asked to take a look at the spending patterns of government, to

see how closely these parallelled the true needs and priorities of villages.
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PLANNERS

The planners for the conference were:

Julie Kitka, President, AFN

General John Schaeffer, NANA Regional Corporation

Emil Notti, President of the Alaska Native Foundation

Mike Irwin, former Executive Director of the Alaska Natives Commission

Ann Walker, Executive Director of the Alaska Native Health Board

George Owletuck, Office of US Senator Ted Stevens

Gerald Ward, Department of Corrections

Gregory Nothstine, AFN Sobriety fVlovement

Margaret Olsen Knowles, Kodiak

Dr. Matthew Berman, Institute of Social, Economic, Research, UAA

Dr. Robert Alberts, MD

Major funding for the conference was provided by the Alaska State departments

of Health and Social Services and Corrections.

The Department of Community and Regional Affairs provided funding for the

composition and distribution of this report.

Malcolm Roberts, special assistant to Governor Walter J. Hickel, co-ordinated

with AFN in the planning and financing of this conference.

MARKAIR provided special conference rates for delegates traveling from the

many villages they serve.
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TOWARD ENDING ALCOHOL-RELATED VIOLENCE AND DEATH

Michael Irwin, former Executive Director of the Alaska Natives Commission

introduced the issue of alcohol control in Native villages as an issue that has escaped

successful resolution by the various governments under which Native people have

fallen since contact with the West; "successful resolution" being defined as keeping it

out of the village.

From the beginning he said, alcohol has presented a threat to the health and

well-being of Alaska Natives, bringing death, violence and sorrow wherever it was

introduced. As an example, he cited the first homicide reported in the North Slope; a

murder committed by a drunk man in 1836. In the same period, he said, the Nunamuit,

going to what is now Barrow, traded all they owned for liquor and molasses only to

starve, or die of exposure, on the way home.

There are many other examples, historical and current, of the tragic

consequences of alcohol use by Alaska Natives. The ethnographer, Edward William

Nelson, on arriving on St. Lawrence Island aboard the Revenue Cutter Corwin, in the

spring of 1875, recorded how they had found dead villages with bodies strewn all over;

of a once healthy population of 4000, only 200 were found to have survived. Nelson

attributed the deaths directly to alcohol abuse. As v/ith the Nunamuit, it appeared that

the St. Lawrence Islanders had starved to death after neglecting the hunt due to

drinking, but it is possible that disease was an added factor.

Another constant, Irvin pointed out, was that in spite of repeated requests from

villagers for stricter control of alcohol flowing into their communities. Federal, territorial

and state governments have never been able to do so. At the same time, Irvin said,

Federal, territorial, and State authorities have never been willing to turn over control of

alcohol to the Native people themselves for legal, jurisdictional and other reasons.

Commenting on the intractability of the problem, he said that the comments

made by Native villagers before the Alaska Native's Commission regarding alcohol

echoed the very same comments that have been made before government bodies since

intercourse between Native people and the US.government began.
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Following Irvvin, Dr. Matthew Berman of the the University of Alaska's Institute of

Social Economic Research, presented the conference with the statistics on violent

deaths, most of which are alcohol related. And, as he correctly pointed out, as

distressing as the numbers might be, they did not represent the true costs of alcohol

abuse on Alaska Native communities, families and individuals. (Bermah's statement

"Alaska Natives Dying from Injuries and Violence"and accompanying graphs are

attached to this report.)

" Alaska Natives are more likely to die violently than any othergroup In

America (italics added)."

" The deaths themselves are only many of the symptoms that something is

seriously wrong in Native communities. For every person who is murdered
or dies by accident, many more are seriously injured. Hundreds of people
are beaten or raped, or sit in jail for violent crimes. r/Iany more people
attempt suicide than actually kill themselves, and even more are so
depressed that they think seriously about ending their lives."

...the number of people dying adds up to an epedemic of staggering

proportions. From 1980-1991, 396 Alaska Native men committed suicide,

173 were murdered, 862 died from accidents. All these deaths could
have been prevented."

' The total number of [violent] deaths between 1980-1991 add up to 1,431 men
and 410 women - nearly 2,000 Native people in just 12 years,"

Alcohol Is involved In most accidental deaths, suicides, and murders."

" If the deaths continue at their current rates, violence will take an

enormous toll on the population of the village."

Matthew Berman, ISER
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Unmeasured is the damage alcohol abuse has infliced on the will and the spririt

of Alaska Mative families and communities who have had to live through repeated

episodes of traumatic events, especially the children, many of whom are now scarred

for life.

Through alcohol, the "cycle" of violence, trauma, and death, that began with the

massacring of Aleuts by the Russians, and carried on by disease, church, and state,

continues today; but now it is Alaska Natives who are hurting themselves, it is as if

they have turned on themselves.

Indicators of the damage can be found in the rising outmigration of the young

from villages to hub communities and the cities; the continuing poor performance of

children in school; the break-up of families; the number of young Alaska Natives in the

juvenile and correctional systems of the state; the fall in the age of alcohol, drug, and

inhalant abusers (youngest known is 2 years old); the falling age of suicides { a

12 year old committed suicide this fall in one of the villages, leaving a suicide note

behind; reason given for taking her life was her parent's drinking); teen pregnancy; etc.

The presentations by Iwin and Berman drove home three points to the

conferees:

1. Alcohol poses an intimate and imminent threat to villages, families, and
individuals who use it, as well as for those around v/hom it is being

used; it's very presence in a village or home making the likelihood of

violence, accident, or death very high;

2. In spite of "local option laws" and the "sobriety movement," aicohol use
and abuse has not been significantly reduced, especially among the

young;

3. While local option laws have slowed the flow of liquor Into communities
that have enacted them, they have not been effective, and this, because
most communities rely on state troopers and distant state courts to

enforce them; trooper involvement is mostly been one of arresting

individuals who have committed alcohol-related crimes; hence, as the

figures show, alcohol abuse and the incidences of violence, accidents

and death, remain constant in spite of state sanctioned and enforced

"local option laws."
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PROGNOSIS

Unless urgently needed reforms and improvements are made in the societies,

economies, and governments of Alaska Native villages, the prognosis for seeing a

lessening of alcohol abuse and related social pathologies is poor.

In fact, if there are no immediate improvements made, alcohol abuse, drug

abuse, inhalant abuse, and related tragedies, will remain constant, and will most likely

rise, as the group identified as being most 'at risk," presently comprises over half

the Native population, and is growing,

ALASKA NATIVE POPULATION CHARACTERISTICS

Alaska Native population
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RECOMMENDATIONS

Faced with this poor outlook for the future of many Alaska Natives, the planners

and the conferees decided to recommend a number of immediate and long-term steps

to village, state and federal governments.

The first body of recommendations are contained in this section and they are

proposed primarily to village councils; to control, or end, the flow of alcohol into their

communities, and taking immediate steps to end the violence and deaths.

The other recommendations contained in other sections of this report, while not

directly related to alcohol abuse, are aimed at addressing some of the social, cultural,

economic, and spiritual causes of the abuse.

Concurring with AFN President Julie Kitka, who had issued a proclamation

declaring alcohol "a clear and imminent health risk" to Alaska Native's v/herever it is

found, the conference, in order to save lives, and to regain the peace and harmony of

their villages, made the following recommendations:

1. That Village tribal governments enact and enforce ordinances

banning ttie importation, sale, and the manufacturing of alcohol in

their communities as a public health measure;

2. That village councils enact protective custody ordinances, giving

themselves the authority to take into custody any inebriate, from

homes and public places, until such time as the inebriates no longer

pose a threat to themselves, their families, and others in the

community.

The conference participants understood, in forwarding this recommendation,

that it is not against state law to be drunk, and that the constitution protects what a

person does in the privacy of his own home. But seeing that in most villages alcohol

related crimes of violence are committed in the home, and usually against friends or

family members, they decided that the need to protect lives far outweighed any

constitutional protections to privacy; hence the recommendation to take drunk people

even out of their own homes.
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The conferees believe that protective custody ordinances, tirelessly and

patiently enforced by village governments, will cut down dramatically tlie number of

deattis related to accidents, drownings, tiomicides and suicide. Tfiey also believe ttiat

sucfi ordinances would significantly reduce violence in the home and restore peace to

the village.

They also wanted it clearly understood that protectivive custody was not being

proposed as a punitive measure, but as an act to protect the community from further

violence and death.

3. That bootleggers and homebrewers be charged as accessories to

crimes committed by people to whom they sold or gave liquor.

This recommendation is based on the fact that over 90% of all violent crimes in

Alaska Native villages are alcohol-related; that 53% of Alaska Natives incarcerated are

being held for crimes that have been categorized as the "most violent." Inupiaq elder

Rachel Craig pointed out that these tragic facts are well known to bootleggers, who still

choose to profit by selling alcohol where it has been banned. She, and an

overwhelming majority of conference participants, felt that such people should be held

responsible for the violence and suffering caused by their clients

The conferees further recommended that village councils, AFN, and legislators

representing Alaska Native communities, lobby the Alaska State legislature for the

enactment of laws making bootleggers accessories to crimes committed by their

clients.

4. That village councils provide healthy cultural, social and recreational

activities for the v/hole community, especially the young, who
oftentimes co rrectly complain about having "nothing to do; " the

result Is boredom which then elevates the likelihood of alcohol and
drug abuse. (15-20% of Alaska Native rural 12th graders admit to

regular alcohol use: Source: Ak Native Health Board)

4
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Underlying the discussion around alcohol v/as the urgency, the need to do

"something" now to save a whole new generation of Native children from the ravages of

alcohol, drug, and inhalant abuse, along with the certainty that if they truly wanted to,

village councils and their communities could end the alcohol related violence and

deaths.

It was the consensus of the conferees that villages should enact, implement,

and enforce their alcohol control ordinances without waiting for state or federal

approval.

It was also the consensus of the conference that village tribal governments (the

IRA's and traditional councils) were best able to pass and enforce such ordinances as

they had a greater variety of options under Federal Indian law than the village

municipal governments {2nd Class cities) did under the state's municipal code, Title 29.
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IMPROVING THE PHYSICAL AND MENTAL HEALTH OF ALASKA NATIVE

VILLAGES, FAMILIES AND INDIVIDUALS

The discussion around physical and mental health centered around the Alaska

Native Commission's assertion that, because of depression, Alaska Natives were not

taking care of themselves; that they were suffering from illnesses that they could

prevent; and that they had "turned over* to the Indian Health Service the responsibility

of taking care of their health in much the same way that they had turned over other

responsiblilites to other branches of government.

Dr. Robert Alberts, in his presentation to the conference on the 'Anatomy of a

dysfunctioning village," identified the depression as one of the lingering afteraffects of

the collapse of Alaska Native cultures and societies after repeated attacks by disease,

missionaries, and government, as represented in early territorial days by the school

teachers.

Echoing the Alaska Natives Commission's Social/Cultural Task Force, he told

the conference that this psychological, or "spiritual," illness, aggravated today by

joblessness, poverty, dependency and a growing sense of helplessness and

powerlessness, was one only the Native people themselves could heal by re-opening

the broken lines of communication between families and by reestablishing the bonds of

kinship, culture, language, and traditional values.

Anne Walker, Executive Director of the Alaska Native Health Board, agreeing

with Alberts, told the conference that regardless of who was responsible for creating

the problems Alaska Natives face today, they still needed to take "ownership", then do

whatever was necessary to solve them .

She said that while the Federal government's legal and other responsibilities for

ensuring the health care of Alaska Natives remains clear, there was only so much the

Indian Health Service could do; that because of the limitations of staff, facilitities,

equipment, money, time, and distances separating villages from the hub communities

and Anchorage, the IHS continues to spend its resources in treatment and not in

prevention.
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Walker said that tlie same limitations also applied to the regional health

corporations which have contracted many of the Indian Health Sen/ice's programs

including the running of several hospitals. Here again, Walker said, preventive

medicine has not been a priority, nor has it been integtrated into the workings of these

corporations on the village level.

Village governments, families, schools and churches, she said, need to fill this

gap, begin working together to improve ttie mental, physical, and spiritual health of

their members through education and preventive programs.

Native people, she said, are no longer dying from infections and respiratory

diseases like tfiey did only 40 years ago; they are dying from preventable diseases like

cancer and heart disease; and from accidents, homicide and suidde, most, if not all of

which, be prevented.

Causes of Death, 1950, 1988, by Percent

(Source: Alaska Native Health Board)

CAUSES

Infections

Respiratory

Accidents

Heart Disease

Congenital

Cancer

Homicide/Suicide

Stroke

Other

1950

45.8%

13.2%

9.6%

5.3%

3.0%

2.4%

1.7%

1.4%

17.6%

1988

1.3%

7.2%

21.7%

16.2%

6.0%

15.7%

11.1%

3.6%

17.2%
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RECOMMENDATIONS: PHYSICAL AND MENTAL HEALTH

1. Village Councils need to educate their members to the dangers of

tobacco, alcohol, inhalant and drug abuse ; they could do this

through the schools, churches, community functions, etc.; the best

targets would be the children in the schools who had not yet begun
to smoke, chew, drink or use other chemicals and inhalants; they

must also practice sobriety as leaders and role models, especially

at this critical stage in the history of their people.

In her report to the conference, Anne Walker told the participants that "tobacco

offers the largest singe oppurtunity to reduce cancer and heart disease and improving

the overall physical health of Alaska Natives. * Not only is tobacco affecting the health

of adults, it is also a definite health risk to children and Alaska Native youth.

Tobacco abuse by Alaska Native Children and Youth

~ 16% of rural 4 and 5 year old children in NW Alaska are regular users of

smokeless tobacco (S.T.).

~ 30% of 7-12 year olds in Western Alaska are regular users of S.T.

~ 40-50% of Alaska Native 12th graders use some form of tobacco.

(Source: Ak Native Health Board)

2. Village Councils should pass ordinances making community halls,

schools, and other public places off limits to smoking; they should
also pass ordinances making the sale of tobacco products illegal to

all village members under the age of 18 and penalizing those
businesses that do;

While village councils can pass ordinances making smoking illegal in public

places, and while they might make it illegal to sell tobacco products to children, it is an

unfortunate fact that some Native parents actually allow their children to chew tobacco,

some even buy it for them. They do not seem to understand that tobacco, smoked or

chewed, poses a risk to the long-term health and well-being of their children.
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By grade 12, 81% of Alaska Native females and 68% of Alaska Native males
have had sexual intercourse.

The same statistic for American Indian females is 59%, and 66% for males.

(Source: Ak Native Health Board)

3. Village Councils , parents and youth, must address the issues of

sexually transmitted diseases and pregnancy by unwed teens;

Like communities and families everywhere, Alaska Natives have not been able

to bring themselves to openly discuss ,bebA^een themselves, matters relating to sex, (ike

sexually transmitted diseases and teen pregnancy. It is as if by mutual silent consent,

they have decided not to "talk about it" in the same way that they choose not to talk

about other troubling aspects of their existence.

In the meantime, as Joe Cantil of the Alaska Native Health Baord Aids Project

told the conference, there is a real danger of an AIDS epedemic in Alaska Native

villages; a totally avoidable epedemic made possible by the silence of denial in Native

villages, churches, and families on matters of sex.

This unwillingness or aversion to openly discussing matters of sex is wrapped up

in a relegious/moral blanket of "sin" - but underneath the blanket is an apparent

erosion of traditional Native values and mores which has resulted in an explosion of

teen pregnancy and other sexual abuses - also ignored and covered up by silence and

denial.

In communities where 81% of all 12tfi grade girls have admitted to having had

sexual Intercourse, as had 68% of the boys , Cantil and others say it is imperative that

everyone in the community.even the churches, begin working to addres the very real

risks of unprotected sex, both physical, spiritiial and social.

4. Village councils must pass and enforce ordinances against domestic
violence., sexual abuse, and incest.
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The recommendation on domestic violence, sexual abuse and incest toucties on

one of the most tragic and sensitive of problems facing Alaska Natives societies today;

tragic because it is most often than not. family on family violence committed in the

"safety" of perpetrator and victim's home; sensitive, because it has been hidden for so

long in silent shame and fear in the "privacy" of many Alaska Native homes.

Although no specific numbers were given, it was the consensus of the

presenters that violence against Alaska Native women was greater than reported; that

many cases go unreported and perpetrators go unpunished. As in the accidendal

deaths, homicides and suicides, a lot of this violence is committed with alcohol being

the triggering factor.

It was made clear to the conference by Dillingham Tribal Judge Sally Floresta

Smith. Municipality of Anchorage researcher Charmaine Ramos, and a young Inupiaq

survivor of incest, that the victims of this violence are many, and the effects destructive

and far reaching.

Identified as "victims" were the village itself, the families, the abused women

(oftentimes mothers, daughers). children, and other innocent observers, who become

just as traumatized as their mothers, especially if the abuse is open, violent, and lasts

over a long period of time.

The long term affects are just as tragic as the abuse itself. Charmaine Ramos,

told the conference that many victims of abuse in the village leave there to escape, only

to fall victim to alcohol abuse and more violence in the City of Anchorage; victims to the

cycle of violence which started at home in the village. Children of abused mothers also

become abusers themselvers; become alcohol and drug abusers, get into abusive

relationships; many of the sons end up in prison.

The conference participants in passing the recommendation to village councils

to pass ordinances protecting women and children did so because ultimately it is the

responsibility of the Native people to protect their members from violence, not the state

troopers, state welfare agencies, or anyone else . They also wanted to send a very

clear message to the Native community that this type of behaviour against women,
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children and other vulnerable members of the village cannot, and should not, be

tolerated.

They also wanted to reinforce and support existing state and federal laws

against domestic violence and make it incumbent on Alaska Native governments to

arrest and bring to prosecution, tribal members who have been accused of committing

these crimes.

5. Alaska Native tribal councils must pass ordinances protecting ^^-^

children from parental neglect, sexual, and other abuses, and they

must enforce such ordinances.

Considering that over 40 % of the Native population Is 22 years old and

younger, and considering that the largest age group of the total Native population is

under 5 years of age, this recommendation by the conference is probably one of the

most significant. If village governments follow this recommendation and move to protect

their children it would correct one of the most tragic breakdowns in Alaska Native

societies.

- In 1991, Alaska Native children comprised 30% of reported Native

American child abuse cases in the US while comprising only 9%
of the total Native American child population.

~ In 1992, Alaska Native children experienced 35% of all confirmed child

abuse in Alaska

" 25% of 12th grade Native girls and 4% of 12th grade boys report to having

been sexually abused.

(Source: Ak Native Health Board)

At present, most Native councils and communities do not "interfere" witfi the

inner workings of families, even when abuses are known to be occurring in a

household; the leave it to State welfare agencies like OFYS to do "something."

Unfortunately, and tragically, many children suffer neglect and abuse long before they
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catch the attention of a social worker, and usually through a concerned school teacher,

and very rarely through the village council.

The effects of such cummunal and parental neglect of children is already

evident in the number of Alaska Native juveniles under protection and supervision of

the state and in the young Alaska Native men in prison. It is also a factor in the falling

age of young Alaska Native suicides, and in the rising alcohol, drug, and inhalant

abuse by Native children. The conferees in recommending such ordinances protecting

children recognize that they are the future and that Native villages need to take back

the responsibility of protecting and nurturing them.

PROVIDING MEANINGFUL WORK FOR ALL SEGMENTS OF VILLAGE

SOCIETY

Dr. Robert Alberts, in his presentation to the conference on the "anatomy of a

dysfunctioning village," pointed to dependency as the most destructive and disabling

symptom of a village that had lost control of itself. In the case of Alaska Natives, after

over a century of rule by federal, territorial and state authorities, coupled v/ith the many

programs fostered by the War on Poverty, dependency has come to pervade all

segments of Alaska Native society. From birth to death, Alaska Natives nov/ rely on

government to provide for their health, educational, governmental, social, and

economic needs.

As AFN President Julie Kitka said In her opening statement, Native people now

watch as someone else feeds, medicates, houses, clothes, and educates, their

children, while on the other hand, following government directives in running every

aspect of their existence. And having become frozen into this culture of dependency,

she says. Native people now stand helplessly by as the "flower of our youth" self-

destruct through alcohol and drug abuse born of the hopelessness and

discouragement endemic to a dependent society.
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SOLUTIONS

Long term solutions to dependency, as AFN President Kitka pointed out, will

have to come through a "new partnership" betv/een Alaska Natives and the Federal

and state governments. While the AFN call for a a new partnership covered all aspects
of Federal/State/Native relations, implicit in her comments was the need for

"meaningful work" now, and the need to establish a lasting economic base for Alaska

Natives living in villages, for the future.

Rather than continuing to prop up the artificial and unproductive welfare

economy tfiat it has created for Native villages, Kitka called on government to change

the way it "invests" in Native people.

In place of food stamps, AFDC, General Assistance, and other programs, she

asked that village councils be given grants with wtiich they could hire unemployed

village residents to do needed work in, and around, the community. She also said

that government must make long-term investments In the economies of rural and

Village, Alaska, while at the same time, removing statutory and regulatory "obstacles"

now standing in the way of " Native participation in the development of [Alaska's]

renewable and non-renewable resources."

These comments of Kitka's on "new partnerships," "investments," and removing

"obstacles" can best be understood only when it is seen that the economic depression

in Native communities today is largely the result of Federal/State land and resource

management policies followed since the purchase of Alaska by the United States in

1867. Those policies. General John Schaeffer of Kotzebue said, "ignored the existence

of Alaska Natives," and brushed them aside as "inconsequential non-entities" when it

came time to distribute Alaska's wealth.

As put by one of the conference participants, there is something "terribly wrong"

when Alaska Natives, once the sole owners of the state, live on food stamps and

AFDC "while someone else pumps oil out from under their feet." It is equally wrong, he

said "when Alaska Natives literally stand on the banks of their rivers and bays,

watching, as others from far off towns, states, and countries, haul in their fish" for

commercial sales because they had been frozen out by the state's "limited entry"

commercial fishery system.

In calling for a "new partnership" Kitka was asking for a redefiniUon of the

governmental and economic relationships between Alaska Natives, the Federal

government and the State of Alaska. She was also saying that it was no longer good
enough for government to feed, house, medicate, and educate Alaska Natives, that

some of what they had lost to government and other parties had to be returned in the

form of jobs and a better economic future.

The following recommendations of the conference, like the recommendations on

alcohol abuse, try to address the problems of a lack of meaningful work and

dependency on two levels: the short term and the long term.

On the short term, the conference asks the village councils to address the

problem of idleness, of "having nothing to do." especially among the young. On the

long term, the conference recommended changes in the way welfare is being given to
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Native families. The conferees also called for a concerted effort on the part of Native

village councils, corporations, and Government, to solve the economic depression that

has become a part of village life. .

The conferees, in making the recommendations, recognized that achieving a

turnaround in the dismal social conditions of Native villages hinged on solving the

problems of unemployment and the lack of economic oppurtunity available to them;

that as long as Native people remain dependant on government to live, that any

progress they might make in other areas of their lives would continue to be

undermined. . . , „ . , ,,

These are the recommendations of ttie conference on the issues of meaningful

work," unemployment, and economic development:

1. That village councils provide meaningful work (voluntary if necessary)

for the youth and other unemployed in their commumties;

The conferees attributed a lot of the social problems to unemployment

and Idleness" on the part of many Natives. Of special concern to the

conferees and the Natives Commission were the young men whose

traditional role as hunter and provider for the family has been under-

mined by the welfare economy. With no job. besides hunting and

fishing for subsistence, many young men today not only have a lot of

idle time, but depend on their parents and other close relatives to

provide for their other needs. Hence, their recommendation that

village councils find the means to provide "meaningful work" for the

young, even if the work is voluntary.

There is a lot in the history and traditions of all Alaska Native tribes

extolling the work ethic, of helping others, of contributing to the

v/elfare of the "people." This ethic, many conferees feel, is one of the

casualties of the welfare economy, and the results have been

tragic. Julie Kitka, in her opening comments, decried the "waste" of

Native youth, who, because of having "nothing to do," turn to alcohol

and drugs for relief.

2. That village tribal governments, regional corporations, and the Alaska

Federation of Natives, pursue "trading off" food stamps, AFOC,

General Assistance, and other welfare programs, for "village

economic support grants;" the grants to be used by village councils

in hiring unemployed heads of households to work on needed projects

in the community.

There is already some precedence for "workfare" as proposed by the

conference in Alaska and other states. The Tanana Chiefs Conference,

although the practice was later questioned by the BIA. used their

"general assistance" program funds to hire unemployed village people.
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The program was a very popular one and recieved v/idespread support

in the communities v/here it was tried, especially by the participants.

3. That the regional corporations and the Alaska Federation of Natives

v/ork with State and Federal governments for the development of a

long term economic recovery plan for Alaska Native communities.

Some of the recommended courses of action include:

@ amending the state commerical fisheries limited entry program to allow

the issuance of inalienable 'local access permits" for Alaska Native

families fcving in fishery sites like Bristol Bay, YK, etc;

@ enacting and enfordng strict local hire laws for any projects funded by

state and federal governments to Include planning and construction of

schools, housing, roads, airports, etc.

@ creating an Alaska Native Development Trust, (as recommended by the

Alaska Natives Commission) the prindple to be used as loan guarantees

for businesses being developed locally by Native village corporations,

governments, & individuals

RETHINKING OUR PRIORITIES

The last issue taken up by the conference was the question of priorities,

whether spending by government reflected the true needs of Alaska Natives. As Gen.

John Schaeffer (ret.) put it, " Why is it , that after an expenditure by Federal and State

governments, of literally billions of dollars on Alaska Natives, are they in such bad
shape?" Answering his own question, he said that perhaps the money had been
"waylaid" before it got to the Native people, or that it had been spent by agencies for

Natives paying for programs and things of no lasting value to the Native people other

tiian to make dependants of them.

Comparing government programs, services and "handouts" to addictive drugs,

he said that rather than freeing Natives, government had separated them from their

lands, cultures, resources, and independence, then chained Uiem into a perpetual

state of dependency.

This loss of land, resources, and freedom, he said, was too high a price to pay
for the types of government services Native people were recieving. That instead of

continually pouring money into well-meaning, ineffecient, and self-perpetuating

agency programs, government should fund Native designed and staffed initiatives

instead. Government, he said, has been paying non-Natives a lot of money to fail
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trying to "help" Native people. "
It is time, he said, "for Native people to be given that

cliance."

Schaeffer went on to say that Native people must carry some of the

responsibility for this state of affairs. He said Natives had become used to depending

on non-Natives to do the work they themselves could do. In fact, he said. Natives seem
to have more faith in non-Natives than they did their own people. Like the

government, he said, Native organizations have taken to hiring non-Natives, not

trusting their own people to do a job. Like the government he said. Natives have

learned to pay non-Natives to fail. "Why, " he said," can't Natives hire Natives to make
the same mistakes?" At least they would learn from the experience and the money
would go to the Native community.

Decrying the "forest of programs" referred to by AFN President Julie Kitka,

Schaeffer said government would save a lot of money, not to mention lives, if it would

only enable Alaska Natives to help themselves. Even the most welMntentloned

program, staffed by the most caring non^ative, while meeting an immediate unmet

need, harmed the people in the long run 'because it represented one more
responsibility given away, one new dependency created."

For this reason, Schaeffer supports placing a moratorium on "Native programs"

being run by, and through, state and federal agencies, and a revlevj conducted to

determine their cost and programatic effectiveness. Those programs determined not to

be cost effective or which would tend to deepen the dependency of Native people,

should be cut.

The priority for Federal and State governments, Schaeffer said, should be the

"empowering" of Native governments so they can begin, in earnest, the process of

regaining control over their lives, and in improving living conditions for them: not by
giving them food stamps and building new houses for them, but by creating jobs and a

better economic future for them so they could buy their own food and build their own
houses for themselves.

Saying that no one had ever become drunk or committed suicide because he
lacked a flush toilet, one participant, agreeing with Schaeffer, said that government
should concentrate its efforts and dwindling monetary resources on building a firm

economic base for Alaska Natives rather than in constructing costly water and sewer
systems for them. He also said that Native people themselves, on the village, regional,

and the statewide level, need to talk about their priorities, and come up with their own
social, cultural, and economic recovery plans, not leave it to government and its

agencies to plan their recovery for them.

RECOMMENDATIONS

It is recommended that the Alaska Federation of Natives, as representative of

Alaska Natives statewide, work with the State of Alaska and the Federal

government, in gaining a moratorium on all "native" programs being run

through state and federal agencies and that it work with both in determining

which programs should be cut, and which should be granted, or contracted, to

Native village councils or regional and statewide Native organizations.
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V/hile dependency pervades all segments of Alaska Native societies, it is

perhaps most obvious in the economy of Native villages v/here food stamps, AFOC,

and other "welfare" programs have become the foundation.

The conferees agreed with Or. Alberts and the AFN President that Alaska

Natives had become a dependent people. Yet, they also agreed, that because of the

continuing economic depression in rural Alaska, economic assistance will continue to

be needed.
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Alaska Federation of Natives Convention

^Special Resolution

HTLE: STOPPING THE SELF-DESTRUCTION - BY REMOVING ALCOHOL
AND ILUCrr DRUGS FROM OUR COMMUNITIES

WHEREAS: every modem study of Native problems documents the epidemic of

alcohol and drug abuse that is destroying our communities and killing

our people; and

WHEREAS: the report of the Alaska Natives Commission, a document written by

Natives to Natives, presents a stark picture of '...an entire population

at rl8k...of being imprisoned in America's underclass, mired in

both physical and spiritual poverty...leading lives, generation to

generation, characterized by violence, alcohol abuse and cycles of

personal; and social destruction..."; and

WHEREAS: the Commission's statistics on Native suffering and death due to chem-
ical abuse are worse than anyone had anticipated; and

WHEREAS: the situation is now so serious that little progress on rural economic

development, village self-governance, educational reform or cultural

preservation can be expected until our people STOP DRINKING; and

WHEREAS: every recovering alcoholic knows that there are only two options; to

continue drinking or to stop completely; and

WHEREAS: we as Native people, have come to a point where we must take drastic

steps to eradicate alcohol and drug abuse in our villages and are ready

to stand up to the resistance and criticism that this effort will elicit from

some of our own people, as well as outsiders; and

NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that the delegates of the Convention of the

Alaska Federation of Natives urge every Native village to use every means available in

municipal, state, tribal, and/or federal taws to pursue a policy of 'zero tolerance' of

alcohol and/or drug use in the community; and

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Convention urges every village to take the fol-

lowing steps to begin the process:
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-enactment and enforcement of an a±)Solute ban on the importation, manufac-

ture, sale, and possession of any amount of alcohol or illicit drug by any person

within the community's jurisdiction, with appropriate penalties of community
service, monetary fines, and/or incarceration for all violations thereof; and

-enactment and enforcement of a program of active intervention and 'protect-

tive custod/* for any person who is intoxicated or under the influence of an illic-

it drug within the community's jurisdiction; and

-funding through any available combination of state, federal, community and pri-

vate resources, of a comprehensive village program of family-based substarKe

atHJse prevention and treatment; arxl

BE nr FURTHER RESOLVED that, If enactment and enforcement of such mea>
sures should be blocked by existing state laws, the Convention urges each vil-

lage to enact and enforce such ordinances through Its tribal council and that the

Native community exert every financial and political resource to assure that fed-

eral law makes the option of tribal alcohol control available to every village in

Alaska; and

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the (Convention urges the voters of every village,

whether organized as tribes, municipalities or both, to elect to all community offices only

those qualified leaders who do not abuse alcohol or use illicit drugs.
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Alaska Natives Dying From Injuries

Accident, Suicide, or Homicide

1

.

How high are the risks?

• About 40 Alaska Natives kill themselves each year, about 25 are murdered,

and over 100 die by accident.

• Natives are 3.7 times as likely to die by accident as the U.S. average, are 3.5

times as likely to commit suicide, and 3.2 times as likely to be homicide

victims.

2. Who is most likely to die from injuries?

• Native men are 3.3 times more likely to die by accident than native women, 7

times as likely to commit suicide, and 2.3 times as likely to be murdered.

• Accident death risks are 70 percent higher in small communities than in urban

areas, and suicide risks are more than twice as high.

• Suicide rates are very high -- at least 4 times the national average - in all parts

of rural Alaska.

• Young adults are the most at risk for suicides and homicides. Accidents kill

adults of all ages.

• Married people of all ages have much lower death risks, except that married

women are just as likely as unmarried women to be murdered.

3. If they persist, how much will the current death rates affect the population?

• Out of 100 15-year-old Native boys living in villages, 22 will die from

accidents, suicide, or homicide before they reach age 60 (if they do not die of

other causes first). Seven out of 100 girls in villages will also die of injuries.

• Native teens who will never marry have an even greater likelihood of dying of

violence before age 60.

4. How long have injury death rates been so high?

• In 1950, suicide rates were much lower than today. Homicide rates were
lower, too. Deaths from accidents were even more common, but mainly due to

lack of medical care in rural Alaska (non-Native accident rates were also high).

• Suicides and homicides grew rapidly in the 1960s. Suicide rates continued to

increase until leveling off in the 1980s.

• Before the 1960s, most suicides were older adults. Suicide rates have climbed

in the past 30 years because more young people are killing themselves.

5. What can be done?

• Suicide rates have been high for only the past 30 years - within lifetime of

most of you. Your knowledge of how things worked before is needed.

• In 24 Native villages scattered throughout Alaska with 100 or more residents,

no one has died from suicide or murder in at least 1 1 years. These villages may
not just be lucky, and can perhaps share their success with other communities.
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FINDINGS AND DATA

Social/Cultural Status

"Native annual birthrate = 36.5 per 1,000, creating large demand for village child

development, education, health programs.

--Effective Native public education = bi-cultural (skills and values).

--Native annual death rate = more than three times national average, much of it

alcohol-related.

"Native infant mortality and Fetal Alcohol Syndrome rates = more than twice

national averages.

"1988, birth rate to Native girls 15-19 = 2-1/2 times national average.

--1988, one of every 1 1 Native children received child protection

services.

-1 992, 30% of DH&SS child abuse/neglect/injury reports = Native children (94

per 1 ,000 Native children, 55 per 1 ,000 non-Native Alaskan children, 39

per 1 ,000 children nationwide).

-1992, almost one of every eight Native males 14-17 spent time in juvenile

detention.

-April, 1993, over 27% of Native inmate population had sexually abused a child

or other adult.

-Nearly 1/2 all Natives currently incarcerated for sexual crimes victimized

children.

Economics
-Village costs of living = exorbitant; village economies = precariously

dependent on public expenditures.

-1990, over 20% of enumerated Native workforce = unemployed, compared to

8.8% of total Alaskan workforce. (Actual Native unemployment rates =

much higher, due to uncounted workforce dropouts.)

-In 1/3 of villages, male unemployment = 32% (four times statewide average);

in 1/8 of villages, male unemployment = more than 50%.
-About 42% of 1 6,000 Native males in Alaska's employed civilian workforce = in

crafts, trades, service sectors.

-Almost 1/3 of all employed Native women = secretaries or clerks; 1/4 = in

service sector (mainly food preparation, custodial).

-Native women = about 60% more likely to work in managerial and professional

fields than Native men.
-Alaska's federal agency workforce (except BIA and IHS, with congressional

Native preference) = 5.6% Native/American Indian.

-1 992, 4.8% of State of Alaska executive branch workforce = Natives

(e.g.. Law = 3.8%, DNR = 2.1%, ADF&G = 1.6%).
-21 .5% of Native families = below official poverty income line, compared

to 6.8% of all Alaskan families.

-Native families and individuals = increasingly welfare-dependent.
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Justice and Corrections

--Non-Native assumption that only "western" justice = justice impedes culturally

appropriate village alternatives for dispute resolution.

-April, 1993, Natives =16% of Alaska's population, 13.5 % of its

prison-age-eligible population, and 32% of its inmates.

-Natives = 59% of Alaska's violent-crime inmates and 38% of its sex-offense

inmates.

-Most Native crime = alcohol-related; percentages of Native crime that are

violent or sexual = far higher than state/national averages.

"53% of all Native inmates = incarcerated for "most violent" crimes

(assault =14%, sexual assault = 14%, sexual abuse o( minor 13%,

murder/manslaughter = 12%).

-1992, about 27% of al! Native males 14-17 years eld = referred to state juvenile

intake system.

-Native murder rate = four times national average.

-Natives = 43% of Alaska's misdemeanor inmates, 39% of its sex offenders, and

41% of its parolees/probationers.

-1990, Natives = 1/2 of Alaska's second-degree murder convictions, and only

8% of its drug offenders.

-"Charge bargaining" practices, coupled wth Native cultural avoidance of

confrontation (trials), may contribute to high conviction rates.

Education
"1981-89, Native FAS rate = 5.1 per 1,000 live births (almost 2-1/2 times North

A-Tierican average).

-60% of Native students entering urban Alaska high schools do not graduate,

compared to 12-15% Native attrition rate in mral high schools; but rural

graduates have much lower average achievement levels.

-1989, Native ACT scores = about 40% lower than non-Native scores;

-Rural schools = 1 4,000 Native students (7% Native instructors); urban schools

= 9,500 Native students (less than 2% Native instructors).

"Rural Alaska students below academic level for age group = above 12%;
urban Alaska students below academic level for age group = below 4%.

"One advantage of rural schools = low student-teacher ratios (better chances for

instructional impacts).

-53% of all Alaska students (but 1 1% of Native students) took /^gebra II;

48% of all Alaska students (but 8% of Native students) took chemistry.

-3/4 of all Alaska students (but 2/3 of Native students) complete high school.

•-In some districts, 30% of Native elementary students and 40% of Native

secondary students = below grade level.

-Replacing boarding schools with village schools increased graduation rates -

but with lower achievement scores than statewide.

-1980, % of adult non-Native Alaskans with college degrees = five times % of

adult Natives with degrees.

21-794 - 96 - 9
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Physical/Behavioral Health
--Lack of adequate village sanitation/water systems = primary cause of many

Native health problems (e.g., Alaska's highest incidence of Hepatitis B =

in southwestern villages).

-Despite $1 .3 billion public investment, many villages have only rudimentary

water/sewage utilities.

--Heart disease = 16% of all Native deaths in 1994 (5% in 1950).

-Natives = more vulnerable to serious injury and infectious disease than

non-Native Alaskans.

-Formerly low Native cancer rates = steadily increasing.

-1985-89, Native diabetes rose from 15.7 to 18.2 per 1,000.

-Formerly epidemic TB = no longer prevalent, but far from eradicated.

-Individual substance abuse and other health problems = closely related to

dysfunctionality of whole communities (must be addressed together).

"3fl% of Natives smoke tobacco (compared to 26% of all Alaskan adults); some
Native villages = 60% smoking rates.

-1 980-89 = average of one Native suicide every ten days, reaching 1989
annual rate of 69 per 100,000; preliminary 1990-93 data indicate

continuing increase.

-Almost 1/2 of Native suicides = 15-24 year olds, compared to 1/4 of non-Native

suicides.

-1964-1989, Native suicide rate increased 500%.
-1980-89, 86% of all Native suicides = males.

-Late 1 980*s, suicide rate of Native males 20-24 year old = more than 30 times

national suicide rate for all age groups.

-61% of Natives live in rural Alaska, but more than 2/3 of 1980-89 Native

suicides occurred there.

-1980-89, 305 Natives (173 males, 132 females) = killed by direct effects of

alcohol or other drugs (average = one every 12 days); this Native

substance abuse mortality rate (4.1 per 10,000) = 3-1/2 times non-Native

rate (1.2 per 1,000).

-1980-89, cumulative Native "Years of Potential -Life Lost" (i.e., number of years

individual dies before 65th birthday) attributable to alcohol = 6,607 years

(almost five times non-Native rate).

-Native rate of fatal injuries caused by alcohol = nearly three times non-Native

rate.

-Native per capita deaths by fire = twice non-Native rate; about 1/2 = attributable

to alcohol.

•-79% of all Native suicides = detectable blood alcohol levels.

•-Alcohol abuse and criminal acts correlate significantly, particularly in rural

Alaska and among Natives throughout state.
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CENTRAL THEMES

—"Whatever words are chosen to depict the situation of Alaska's Native

people, there can be litlie doubt that an entire population is at risk.. .of being

permanently imprisoned in America's underclass, mired in. ..physical and spiritual

poverty;. ..of leading lives, generation to generation, characterized by violence,

alcohol abuse and cycles of personal and social destruction;. ..of losing,

irretrievably, the cultural strengths. ..essential for the building of a new and
workable social and economic order;.. .of permanently losing the capacity to self-

govern, ...to make considered and appropriate decisions about how life in Native

communities should be lived.—"This lack of well-being, or 'dysfunction, '...was precipitated by a century-

long policy of cultural, social and economic assimilation. Rampant
unemployment and the virtual non-existence of other economic

opportunities,. ..together with the spiritually and psychologically debilitating

intervention of governmental services...has created a culture of dependency. If

one theme can be identified as having emerged during the course of the

Commission's work, it is Alaska Natives' seeming inability to take responsibility

for local economies, governments, schools and other social institutions."

—
"...the impact of government on the villages during the past quarter-

century, while often materially beneficial..., has been destructive in process.

The federal government appears to have believed that ''deveIopment"...is

something that can be done to one group of people by another....The result of

this systematic assumption of responsibility and control by outsiders is that

village people lost hold of their communities and their children's lives. That is a

fundamental fact underlying the contemporary Native...crisis."—"...There is no end of the downward social and economic spiral in sight.

Natives are still the poorest of Alaska's citizens. ...There has been little, if any,

return on the billions of dollars that governments have expended over the past

30 years on what has become, quite literally, a growth industry revolving around

problems in the Native community."—'The true nature of the sickness.. .throughout the Native villages is the

state of dependency which has led to the loss of direction and self-esteem.

Everything else is of a secondary nature - merely symptoms of the underlying

disease. Programs which are aimed at relieving the symptoms but refuse to

relate to the sickness are doomed to fail and may even make things worse."
—"...unhealthy dependence. ..on outside decision makers and service

providers.. .serve[s] to displace the village councils, natural leaders and extended

families. Rather than having to face, acknowledge and deal with problems, the

community can turn those problems over to someone else."

~"lt is time to accept that the past policy of assimilation has not worked.

The federal government and the State of Alaska have repeatedly chosen to

ignore this fact. But it is one clearly understood by Alaska Natives. Natives

must ...approach the future with the certain knowledge that their world views,

their traditional methods of solving problems, their ways of thinking and
doing. ..will be given respect and precedence."
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—"The issues confronting Alaska Natives are compounded by their

interrelationship:

—Reversal of the cultural and social decay in which Natives are

enmeshed seems impossible without improvement in their

economic condition. Individuals who believe themselves doomed
to an unending future of economic dependency are in such
psychological despair that little energy is left for understanding and
valuing their heritage.

—Improvement in their economic condition seems unlikely

without. ..an educational system that works. ..Children and young
adults who are deprived of self-respect by a culturally alien school

system and then sent into society as functional illiterates without

marketable skills cannot improve their economic status.

—An education system that works for Alaska Natives seems out of

reach so long as public health problems, family dysfunction, and

alcohol and sexual abuse are prevalent. Children suffering from

chronic diseases brought on by exposure to raw sewage or Fetal

Alcohol Syndrome, children from families in which one or both

parents are absent or abusive, and children who must live in

communities in which the sodety...has failed, are ill-equipped to

succeed in school, even if school is reformed to accommodate
ways of learning particular to. ..Native cultures."—"The answer... is not surrender to this multitude of problems, but greater

efforts to address all concurrently. Progress in reversing cultural and social

erosion will be rewarded by gains in other areas.. ..The forward movement of an
empowered Native community.. .will go far in promoting substantive advances..."—

"...there needs to be a comprehensive approach by the federal and
state governments and Alaska Native people themselves.. .[A]ny piecemeal
attempts at reform will fail. ..The success or failure of one initiative hinges on the

success or failure of others. Such a multi-faceted approach. ..would be a
positive... departure from present governmental policy making which is issue-

specific and political in approach."

OVERARCHING PRINCIPLES:
-Self-Reliance : "...using the rights they have...from the special

relationship of Native Americans with the federal government and.. .as

citizens of the United States and Alaska,. ..the acceptance of responsibility

for individual and community actions... is the key to Alaska Natives' future

well-being..."

"Self-Determination : "...policies and programs must, to the largest

extent possible, be conceived, developed and carried out by Alaska
Natives."

—Inteority of Native Cultures : "Policies and programs. ..must recognize,

take advantage of, and maintain and enhance the traditional values of

Alaska Native cultures."
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TESTIMONY FOR THE UNITED STATES CONGRESS
Congressional Hearing
November 16, 1995

Written Testimony Prepared and Submitted by
Callsta Corporation

Callsta Corporation Is respectdfully submitting the following testimony for the
Congressional hearing held on November 16, 1995, In Washington DC,
concerning the Alaska Native Commission Report.

INTRODUCTION

Callsta Corporation has long been concerned with the economic and social

well-being of the Yup'lk people residing In the Yukon-Kuskokwlm Delta of

Southwestern Alaska. Ahnost ten years ago, Callsta Corporation prepared
the first comprehensive written report documenting the deplorable
economic and social conditions being experienced by the people of the
Callsta region. Our report. The Caltsta Region: A Gentle People. A Harsh
Life , became the foundation for the statistics used in the Alaska Federation
of Natives* report. A Call to Action, which was released to the public and
submitted to Congress in 1988. As a result of these reports, attention was
finally directed to understanding the various economic, social, and political

problems of the Alaska Native people and their cultures. In response to

Congressional interest in these Issues the United States Congress passed
legislation in 1989 which lead to the formation of the Alaska Native
Commission ("Commission").

Congress is now at a critical juncture for addressing and finding solutions to

the problems which continue to haunt the Alaska Natives. A balanced and
focused approach is required to ensure that the problems confronting us
now will not face us 20 or 50 years down the road.

ALASKA NATIVE COMMISSION

The Commission was established to Identify and recommend solutions
which are creative, reasonable and doable. While the Commission's report of

recommendations does identify strategies and Ideas for beginning to address
the health and social well-being problems of Alaska Natives, we feel the
recommendations are inadequate to ensure lasting resolution of those and
other problems. Any effort to alleviate the problems faced by the Alaska
Natives must Include addressing the heart of those problems - the lack of

strong local economies and the lack of employment opportunities in the
villages. Solutions to these problems will provide long term if not
permanent improvements to the Alaska Native lifestyle. Health and social

problems are more likely to be resolved as a result of solving the economic
and unemployment problems rather than vise versa. Consequentiy Congress
should approach all these problems from a new angle. It should promote
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strong self supporting economies In rural Alaska as a more lasting approach
to solving the unforglveable conditions in many native communities. We
must quit trying to cure the symptoms of our problems and address the
underlying problem which is the pervasive poverty.

During the tenure of the Commission. Calista Corporation testified at
numerous hearings and prepared detailed reports on the condition of the
Yup'ik people living in the Calista region. Cctllsta staff worked closely with
Commission member Martin B. Moore to identify means of promoting and
nuturlng economic development in Rural Alaska which would result in the
creation of Jobs for Alaska Natives. When we reviewed the final solutions
recommended by the Commission we were saddened to see that almost all

of the ideas that Calista Corporation and Commission member Mr. Moore
had developed were absent from the final commission report.

At this time, Calista Corporation would like to submit as part of the
Congressional record for this hearing a report we prepared and submitted to

the Alaska Native Commission in January 12. 1993. We are submitting the
report and this testimony, not as an alternative to the recommended
solutions, but to offer a balanced and focused approach.

Calista Corporation sincerely hopes Congress will take the time to review
our recommendations. If implemented, these recommendations will greatly

benefit both the Yup'ik people and other Alaska Natives.

GREATEST AREAS OF NEED

Alaska Natives face a wide range of problems and the culture is under a
tremendous amount of stress and pressure to change. However, the
problems and pressures are much greater In some regions of the state. For
example, in Anchorage, most Alaska Natives live in homes with running
water and sewer: health care services are within a cab ride away at the
Alaska Native Medical Center; and the Anchorage School District is one of
the best funded school districts in the country. Although finding a Job may
take a bit of effort, the opportunities for acquiring one are there. In

contrast. Alaska Natives living in most villages in Southwestern Alaska and
the Calista region do not have any of these services or opportunities. Sewer
disposal is often honey bucket haul systems if that: health care comes from a
community health aide, ff there is one or else it is a plane ride away: there
are no Jobs, unless you are one of the few Native school teachers or the
village store clerk: and the school systems are unable to provide an
education comparable In quality to Anchorage's schools.

While this nation races toward new technological heights, the Calista region
villages are struggling to obtain the most basic needs and services for the
Yup'ik people. One need not be a scholar to sense the bitterness created by
Joblessness or from smelling the stench of the honey bucket lagoon during
spring breakup. Yet these are conditions the people of the Calista region
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live with day In and day out. It was not Just a coincidence that the examples
and statistics cited In the Commission reports and findings focused on
villages In the Calista region. These communities became evidence of the
problems facing Alaska Native villages because they are the communities
experiencing the greatest problems. The extremely poor living conditions
and high levels of unemplojrment simply do not occur elsewhere. It is for

this reason alone. Calista Corporation is stressing that the actions adopted or
legislation enacted by Congress must focus on the areas with the greatest

problems.

Historically, this area of the state has been ignored when it comes to

receiving federal and state money to build infrastructure systems such as
roads, sewer and water systems or implementing economic development
programs. It Is a rather sad commentary on the plight of the Yupilt when
statistics show that when the United States enters the 21st century, most of

the villages in Southwest Alaska still will not have running water or flush
toilets.

Calista Corporation knows this Is a reiteration of the litany of problems
facing Alaska Natives, but there is a point to be made here. Congress'
actions must focus on and target the areas of the state with the greatest
needs and must be designed to benefit the Alaska Natives most In need. It

should be a goal of Congress to recommend program and policy changes
which will ensure that all Alaska Natives are able to live without fear of their

health, safety and economic well-being. Because of the extreme gravity of

the problems facing the people and villages in the Calista region, we urge
Congress to give this region extra consideration when making
recommendations and proposing solutions for remedying the problems now
facing Alaska Natives.

SOLUTIONS MUST BE FOCUSED

Generic, broad-range programs addressing no longer are the answer. In this

time of limited funding and tight financial budgets, programs and monies
must be targeted to areas and people where they do the most good and are

most needed. Priorities for implementing programs and providing funding
must be based on need, not on which region or entity has the greatest

political clout.

The Calista region has over 25 percent of the state's Native villages located

within its boundaries. It also has close to the same percentage of the state's

Native population living in these villages, yet the region does not receive 25
percent of the money for programs and projects for Alaska Native people. In

fact, state operating and capital expenditures In the Calista region are the

lowest per capita anywhere In the state. For example, of the communities
lacking sewer and water facilities more than half of the village are in the

Calista region. And it is the Calista region which has the highest Incidence

rate for hepatitis In the state.
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If history is any Indication, a package of overly broad, statewide policies £tnd

programs affecting all Alaska Natives will not be effective for the Yup'lk
people. In most cases, the funding and programs go to the more affluent,

better-off regions of the state which do not have as great of a need as the
Callsta Region.

The Ccdlsta region is in economic and social distress. The people in the
region are having to cope with the rapid transition from a traditional

subsistence-based culture to a way of life that combines cash and subsistence
economies. This change is impacting every facet of life In the region
including the growth of villages, population patterns, the environment,
education, development of infrastructure systems, employment
opportunities and the social well-being of the Yup'lk people. Even though
the Yup'lk people have made social and economic gains, they still have not
caught up with the rest of the state and the disproportionate problems
confronting the Yup'lk people persist. There are no quick or easy solutions

to the problems facing the Yup'lk people.

In recent years, the Yup'lk people have been plagued by alcoholism, suicide,

domestic violence and child abuse. Now drug abuse, murder and assault are
common events in the villages. These are aU signs of a culture under
extreme stress £uid in dire need of help. Much of the social and cultural

disintegration now occurring in the villages is the result of a lack of Jobs,
lack of resources to compete in today's world, and the public's inadequate
understanding of what it is really like to live in a village.

Subsistence remains at the center of the Yup'lk culture and society. As a
result, it must be protected. In the villages, more and more of the young
people leave to never come back. The reason - there are no Jobs to sustain
them and there is no housing for them to live in to start their own families.

The one thing still sustaining most Yup'lk people is their ability to continue
living a subsistence lifestyle. However, even that is being threatened by
political disputes over who has the right to practice subsistence and where
can It occur. Natural resources found in the Callsta region are not easily

developed because they are far from roads or ports. Consequently, there is

little economic development occurring in the region so people are still very
dependent on subsistence for food.

Although subsistence provides a basis for living and surviving in a village, the
rest of the necessary goods and services must be obtained with cash. For
the Yup'lk people, public assistance, food stamps, permanent fund
dividends. Income from commercial fishing and the occasional construction
job are the sources of cash in the Callsta region. In Southwest Alaska, there

Is no Red Dog mine or world-class commercial fishing such as that found in

the Bristol Bay area. Because of that, programs and Incentives must be
implemented by the federal and state government which encourage
economic development In depressed areas of the state.
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Finally, while other villages and areas of the state are also limited In their

opportunities for economic and natural resource development, the
opportunities are virtually non-existent In the Callsta region. The time has
come to take action to change the economic and social conditions of the
Callsta region. An effort must be made to encourage economic development
and attract Industries and businesses which can bring Jobs to rural Alaska so
that problems do not continue to get worse while the Yup'ik people work
toward improving their lives. It must be recognized that the Callsta region
does not have the same level of resotirces to deal with its problems. There
are no tax revenues coming in from property taxes or taxes on the oil

industry. No matter how hard this region tries, unless policies and
programs change drastically, there will never be the same level of
community enhancement as that which occurs in Barrow or other North
Slope villages.

LACK OF ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

During this hearing. Congress has heard from Alaska's Governor, the
Honorable Tony Knowles. that Alaska Natives are in need of Jobs and
opportunities to develop their local village economies. Native corporations
and Native-owned businesses. Callsta Corporation fiilly agrees with the
Governor of Alaska and all those \(^o say economic development and Jobs are

the keys to helping Alaska Natives. Jobs and economic development will

allow communities to step into the modem world, rather than continually
being viewed as areas comparable to third world countries. It is beyond
time for words, both state and federal need to follow through and take
positive steps addressing these problems.

The areas of concern (i.e. social, health and education problems) addressed
by the Alaska Native Commission are the ones currently most commonly
funded and provided for by federal and state entities. Little attention or
assistance, with the e«:eptlon of the passage of ANCSA, has been directed to

the economic problems facing Alaska Natives. However, all the problems are

interrelated. The introduction of sewer and water facilities alone in the
villages in the Callsta region would have a monumental impact on
encouraging business to come to the region, also Improving health and living

conditions in the villages. Problems associated with any one of the areas
feed off of the impacts created by the other problems being faced by the
Yup'ik people. Without improvements to the deplorable economic
conditions in the region, it will be necessary to continually provide large

infusions of cash to subsidize social programs and try to maintain the status

quo in terms of life in the villages vdiich is already substandard when
compared to the rest of the Alaska.

Unless things change dramatically, the Callsta region is likely to continue to

experience severe economic difficulties while the rest of Alaska begins a
gradual recovery. The net result will be continued unemployment, with
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little or no gain In personal income, and continued decline of the social
well-being of the Callsta region. There are no easy answers to the problems,
especially those involving economic development. Profitable resource
development has been an elusive goal in the Callsta region, even when the
State of Alaska was wealthier. If programs £ind funding are not targeted to

the Callsta region, there will be more unemployment, lower incomes, and a
continual declSie in the quality of life in most of the villages.

The recommendations the Callsta Corporation is submitting to this
Committee outlines actions which can be taken to improve income levels

and emplojmient opportunities in the Callsta region and throughout rural
Alaska as a whole. The development of a strong regional economy, when
coupled with other improvements related to education and health, can lead
to significant Improvements in the quality of life for Alaska Natives. In
particular the Yup'ik people.

In the future, the plight of the villages will only get worse in the absence of

systematic efforts to address the problems. Over time there will be even
more people competing for the same few Jobs because the population and
labor force continue to grow. A major obstacle to grappling with the plight
of the Alaska Native people is that no one quite knows what to do or what
will work. Because Callsta Corporation is a regional Native corporation,
corporate staff and the Callsta Board of Directors are familiar with the Yupik
people and Callsta region; we know what will work in the Callsta region.
With that in mind, we ask that Congress seriously consider the actions
Callsta Corporation is suggesting to this Committee and Congress in the
recommendations proposed for the Commission.

A long term commitment to the development of a comprehensive economic
development program addressing the creation of Jobs in rural Alaska and
attracting business to rural areas Is needed to make a noticeable change. A
solution to many of the region's social, health and economic problems will

not be found, until efforts are made to focus on and specifically help the
Yupik people develop strong local economies and create jobs In the villages.

Some power or powers greater than Callsta Corporation must make a
commitment to help the region and the Yupik people. Without
Congressional assistance few. if any, changes will be made. A
comprehensive, long-term cooperative efifort by Congress, other Native
entitles, and the state and federal government Is necessary to de£d with the
overwhelming conditions in the Callsta region and other villages in Alaska.

CONCLUSION

To reiterate, a balanced approach Including provision for the creation of Jobs
and greater economic activity In depressed areas Is essential to resolving the
type of social statistics regarding the Alaska Natives. Without a focused
approach, the problems will persevere well into the next century.
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Callsta Corporation will continue to take an active role In terms of
Identifying possible solutions to the problems facing the Yup'lk people and
we are willing to work with this committee to help develop solutions.
Callsta Corporation would like to thank this Committee for tal^g the time
and focusing attention on dealing with the problems facing all Alaska
Natives. Callsta Corporation sincerely hopes this Committee will think about
what we have said Uxlay and act on it. Congress is one of the last sources of
hope for the Yuplk people In terms of finding solutions and gaining support
for helping the Yuplk people survive into the next centuiy.
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FINAL RxcoMmRDATtana POK Acnoir
SDBIimZD TO ITS ALAaXA NATXVBS COIOCIBUOIV

QITRODUCnOlf

Over the last twenty years, iht Callsta Corporation baa duofuUy tried to
implement the Alaaka Native Claims Settletnene Act (ANCSA) to ensure that
Calista Corporation and the Yupik people of the Caiista Region receive the full

value of their settlement granted under ANCSA. This tiattle has been long and
expensive. Calista Corporation and the village corporations have iaced obstacle
upon obstacle in this process. Today. w« are not any closer to solving the
problems of the Yupik people than we were twenty years sgo.

In the last four years. Calista Corporation has advocated Identifying and
implementing solutions to the problems facing the Yupik people and other Alaaka
Natives. CaUsta Corporauon took this advocacy role because the Calista Region
and Yupik people Uvmg tn the region are most affected by the problems endemic
to Alaska Natives. No other area of Alaska sufTera from such extreme living and
cccnomic conditions as those found tn the Crista Regloo.

Historically. vtUages tn western Alaska depended upon a subsistence lifestyle.

There were few technological needs and few problems. The Native lifestyle was
not tied to the cash economy and lobs were not a necessity. During the last 23
years, the Yupik world has changed! Toda/s village economies are based on • rrjii^

at cash and subsistence. As the younger. post*ANCSA generation eaters the
woiidbrce. they must compete for the handful of Jobs available in the villages. Jobs
are scarce in most Calista vUlages and unemployment runs as high as 90 percent
with most employment bemg seasonal. In 1966. the Bureau of Indian Afblrs m
their report. NaUonal Program Inadequacies and Needs to Better Serve Rural anA
Native Alaska reported the following:

'Recent years have brought many new agencies and programs to Alaska with
more tools, personnel and other resources for development. Programs are

specifically aimed toward the elimination of depressed areas, poverty,

unemployment and underemployment, and unequal economic opportunity,

all characteristic of rural Alaska. Tbc need in Alaaka is to direct these
programs toward the characteristics they were designed to eliminate and
int^rate them efOdently and effectively with ongoing programs.'

After twent]r*thiee years, little has changed. The Alaska Pederation of Natives

conflrmed uila in th^ report The AFN Report on the Slaxua of Alaska Natives: A
Coil for Action, by stating:

'Over the past two decades, the federal and state goverzuaenta have
Invested millions of dollars in rural Alaska. Although important
Improvements have been made (e.g.. public works and improved delivery of

government services) the investment has not established an econoooic baa*
suffldest to enable Naaves living m rura) viilagea to bu^ an economically

aelf-suatalnlng future or to prevent the accelerated disintegration of

tiadltlanal cultures. . .

.
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The absence of Jobs in the cash economy Is a chronic problem In rural

communities where unemployment rates far outstrip the state and national
averages. . . For two decades the federal and state governments Invested
substantial amounts of money In rural Alaska, building houses, water and
sewer systems, airstrips, electrical systems, and other Infrastructure.

Government also made capital Investments in community schools intended.
in part, to Improve the quality of the rural workforce. The purpose of the
investments was to stimulate self-sustaining economic growth. . . .

Despite Investment In infrastructure and education. In most Native
communities, the increase in seif-sustalnlng economic growth has been
minimal ... To date, the private sector component of the rxiral economy Is

skeletal. . . In western Alaska, as each decade succeeds the last, the idea
that private sector economic development is merely a matter of time and
capital becomes increasmgly Implausible. Villages In the region are remote
from markets: are saddled with high labor, energy, transportation, and
communication costs and must contend with a dearth of local markets and
scarcity of Investment capital. . . The absence of entrepreneurial
opportunity In western Alaska has frustrated the efforts of ANCSA
corporations in the area to develop new local Industry and commerce. . .

There Is no possibility that ANCSA corporations revenues will ever be large
enough to replace ^the role of federal and state spending In the niral
economy. ..."

How well Alaska's villages survive the coming years concerns Native leaders,
including those at Callsta Corporation. Careful research and analysis by Callsta
Corporation indicates that, if the villages in the Callsta Region are to survive, they
will need viable economies. In addition, the Native corporations wtU also need to

be strong and financially stable. The corporations and villages must have access
to the necessary resources — human, financial, and natural -- to pursue
development opportunities, implement programs, and establish policies to

mitigate the problems afOlctlng Alaska Natives. If the Yupik people of the Callsta
Region are to overcome the difficulties they are now facing, they must have
assistance and be given the opportunity to Improve their social and economic
well-being. They will need tools and resources to develop communities free from
the harsh economic and living conditions now experienced by the Yupik people.

Federal and state programs, for which funding Is declining, attempt to reduce
social and health problems, but have had only a marginal success rate. No
program has been able to minimize Joblessness In the villages. Studies over the
last twenty years show that social change, health problems, and meager economic
opportunities have a feedback effect, with each problem exacerbating the others.

There Is a great need for increased opportuitities in economic development. To
counteract dismal economic trends, the state and federal governments must
explore new and innovative ways to Improve the economic climate of the villages.

Action must be taken to reduce the impact of declining funding for programs
which benefit the Yupik people and other Alaska Natives. In the Callsta Region,
the most pressing need is for Jobs and economic stability. This need was
reaffirmed In 1989. In their report. A Call to Action, AFN concluded:

"Every effort to take advantage of limited opportunities for private economic
development should be encouraged, and Native access to employment
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opportunities expanded. . . Polictea and initiatives that target economically
reallstte improvements in ihe physical quality of community Ufie and do not
undermine options for residents who want to pursue economic
opportunities away from iheir home communities are needed.'

Calista Corporation concurs with the above AFN recommendation. However, we
feel there are other actions which should be taken to address the problems facing
Alaska Natives today. The following la a series of actions identified by Callsta
Corporation wtuch could stimulate vtllage economies and ameliorate many of tbe
problems plaguing Alaska Natives. We hope the Commission will recommend
these actions or similar ones to Congress and the State of Alaska as ways to
remedy the problsou facing the Yuptk people and Alaska Natives. Some of tbe
recommendatlona are very simple and will reqiure minimal funding or program
changes. Others, however, will require the revamping of existing programs and
funding sources or the development and implementation of new ones. The range
of acuons is broad and. in many cases, interdependent upon one smother. Moat
will have a tnckle<down effect. For i-^mpio by providing safe sewer and water
systems in the villages, many health problems will be brought under controL

The stakes are high and the challenges are greaL However, there must be a
cooperative efibrt to assist the areas and people in greatest need. The Alaska
Natives Commission, the federal and state governments, and Alaska Natives must
jomtly work together and commit themsen^es to taking action, developing and
implementing new policies and programs to address today's problems. Ii sucb
actum ts taken, the dlfScultles facing Alaska Natives can be overcome. liCs in tha
villages can be made bearable, and tba Native culture will be m a poamoa to
thrive.

SXCOMMEBrDATIOMI AMD ACXXOITS

The following recommendaaons Identic actions which wiU create self-stiflhient

village economies, preserve the subsistence sector, expand market and resouioe
development actlvitlea, and give the Nattve corporations a chance to become
strong, viable, compeutlve business organixationa. Under each general policy

recommendation, we have identified sevexai specific actions which can be taken
to mitigate the problons alTecting Alaska Natives. If action is not taken soon to

help the Vupik people and other village residents, it is very probable that Alaaka
Natives wiU leave the villages and the welbre of the remaining village resideua
wui decline.

In the Caliata Region, village economiea are baaed on three related economic
dements: subsistence, cash from employment, and transfer payments. Recem
growth of local village economies is pnmanty linked to expansion of the transfer

economy (I.e.. welfare payments, permanent fund dividends, and other forma of
government assistance). Spending by both the state and federal govermnsnta
creates jobs and increases income in the villages. But as government spcpding
declines, so does the vtilage economy. Por many Caliata villages, the transfer

economy la vutually tiie sole source oi Income and local revenue. Unfortunate^,
with projected declines in federal and stats spending, the villages m the Caliata

Region will be hard hit aa less money is spent for capital projects snd lund
developnenx la Alaska.
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Government monies suppon the vast number of wage paying Jobs In western
.\laska. According to 1991 figures from the State of Alaska. Department of Labor,
federal, state, and local governments accounted for 68 percent of the jobs in the
Wade Hampton census area (Lower Yukon Region) and 53 percent of the Jobs In
the Bethel census area (lower and upper Kuskokwlm nver areas). After
government, services and retail trade provide the most Jobs with the remaining
Jobs being related to seasonal work such as commercial fishing, construction, and
fire fighting.

Due to declines In state and federal spending, it is imperative that village
economies become self-sustaining. Self-suflficlency can be achieved by preserving
the subsistence sector and expanding the market and natural resource sectors. If

economic growth In western Alaska is to occur, constraints limiting the economic
growth, such as high development costs, little local control over resources, and
lack of infrastructure, must be removed.

Village economies in western Alaska are very closely tied to subsistence. As a
result, the importance of the non-cash economy to the Yupik people cannot be
overstated. Various surveys estimate that between 45 percent and 70 percent of
village residents in the Callsta Region rely on subsistence hunting and fishing
(Alaska Business Monthly, September 1992). Other important sources of cash
Income are welfare, social security, longevity bonus and Alaska Permanent Fund
dividend checlts. Residents of western Alaska, especially those in the Callsta
Region, fall far below the state average for per capita income. The Wade .Hampton
and Bethel census areas are ranked in last and second-to-last place, respectively.
In 1989, Alaska's per capita average was $20,609.00: in contrast, the average for

the Wade Hampton district was $9,548.00 and for the Bethel area it was
$12,820.00 (Alaska Dept. of Labor).

There is no doubt villages in western Alaska are economically disadvantaged.
Because of the region's economic disadvantages, the village economies are not
attractive to businesses for economic development. Job creation and economic
development must be based on a region's comparative advantages. A village has a
comparaUve advantage only if it can produce something at a lower cost than
competing regions. In general, economic development in the Callsta Region is

limited for the following reasons:

* villages are small and remote:

* limited technical knowledge:

* scarcity of investment capital and money;

* remoteness from basic markets;

* villagers have limited access to and control over local resources:

* not all areas have commercial resources:

* relatively few projects in rural Alaska can meet market tests:

* a significant share of exl.stlng Jobs go to non-residents: and

4
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* lack of InfraBtnictare development.

For village reaidentt to benefit from economic activity in tbe vU]a4es. they must
be aole to take advantage of joba created. During the economic boom of the
I980's. most joba created in the vtUages were taken by non-reaidenti. This
pattern continues today as teachers, administrative officials, health care
professionala. and government employees move to the villages to take jobs. Jobs
m the villages are attractive to non-Natives because of the salaries and uoktue
experience of working in the village setting. Thla pattern of employment best
erplaina why non-Natlvea continue to move into the villages and village rcaldenta
remain unemployed.

Recent studies have found that over half die employment opportumties created by
public projects in villages vent to non-residents, with more than 10 percent of
those Jobs going to workers who were not even residents of Alaska. Hda pattExn
occurs in part because village residents often do not have the skllla necessary to

fill available poaldons. For example, few Alaaka Natives hold teaching certlflcatea,

yet many of the Jobs avaUahle tn the villages are teaching positions or education
related. Increased local training, specialized education and certlflcatlon

programs, and adaptaoon of jobs to tbe subsistence lifestyle would increase local

hire. Rates of unemployment at 60 percent are common and run as high as 90
percent in some villages in the Callata Region (MMS. 1992).

In Che March 1992 report. TTie Economy ofVOoge AJasloa. It was stated:

*.
. . the vUlagea along the weat coaac and m the mtertor hanre a much leas

secure economic future. Development opportunttlea are limited in this

region, and Its economic weU-betng depends on transfers from federal and
state gaveratoent This region beat ittustratea the economic problema of

the villages.*

Furthermore, the report went on to state:

la 1969. per capita income in weatem coastal Alaaka waa Just 62 pereent
of the statewide average. Since 1985. yaaemptarment haa averaged 17
percent above the state rate, and would be much higher if dlscoursisd
workers xvere counted. . . In many villages a small number of nan>Nattre
professionals ~ largely teachen ~ earn a dlaproportloiiate share of total

village income. . . A<yusdng the esttmauted regional unemployment rate to

account for discouraged workers suggests the resl unemployment rate in

western coastal Alaaka may be over sSpercenc higher than the state rate."

Although the oil boom of the 1980'a led to near schools and community bi iildlngi
and an tncreaae tn the caah eeonoi^r in the vtUages. the long term econonue
benefits to vtUage resuienta has been ifgMf^** 11^ growth waa not enough to

close Che signfflcam gapa between the weUue of village reaidenra and other
Alaskans. Recent evidence gathered tiy economists suggests that th^ growth has
done little to reduce poverty in westam .

A second factor Umtttng eeonomle di xluianent In the viOagea is aocesa to and
cootroi over kwai resouroes. This lack of conixol Bmits the atolll^ of vtOagen to

make the moat of local resource production, in which they hanre a comparattfe
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advantage. For example, although the Calista Region Is largely dependent on
commercial fishing for Its economic base, fishermen In the region have little

control over the salmon resources. The fishery is subject to numerous problems.
In particular; Interception of tfie runs. In recent years, commercial fisheries have
been declining. The declines appear to be linked to interception of the salmon
during migration by the fishermen In False Pass. The fishermen on the Yukon
and Kuskokwim rivers have no way to stop this Interception. Consequently,
commercial fishing Is becoming increasingly unpredictable In the Calista Region.

While harvest limits are necessary to protect fish and game stocks, restriction on
village residents' access to the allowable harvest prevents many Alaska Natives
from making the most productive use of those resources. Access may be limited
because of externally Imposed regulations. Laws such as the federal Marine
Mammal Protection Act allow Alaska Natives to take marine mammals for
personal use. but It severely limits the ability of the Alaska Natives to market
products of the hunt, thereby removing an economically feasible activity for village

residents. It has been suggested that an economy based on resource harvesting
activities, with fewer limitations on access and control, could support a
significant population In rural Alaska (ISER 1992).

In contrast to the boom which many believed would follow the passage of the
Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act. resource development In the Calista Region
has remained at a low level. This Is due primarily to the economic environment
and lack of knowledge about the region s resource base. Not every region of the
state has economically feasible resource bases, such as a Red Dog mine or a
Prudhoe Bay to support local residents. Local resource development is

economically feasible only If resources can be produced and delivered to market
at a cost at or below the current market price. The total cost of producing a
resource is Influenced by the cost of labor, development capital, transportation.
Infrastructure, and the quality and quantity of the resource being produced.
Resources may exist, but will remain undeveloped so long as development costs
are greater than potential market prices. If development of resources is to occur
in areas such as the Calista Region, economic incentives must be implemented to
attract exploration and development interests to rural areas of the state.

The lack of capital and tax structure In rural Alaska is frequently mentioned as a
constraint to development. There are no tax incentives for businesses and
compames taking financial risks to develop resources in rural areas. But above all.

the cost of ventures in rural areas of the state is high. Few projects in rural
Alaska can meet the market test of earning a rate of return comparable to market
costs, unless some form of economic assistance or Incentive is offered. The future
of the village market economy depends on the fiiture of the natural resource base.

The Department of Community and Regional Affair's Rural Economic
Development Initiative (REDD staff has estimated that capitalization needs in
rural Alaska over the next ten years will be $2.2 billion for capital projects
{infrastructure). $400 million for economic development, and $150 million for

planning and technical asslstcince. The grand total of estimated development
needs in rural Alaska through the year 2000 comes to $2,725 billion. This stands
in contrast to an estimated ten-year total of $554 million likely to be spent In
rural Alaska, based on recent spending trends, thereby leaving a gap of $2.2
billion for rural needs (DORA. 1991).
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If a region is to be vufale. it must hsve an econonac base. As of today, the CaUsta
Region la without such a base. Those regiona of Alaska which are growing and
have few social or economic problems are those that have stnmg local ccanomiss
and resource derelopment potentiaL based on timber, flsheries. and oU and gM
Qelds. The communities and Native corparanona with access to these resources
arc net fzzsd with nearly as rnaof economic and sodal problems as the Calists
RcgtotL The Callsta Region has had to play a contlnuoua game of catch-up since
ANCSA was passed and. as of today, the region has not cau^t up with any other
part of Alaska. Without the development and implementation of economic
development programs and incentlvea. the Callsta Region will not hare the
necessary conditions Ibr sustained, diversifled economic growth as traditionally
defined. A regional economy cannot be built on a few village stores and an
occasional construction project.

Among the m^}or issues being addressed by the Alaska Natives Commission, the
two most commonly addressed tiy federal and state entitles are sodal and health
problems. Uttle attention has been paid to the economic problems facing the
villages. Callsta's attention, therefore, has been on economic problems and
solutions. Although it may appear to be an oversimplification of the problems
facing Alaska Natives, much can be done to alleviate sodai and health problems by
increasing employment and economic development opportunities. Without
Improvements to the deplorable economic conditions in the villages of western
Alaska. It will be necessary to cononually provide large infusions of caah to

subsidize cxinrent programs and ""»<nTT«" current social and health levels, whtch
are far bekjw acceptable levels and standards for aqy American. The fbUowisg oze
recommended actlona which should be taken to promote and enhance tfaa

economic independence of Alaska Nattvea.

1. LOWER UlfSllPLOTllKirr RATBa DT TBS YILLAOM9 BT BNCOURACOirO
LOCAL HISX OF aijt«»A XAITVSS - Jobs are very scarce in vUlaget:

consequently, hiring Just one or two people from outside the village may meaa
tiiat vtUage residents go without jot>s. The lack of employment opportumtles has
a significant negative impact on a village. Under the cmrem labor laws, employers
tiave no Incentive or requirement to hire Alaska Nattvea. Local hire laws were
commonplace during the conatmcnon of the Trans-Alaska pipeline and proved to

be both necessary and instrumental in enstixtog that Alaska residents were hired

for Jobs on the pipeline projects. The folknnng actlona could be taken to

encourage the practice of hiring Alaaka Nattvea:

* Enact lotiis u^hidi require employee to gtoe Alaska Nattvea preference fir
Jobs in th» viOagea. For example. PL 93-638 provides for Native preference

when BJhDg positions funded under PL 93-638. This type of provision couU
be incorporated into other federal and state programs beneflttlne Alaska
Natives. If the state constitution prohihiu Native preference where stats

funds are concerned, then those state projects that are partially or taOj
federally funded should be subject to the same types of preferential hDctng

'requirements.

* Oeoeiop a bonus system to reward companies or contractors who htn
Alaska Nattvee to work on profeas tn the viOages. The bonus coukl be
similar to the caah bonus awarded when a project is completed ahead of

schedule by a contnctor or it could be issued aa a 'dbttT that tfaa contrectmr

could use m hla next bkl on a puUic proJecL
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• Implement reguiations which would require state and federal contracts
to contain a pmvision requiring that contractors and businesses who work
in rural Alaska hire Alaska Natixxs for state or federally funded projects. If

qualified Alaska Nattues are available to work on the project.

• Implement a rating system for state and federal jobs which gives Alaska
Natives living in economically disadvantaged areas a preference for hiring.

The rating system could be modeled after veteran's preference ratings or
special preferences given co individuals with handicaps.

• Require Native preference on resource development and construdltjn
projects occurring on public lands in the state. This preference right could
be modeled on Alaska hire provisions implemented during construction of

the Trans-Alaska pipeline.

• Establish a policy lo encourage Native hire in state and federal
government positions ihroughout Alaska.

' Provide training in how to apply for federal or state Jobs. The paperwork
involved in getting on state and federal registers is overwhelming and
difficult to understand for many people, particularly those with little or rvo

experience in dealing with bureaucratic paperwork. Simplified forms and
information booklets geared to the education levels and cultural
perspectives of Alaska Natives would make applying for federal and state

Jobs less intimidating to Alaska Natives.

• Establish state and federal personnel offices in regional certters easily

accessed by village residents to provide assistance to Alaska Natives in

applying and qualifying for Jobs, getting Job training, and qualifying for
unemployment benejits. Provide financial assistance to municipality or
traditional governments that are willing to act as village liaisons for these
regional centers in collecting unemployment figures or disseminating
employment information /assistance.

• Require that a percentage of the labor force on state and federally funded
capital projects in the villages be Alaska Natives living in the village.

Policies and regulations promoting local hire must be implemented to

ensure that Alaska Natives are given priority in filling Jobs in the villages.

• Give special incentives (e.g., staff training, funding for on-thejob training,

and technical assistance) to agencies and private businesses which hire

Alaska Natives.

• Implement a policy requiring federal arvd state government agencies to

hire a specified number of Alaska Natives over the next ten years. The
policy could be modelled after the quota systems used by universities and
colleges to recruit and admit minority students.

' Provide incentives to employers to hire arui bring in workers from
economically depressed regions of the state. If Jobs cannot be createid In

the villages, then village residents must be taken to the Jobs. Nowhere are

there better opportunities than in the natural resource and fishing

8
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induacrles. Wotk schedules in these industries are £urty flexible and similar
employment practices are already bemg used with success. Far example.
Sail proceasmg ships commonly hire workers from outside the state and
bring them to Alaska to Wrk oa factory/processma ships. Tlieae
buaineaaes covUd be training and hiring Alaaka NallTes. if thejr had incentive
to do so.

During conatructlan of the Trans Alaaka pipeline, and in existing oU fteld

acQvitlea. workers are brought to Prudhoe firom other communities to work
on rotating shifts of two weeks on and two weeka off. Flexible schedulaa
and shifts wotild adlow workers to return to the village to take care of

families and do subsistence activitiea, while providing them with the
opportunity to go work in areas of the state where there are jobs.

2. GIVS PRXORIXT TO AND TAHQBT PKOaKAMS AND rUNDOVQ TO ABBAB OF
THE STAIX WHZCB ARB THB MOST BCONOIOCALLT OBPRB88BD OR IN THB
GRBATB8T NBBO - In today s world of shrinking money for capital projects,

infirastructure. and economic development, it is important to put money and
programs where there is the greatest need and they can do the most good. It is

no longer feasible to operate and fund large general programs in educadon. healtti

care or capital spending. Recendy. the Anchorage Oali^ News pubUshed a series
of articles on the sewer and water crista in western Alaaka. Because of the grare
danger to public health and safety, future funding for sewer and water projecta
should be targeted to those areas which have chrozucally unsafe condltlona.

There must be a recognition in these proorama that there are different levels of
need across the state. The following poUdea should be implemented to focua
attention and nyt^^tanfr on communities and regtons most in need of asaistanoa;

* Dei«lop and implement a system for determfjving communtty need teuete

for programs and copool project funding. A ranidng system would rank
communities from least to greatest need based on unemployment rates,

suicide rates, homicide and accidental death rates, health statlstlcv and
income levels in the communities.

Create separate programs. <7uaii/Icatk>n crtterto. and Jiwdlng sources far
iMilagea and resTions wilh cmiCal health, social, and eoonomic devehopnvmt
needs. Economically disadvanuged villages should not have to compete
with urban communities for funding and programs providing senricea audi
as sewer and water facilities. Funding should aummatlcally focus on
communities with the greatest identified needs for infrastructure such aa
sewer and water systems, health cUnlca. and housing.

* Imptemeni a standard poUcy requiring programs and assistance be gluen
ta regtons and groups most In need. Areaa in critical need, such as weatem
Alaska, should receive Qrat priority for funding necessary to raise living and
economic standards to comparable levels in other parts of the state.

* LTridertafce a comprehcnsaje. state-wtdm study to determine the needs of
runL conunimiass m Alaska, The object of the study would be to identify

which communities are in the greatest need and establiah pnontiea for

providing aiislstance and programa to bring these areaa up to minimum
living standards.
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• Promote the use and establishment of guaranteed quotas and access to

natural resources and resource related industries. In recent months, the
North Pacific Fisheries Management Council has established a quota system
for pollock caught off the coast of Alaska. Villages in western Alaska have
been given the rights to harvest 7.5 percent of the total Bering Sea pollock
harvest. At current prices and harvest levels the CDQ (community
development quota) fishery allocation could be worth more than $20
million to the coastal villages participating in the program. Projects funded
through profits from a village's CDQ allocation must help that community
become economically self-sufficient. Communities wlU work with business
partners to harvest the pollock. This type of program has helped bring
economic development Into communities which were In desperate need of
developing an economic base.

• Expand CDQ program to include species other than pollock. The CDQ
program has the potential of becoming a major Impetus for economic
development for villages on the coast of western Alaska. As the bottomflsh
industry expands to include other species and quotas are set for these
species. CDQ for coastal villages should be established so that the villages
may continue developing their role in the bottomflshlng industry.
Commercial fishing is one of the few industries which Is adaptable to the
Native lifestyle. It also involves the harvesting of a resource which Is readily
available in western Alaska. Already, processors Involved in the pollock
fishery are providing Job training to Natives. Participating CDQ villages
have been able to negotiate contracts with processors which ensure a
certain level of Native hire on the processing ships.

• Grant exclusixie rights to Alaska Natives to engage in certain industries
and businesses, similar to those rights which allow only Alaska Nattues to

herd reindeer. Exclusive rights and programs could be directed at
industries such as reindeer herding, marlculture. and flnfish farming.
Assistance in developing these industries is also needed. For example.
Alaska Natives' legcil right to be the sole owners of reindeer herds must be
reaifflrmed and any loopholes in the law removed. Marlculture and finflah

farming are new industries which could be conducted in the villages

successfully if the villages are given the opportunity and protections
necessary to develop them into competitive business enterprises. Finflsh
fanning is Illegal in Alaska currently. Legalizing it on, or adjacent to ANCSA
land would provide an exclusive opportunity to Alaska Natives without
interfering with established business ventures. Through the use of
licensing, quotas, or permitting. Alaska Natives and villages could be
granted preference over other groups for developing natural resources and
related businesses.

3. PROMOTE ANIS ENCOURAGE MINERAL EXPLORATION IN REMOTE AND
UNDEVELOPED AREAS OF ALASKA - Current public policy prohibits the
expenditure of public dollars to do mlnercd exploration on private lands. This
policy, does not benefit the Native people of Alaska. Large tracts of ANCSA land
which may have developable deposits are going unexplored. The Native
corporations often do not have the cash reserves and expertise needed to pursue
exploration and there are few incentives that encourage private industry to
explore on these lands. The lack of Interest in western Alaska is due largety to
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the difficulty and high costs associated with domg ex{ilontlon in an undeveloped,
under-explored, niinimally mapped, and geogrsphlcalfy isolated regum.

VtituaUy all of the land in the pnuomity of vUlages needing economic and eneigjr
assistance is owned ty ANCSA corpontiona. The discovery of mlnend depostta or
ell and gas on ANCSA lands could provide economic opportumtles. Jobs, and
scarce energy resources that do not exist presently, but are critically needed la
these regions of the sute. Due to the land selection patterns under ANCSA. ths
viUaj^es are now surrounded by private laiul (Le.. Native corporation lands).
Nonaaltf. exploration using federal and state money is conducted on public land;
therefore. Iitde esqjlantlon work occun near communities surrounded by pitvate
lands, although these are the communities that need the benefits that can be
derived from this exploration. Furthermore, in recent years, the USGS has spent
milliona of dollars doing exploration work in southeast Alaska, but comparattv«ly
Uttle on exploration work in the Yukon-Kuskokwim Region. The regions which
need exploration work to encourage economic developnxent are being overlooked
because they are dominated by pitvate corporation lands.

A new perspective is needed -• one which realizes that exploration work on
NaUve-owned land benefits all Alaskans if a world class mineral deposit or oil

reserve is found. A gocxl example is the Red Oog Mine which is providing Jobs.
contributing money to the sute a coffers, putting Alaska on the map as a wtnld
class mineral producer, and helping improve Ule for people living in western
Alaska. More projects and Joint cooperattve vennires like Red Oog are needed tax

nuBl Alaska.

The primazT focua should be the fact that such a {ffogram might result in the
creation of numerous long-term Jobs in areas that lack them or tn the
development of a local energy source. If exploration activities using public flmda
were to lead to the creation of one mme in western Alaaka. the money will haiv*
been well spent. A single mine, as we have seen at Red Dog can make a
substantial impact on employment levels and he^ establish an economic base U a
region, thereby reducing the need for government asaiatance.

There is a critical need for increased mineral exploration in rural Alaska, and
pamcularty. in western Alaska. For example, vast areas of the Callsta Region
remain largely unraplored for hardrock minerals and oil and gaa. In the Callsta
Region alone, three major oil and gaa basins are virtually unexplored. In a
S[eographical area comparable in size to the state of Oklahoma, oniy one test hole
or oil has been dulled, in addition, there has been <»ily limited seismic or
reconnaissance work completed in any of the three basins within the Callsta
Region.

The following actions should be considered for encouraging mineral exploratton
and developmieat on Native owned lands m ortler to promote broader puhUc goals
In rural Native communities:

* Allow public ogenctes. such as ths USGS. Bureau of Minss. and State

Depo/tmsnt of Natural Reaouroea. to conduct mineral exptorntfon and
neseorcfi on NaUufowrmd lands (n Alaska. Since Native corporatiana own
44 anlUon acres of land (12 patient of the land in Alaaka). it is Ui the

public's best interest to not wrtta these areas off for exploration simpJQr

beeauas tliey are pctvately owned landa.
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• Provide inceniives ihrough tax breaks for mineral and oil and gas
exploration and development activities m economically depressed areas.
Private companies need incentive to invest money in h.iqh.-rtsk areas with
little known mineral poientiaL Without a financial Incentive they will Invest
In more accessible areas with better known potential, and fewer
environmental constraints. Currently, natural resource development
companies are more Likely to explore In Russia than they are In Alaska
because of the state s environmental regulations, high tax rates on oU
production lack of financial support for infrastructure, or for loans to

develop natural resources in economically depressed areas of the state.

• Implement a state and federal poliqj requiring federal and state agencies
to focus a portion of their mineral exploration, research, and mapping
budgets on those areas of Alaska which have been poorly explored and are
economically depressed. It would greatly benefit western Alaska If the
Bureau of Mines and U.S. Geological Survey Invested more work In this part
of the state. Until there Is a good body of knowledge about the resource
potential of the more undeveloped areas of Alaska, there will be very little

natural resource development activity in those parts of the state. Because of

market conditions emd high cost of exploration, private Industry is less

willing to Invest large amounts of time and money In conducting exploration
work in unknown, unexplored areas.

• Implement federal and/or state programs which allow public funds to be
used by agencies such as the Department of Natural Resources. USGS and
Bureau of Mines to conduct exploration activities on A/VCSA lands in

economically depressed regions. This fund shotild be accessible directly to
Native corporations, as well, for them to conduct exploration or to hire
consultants directly.

4. PROVIDE JOB TRAINING TO ALASKA NATIVES SO THAT THET MAT
COMPETE IN TODAY'S WORKPLACE AND RECEIVE USEFUL SKILLS - A variety
of Job training and apprenticeship programs are already in place. However, they
are not meeting the needs of Alaska Natives because they focus on training
Individuals for Jobs in the urban areas or in trades and industries not located in
the villages. It doesn't help to train a man to be a crane operator If there isn't a
crane In the village for him to operate. It Is unrealistic to expect people In the
villages to leave their families, change their cultural values, and forssike the Nattine

lifestyle so they can move to Anchorage or Fairbanks for a Job or to get Job
training. The following actions should be taken to Improve Job training
opportunities for Alaska Natives:

• Provide funding and training for Jobs in the villages. Le.. power plant
operation, carpentry, plumbing, electrical work, fisheries-related skills

such as hanging nets and building boats, building repair and maintenance,
small engine medwnics. cannery and fish processing skills, teacher's aide,
bookkeeping, health aides, child care specialists, elderly care specialists,

teachers and school administrators, dieticians, to name a few. Emphasis on
technical training should begin in the high schools in the region. People
often don't leave the village for training because the training they receive
will not qualify them for a Job in the vU^e. Simply sending people to voc-
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tech training in Seward or elsewhere la not the answer. Training must
provide usable skills that will qtiaUiy the trainee for existing jobs tn tlM
village todajr.

* Pfooida JtnanciaL incentUjes to contractor and businesses who preuirfa
on-the-job training to village residents on construction projects bting
undenaioen tn the utUage. For example, an employment pnjgiaiD might pajr
part of a worker's wages (similar to JITA or on-the-job traimng prognnui,

* Pmv(de vocationcd and apprenticeship progmms in areas accessible to

the villages. For example, a Job training center could be estabUahed In
Bethel. DUIlngham. etc. Since many people have Eamlly and friends in
regional centers, the move for training wouldn't be neaiiy as expensive or
stressful as going to Anchorage or Seward, it is v«ry co«t^ for people to go
to the Skill Center in Seward, consequently many people do lux go nr
tratning.

* Estohllsh a post secondary vocational education facHtty in the CoXIrta
Region. The University of Alaska s Kutkokwim campus ts underutilized.
This facility could be used to conduct vocational training-classes and
develop work-study or job training programs that teach students sldOa that
can be utilized in Jobs available in the viUages.

* Provide employers and Alaska NaOues with cross-cultumi training to

JcanUlarize thtm withjob expeaatlons aT\d what tt takes to succeed tn thm
uxK-k JbivB. Where aporopriate. momote the use of two-week on/

t

wo- wade
off work schedules; allow time off for traditional activities such as funeraia

for extended faniity members and subatttence hunting and flahing: allow
flexible work hours which permit Indlviduala to care for children or eidartf

family members (many people live in extended faxoily situations), or take
classes which improve job skills or education leveL

3. FOSTER KAiivB cospoKA'norr PAKTicxPATioif Of FROOHAnaAmcnmi
THE SOCIAL AND BCONOmC WKX-BSarO or ALASKA IIA1IVB8 • TheANCSA
village and regional corporations are an exiattng vehicle tn rtuai Alsaka capable of
fostering economic and social programa it given the opportunity and funding
needed to implement programs, services, and start up buaineaa ventures. Tlila

was the goal of Congress when they passed ANCSA cresting corporate mtHlea.
We must remember the corporationa are the creations of Congress. Thsy wcra
established fiar ecmmmic and social development reasons, however, they were not
given the proper tools or funding to succeed tn this goaL Thia short taO. can be
amended: bowerer. and the goals that were envisioned for these corporationa

may soil be aocompUahed by taking the fbUowtng actions:

* Stoftf and federal agencies should be reqtilred or encouraged to use th0

iVohM oorporatlons as Ote conduits thmj were intended to b« to stamUate
economic deveiopment and deliver servicee to viUage residents. Ttala can
be done by broadening laws and programa to allow tha Natire corporatlOBa
to adrnmiater programa. receive granta. and provide services craunonly
administered by state and federal agendea or non-profit corporaaooa.

* Hodtfy grant and program regulations to aUow for-profit ttatloe

'vroonutons to receive grants and fitnding for Job tratning and economie
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developmenL Currently, most programs require funding to go through a
non-profit organization. This isn t always efficient because the emphasis of
the non-profits tends to be on social services (education, health care, child

welfare etc). Non-profits usually don t have staff trained In business
decision-making and investments. The ANCSA corporations were created
to function as businesses and provide economic development opportunities
to Alaska Natives. However, their for-profit status prohibits use of state and
federal grant monies earmarked for economic development programs and
projects.

• Provide low-interest loans, tax incentives, and loan forgiveness programs
for creating pilot programs, investing in developing technologies, or
starting businesses in rural areas of Alaska. Financial Incentives must be
provided to corporations, private businesses, and Industries to encourage
Investment in the villages. Because of the high financial risk and start-up
costs associated with business ventures and development in rural Alaska,
companies are not willing to invest or risk large sums of capital In Native
villages. Under the present system. Native corporations are limited In their

ability to finance business ventures or participate in the development of
fledgling Industries. ."Native corporations have fiduciary responsibility to

shareholders to pursue business Investments and projects which are profit-

making; therefore, they must minimize their involvement in high-risk
business ventures even In their own villages. These financial incentives
could be the difference between business profitability or loss or even
whether a business is started.

• Include the Native corporations in the development of state-wide
economic development plans. State agencies do not always solicit

comments or participation by Native corporations on these Issues, even
though they may have valuable insights and knowledge. Typically, projects
go to consultants or non-profit groups who lack experience, knowledge and
expertise in the area of business or general economic development. For
example, the regional Native corporations, from Calista's experience, have
had virtually no role in the development of the ARDORs in the Callsta
Region while non-profits have dominated these programs. Since the
ANCSA corporaUons are regional entities whose primary mission Is to

undertake business ventures, encourage economic development and
function in the world of business and development they have much to offer

these programs.

• Implement target programs with ANCSA corporations that focus on
economically depressed areas in order to improve the standard of living and
provide economic development assistance to communities developing local

industries such as bottomfishing, fish processing, boat building, cottage
industries, tourism, light manufacturtng. etc. Recent studies have shown
that economic development can be stimulated by focussing on developing
local natural resources and adding value to existing products. Typically,

value-added products such as agricultural, fishery, forestry and animal
products are natural resource derived. Related development opportunities
are small-scale processing plants: specialty food processing facilities: and
exclusive agricultural production facillOes. such as finflsh farms or oyster
farms.
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* Promote ttm practice oj giving preference and awanUng servfcm and
purthOMtng amxnaa to Alnska Sactve-owntd and operated bustnestee far
projecu inuolvUig the construction, operation, arid maintenance qf state
and federal faclUtJea. Whenever potsible. goods and scxvicea should bt
purchaaed firom Native-owned businesses. Thia wiU ensure that these
enterprlaas reeetv« enough bubineaa to stay in operation and grow into
strong businesses. In many cases, if goods are purchased in a village, ttaeae

types of deals will bring a much needed Infusion of cash into the
comiminity.

6. PROVIDB LOV-COar. BfVIROlflSEIfTALLT aATB EirERQT AND POWBft TO
VILLAGER - Energy Is one of the biggest bamers to new indusixy in rural Alaaka.
If the product takea power to manufacture, or to ship to markets, tha coat
becomes prolufalttve (or many areas. Rural Alaaka needs more economical eoergf
sources. Fuel costs must be brought under controL Supplying electrical power to

villages in rural Alaaka is very expensive due to the high coats of shipping bulk
fuel to remote areas to operate dlesel generators. Power plants require conttzuial

maintenance, and repair costs are l^gh; fuel spills are common: fuel stora^t
facilities are outdated and unsafe: and the cost of producing electricity ts

expensive. It la not uncommon for village uoiltles to be running in the red and
constandy on the verge of breakdown.

Inadequate and environmentally unsound power systems provide electricity and
heat to homes, health clinics, washeterlaa. and other public facilltlw.

Unfortunately, vtllage residents have no choice but to rely on dieael-ge&eratsd
electricity and dieael fiiel for heating even though the coats increase with each
passing year. As state revenues decline. It is hlgo^ probable that the states power
cost equcJixatlon (PCE) will be abandoned. Shading of this assistance wtU maaa
most famiUea will not be able to aiford electnctty. Eaqjionng the use of alternative

energy power generating systems and improving the eCQdency of power
distribution in rural Alaska is required so that viUage residents can continue to

have electrical power.

Ener^ is one of the greatest bamexa to new industry in rural Alaaka. If power is

.needed to manufacture a product, or to ship it to markets, the cost of producing
chat pnxluct becomes prohibitive m rural Alaska when compared with urban areas
oi the state or other regions of the country. Rural Alaska needs a mora
vTConomical energy source than the system of individual generators in viUagea.

The following are actions wiuch may be taken to bring more affordable and
efficient power to western Alaska:

* /nueaoffatar t/w use of aitemaxtue energy systems and J\wis in ulUage

Alosioa. PUot piujCLts using local resources such as hydro. coaL and natural

gaa sfaiiuld be tried in communities adjacent to such resources. Funds moat
be allocated to search for these enogy resources. The coat of using dteosl

fuel Is becoming extremely naky to the envtronment and erppnstva. Soon tt

Qiay be impossuile to provide non-aubaldlsed electricity to the vtllagea.

* Implement a study to evaluate the true cost of providbrg power to rwai
communities using existcng pouwr generation systems, tlie use of dlod
generators is costly, environmentalty unsound, and inefficient. The fall wet
of dais energy source in rural Alaaka has nerer been adequatdy docuneated
since many costa are hidden and aa yet unqiiantifted. A good nninpte is fkad
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leakage. Without monitoring and enforcement of hazardous matertal laws
regarding these spills, the costs to these communities in the future to
remediate the problems often associated with fuel spills Is unknown.

• Develop regional power generation and distribution facilities in rural
Alaska in order to improve the level, quality and ejjlciency of providing
power to villages. Power generation facilities and lines which interconnect
and provide power to many communities from a single source should be
encouraged and funded because such systems are more efficient, reliable
and cost-effective than separate dlesei-flred generators in each village.

Regional power systems are commonplace in southcentral and Interior
Alaska, but little has been done to develop these systems in western Alaska.
Interconnecting lines between villages from a larger central generating
facility would eliminate the need for Individual generating facilities In each
village thereby reducing maintenance costs, ensuring the provision of
fX)wer from a reliable, energy-efficient central utility and providing a way to
keep the cost of power to village consumers affordable. Numerous
hazardous waste problems would be minimized as well.

• Study the feasibility of using regional uiilities in rural Alaska, similar to

Chugach. Electric. Alaska Village Electric Cooperative, or the Jlingit Haida
Regional Electrical Authority. A regional utility or electric cooperative has
the potential of providing more efficient electrical service In terms of
maintenance, producuon. and operation, than the smalL individual systems
presently being used in villages. With the ever increasing cost of dlesel fuel,

high liability risks related to fuel spills and compliance with environmental
laws, and potential elimination of the state power cost equalization (PCE)
program, there is a need to identify the best method of ensuring that
villages get ciffordable power. The current system, in which a -village,

traditional government or some other local entity runs the electrical pl^t
In the village is not efficient or cost-effective. Every process or action Is

done on a piece-meal basis and there is a tremendous duplication of
services and expenses for collecting utility bUls and operating the generator
plants. If feasible, a funding program using loans, grants and Joint-ventures
should be established to assist in the development of regional utility
companies in rural Alaska.

• Develop a statewide program promoting research, dei^elopment and use
of local alternative energy systems, including but not limited to: small coal
fired plants: run-of-the river hydro: shadow gas exploration: and grant
programs supporting research and development. Without incentives,
companies have little reason to pursue new technologies that could provide
affordable power to rural Alaska. Affordable power would help make
housing more affordable, provide Jobs and encourage development of
resources in remote areas of Alaska. It would also continue delivery of
electricity to many communities after power cost equalization ceases to
exist and Clean Air Act requirements and shipping liability laws close small
dlesel plants.

• Provide funding lo study the potential of local alternative energy
resources (geothermal. low-head hydroelectric, run-of-the-river
hydroelectric, solar, wood, coaL natural gas, and windj to produce power in
remote areas of Alaska. Funding should be made available for implemenOng
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pilot projects using deveioptng tedvvUogiss and/or dUemaaue etwrgy
resources. Development of new technologies and alternative encrff
resources is the key to providing low-oosc power to ninl areas of Alaska.

* Consolidate existing electrical uiiUty deltuery systems. Currvntty. tfisrv

are Trm:xy smaJl «icecrtcol uiiUtles thai exiat in eac/i uiilage timugheut ttw
Y-K detta. These utilities serve Just one village and are able to operate oafy
because of subsidies received from the state of Alaska as part cuthe stata^s
power cost equalization program and contmued support from AEA for
acquisition of capital items. These systems are expensive to operats.
subject to frequent breakdowns, esviromnentalty unsound, and in^Ddent
in terms of management and providing power. CotiaoUdation could be
accomplished by providing funding and technical assistance to create and
operate a regKmai utility managemenf entity which would take over the
operadon. oiaintenance and management of the various utility operations
being operated Independently throughout the Yukon and Kuskokwim rtver

areasw

Evaiuaie the power needs of viUages and restructure the nmU power
system in Aiaaka to best meet the needs so that power can be provided to

the uilla^ at an affordable level using local resources, interties, and
modem technology.

7. PLAN AMD mPLBMBIlT A 8TATSWIDB PROGRAM FOR BUIUOIlfO A
RBGIOMAL TBAIfarORTATXCN aTBTBIC (LS.. ROADe, AIRSTRIPS. PORTSI IR
ECONOmCALLTDRPRBMRDARBAfl or ALASKA- Tile state ofAlaska must Ibcufl

on building a transportation system which links economically depressed regums
of the state to more prosperous areas of the state or even within a region.

Connecting villages to one another provides the opportutiitles of fipanded
markets created by umted villages. The state s present transportation system is

woefully madequate because it does not fiacilltate the movement of gooda and
provide eaay. safer and convenient access to remote areas with resource
development potentlaL

In general, the transportation infrastructure and facilities in the Callsta Regloa
are substantially below acceptable standards. The remoteness of the vlUsiges.

coupled with the lack of economic acttvicy and environmental constrainti.

contribute to the high cost of constnicnon and "'^""'"^^ of infrastructure m
rural Alaska. Improvements to the CaUsta Region's transportation network is

clearly needed. Not surprisingly, the lack of an interconnected region-wide

transportatloa system has affected the Callsta Regian's ability to attract outside

economie development, especially in the areas of mineral exploration and
tounsm. It^s difficult to operate tour buses when there are no roads, or to oiove

ore to barges if there are no roads or loading docks in place.

The transportaoofj. needs of village and rural Aiaaka are very different from the

needs of Railbelt towns or large cities like Anchorage. Juneau and Fairbanks.

VUlagea and rural areas of Alaska should not have to compete fisr the same pot of

money as these other parts of the state. In the future, ii the state is to grow, it

must begin to opand its rural transportatloa system. An improved transportattao

system would aid resource development and help reduce transportation costs sad
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reliance on air services for moving people and goods between villages and to and
from other parts of the state.

Specific actions which should be taken to Improve the state's infrastructure
system in undeveiopea areas of Alaska include:

* Prepare and implement a statewide transportation plan for economically
depressed areas of Alaska which identifies priorities and provides for
deveiopment and construction for roads, landing strips, ports, and loading
facilities within or near communities which have commerciaL industrtal.
recreational or resource development potentiaL

• Construct a road between the Yukon and Kuskokwim rivers to open
transportation from outside the Calista Region. By linking these two rivers,

goods cuid services could be brought into the Kuskokwim Region for less
cost, and the season for transporting goods would be lengthened.

• Build local interconnecting roads between villages. For example, villages
along the middle Kuskokwim could be connected by a local road system
from Anlak. Such a system would allow goods and heavy freight to be
brought Into Anlak by barge and then transported by local vehicles to neartiy
villages. A road system would reduce the need for these villages to Import
everything they need by air freight and would be the most dfrect means of
reducing transportation costs for goods Into these communities.

* Revise federal regulations applying to the Bureau of Indian Affairs uihich
preclude them from using funds to build roads for projects other than
access for housing, woodcutting sites and for traditional subsistence
activities. The BIA is one of the few agencies which can dfrectly fund and
assist Alaska Natives. Because of the serious lack of Infrastructure In the
villages, the BIA should be allowed to build roads for any purpose benefitting
the community. The current policy is too narrow and does not provide a
full range of benefits to Alaska Natives.

8. STIMULATE VILLAGE ECONOMIES AND PROMOTE ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT IN ECONOMICALLY DEPRESSED REGIONS OP THE STATE -

Attracting Industry and economic development Into economically depressed areas
such as western Alaska should be a primary goal of both the state and federal
government as a means of creating Jobs. Creative, innovative, and long term
programs are needed to attract private Industry into these areas of the state.
Private Industry and development businesses must have a reason to come to these
areas. Thefr economic risks in investing in rural communities must be
minimized.

Mining Is an industry that can be adaptable to the lifestyle of the Alaska Native
because work Is done outdoors and Jobs can be scheduled on a rotating basis,
thereby allowing Individuals to continue subsistence activities but also have a
rewarding and meaningful Job which can support a family. This type of work
addresses the needs of young men in the Calista Region. They suffer the most
tragic problems because of the lack of economy in our villages.
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Developmenc of Infrutructure syatema for westers Alaska can be pliased in over a
penod of tunc so tbat the costs are incremental and not esccsstvely burdensame
to the state or federal government. A commitment bv the state would
demonstrata the state's sincerity in supporting the development of natural
resources In this axca of the state. In turn, infrastructure systems aid the Nattre
corporanons in attracting investors into rural areas of the state. A cooperaiife
eflbrt is needed if natural resources in western Alaska are to be successftiUy
developed. So long as the costs of infrastructure development and site
preparanon remain uneconomical, there will be little exploration or development
of natural resources in remote areas such as the Callsta Region by the private
sector.

Incentives vtiich have been successfully used In other states or in the paat in
Alaska Include: tax izKentlves. such as reduced capital gains taxes: increased tax
deductions for investment in infrastructure or natural resource exploratlan
activities: long-term, low-interest development loans: accelerated amortlzatlan
schedules: state funding for roads, airstrips and other infraatructure; enterpriae
zones: and investment credits for tax ptirposes. These same tncentlvea should be
considered for encouraging economic growth and development m rural AJaaka.

All Cncenrivcs should be designed, to enoouragm iniustrtes and businesses to build,

joint uenmrc. support or do business wuti vUlage businesses. Native corporadofis,
and vQlage residents. Programa and incentives which are implemented should do
the following

* Identify the most depressed vtUages and concentrate on providlni
Incenttvea to make these villages attractive to outside industry and

* make "^"WTig village resources attractive (Le.. improve sewer and water
systems in coaatal v^lages so fish processing facilities can be buUt and
capitallae on the grvwmg bottomfiabing industiy):

* use manpower available in the villages (ensure that local residents have
adequate sldUs and education to work in local industzies):

* make locally produced products competitive;

* give sole source contracts on state and federal protects to bustneaaea
baaed In the vUlafea:

* reduce ''p*"*^ to developers of projects by fbndmg road construction or
building of transportation facilltiea such aa docks, alrstnps and landln|
farllHiea to haul gooda in and out of a community:

* provide Iov>lntereat loans, wtth forgiveness benefits if the projeet

succeeds, for development of high risk industries such aa mining,
commercial fttb*»ig or light manu&etuctng;

* provide loan guarantees on pn]ects in rural Alaska, so that banka sod
othiera may be more willing to toan money fbr development piojeuta in rural

areas: and
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• restrucrure tax laws to provide tax breaks to businesses cind companies
investing or engaging in business in economically depressed areas. Tax
Incentives are a proven way to aid Alaska Natives. The NOL tax provisions
saved several Native corporations from bcinkruptcy and gave others much
needed cash to keep operating or Invest In profitable business venttires.

Specific actions which could be taken to promote economic development and
assist econoimcally depressed areas of Alaska include the following:

• Promote and support the creation of service related, industries and light

manufacturing businesses in Alaskan villages on a scale suitable or
compatible for each, community. The state of Alaska, via the Department of
Commerce and Economic Development, should educate the business
community about the untapped potential and the benefits of encouraging
business and economic development in rural Alaska.

• Implement programs and policies to encourage development by using
economic development grants: long-term, low-interest loans: long-term
purchase agreements for goods and commodities produced in economicaUy
depressed areas: service contracts: tax incentives and moratoriums: utiWy
subsidies: and assistance with infrastructure costs through the sale of bonds
or otherfinancing. Assistance and Incentives would have to be long term to

give businesses an opportunity to amortize their Investment, recapture
start-up costs, establish a solid market, or leam the business operation.

• Develop a federal and state supported infrastructure plan to build roads
and transportation links between communities and provide clean water,
affordable poiver and safe sanitation facilities in villages in rural Alaska that
are without such facilities and services. Safe, reliable Infrastructure systems
are necessary if industries are to be attracted to rural Alaska. Fish
processing plants need a reliable, safe, clean water supply to process fish.

Mining companies need roads Into mining areas so that they can transport
supplies, move equipment, cind move the product to market. Currently,
areas of Alaska with sizable mineral deposits go undeveloped because there
are no power grids, airstrips, ports, roads or other means of access into the
area.

• Develop special loan, grant and revolving fund programs for funding
infrastructure, pilot projects, and business ventures in severely depressed
areas, such as the Calista Region. Entitles such as the Alaska Energy
Authority, Alaska Industrial Development Authority, or and the Small
Business Administration could act as the administrative agencies for such
programs. Assistance could be in the form of grants, long-term. low-
interest loans, utility or infrastructtire subsidies, technical assistance and
other services to companies and businesses whfich pursue economic
development in economically disadvantaged regions of Alaska. It must be
recognized that businesses and companies will need financial support
and/or incentives to go to remote or depressed areas of the state.

• Promote natural resource exploration on federal state and private lands.
Much of the state of Alaska still remains unexplored or untested in terms of
mineral and oil and gas potential. Private businesses need a receptive
political climate if they are to be attracted to the state to do exploration
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work. Alaska has the reputation of being and-dereloinneQt. If natural
reaource development is to continue in the future, thla image must be
dispelled. Polities chat encourage rather than discourage exploration or
development are necessary.

• Finance explomtlon on federal state, and NattDe-owngd lands. By
idenHfijing and establishing the qu^ity and quantity of Alaska's msnml
resources it will be easier to axxma mineral companiea into the state to

develop the reeourota. Explorauon on state and federal lands has a 'spill-

over* effect on adjacent Native corporation lands, which may also become
attractive for mineral exploration if they sre of similar geologic character or
proximal to m^or deposiu. Natural resource development can lead to well

paying Jobs near viUagea. However, if there is to be resource development
in areas such aa the Callsta Region, action muat be taken to make
exploration and development attractive to pitvaxe industry.

* Pnomote and encourage thM deoelopment and expaneion of exatSng
industries, such as the bottomfleh industry, in eeenomieaUy depressed
areas; in particular, western Alaska. This can be accomplished by:

maintaining the use of special catch quotas (exdustve fishing rights and
quotas): giving tax-breaks/lncentives to processing facilities locating in

these areas: granting low-inter'sst loan programs to businesses,
corporations and indinduala for boats, processing tadlltles. equipmexu and
start-up costs. These policies are slready begmning to work and need to be
continued and expanded.

Villages in western Alaska, which have been guaranteed rlgbts to a spedfle

amount of the pollock catch (CZ}0's), hsnre become very attractive places far

investing in the bottomflsh processing industry. Major tra-«rilag and
processing companies have developed partnerships with western vUlagea to

harvest and process the Qsh granted to these communities under the new
allocation system for bottomflsh. Prior to the establishment of the quotas.

these communities previously bad Uttle or no economic base. Thqr now
have a commodity to sell and develop. Commercial flahlng is a natural

industrv for villages because many village residents are already commercial
and subsistence fishermen. The commercial fishing industry also lends
Itself to traditional lifestyles of Alaaka Natives. This single program baa the

potential to bring w'mrtw q{ dollars into vtUsjgts that only a year ago had no
hope of economic development. '^'-Mlfl*' programa for halibut, cod. hentng,
crab and other fish species should be considered.

* Premoce and eneourage the devetopment qf mancuUure and aquaexjlturm

In Alaska. These industries ^laue the pounOal to provide both needed Jote
and a new protein source to the viUaQes.

• Expand the limited entry program for commercial salmon flshtng to

allow Alaska NaOue fishermen to enter the commercial saimoix. herrino, or

halibut fishing industry. Commerclsl fishing is one of few profitable

economic activities that individuals located in rural Alaaka can enter.

however, the prohlUaltive cost of fishing permits keeps xneav Alsska Nattvas

out. They cannot afioni to buy a pemtt and gear, and they nave Uttle mcaaa
of obtaining flnsnftng for purchsatng a penntt
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• Provide Jinancial inceniives or create financing programs which can be
used by village and regional corporaiions lo invest and undertake business
ventures and develop resources on Native-owned lands. With the recent
failure of many banks, most Alaskan banks have withdrawn from commercial
lending, despite the fact that rural commercial portfolios have been good
performers. In March 1991. the State of Alaska Department of Community
and Regional Affairs reaffirmed that even with the presence of rural loan
programs and strong Community Reinvestment Act regulations, the debt
capital shortage remains critical In rural Alaska. Income tax provisions
which allowed Native corporations to sell their net operating losses (NOL's)
brought much needed cash to the Native corporations. In fact the money
received from NOL sales saved several regional corporations from
bankruptcy. The income from these sales has been used to pay off debts,
start-up businesses, and set aside for future use or to pay shareholder
dividends.

• Restructure grant and economic development programs so that the
Native corporations can more fully participate in the planning and
management of economic development in rural Alaska. For example, the
establishment of local economic development councils under the Alaska
Regional Development Organizations ;ARDOR) program was implemented
and organized through non-profit groups, such as the Association of Village
Council Presidents (AVCP) and Kuskokwlm Native Association (KNA).
These organizations are typically geared more towards working with social,
health and education problems than economic development. Because the
village and regional corporations were created to function as business
corporations, they should be the lead entitles for programs such as the
ARDOR'S. The Native corporations are experienced with operating
businesses, they have a legal mandate to be profit-making, and they are the
entity most likely to be able to undertake a business venture or secure
financing for a project. Agencies must give the Native corporations the
necessary tools and an opponunity to fufiy participate in the growth and
development of rural Alaska.

• Restructure existing business-and-development loan and grant programs
so that they maximize the availability of state and federal grants and loans
pertaining to community and economic development projects. Establish
revolving loan funds which can be used only for projects and business
ventures In rural Alaska. The State of Alaska should support the Small
Business Investment Corporations (SBIC). Minority Small Business
Investment Corporations (MSBIC), Business Investment and Development
Corporations (BIDCO). or other equity facilities usually found In the public
capital environment. There Is a need for an Imaginative risk pooling
approach to underwrite risk gaps such as rate of return gaps (DCRA, 1991).

• Emphasize research, planning, and technical assistance in economic
development in villages in Alaska. The State of Alaska, in conjunction with
the University of Alaska and the Institute of Social and Economic Research,
should develop a program which encourages universities and foundations
nation-wide to study the problems of Alaska Natives and develop innovative
solutions. Universities look for new areas In which to do projects, case
studies, and research. For example, the Harvard Graduate School of Design
studios work on projects relating to economic development. Universities,
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such aa HAnrard might be tnteretted is researching and deveiopmg
innovattve methods for stimulating rural village economies. Aaochcr opnoo
would utilise the University of Alaska faculty to act as advisors to rural
development projects with students functioning as local reseaichars.
Already ISER has contributed valuable studies and recommendattons
addressing problems facing Alaska Natives. This relatlonsDlp should be
maintained and used to the fullest extern possible.

* Implement more low- interest loan and revolving loan fund programs
whtcti are targeted specifically to providing capital for prqf«cts (n rural
AlasJco. Such loon programs could include special forgtveness benefits on
loans for the esubUshment of businesses and induistnes in villagea. For
example, a pordon of a loan could be forgiven if the buameas waa la

operation for five years and provide a specified number of jobs in a
community. If businesses are going to be attracted to rural Alaska where
risks are high, they must be given some sort of finanrial incentive to mnreat

there, as opposed to investing in urban areas where there are larger

maikets and in-place supply systema.

* Highlight succeaajid businesses as models for those wUltng to take
entrepreneurial risks lo develop neiv businesses tn the viilages. and prooidm

ineentoes which encourage these businesses to follow ihrough with
commitments which, create economic diuersity in rural areas. The
Econotole Diversity Program is providing a study to detenoine what
alternative economic opportunities are available to southeast Alaaka
communities, similar studies must be conducted in western Alaska.
Poinding could be federal, state, industry, private, or any comhtnatinn
thereol The focus of the studies should be on vslue added products (Ls..

feasibility of specialty processing of salmon or marketing of relndoer

products).

9. IMFLSllBirTA POUCT OP JOOfT COOPBKAIXOir UriWUUI TES 8TA1S ARD
FEDERAL QOVIHNIfBm AND ALASKA ICAXTVn TO RBSOLVS CONfUCTB OH
LAND AND OBVCLOPUBfT 18817X8 • The state of Alaska has had a long-standhig

history of conlUct with the Alaska Native corporations on land and derelopmesc
issues. Over the years the corporations have gone to court repeatedly to proteet

Alaska Native interests. Recently. Utlgatlon involved subsistence rights and
reapportionment of election districts. In the past. Utlgatlon concerned
navigability of rivers and lakes on Natrre-owned lands and easements across

ANCSA lands, and state protests of Native Allotment claims throughout the state.

Native corporadons shouki not be tzrated s» sdversaiies. but rather aa landowosn
which deserve the same treatment and respect that ts given to other landowners
in Alaska.

* Woric ooofMrohuelt/ wUh Aloskn Nattues to develop palicUu wNch. jbstsr

ooopemthw management of lard and resources on stats, federal and Ntittos-

owrred lands. There are many unresolved conflicts between management
philosophies, policies, and needs of adjacent landowners and managm.
There is no forum short of UUgatlon to arbitrate or coopersovely to find

solutions to these conflicts.

* Peestablish and yund a jointjWcroL stats. Naxbie land managerrm^t entUg

similar to the Joint Federal State Land Use Planning Commission (UUKJ to
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address and coordinate research and policy deveiopmem on issues ajfecting
the use and management of land and natural resources m Alaska.

' Improve interagency communication with Alaska Native Corporations and
village governments. There is a lack of good interagencv communication:
each appears to operate independently and too often the issues become
Jurisdictional battles. There Is no comprehensive long range planning for
rural development for Alaska. There are pieces of long range plans for

specific interests, but necessary coordination has not occurred, nor do
these eflfons really focus on the problems facing Alaska Natives and niral
residents. There Is a lack of agreement or understanding between urban
factions and rural factions. Most issues end in a we/they adversarial
confrontation, with little wm/vnn opportunity. This factionalism must be
minimized.

* Establish a policy ihat state agencies, such as the Department of
Transportation and Public Facilities, must compensate Native landowners
for the use of land and. natural resources used for public projects. All too
often, agencies ask the .Native corporations to provide free land or sand and
gravel for construction projects In the village. The explanation offered for

these requests is that the projects benefit the community. In urban areas
these requests are not made of private landowners. Instead, the landowner
Is compensated for any taking of his land or natural resources from his land.
It is unfair to threaten cancellation of a village project if the corporation
does not donate the land.

10. SIMPLIFY STATE AND FEDERAL GRANT APPLICATION AND
ADMINISTRATION PROCESSES AND PROGRAMS - Although the state of Alaska
and the federal government both have a wide variety of grant programs which
could benefit Alaska Natives, much of these funds never reach Alaska Natives that
have the greatest need. Many Native organizations do not get grants because they
do not have staff experienced in completing grant applications or administering
grants. The bureaucratic red tape involved in the various grant programs simply
overwhelms most Native organizations or traditional governments. Because
grsints are an important source of money for health and social services, building
and maintaining community facilities, job training programs, and other activities.

the state and federal governments have an obligation to ensure that Alaska Natives
and their organizations have the skills to apply for, manage and fully use available
grant and funding programs. In essence, greater flexibllltv is needed in grant
programs directed at Alaska Natives. To provide this flexibility the following
actions can be taken:

• Provide training and technical assistance in grant writing and
management to Native organizations and IRA and traditionai governments.

' Amend grant regulations so that Native corporations can apply for grants
to implement programs they might not otherwise get involved in, such as
Job training or setting up a pilot program for industries in a village. As for-

profit businesses. Native corporations are well suited to undertake
economic development projects, make investments in business ventures or
act as business partners. It has been said ANCSA was a grand experlmenL"
Lets experiment more with the "child" created by ANCSA and see if it can
be the proper vehicle for positive change in the villages.
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* E^ncoumge the usm of granz money as seed money Jar lor^urm economic
d«ueiopfnenL Non-proflt corporationa typically focus on social, education
and health related programs. Non^proflts have somettxnea supported the
adoption of policies that make it very dlfflcult and cumbeisome to initiate
economic development in a region. Although, on the sui&ce these pottdes
may appear to provide benefits by protecting the environment, they actually
harm village residents because they impede natural resource development
thereby discouraging industry or businesses from coming into the region.

* SimpUfy the gram applUxuum process for programs benefttitng Aiaska
Satiues, (.«.. paperwork reductton. more understandable appUouioru, leM
ctxmhersome requiremem^ for admintatenng t/w 9mm. greater ease in
tmpiamenting accounting and reporting requirements, and more fteadbUtty
for giving grants to ftrst-tim/e recipients.

* EatabUah a program to reseamh and tdMTVctfy prtvate foundoKon money
that couid be used by ALosica Natives for economic deueiopmem prt^ects
and addressing various problems facing Alaska. NatUxs. The program could
include eittabllshlng an office which provides grant and proposal wnting
aamsraniT and acts as an advocate for applicants.

Implementation of ANCSA has placed larce demands on both Callsta Corporation
and village corporaaons. Section 2n)) and 2(c) of ANCSA state that the
settlement should be accomplished... \n conformity with the real economic and
social needs of Natives... no provision of this Act shall replace or rfiwuwiyH any
right, privtieges. or obligation of the United States or of the State of AlasJta to

protect and promote the rights or welfare of Natives as citizens of the United
States or of Alaska...' The terms of the settlement were based on consideration of
the e.'oreme poverty and underprrvUeged status of Alaska Natives generally. Th«
Intent of the Act was to provide Alaska Natives with adequate resources to permit
them to compete with non-Natives and to give them the means to raise their
standard of living through their own enorts. Although there has been
improvement in some regions of Alaska in living standards. ANCSA was generalljr

not the reason for the change. In actuality, state and oU industry spending waa
the catalyst for improvement of living standards in Alaska, with moat of tho
benefits going to the urtjon and railbelt areas of the sute.

At the time of ANCSA's passage. Congress and individuals expected that the
corporationa wotild administer tne settlement that would serve as the vehicle for

achieving £sr>r«nglng goals related to sodal and ectmomic development ANCSA
was ta be the vehicle by which Alaska Natives would realize a hiaher standard of
imng and self-sufflctency. both through direct settlement benenta and through
efforts initiated by the village and regional corporatians. The corporationa ww«
to provide and promote activities and programa which would enhance the health,

education. sodaL and economic welftre of their shareholders. Cveiyooe beUevBd
the land and cash settlements would be used to initiate a nocesa of ecanontte
development in rural Alaska which, by tha 'triekle-down efifecf, would bmcfit
Alaska Natlrea. Inttead. the cash has been used to pay inordinate amounts ofkfal
fees: many corporations are still watttna to l eceiwe tbdr full land entltlemenc aad
language such aa Section 22(g)of ANCSA. has been uaed by state and federal
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agencies to limit the use, economic value, and development potential of Native-
owned lands.

In sum. Callsta Corporation and the village corporations in the Callsta Region have
not been able to fulfill the range of high expectations placed on them by Congress.
Lhelr shareholders, the public and government ofBclals. It is highly unlikely that
the Native corporations will ever be able to do so given the current situation.
.\NCSA was expected to play a role In the social and economic betterment of
.\laska Natives, but It was never Intended for ANCSA to replace the state and
federal governments in terms of providing assistance to Alaska Natives. It was
generally expected that the Native corporations would create an economic base
sufficient to stimulate rural development. The public and government agencies
have long held that Native corporations would generate Job opportvinltles. spur
natural resource development, provide Job training to shareholders, and be the
foundation of viable village economies. These expectations are not realistic in
light of the current terms and conditions of ANCSA and the Implementatlon
process now in place.

Without legal and policy changes to ANCSA. the Native corporations will never be
able to provide for the needs of Lhelr shareholders. Under existing laws.
programs, and policies the Native corporations can not undertake projects or use
their ANCSA settlement to the full benefit. As a result, there has been no
diversified, sustained economic growth, as traditionally defined, in areas such as
the Callsta Region. Public perception and treatment of the corporations by
government entities has been a curious blend. The corporations are expected to
serve as privately endowed "entities" which provide social services, while at the
same time they are to function as profit-making business corporations. These two
objectives arc contradictory and cannot be accomplished together, under the
present Native corporation structure and laws concerning Native corporations.

Under present conditions. Callsta Corporation cannot fully engage in the
mainstream of Alaskan economic activity and. at the same time, fully meet the
aspirations of over 13,300 shareholders (most of whom believe that the
corporation must. Ln no uncertain terms, preserve the traditional Native way of
life). The specific promises of ANCSA remain unfulfilled. Economic development
In the Callsta Region has never materialized. Unless there are changes to ANCSA.
Callsta Corporation and the village corporations in the Callsta Region will see only
modest development of the region's natural resources due to high production
costs, generally unfavorable environmental policies, and public attitudes opposing
natural resource development.

The Callsta Corporation ^survived its first 20 years, but Just barely. A big part of
the corporation's financial success or failure can be traced to Its resource
endowment: Callsta's natural resource base Is small in comparison to the other
regional corporations, and to date. Callsta Corporation has not been able to seciire

rich resource contracts through negotiations and exchanges. The following
actions should be taken to remove some of the barriers now facing Alaska Native
corporations in maximizing the benefits they were to have received under the
Alaska Native Claims Settiement Act.

1. ENSURE THAT ALASKA NATIVES RECEIVE PULL ECONOMIC VALUE FOR
THEIR LANDS RECEIVED UNDER ANCSA: There are 22 village corporations. 16
of which are in the Callsta Region, affected by Section 22(g) of the Alaska Native
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Claims Settlement Act (ANCSA). Section 22fg) requires aU Nstive-awned Isnds
wtthln the boundaries of a pre-«3clstliig national wtkilife refuge to remain subfsct
to tbe laws and regulations governing use and development of the refuge. Ttae
22(g) language is used to protect remge interests at the oqpense of the Natlre
corporaUoas' right to freely develop their lands and receive full economic vrnhxe
for :he land. This language gives the US7&WS uldxnate control over Native'
owned lands and is used as a tool to depredate the vahie of the Native land. For
instance, when these lands are appraised to establish a land-value for land
exchange purposes. Section 22(g) is considered an encumbrance on the land.

Thjis provision of ANCSA has been used by USFftWS to substantially decrease the
value of Native-owned lands within refuge boundaries. The US7AWS appraisers
have assigned lower fair market values to lands subject to 22(g} baaed on
prohibition on land use and development activities on 22(g) lands without pilar
approval from the USF&WS. Although these lands are considered private Isnda.
the Native coiporauoi:s are not allowed to develop and use the land as they see
fit Typically, lands appraised by the USF&WS not subject to Secnon 22(g) have
higher fair market values than lands subjeCT to Section 22(g) requirements. Tbia
practice by the USF&WS results in the agency assigning "discounted* values to
Nfauv^ lands encumbered by Section 22(g) in land exchanges and acqulsttlooa of
ANCSA land.

Another category of land which is devalued during the appraisal process is lands
Identified as 'In-Ueu' selections. Many village corporations throughout Alaska
were not able to select their entire ANCSA entltlemeat within meir nri^al
Section 11(a)(1) withdrawal area. Vinage selectloos made outside tlie Secttoo
11(a)(1) withdrawal area were made firom areas withdrawn under Ssetlaa
1 1(a)(3) of ANCSA. These are tha deficiency lands or 'm-Ueu' lands. Tlioas
vlUages which have in-lleu selections include: a) village corporations witbA
established national wildlife refuges and parks which were limited by Sectloa
12(a) of ANCSA to select only 69.120 acres of land within the Section IKaND
withdrawal area surrounding the village, although their enhtlements were mneb
larger b) village corporations which did not hare enough unappropriated land la
their withdrawal area from which to select: and c) village corpwatlona with small
withdrawal areas resulting from their proximity to a meridian or the coast
thereby reducing the amount of land available for selection.

For example, the village of Toksook Bay. located in the Callsta Region, is aflteted

by all of the above conditions. It is a 22(a) village because it was located wtttatn

the boundailea of the former Clarence Rhodes National WUdllfe Range. About 1/9
of Its origmai withdrawal area is in the water and Its proximity to other villages

restricted the amount of unaelected land in its withdrawal area. Consequantty,
about half of Its selections were made in Section 1 1(a)(3) defldencv seleetiaa

areas many miles from the vtllags. In l ecent appraiaals. land selectUna in

deficiency areas have been assigned lower values on tba basis that they are tar

from the village: thorefore their economic value is not as great aa thoae lands
immediately adjacent to the village. This village did not request to make its

selecQons in a deficiency area far fh>m the village site: it waa reqtiired to do so
under the tenna and condlttons of ANCSA. The village corpontiMx is penaHard
because its land is located within a deficiency area. No other place in the stale

has there so many villages similarly penalized by the selection requirementa of
ANCSA as does the Callsta Region.
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The following actions should be taken lo ensure t±iat tJie economic value of land
received under ANCSA is not diminished because of unfair appraisal practices:

• Repeal or Amend Section 22lg) of ANCSA so chat the language removes
JederaL agency controi over the use and development of corporation lands
li-ithin national ivildlife refuges. The language should restore to the
corporations their right to use their land as they prefer or to compensate
them for the loss of their development rights. Such an amendment would
enhance the usefulness of Native-owned land and Increase Native control
over the lands they own.

• Establish a policy to prohibit the practice of discounting land values for
land subject to the provisions of Section 22lg) of ANCSA. Corporations
seeking to exchange or sell lands affected by Section 22(g) should not have
the fair market value of their lands reduced because they are subject to
Section 22(g) of ANCSA. It is unfair to maintain that 22(g) lands are less

valuable for economic development or other activities In order to lower the
fair market value for exchange or acquisition purposes. The economic and
resource values of the land remain the same whether or not the land Is

subject to Section 22(g}. The current practice of "discounting" 22(g) lands
in exchange should be stopped immediately as It is a gross violation of the
congressional purpose behind the passage of the land claims act.

• Enact legislation which establishes the fair market value for "in-lieu"

ANCSA lands to be equal to the value of lands within the original township
withdrawal area, when included as pan of a hand exchange or sale with the
federal government. The practice of discounting in-lleu lands significantly

diminished the real value of a corporation s land settlement.

2. ASSURE THAT THE VALUE AND INTEGRITY OF THE ALASKA NATIVE
CLAIMS SETTLEBIENT ACT IS MAINTAINED - The Alaska Native Claims
Settlement Act was meant to be the vehicle by which Alaska Natives would
become economically self-sufficient. Its success has been limited. The Native
corporations have spent years and millions of dollars trying to implement the
settlement act and obtain their entitlements under the terms of the settlement.
The money given to the Native corporations under the settlement was used
primarily for Implementing the settlement and correcting inconsistencies and
inequities resulting from the language Incorporated into the Alaska Native Claims
Settlement Act. This is especially true for village corporations. The Alaska
Federation of Natives and individual Native corporations have had to go to
Congress to obtain legislative changes to ANCSA to make it more equitable and
ensure that Alaska Natives would receive what was promised to them under
ANCSA. These same parties have found themselves in court numerous times
defining various provisions of ANCSA at great expense.

Once again, the settlement act must be examined and amended so that Native
corporations can achieve the greatest benefit and control of their lands received
under the settlement act. The following technical changes should be made to
ANCSA;

• Allow village and regional corporations which are underselected to select
lands outside of their original withdrawal areas so that they may select Lands
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needed for subsistence or which may have resource dev^optiVKni potentlaL

The Bureau of Tr^^H Management Jtist appnsved an action to allow the vniafe
of Anaktirruk Paaa co make undenelectlons to fulfill their entitlement under
ANCSA. Other villages and regional corporations ahotild be given the same
opportunity given to Anaktuvuk Pass.

* Amend section 14(d of ANCSA so that the burden of completing the

H(<d reconveyance process is placed on the state and fedemi govenvnent
The process of reconveymg land under section 14<c) is both very expensive
and technically beyond the capacity of most vUlage corporations. Moat
village corporatlona have not completed their 14<c) reconveyances. As a
result a cloud remains on the utle to both the corporation's and the 14(c)

claimant's land, making it dlCDc\iit for businesses to acquire flnanclng for

building in the villages. The construction of community projects is often

delayed because the local government does not have clear title to the land
on which the project will be located. If the government will not assume the

responsibility of completing the 14(c) process, then, at a minimum,
adequate funding and technical assistance must be provided to the village

corporations to complete the reconveyance process.

* Conduct a study to evaluate the equity of the Alaska Hattve Claims
Settlement Act between the varujue SaOve corporaiions. Over the last 21
years, it has become apparent that some of the corporations have prospered
more than others. Since ANCSA was meant to be a fair and equitable

settlement for all Alaska Natives, an effon should be made to detennlne
what led to the successes and failures of the ANCSA corporations. For
example. Cook Inlet Region. Inc. (Cnu). benefited much more from NOL
salea than did struggling corporations like Calista. Bering Sbraits. and Aleut
CIRI coUected $13,272.00 per aharehokler from NOL sales, while Calista

coUected $1,347.00. Benng Straits $5,601.00. and Aleut $940.00. NOL
sales made Doyon and Sealaska among the most profitable corporatlona

through 1990. Of the $112 mtlUon Doyon produced m real net income. 70
percent waa from NOL sales. Of the $16 "«"<"" Sealaska produced, almott
all was from NOL sales. (ISER December 1991).

Action should be taken to remove inequities and enaure that ail

corporations continue to thrive and benefit under the terms of ANCSA.
Possible changes to ANCSA might include providing new surface land

selections to those regional corporations which did not receive land

selectlooi under section 12(c) of ANCSA: estabUshlng a process which wtll

allow land exchanges to be completed without Conaresslonal approval: or

providing for a simplified process for ammdlng ANCSA. Although congreaa
settled cm 44 millioa acres as the final settlement of Alaska Native Oalma :

figures ranging from lOO.OOO to 60 million acres were consideretL Judging
on 21 years of the implemenutlon of ANCSA. 44 mlUion acres waa not

enough land to accomplish the purpose of ANCSA. Six^ million acrea mef
have been the pnper acreage necessary to provide both the equity and
opportumty mtended in the settlement A review of the generous Canadian
Nattve land settlements might be advisable to determine why those

settlements tend to be muoi more generous than ANCSA which waa
perceived by many at the time of its passage to be Just and bir. It wsant sn
equal settlement for alL Providing additional acreage may help provide

equal opporttinitles to ail regiona.
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• Re-examtne the ANCSA 1 985 Study prepared by ESG for the Department
of Interior and make policy and technical ctianges to ANCSA recommended
by Che study. The study prepared an extensive list of technical changes to
be implemented to facilitate the implementation of ANCSA. These
recommendations were shelved and have never been considered for
adoption. This study should be reviewed and updated, if necessary, so that
appropriate changes can be made to ANCSA to ensure that Alaska Natives do
continue to receive full benefit of the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act.

• Reopen the 14(h)(1) selection process so that regional corporations may
select historical and cemetery sites which were located and identified after
the original selection period was closed. Numerous sites have been found
on federal lands and there is great concern that the various federal agencies
will not be able to adequately protect and manage these sites from
development activities, trespass, and looting. In several cases, a federal
agency has disturbed a known site, because proper care was not taken to
verify whether an area had 14(h)(1) selections pending. Due to
construction activities by the agency Involved, several sites were
significantly damaged by agency personnel.

Implement an equitable process for mitigating conflicting land selections
and mmeral claims. Where state selections or mining claims conflict with
Native selections, circumstances make it almost Impossible to determine
claim validity without going through a lengthy litigation and adjudication
process, which may not ensure a fair settlement of the dispute. For
example, in the Callsta Region, the Native group Nogamult is still without
title to any land because their selection was conveyed to the State of Alaska.
To date, efforts to relocate or identify a new selection area for this group
have been unsuccessful.

3. USE LAND EXCHANGES TO ENCOURAGE ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT ON
NATIVE-OWNED LANDS - Land exchanges provide two types of benefits. First
they provide an affordable means to federal acquisition of Native-owned
inholdlngs within national wildlife refuges, parks and wilderness areas.
Exchanges allow the Native corporations to select land with more immediate
development potential or land that could be used to generate cash for the
corporations. In turn, revenue earned from these lands could be reinvested by
the corporations or be used to create Jobs or business ventures in industries such
as commercial fishing, mining, or real estate development within their region.

Land exchanges have been a very effective tool for helping some regional
corporations become more financially stable. For example, lands received by
Cook Inlet Region, Inc. have been leased and are now producing natural gas.
•Arctic Slope Regional Corporation leases the oil and gas rights on lands 3iey
received as part of a land exchange. The Importance of land exchanges should
not be overlooked because they benefit not only Alaska Natives, but all residents of
.\laska and the nation. They give the government a method for acquiring
privately-owned lands needed to protect valuable wildlife resources and help
their public policy by providing economic opportunities for Alaska Natives. In
turn, lands are made available for development that might not otherwise be
developed. The following actions should be taken to encourage land exchanges
between Native corporations and the federal government:
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• Promou the use of land exehxmges to fdjfll the temu of ANCSA and
ensure that Alaska Nattues get a fair and Just land seaigtnenL Many iy*iH

occliangea are pending and should be approved or at least elevated to a lewl
mauring that tne issue of land aocbanges is once again revteved. Keepmg
in mmd the onguiai pmpose of ANCSA. these nrrhangea should be siu'wiJ
as an option or opportunity to meet these original goals. The t*"**
settlement has proven to be less than equitable for a variety of reaaona dted
tn earlier testimony and the 1985 study on ANCSA. Land exchanges can be
used to realign ANCSA land selections so Native corporations receive iqtiH
more suitable for subsistence acttvtttes aad/or economic develapment.

* AUou) Nattue corporations to exchange Native-owned lands for lands rrvrm
usefH for sutststence acituUtea and with greater development potendaL
The land selection process created an artificiai pattern of land use and
ownership that doesn t reflect the true needs of Alaska Natives. VUlage
corporations had to select lands far from areas of traditional use. These
lands are of Utile use for subsistence because they are too far away to be of
value to village residents: they have Uttle subsistence value: and th^ usually
have little or no natural resource potentuL In essence, the land la of
minimum value, yet it is supposed to be the cornerstone for economic
development for Native corporations.

A second Inequity in terms of the ANCSA land selections is that ardflctal
boundaziea and bamezs afiiected land selection patterns. In some placet,
withdrawal areas for village selections were reduced by coast Unet, or
meridian boundaries reduced the slae of a township from 36 sections to stz
sections. Some Callsta village corporations have sitialler withdrawal areas
than other villages in other regions. Villages were limited to selectHif
lands only within a defined area around the village, yet the normal patten
of use along rivers was contrary to the requirement to make selecttoaa
within the withdrawal areas. Villages own laiul inland from the rtvera snd
coastlines which la not easily accessible or of great vahie to the vtlla^ In
more developed areas of the state with road connections, this was not aa
great a problem because the land is accessible and has development
potentlaL However, m the Callsta Region these lands are of little vahie
except for subsistence acQvities and in some areas may be doubtful that the
lands have any subsistence value.

vmage corporationa such as Fkliima Ninilchlk. Hoonah. Seldovia. Klukvaa.
Kotiebue. and other more urban villages have been much more succeaaAil
because of their proximity to transportaaon facilities: their lands have high
economic development potentlaL or they own substantial surface resources
such aa timber. The benefits of land exchanges can be quite great to a
corporation. For example, cnu earned three times the net income of any
other corporation through 1990. Much of that net income was from sale of
oU and gas leases on lands it acquired through a land trade with the state
and federal governments (ISER. Oecemtier 1991). The small rural vtllagca

cyplcal of western Alaska are floundering and. if policies and regulations are
not Implemented to make m^nagin^ their landa and corporaoons eaaiar,

bankruptcy will be inevitable.
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* Promote use of land exchanges to encourage economic development
Encouraging and supporting land exchanges m western Alaska is especially
critical for the Native corporations In this region, since few opportunities
for economic development exist presently. Land exchanges are one way
that corporations may obtain lands more suitable for economic
development.

* AUcw acre for acre land exchanges on lands selected by the village
corporations so that village corporations may realign their selections to
more recdisticady reflect their actual use and occupancy of lands around the
village and also facilitate management of lands owned by the village
corporation. Villages were limited to selecting lands from a 25 township
withdrawal area. The lands selected may not have been lands that were
traditionally used by the villages. As a result of the selection limitation,
villages were often forced select lands which were of little use or value to
the village, except that they were within the 11(a) wlthdrawjil area.

* Simplify the land exchange process so that land exchanges between the
Native corporations and federal government may be negotiated directly with
the Secretary of Interior or other appropriate agencies. Under the present
system, federal land exchanges Involving ANCSA lands typically require
Congressional approval. By giving the Secretary of Interior clearer and
more direct authority to do exchanges, the cost and amount of time
involved In completing a land exchange could be substantially reduced. So
long as exchanges require Congressional approval, they will be subject to
politics, delays, and being over-ridden by other Issues or Interests.

Education Issuea

In the next few years, village residents In the Callsta Region face an ever
increasing student-age population. Parents and education professionals will have
to decide the focus and direction of the village education system. I.e., do the
schools teach children skills which will allow them to compete in college and the
urban job market, or do they teach students the skills necessary for survival jind
coping with village life? Schools in the Callsta Region are once again becoming
the focal point of community attention. The Molly Hootch decision, which
resulted in education coming to the villages, has not produced the favorable
results hoped for by its proponents. Schools In the region are proving to be
inefficient, and they isolate students from experiences needed to cope In the
modem world. Test scores for Alaska Native students In urban areas are higher
than those for students in the villages. Unless change occurs in the viUage
schools, students from the Callsta Region cannot depend on the present
educauonal system to teach them life skills or act as a springboard for
opportunity. Neither a high school education nor a college diploma guarantees
that an individual will find and secure a Job in the village.

The distances between rural villages and the lack of roads make it dlfBcult to
provide a well rounded educational opportunity to all of the youth of Alaska.
Students that remain in the villages for educational training through high school
find It difficult to communicate due to differences in educational experiences and
use of language. Moreover, the curriculum often does not relate to the ruural

environment, consequently students In the villages find It difficult to learn
without the benefit of direct experience or participation.
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For those students not tracked into college, rural education curriculum often
does not prepare students to maJce a successful transition from school to work.
Milage schools graduate students with low basic skills in reading, math, and
communlcatloiia. and little relevant work maturity skills. Generally, students
hav? limited awareness of career opportunities and options anii lack the
prerequisite skills and training necessary to enter and succeed in various
occupacons.

Students coming from village high schools haye great difficulty competing at the
coJege level due to inadequate basic skills, such as reading comprehension,
writing, and language. Very few scudenta from the Callsta Region make it through
four years of coUege. and If they do. there usually are no Jobs for them back tn the
village. Consequently, for young adults wishing to stay in the village, there is Uttk
incentive to get a coUege educaOoa

Other problems associated with village education are that schools are often
understaffed and the teachers expectations for students are low. Recent n«nn.n^i
studies in education have shown that if a teacher has low expectations of
students' abilities, the students wUl normally perform at lower levels than
students who have teachers that have hiah expectations, village schools are not
able to offer a curriculum as broad and diverse as regional or urt>an schools,
consequently, students with special learning needs do not receive proper
teaching and training. In addition, vocational programs are virtually non-«3datcnt
in village schools. Low academic standartls penrade them, as a general rule. It

has been found that education in the viUages m the Calisu Reglcn is substandard
by state standards (MMS. 1992).

Unless circumstances and village economies change in the years ahead, most
young Native adults who want work wUl have to move from their villages to

locations where Jobs exist. If the move is to urban areas of the sute. these
individuals will find themselves at a tremendous disadvantage because their
education has not properly prepared them to compete in the labor market with
individual from urban areas. Competing in Alaskas labor market requires more
educadon than competing in labor markets elsewhere in the nation. The Alaska
work force Is more profession-oriented and technically equipped than the
national work force (AFN. 1989).

Most issues concerning Native educahoB do not Inapire imsginatlv research or
program development. Educational decision-making in Alaska is locsllxed in

most school districts, and small rural school district do not have the resoiutca
or technicsl expertise to mount new programs or to evaluate programs so that
cumulative knowledge tiecomes available. Alaskan universities and government
agencies hive not developed new approaches to Native education. Crucial and
persistent Issues in Native education need to gam an important place m the
public's eye. With research and program development baaed on new ideas and
techniques, substanoal progress can be made to improve education in the villages.

Many effective programs have been developed to address the educational and
cultural needs of Alaska Native students. But the small size of many rural

commuuaes and school districts, the stress caused by rapid cultural change, and
the tension between Native and non-Natlvc values still create problems whiefa
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need attention. The following are actions which should be taken to address
education related problems facing Alaska Natives.

1. ESTABLISH AN EDUCATION DELIVERY SYSTEM WHICH MEETS THE
SPECIFIC NEEDS OF ALASKA NATIVES IN WESTERN ALASKA - The existing
•lUage school systems, for the most part, do not adequately prepare students for

the competition and the socicd and cultural lifestyle they will encounter in larger
communities and urban areas. Nor do they promote pride in the Alaska Native
cultures. The present educational system locating primary and secondary
schools in every village is not working. The quality of education in village schools
is declining rather than improving, while the cost of providing education in the
villages is escalating. The following actions should be considered as a way to

improve education in village Alaska:

• Evaluate the effectiveness of bush, schools to prepare students to compete
at the college or university level or in vocational training.

• Continue Head Stan and other early childhood development programs in

elementary schools m ihe villages. Elementary education should continue
at the local level because children should remain at home during the
formative years developing culturally and personally within the family and
village society.

• Establish, a Vista or Peace Corps type program similar to Teachers for
America now operating in the lower 48 states. The Department of
Education must look at alternative methods for attracting dedicated
teachers into the rural communities and provide these teachers with
incentives to stay in the communities. One way to do this is to provide loan
forgiveness benefits to teachers who stay and teach in the villages for five

years or more. Another way is to recruit teachers from the villages.

Recruitment can be accomplished by financing, via a state teaching
scholarship fund, the education of students from the villages who wish to

become teachers.

' Provide grants and research money to universities with education
programs to develop curnculums. teaching materials, and education
techniques relevant to rural Alaska.

' Undertake a study which will document the effectiveness of biculturai
and bilingual programs in rural schools. Current information is needed on
the educational nature and quality of bilingual and bicultxiral programs In
schools serving rural students and the extent of community and student
satisfaction with those programs.

• Develop a vocational educational program for rural students with a focus
on local industry (existing and potential). An effective rural resource
training system must be developed for villages, if the subsistence lifestyle Is

to survive and villages are to be competitive with other areas of the state, as
well as economically seif-sufflclent.

• Establish summer camps and summer education programs which
prepare students for the job market and involve students in the sciences at
an eariy stage in their educational experience.
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* Deiwtop incenoues for students to rtmain (n school to compitta a soUd
basic ecLucaifon u;Uch will open waiuj doors to them for cheoaing auwtn
or going co coUege. For example. In one school, students receive pilzea for
reading a number of books each month. By the end of the project, students
had read over 40,000 pages and were reading at or above their enccted
reading level. The total cost to the school was less than $10,000 for the
project.

* Inueatigate the use of altemaOue teaching methods and technUiuea.
Students could be taught special education classes in math, science, or
other subjects via television. The university system has successfully ussd
telecommunications systems to teach students outside of the classnMm.
Another possibility is educational video recordings distribution to the
schools. This technique would be good for teaching students about unique
subjects, such as the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act or natural
resource management as it applies to children.

2. PROORAKS WHICH PROMOTS OR IMPROVE EDUCATION OUTSIDB OF TBI
V1XLAGB8 BHOtJLD BB CON8IDKREO rOR THEIR POTBimAL BENBVll'S TO
THE EDUCATION OP OUR NATIVE SIUUEHIS •

* Examine the benefits to be gained from estaiMahtng regional Junior oMl
senior htgti schools in regional centers, rather than operating a
junior/senior high xchool in every vilSage. Larger schools can provide more
variety in classes, offer different levels of instruction (special educstlaa.
gifted classes, culturally adapted classes), attract high quality teachers, sad
operate more cost effectively. Students will be surrounded by a leamlnji

environment that will prepare them for the environment they wdl
encounter when they attend college or voc*tech schools.

* Implenvent a state scholarship or loan program with forgiueness ben^flt$
' being granted to Alaska .Wative students who get education degrees and

return to the vUlages and teach for a minimum offlue years. Greater efforts

need to be made to get Alaska Native studenui through college and bade to

the village to teach. In 1991. only 5 percent of the total number of

teachers sutewide were Alaska Native.

* Twenty- seven {27) tnbai colleges currently eadst on or near Indian
Reservation in the United States. Each la either accredited or seekbig

accreditation. One such college m the state of Alaska might provide a mors
comfortable or suitable environment which could better meet the speaat
needs of Alaska Native students. Although, the existing university procaau
in Alaska may continue to be a preferable option for many Alaska Nattvc

students, there may be a large enough Alaska Native student population

Interested in an Alaska Native College to justify the existence of such an
institution. A feasibility study to determine funding sources, potential

enrollments and the merits of such a proposal should be funded to

investigate this possibility.
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Social/Cultogal Issues

The Callsta Region is the poorest region in Alaska as measured by Income,
physical adversities due to geographical Isolation, and extremes in weather
iMMS. 1992). The Vupik people ot the Callsta Region are experiencing a cultural,
social, and economic transition marked by the loss of traditional ways and the
adoption of new technologies, social forms, knowledge, and Ideas. This transition
is painful because many persons, bereft of some of the traditional customs and
habits, have difficulty adjusting to current pressures on family, the need for
formal education, and the adjustments to government-dependent local
economies.

In spite of the cultural upheaval facing the Yuplk people, they have demonstrated
a substanUal commitment to maintaining their traditional subsistence lifestyle.

The ability of the Yuplk people to maintain a subsistence way of life in
combination with a cash economy depends on several factors, including the
degree and timing of resource development, the immigration of people from
other areas Into the region, and the availability of Jobs In the villages.
Furthermore, the subsistence Lifestyle is very dependent on a continued supply of
•.vildlife resources which can survive increasing consumptive demands.

People In the villages are trying to find a balance between the old ways and the
new ways. Because full-time wage work is very scarce in the villages, residents of
the Callsta Region still have strong cultural and economic ties with the
subsistence way of life and are likely to maintain these ties in the future, 'unless
their economic well-being Improves dramatically In the next few years.

The following actions should be taken to address some of the social and cultural
problems facing Alaska Natives.

1. PROTECT SUBSISTENCE RIGHTS FOR ALASKA NATIVES - The state and
federal governments must continue to work with Alaska Natives to ensure that
.•\laska Natives continue to have the right to practice subsistence activities.
Subsistence activities are an Integral part of the Alaska Native culture and the
foundation of the village economic system. Without subsistence. Native village life

as we know it will not survive. In order to ensure the continuation of subsistence,
improved opportunities for managing subsistence resources must be
implemented. Village economies, based on resource harvesting activities with
fewer limitations on access, control and commercial use of subsistence resources,
could support a significant population in rural Alaska. This may be accomplished
by taking the following actions:

• Ensure more participation by Alaska Natives in subsistence management
decisions and. grant more local village control over subsistence activities.

This may be accomplished by requiring that Alaska Natives be appointed to

advisory boards and commissions which establish policies, directives and
regulations afi'ectlng subsistence activities.

• Protect subsistence preference rights for Alaska Natives by enacting
legislation which continues the protections and provisions established by
Title Vin of the Alaska National Interest Lands Conservation Act (ANILCA).
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* Continue tha rural prefertnct for subsistence activities on pubUc lamis
essential to jproteettng the rights of Alaska .Vat(i;«s to practice the
sutststance Hjescyie common to village residents.

* Amend the Migratory Bird Treaty Act to allow for spring subsistenoe
hunts. In the spring before Sahinf bcfllzu, meat la in very limited supphr.
Returning migratory birds are one oithe few protein sources avuuiue
during that time of year.

* Reauthorise the Manns Mammcd Protection Act so that Alaska ffattues
can continue to hunt marine mammals for sustenance and subststenee
purposes. The acts aurent provisions and policies should not be repealed.

* frr^iement a public education program about subsistence There must be
a better understanding of what a subalatence Ufestyle is, and wtut it takes to
exist within a subsistence liftstyle. This understanding is needed not only
by all Alaskans, but also those Uving outside of Alaska, who try to impose
their views on Alaska Natives. The Alaska population is a highly transient
one. A large percentage of that population never leaves the road system.
They know Uttle about Alaska Natives or their cultxire. Subsistence imght
be an easier tdea to sell if the aignlflcance of subsutence activities were
better understood.

* Implement Native preference legtsiation for state and federal Umde if tfw
state docs not implement a state constttuttonal amendment protecting
subsistence rights for Alaska Natiues. If the State of Alaska wiU not act to

protect Native subsistence rights, then Congress should amend Title vm ctf

the Alaska National Interest Lands Conservatlan Act (ANILCA) to grant
subsistence rights specifying to Alaska Natives: revoking the rural
preference right. Only Alaal^ Natives would have a right to continue
subsistence acQvttles under ANILCA.

In 1989 and again in 1991. Callsta Corporation found the most pressing needs of
the region to be in health, education, housing and facilities, and social services.

The most fundamental need, however, la the need for development of local vtlUge
economies. Economic development cannot occur unless there are adequate
housing, jobs, and safe and rellAble sewer and water systems. In addition, the
Region needs a reliable transportation system. Many village airport facilities axe
in poor condition, and safety and reliability are below atandanla. Electrical power
supplies and telephone systems must be made more reliable and ailbrdable.

Health care fiaciiltiea and servtcea need to be expanded and modemued.

Housing in the Callsta Region is deplorahly sub-standard. Most &xmUes Urs m
crowded and poor condltlona. For example, the average number of persons per
household In the Callsta villages is 4.9. compared to the national average of 2J2
persons. In 1991. the State of Alaska Department of Community and Regional
Affairs reported that 97 percent of Callsta Region had no indoor plumbing. 98
percent lacked running water. 19 percent of uka houses needed to be replaced
because of overcrowding and poor condition, and the average Uvmg space per
house was 661 square fieet compared with the average for Alaaka of 1, 162 square
feet. (M14S. 1992).
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Compared with other regions in Alaska, the Callsta Region has the largest number
of vnilages. the largest .\laska Native population, and one of the highest costs for

providing health care. The people of the region experience the highest
incidence of major diseases when compared with any other region in the United
States. Tuberculosis, meningitis, and hepatitis occur in the Callsta Region in
frequencies far exceeding those elsewhere In the nation (MMS, 1992). Outside of
Bethel there are no private pnysiclans in the Callsta Region.

The availability of utilities-- electricity, water, sewer, solid waste disposal, and
telecommunications-- affects both the quality of life in the villages and the
potential for economic development In the region. Without these basic services.
which urban residents take for granted, life in the Callsta villages is difficult and
at times even life threatening.

Safe and reliable water and sewer systems exist In a few villages, and even in
those \nllages, the systems are marginal, at best. These systems must be
upgraded to reduce health hazards and minimize the effort required to haul water
and sai'ely dispose of wastes. .A. safe and adequate water supply is crucial to
support fish processing, the economic mainstay of the Callsta Region. It is also
needed to provide sale drinking water to village residents and reduce the chance
of Infection from diseases, such as hepatitis and meningitis.

The following actions should be taken to begin to correct the various health
problems in the villages and minimize the rtsk of the problems getting worse.

1. ENSURE THAT THERE IS SAFE AND AFFORDABLE HOUSING IN THE
VILLAGES - Housing Is woefully inadequate in the villages of Alaska. The quality
of housing is substandard. Over-crowding is commonplace. Waiting periods for

new housing are dependent on timing of new multiple unit projects and supply
lags behind need and demand. Even new houses lack running water and indoor
plumbing if these systems are not present In the village where they are
constructed. Poorly maintained heating systems cause excessive home heating
costs. .Most houses constructed under current programs use materials from other
locations, and do not create local Jobs. HUD regulations need to be changed to

recognize the uniqueness of Alaska, to allow for designs specifically made for

Alaska, using Alaskan materials where available, and village labor to manufacture
and construct homes.

The current programs and policies for providing housing to Alaska Natives in
rural Alaska are not meeting the needs of the people. The need for housing in
rural villages Is rapidly increasing. Instead of importing companies from outside
the villages to build houses within the village, programs should focus on using
resources and people in the villages to construct homes or make renovations.
Such an approach would provide badly needed Jobs In the villages, promote pride
In home ownership, and provide on-the-job training. Housing programs in rural
villages, If properly implemented and organized, can become a form of economic
development employing local workers in an on-going project that would Include
both new construction and maintenance of existing housing project units. The
following actions should be taken to improve existing housing programs:

• Revise CFR 71b) laws that require Native hire for federal housing
programs to mandate that contractors hire local workers. Construction Joix
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jbr houaiirg projects are imponanx aourcea of emptoymera tn uQIages whme
few Jotm exist

* Design smaller, longer-term housing projects in each village ihax mqutnv
oompletkin offewer units per year over a longer project, time soon. Patum
these prr^ects after the regional housing attUxortties' 'bum-ouf program
where smaU. projects using local builders or groups work on two or thns
units In a vUlaoe each vear. Completloti of a few units each year over aervnl
yean, instead of up to 24 units all at once, would provide a stable program
of sustained employment acbievable by local construction crews who would
develop a good working Imowiedge of their vtllage's housing construction.

* Implement more flexible bwldtng codes and specs for the use qf
materials and construction which aUow for the use of (nnovotfiM
cechnoltMies ar\d designs developed to meet the cllmaxic oondttlons ani
needs ofd^erent parts of the state. The standardized matenal and design
specs required by financial institutions for meeting loan requiremems snd
federal regulations relating to construcuon and design minimize, and
sometlaes even prevent, the use of alternative materials or constructloo
techniques. More flexible specs and buUdlng codes for construction in
rural areas would make it easier to adapt home designs and m»t^pa\^ to
local areas.

* Reoise federal and state contracting procedure for housing projeata so
that regional housing auxhoritiea can contract with village corpauoon. IRA
or tnxdttional councils, or individuals to construct houses in the viOaga.
These entitles are more likely to hire local vUJage resldenu than
construction companies from outside the village. They also have s greatar
stake tn the final product and have the greatest incentive to provide the
beat homes possible.

* Bring houstirg imits in the villages up to acceptable h«zUh and sc{fittg

staiuiards. A program should be established which allows individuals and
the regional housing authority to get grants to bung homes inm compllanoe
wtth state safety, health, energy and building codes.

* Implenwnt a homeowners education program which teaches mdtuldualM
how to maintain a hams arui do simple home repairs. Modify HUD and
Alaska State Housing Programs m that indMdtial homeowners can peitem
repair work following program guidelines and codes. The necesalty Ibr

importing non-vtllage labor for repair work would be eliminated and
indtvlduala could obtain skills necessary to maintain their homes. Sueb a
program could be coordinated through BIA. IHS. ASHA and KUD.

* Educate the Alaska State Housing Authortty and federal housing
programs, with the goal of creaang flexiifiilty in housing loan and piugram
Junding attena, to allow for (dterrwttoe or innovaOue housing construcdbn
technologies. New energy<saving and cost>effecttve technologies with
demonstrated application in rural Alaska are pre-empted frmn bmiatng
programs because borrowers cannot get loans to build or purchase bouact
using those technologies.
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• Continue ihe funding of programs which encourage energy conservation
and home weaihenzaiion so that homes are made energy-efficient, thus
helping reduce power costs in ihe villages both to indiuiduals and to the
community.

• Gtue contractors who build houses in villages under federal and state
housing programs a financial incentive lo hire locally and. whenever
possible, buy materials and supplies from local businesses and suppliers.
Construction Jobs for housing projects can be a very important source of
local empioyment in villages that have few Jobs available.

• Promote the use of local contractors and hire village residents to work on
housing projects. If the construction design of a house Is labor Intensive. It

should use local labor and materials rather than bringing In materials and
workers from outside of the region.

• Implement and fund a rural home loan program which allows individuals
living in rural areas to obtain loans to build homes on their own. using their

own designs and local materiais, without approval or control by the regional
housing auihonttes. Due to income requirements, building code standards,
and other criteria more appropriate to urban areas, few If any, rural
residents are able to quality for home construction loans through the Alaska
State Housing Loan program or conventional home financing programs
available at commercial bank and mortgage compeinies. Consequently, many
individuals are unable to secure the necessary financing to build their own
home. Instead, they must live in over-crowded conditions, until the local
housing authority builds new homes in the village, and even then there is no
guarantee they will get a home.

• Develop and implement a homeowner public education program. This
could be a coordinated effort between the Alaska State Housing Authority
and the Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD). Rural
residents need Information on how to obtain a loan, participate in regional
housing programs, and maintain or improve their homes. Most village

residents have difBcuity understanding all the qualification criteria and red
tape involved In qualliylng for a home. The home qualification process
needs to be simplified.

" Examine current home loan program regulations and revise the
regulations to allow for greater flexibility in building and code standards in

rural Alaska. Flexible codes do not imply minimal or unsafe codes and
construction, instead the codes and programs must be made more flexible

so that village residents can construct homes more cost effectively and
more suited to the riiral lifestyle.

• Implement and fund a program for individuals so that they may rerujvate
or improve owner-occupied homes in rural Alaska. Rural residents do not
have the luxury of applying for home equity loans or other conventional
financing to fix their homes or Improve them. The state and federal
housing programs should include low-cost loans and allow for in-kind
contributions for labor in exchange for money to renovate, weatherlze or
otherwise Improve an owner-occupied home.
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2. PRovna ft4f»wAim awd aAwnAHOif rAcnxma nr all coMmimim
WITH SUBtTAZIDABD OK NOIfXZXSTIMT STtTBIfS - -Ae need far s«fe sewer
and water svttems In many villages has hit a critical lereL This u no loa|cr a
pork bazrel' funding issue: it is one of Ulie and death. Providing safe water and
sewer systems mtist become a number one priority for state and federal »HfKt**
responsible for providing such community services and protecting public ^eal^
safety and «d£are. At a minimum, the foliowtng actions must be takeo:

* inMOtuim a program forJuruUng workaMe vHlagt sewer and water apleea
firr oil comimmldes umich either do not hous a uxtttr or sonttodon msposol
system or the system is conaUlered aubBtandard by modlsm health and
safety standards and codes. Federal and state funding agencies need to

collaboratively plan with nilages and regional entitles to identUy and
construct cost effective systems and implement ongoing maintenance
programs to keep them operating safely.

* Implement a program which ensures that every communtty has
conOnuoiis and coruistent access to technical assistarvoe and OtUning far
uttlity managers and operators. Funding for these activities must be
provided at realistic and practical levels on an oa-golng basis.

* Insure conttnuance of the indJan set-aside program for uMStewatir
factuty eonstruaion and reestabUsh the set-astde amount far Alaska at tim
previous level qf one percera. This money spedflcaily should be dedicated
to funding projects in Alaska.

* Conutnoe EPA to make funding avaOablB far installtng code-approved
water and ieuxtge systems and upgrading margtnal systems to ocospfabis
health and sanitation codes.

3. PROTBCT ALASKA IfATXVB CORPOKATXONt rKOM LXABILITr fOK
HAZARDOUS WASTK8 OFT COSPORATIOll LANDS • Land In many vUIagea hu
been contaminated over the years by fuel oil spUls. gaibaae dumps. s«wagi
lagoons, military dlspMal sites, and other activities. In addition, some landa
transfsred by the federal government to Native corporations under ANCSA hawv
been found to be contaminated with hazardous substances. These cantamtnatfld

lands present safety, economic, legal, and liability proUema which sigmfleantty

undenntne the Intent of ANCSA. They Jeopardize the health and wul-being of

village residenu and place a potentially tmpoaaible (inanctal bxirden on the Ntttrt

corporations and village governments if they are held responsible for conduetiag
clean-up opentuma.

It la unreasonable to expect the Native corporations to dean up landa which they
had no part in contaminating. At the same time, they t*«""M" t be held liable fer

spills and haaardous substances which occurred or were placed on ths land

before It was txanaferred to the Native corporationa. One liability lawsuit or dean-
up operation would bankrupt most Native corporations in the state. The
government has an obligation to protect the Native corporations firora liabiU^T

claims and litigation stemming from acttvitiea for which they had no knowledfe
or did not participate la.

This potential for Uafaillty has caused corporationa. tnrhnltng Calista Corporation.

not to accept title to lands they seiectetL For example. The Kuakokwta
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Corporation fTKC) and Callsta Corporation are entitled to lands In the Red Devil
area, but have refused to take conveyance to these lands In spite of their mineral
potential because of the potential presence of hazardous materials left on the
lands from historic mining activities. Under the current strict liability laws. If

Native corporations take title to these lands, the corporation could be held liable

for any future cleanup associated with these lands. A clean-up of this magnitude
is beyond the financial capabilities of TKC or Callsta Corporation. So long as these
liability laws remain in effect, the liability risks are too great for Native
corporations to accept.

The following actions should be taken to address the problem of hazardous wastes
on Native-owned Icinds:

• Pass and implement legislation which requires the government to

remove hazardous substances from Native-owned lands or replace
contaminated lands transferred by the government to the Native
corporations with land of equal value which is contaminant free.

• Pass legislation protecting Native corporations from liability under state
and federal hazardous waste laws in situations where they are not
responsible for the activity leading to contamtnaiion of the larxd or had no
reason to be knowledgeable at>out the presence of hazardous wastes on
corporation lands.

• Include indemnification language in !n.tenm Conveyance IIC) and patent
deeds which protects and indemnifies Native corporations from liability for
hazardous wastes and cleanup on lands conveyed to the corporations by the
federal government. The deeds and IC's should state that the federal
government will assume responsibility for clean-up on any lands conveyed
with hazardous wastes.

Governance Issues

There is a high degree of political pluralism In the Callsta Region. Pluralism has
long characterized the area and neither Callsta Corporation nor the Association of
VUlage Council Presidents has been able to eliminate It. As Is generally true in
rural Alaska, most of the communities in the Callsta Region are incorporated as
second class cities. Typical of most villages there are several major decision-
making bodies In the village, including the city council, the village corporation
board of directors, the school board (only In a few villages), and the traditional or
Indian" Reorgjinlzation Act (IRA) council. Regional, subreglonal. and village

representatives are regularly elected to serve on the boards of Callsta Corporation
(regional ANCSA corporation), the Yukon-Kuskokwlm Health Corporation (YKHC).
the Association of Village Council Presidents AVCP (regional non-profit).

Although many villages are organized cmd incorporated as second class cities, they
are not "cities" In the traditional sense, with paved streets, shopping malls, and
suburban neighborhoods. Most villages have only a few hundred residents or less.

Most of the villages are extremely isolated, located hundreds of miles from the
nearest city or regional center and without road connection to nearby villages.
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A recent development in the Callata Regfon has been the eatahHahment of the
Yupiit NatloQ, which on^nated in Akiachak. In 19S3. aa a reautt of '<'«'-*it*imm
with the city government structure, the vtUage reaidenu voted to diaband tba dty
government and replace it with the tribal government. The goal of the Y^xpUt
Nation, which haa grown to include over a doaen other vtllagea in the Caliata
Region, is ultimately more control over schoola, govemncntal functions, the
services offered within the vUlagea. and the siirrounding land and resources.
Although independence la desired, the Yuput Nation communities contlnus to
depend on state and federal funding for the maintenance of health and
educational services. As a result, the continued existence of these saniees
requirea that they successAxUy convince flindlng agencies that they hare lefil
standing, mandates, and expertise to receive and manage such ftmds.

A oiajor factor in the future of the tubal govemmena in the villages will be their

ability to continue to receive Qnuicml suppoir in the future. Although the Yopttt
Nauon has grown rapidly, it haa not obtahud unanimoua aupport In the CaUata
Region. Many villagers agree with the organisation's goals, but thers is

disagreement concerning means. It is unclear whether the ruput Nation sod the
tribal and IRA governments will succeed in regional politics or in inhibiting

undesirable cultural changes, but large scale reform u clearly sought by enfUlaa
such as the Yupilt Nadoa The refonn movement represents a mgnrflcant sttsmpc
at political unification in the (ace of local, sttte, and federal obataeles. Tim
following actions may be taken to address the problems fitcing Alaska Natives villi

respect to local governance, their govemment-to-govemment relationships, sad
paniclpaaon in the political process.

1. snunfoTHBir local vdllaob oavtajaaan ancsa did not aboUafc
Indian Reorganization Act [IRA) or traditional council govemmesu in Alaska: tc

only settled outstanding abonginal land dalasa. IRA and traditional couaol
governments are recognized forms of government indigenous to Alaska Nstim
and other Native Americans. The state of Alaska has been reluctant to recugplss
these governments or establish a government to government relationship fiar

grant funding, granting police powers, contracting, or distributing revcinte

sharing fimda.

Many villages would prefer to follow either an IRA or traditional councU form of

government, rather than the municipal government ayatem implemented in atate

law. Thoee villagea wtuch do not have a municipal government organised undsr
State law* axe '"*»«irh'* for revenue sharing and recetvmg vailoua forms of gianti

from the state of Alaska for operating a/local govemmoit. Recognition of tias

IRA's and traditional councils as an acceptable form of local government win lead

to more efliecUve local government It will eliminate the need fbr more than oos
form of government in the villages and the divisive competltkm end will fttmlnalw
confusion as to who has the authority to govern and make decisions in ths
/illagea. It will also lead to greater participation in local government sod wpoid
^ve village reaideiits a greater sense of connrol over their own destiny and afhtos.

The members of every community must have respect for the law and thctr

governing body. We muat get respect for the law back in the communities. 'Hlg
lum be done by plamna all governing authority m one body. In the Callsta Refkm
the brlbal bodies work best.

The following actlona should be taken to gtve Alaaka Natives greater voice and
control over local government in the viluges and ensure tnat they raestfs
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adequate funding to carry on the day-to-day operations of the village's local

government:

• Recognize for purposes of contracting, using police powers, applying for
grants for community projects and participating in the local government
process. IIL\ and traditional councils as a form of local government with the

same rights and aiahorities as cities and municipalities in Alaska.

' Allow villages which are organized as IRA governments or traditional

councils to receive municipal revenue sharing funds. Most of these villages

are very small and have no way to generate revenue from a local tax base.

State revenue sharing monies are greatly needed In these communities to

carry out the responsibilities eind obligations required of local governments.

• Elstablish and fund a state agency to address the needs and concerns of
Alaska Natives. Currently, there Is no single agency or department an
individual or group can go to learn about the needs and concerns of Alaska
Natives. Programs benefitting Alaska Natives are scattered throughout state

agencies. There is no way to evaluate how effective these programs are

because they are mixed In with other agency programs or they provide
services and benefits to other user groups beside Alaska Natives. There
needs to be one single agency or entity in state government which acts as
an advocate for Alaska Native needs, concerns, issues, and programs. In

essence, it would be both a clearing house and an administrative entity

which would ensure that Alaska Natives get the programs and funding
necessary to prevent the problems now facing Alaska Natives from getting

worse.

• Resolve the issues surrounding the sovereignty question and give greater

local control to local governments using IRA and traditional councils as the
primary form of local government The current system of pluralism In the
villages (an IRA Council and second class city or other form of local

government) is expensive. Ineffective and redundant. It weakens local

control cind authority, results In duplication of authority, and sometimes
even causes villages to miss out on potential sources of funding. The state

of Alaska must work with the local and tribal governments to develop a form
of local government acceptable to all parties and which truly meet the

needs of village residents.

• Study and evaluate the effectiveness of local practices and laws which
exercise extensive control over alcohol in the community. For example, the

village of Klpnuk has been doing searches and seizures for alcohol of all

Individuals entering the village. Although businesses and indlvlduais

objected to the searches early on. they Eire now an accepted part of the

protocol for visiting Klpnuk. Because this policy has been in effect for

several years now. it would be possible in such a study to measure the effect

of the searches on alcoholism in the community. If problems such as
assaiilts. fatal accidents, suicides, and fetal alcohol syndrome (FAS) are less

frequent now than before the searches begcin. then such laws should be an
acceptable form of protecting public heal& and welfare of village residents:

and other communities may wish to consider implementing similar

policies.
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* Or^ /edcmi and state regulaxtonM so ttuxt th£y raopgiKc* the mral
situecaon in Alaska and prooide JlMxIbQIty to meet the needs of the local

communities and Alaska NaOoes.

* Develop a Hat oj communay needs. There are several sources of
infornuitlan on the needs of rural communuies. 'These need to be pulled
together into a maater Uat which wtil be maintained and supporoed thnnjgh
an interagency effort and should be used in setting pnontlea for use of

prufpnam toads to enrure that the communttlea and r^lona of Uie state wtHi
the most severe problems or grvateat need receive pnortty in teimt of
capital project ftindlna and program funding and adrnmiatratloa. Slmpigr
put with reduced ftindlng. priorities must be established.

COlfCLDSOll

Rural villages and Alaska Natives hAve so many problems ftdng them, so little

mozusy to work wtth. and have done without for so long, that it is difltailt fior the
various agenoea wtth rural development programs to identify and set priorities
on chose projects and needs with which the vtllases and Alaska Hatlve people
want assistance. This Commission, however, can identify and set those prlMttlea
through Its recommendations to Congress and the State of Alaska. It is <l«ff»»tii»

and usually unsuccessful, for state and federal agendea to predict what Alaika
Native people want to sustam their Ufbstyle. Tlie Alaska Nativee Commiaalan onist
make those oonceraa and needs known.

The problems and needa of Aiaslca'a Nattre people can best be summanxed m tfae

foUowlnfl statement Included in the report Auskn's Economic ChoUenga: Tht
Ldoei of Distress, prepared m February. 1901 bv the Alaska Oepartmeat of
Commerce and E<^nomic Development The following statements clearly

address the concerns of Alaska Natives and village realdents:

One of the most serious economic challenges facing Alaska is in rural

Alaska. Location, transportatloa lack of mazketa. cUmatf- work force, and
cultural factors limit the rural areas in developing any type of econoatte
development base.

Unfortunately, the fact reooalna that condltlona in the rural areas are not
getting better. The econonuc prosperity of the recent plpelins
construction era haa had Uttle lasting efliect on msny mral areas. Tbmf
continue as before with high unemployment and low median mcomea.
State and ficdenl dispute over regulation of subsistence. boycoUs on the fnr
Industry, intemaootial sodoeconomlcB, and dosena of road blocks fiue rural

Alaska. The population continues to struggle with limited resources tzying

to find a degree of stability. The sad fiict is that social problems ol dzuga.
alcohoUam, and «iiMf^itff are increasing.

If state and federal involvement and assistance are not available, the gap
with the rest of the sate and natkm will only widen as the state movea itto

the twemy-flrat century. Without the aid and assistance ot both federal and
state programs, there will be little prtvats sector development over the
nesEt few years. Tliere is little f^tn*^ the circle of poverty will be bnlsen
wtthout this aH«j^Wftw||) support i»qd other outalde beneficial influencea.'
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Because funding and technical resources are managed by Individual agencies,
planning and coordination among these groups to address the problems facing
.\laska Natives Is piecemeal at best. Add to this the interagency mix of roles and
responsibilities, the numerous local and regional organizations that will be
involved in Alaska NaUve problems and affairs, and the complexity of the
coordination issue and dealing with the various problems facing Alaska Natives
becomes staggering. Often more than one local organization will be tnvoivcd In
some phase of reaching project Implementation, along with participating state
and federal agencies. It takes special insight and expertise to focus upon Alaska
Natives issues.

Alaska Natives must focus on those areas of the state with the greatest problems
and needs when setting priorities and recommending solutions to the problems
facing Alaska Natives. State and federal agencies must be focused to respond to
these priorities with greater efficiency and effectiveness than is presently being
exercised. Currently, rural development agencies find themselves responding to
rural Alaska in one of two ways, neither of which is acceptable.

In one approach, agencies try to be a source of assistance to all requesting
communlUes. .\ltematively, they respond only to those with whom they have had
close contact. In the llrst case, resources available for individual projects are
spread too thin: in the second case, only a privileged few receive assistance.
Furthermore, because agencies are not peutlclpatlng in a statewide rural
development strategy, planning is conducted only within the individual agency
itself, based upon the agency's own mission, and Its assessment of or a limited
understanding of community needs or the problems facing Alaska Natives.
Fundamental changes must occur in the way that agencies do business with Alaska
Natives. These changes must maximize Native input and guide multi-agency
resources to respond to short and long term Issues and fulfill or meet identified
goals established by the Alaska Native community. If any of the suggested
recommendations are to work, state and federal agencies must adopt a policy of
working together, with Alaska Natives, to remedy and find creative solutions to
the problems facing Alaska Natives.

.\ long term commitment to implement a comprehensive set of policies,
programs and sources of funding to address the problems facing the Yuplk people
and other Alaska Natives is necessary to make a noticeable change. A solution to
many of the Callsta Region's social, health and economic problems will not be
found until efforts are made to focus on and specifically help the Yuplk people.
Although Callsta Corporation will continue to try to make changes, it will never
come close to meeting the region's tremendous needs. Some power or powers
greater than Callsta Corporation must make a commitment to help the region and
the Yuplk people. Without that assistance few. if any, changes will be made. A
comprehensive, long-term cooperative effort by the Alaska Natives Commission.
other Native organizations, and the state and federal governments is necessary to
deal with the overwhelming conditions in the Callsta Region.

As the Commission prepares its final recommendations to Congress, we hope the
Commission will review and consider Including the recommendations and actions
we have outlined In this report. This Commission is one of the last sources of
hope for the Yuplk people, in terms of finding solutions and gaining support for
helping the Yuplk people and culture survive into the next century. We hope the
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Conuxtlaalon wUl coacentnte on "'•trtng recommmdationa to CoagrtM which
beneflt the Alaska Nattre people and reglooe of me state wtth the greatest needs.

It should be a goal of this Coaunlasioa to reeeeamcnd pr^rama and poUdes
wtilch wtU ensun that ail Alaska Nattvea are able to lire without fieer at ttadr
health, safety and economic well-behia. la a perfect world there would be
resources enough to take care of all Alaska Nsttre needs. Howwer. it la coumon
knowiedge that reaourcee are limtted. Coaseiiuentljr, the tymtmuiimtu^a^ffn^ fnea.
the AJaaka Natives ryimwmu^/M, should enaure that the most needy aze brought up
to the same lerel with the rest of the state.
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ASSOCIATION OF ALASKA HOUSING AUTHORITIES
520 East 34ih • Anchorage, AK 99503

Phone (907) 562-7119 • Fax (907) 562-7123

Nov. 22, 1995

Atuxtattom of Villagf

CoMtHit PmiJrau Rrgionttt

Htwiinx Amthoriiy

Baramof lilancf

B<nrig Strain tUgtonat

NoMfinj Auihoniv

Brliiot Bay

Htmiing Authority

Cook Met
Hotuing Atuhonty

K^iak I%tan4

Houiing AiUhorily

Mrdokaila

Houiing Authority

Sorth Pacific Rim

NoHiing Authority

l^orth>re%t Itiupiai

Housing Authority

TiirtgitHaida Rrportal

Housing Authority

Mr. Chris Kennedy, Chief Clerk

House Committee on Resources

1 324 Longworth House Ofiice BIdg.

Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Mr. Kennedy:

The Association of Alaska Housing Authorities appieciates the

opportunity to provide comment on the Alaska Natives Commission

Report.

We support the "overarching principles" of the report; which focus on self-

reliance, self-determination and the integrity of Native cultures. In

addition, we are supportive of the centra! themes and broad (thirty-four)

recommendations of the report. These policy recommendations clearly

encourage the self-determination of Alaska Natives.

The Association of Alaska Housing Authorities' membership consists of

the executive directors of Alaska's fourteen regional housing authorities

and the executive director of the Alaska Housing Finance Corporation.

Alaska's regional housing authorities provide HDD's Indian Housing

Programs throughout Alaska. The fourteen authorities are the primary

builders of new housing in rural Alaska Native villages.

The regional authorities work diligently with a variety of funding sources

to provide the maximum amount of new and renovated housing in areas of

very low income.

Our primary concern is as follows:

Over the past few years, HUD's Indian Housing programs (Mutual Help

and Low Rent) have provided for the construction of approximately 300

new homes per year for Alaska residents. This number has never met the

significant housing need in rural Alaska. A 1991 State of Alaska Housing

Assessment indicated a need for a minimum of 8.000 units in rural Alaska

with an additional need for over 4,500 new units to relieve overcrowded

conditions in rural Alaska. The study identified an additionjil need for

over 2,000 units for AJaska Natives living in urban areas.
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Mr. Chris Kennedy, Chief Clerk

House Committee on Resources

Association of Alaska Housing Authorities Comments
Nov. 22. 1995

Page Two

The study compared this need for over 14,000 units to a need for just over

3,000 units for low-income non-Native residents in urban Alaska (Please

note: urban Alaska is home to approximately 64% of Alaska's

population).

Although we are generally supportive of the new Indian Housing "Block

Grant" proposals, which provide Alaska's tribes and regional housing

authorities with more flexibility in the creation of appropriate housing

programs, we are concerned to see certain proposals which significantly

reduce funding for Indian Housing.

Income levels in Alaska Native Villages are very low and conventional

fmancing programs are workable in only limited cases.

For these reasons, the Association of Alaska Housing Authorities is

supportive of the current FY 1996 Senate proposals for HUD Indian

Housing new development and operating subsidies. We also support

adequate funding of future Indian Housing "Block Grant" legislative

packages.

We thank you for the opportunity to comment on this important report and
ask for your careful consideration of and attention toward the housing

needs of Native Americans.

Sincerely,

Kristian N. Anderson
President

Association of Alaska Housing Authorities

The Honorable Ted Stevens

The Honorable Frank Murkowski
The Honorable Don Young
Mr. John Katz, Special Counsel, Office of Governor Tony Knowles
Ms. Julie Kitka, Alaska Federation of Natives

Ms. Ruth Jaure, Executive Director, National American Indian Housing Council
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